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Everything Food Service
Celebrating 70 years of service, Russell Food 
Equipment Ltd. is Canada’s national leader 
in food service equipment and supplies. 
With 14 branches coast to coast, each branch 
office follows the same successful philosophy 
originally set out by our founder, Ken Russell; 
“To prosper as a business, we must always 
place our customers best interests first, 
focusing on quality products and superb after 
sales service to deliver the best overall value.”

The tradition of the Russell Food Equipment 
catalogue dates back to the late 1940’s and 
this newest version represents our most  
comprehensive publication ever. As complete 
as this catalogue is, it still only represents 
a small fraction of what we can source and 
deliver for you. If you do not see exactly what 
you are looking for, please contact us directly. 
Food service equipment and supplies are 
our specialty. Our staff have the knowledge 
and expertise to help you choose the right 
products for your business.

VANCOUVER
(604) 253-6611
1255 Venables St V6A 3X6

REGINA
(306) 525-3333 
1475 Rose St S4R 2A1

TORONTO
(416) 207-9000
70 Coronet Rd M8Z 2M1

VICTORIA
(250) 386-3161
2122 Douglas St V8T 4L3

WINNIPEG
(204) 775-8835
951 Erin St R3G 2W8

MONTREAL 
(514) 382-1160 
5485 Blvd des Grandes Prairies  
H1R 1B1 

CALGARY
(403) 253-1383
5707 - 4th St SE T2H 1K8

THUNDER BAY
(807) 623-2544
441 Hardisty St P7C  3G9 

OTTAWA
(613) 238-6555
450 Preston St K1S 4N6

EDMONTON
(780) 423-4221
10808 - 120th St T5H 3P7

SAULT STE. MARIE
(705) 942-7311
14 Queen St West P6A 1A2

HALIFAX
(902) 454-7461
5548 Russell St B3K 1X2

SASKATOON
(306) 652-7777
1202 Quebec Ave S7K 1V2

LONDON
(519) 432-6311 
517 Bathurst St N6B 1P5

Russell Locations From Coast-to-Coast
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 A.   #CJ05 European Style Chef Jacket  
65/35 poly-cotton blend. This  
is a truly tailored and fitted jacket.  
Its European styling makes it our  
best show jacket yet. 

B.   #CJ09 Women’s Basic Chef Jacket 
65/35 poly-cotton blend. A similar 
version to the Women’s Executive Chef 
Jacket with a simplified back panel,  
this jacket is an ideal solution to 
reducing costs. 

C.   #ECO-04 Economy Basic Chef Jacket 
white 65/35 poly-cotton white twill 
(Teflon-coated) with white plastic 
buttons. 

D.   #ECO-08 Economy White Basic Jacket 
with black contrast 65/35 poly-cotton 
white twill (Teflon-coated) with black 
contrast and black plastic buttons. 

E.   #CW21 Cook/Dishwasher Shirt  
Both black and white available in a 
lightweight 65/35 poly-cotton blend 
with snap closure or buttons. The  
choice is yours. 

F.   #CJ01 Basic Chef Jacket 65/35 poly-
cotton blend. A traditional industry 
standard. Ours comes with a left chest 
patch pocket and sleeve pen pocket. 
High quality 28 ligne cloth knot buttons.

G.  #CW05 Velcro Pill Box Hat with 
the Velcro closure at the back, this 
comfortable hat minimizes on inventory, 
and it fits everyone perfectly. Narrow 
2.5“rim. 

http://www.blackwoodapparel.com/
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A.  #BW101 Basic Bib Apron Three 
Pocket Our 3 pocket bib apron 
is durable and practical for many 
applications. 30”l x 27½” w, 35” straps.  

B.  #ECO-01 Bib Apron - White Only  
65/35 poly-cotton white twill (Teflon-
coated) 30”l x 27”w, 35” straps. 

C.  #CW54 Vinyl Dishwasher Apron - 
Black only Made of black nylon, this 
water resistant apron is perfect for 
kitchen and easily wipes clean. 

D.   #CW14 Regular 4 Way Apron - White 
Economically priced, durable apron of 
a higher quality than the imported, less 
expensive version. The ties are wide 
and will Not fray. Available in black and 
white. 17½”l x 27½”w, 43” straps. 

E.   #CW15 Mid-Length 4 Way Apron 
white 28½“l x 28½”w, 43” straps. 

F.   #BW105 Long French Waiter Apron 
1 Pocket Extremely stylish and very 
practical. Available in white and black 
only. Colors require minimums.  
33”l x 28½”w, 40” straps. 

G.  #CW110 Bar Towel 

H.  #CW01 Chef Hat Available in 100% 
cotton or durable easy-care 65/35  
poly-cotton. Velcro closure for 
adjustability.
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A.   #Holeys Clog Our PROline clog is 
specifically suited for professional 
working environments, as hospitals and 
restaurants. The PROLine clog provides 
amazing comfort for people who work 
on their feet all day.

B.   #BW128 3 Pocket Server Pouch  
This soft vinyl 3-pocket cash pouch is 
highly stylish, functional, and durable. 
Change is secure in the front zipper 
pocket. The strap is adjustable and has 
a low profile buckle. Great alternative 
from an apron when matched with a 
skirt or shorts.

C.   #CP02A Not So Traditional - Rugby 
Pants The most comfortable pant in the 
industry. New soft jersey fabric on the 
inside elastic waistband and a drawstring 
to help you reduce inventory. Featuring 
four deep pockets, all reinforced with a 
bar tack stitch, also just added to inner leg 
inseam! This fabric has also been Teflon 
coated to prevent static in the kitchen.

# CP02 Pinstripe Option 

D.  #CP03 Cargo Pants A similar version 
to the Not So Traditional Chef Pant 
with extra cargo pockets, this pant is 
comfortable and versatile with the extra 
storage six pockets provides. 

http://www.blackwoodapparel.com/
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A.  #97189 SiliGlove
This product was developed and designed 
for commercial kitchen applications 
where the wearer will be exposed to wet 
and messy conditions at a temperature 
range between 225°F to 500°F. It offers 
safe and sanitary protection while also 
providing sufficient dexterity to easily 
perform the task at hand.

B.   #58500 Bakers Hot Pad  
Poly-cotton offers effective protection 
and extended life span economically. 
VaporGuard® interior barrier protects 
against hot liquids, oil, grease & steam 
Lasts 10 times longer than conventional 
products. Protects up to 450°. No 
pocket, machine washable. 8”x 10½”.

C.  #55150 Mitt
This mitt is a poly-cotton blend and is 
recommended for operations where 
the need for extended holding time is 
necessary. It features a thumb-over-
palm design which places the hand in 
a natural position for handling objects. 
Temp resistance to 350°F. Available in 
12”15”18” and 24”.

D.   #Tucker KutGlove™
Tucker Safety Products uses new 
technology to provide the highest 
level of cut protection while providing 
the thinnest most comfortable glove 
available on today’s market. KutGloves 
do not use steel threads that can 
oxidize, break-off and fall into food 
or poke the wearer. Instead, we use 
Spectra fibres which allow us to provide 
the same level of protection in a more 
comfortable/safer product. KutGloves 
are available in six colors that can be 
used as an aid to identify sizing and 
application. 

http://www.tuckersafetyproducts.com/products.htm
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A.  #10360 Apron
These aprons are equipped with the 
unique VaporGuard liquid/vapor barrier, 
effectively protecting your employees 
against spills and splatters of boiling 
water, steam, hot oil and hot grease. 
The high quality Nomex material 
provides the added security of flame 
resistance.

B. #5150 Puppet Style Oven Mitt
15” Puppet-style oven mitt made 
of Nomex material offers superior 
protection where a risk of exposure to 
open flames exists. This puppet-style 
mitt features a popular thumb-over-
palm design which places the hand in a 
natural position for handling sheet pans, 
trays, etc. 

C. #50362 QuickKlean™ Apron
Protects the wearer from injuries 
associated with stream, liquid and 
chemical splatters and splashes, boiling 
water, hot oil and grease. QuickKlean™ 
products wipe clean in your operation 
with no machine washing required. 
Available by 36” and 42” lengths.

D. #56152 Oven Mitt
This popular conventional style oven 
mitt features a sewn in liner and 
GussetGuard for improved durability and 
dexterity. The QuicKlean material is easy 
to clean, no laundry required. Available 
in 15” or 18”. Heat resistant up to 350°

 E. #92143 Tucker Steam Glove™
The Tucker SteamGlove™ hand 
protection is made with SteamGuard™ 
barrier material, which is able to 
withstand oven range temperatures 
and hot oil without melting. We have 
engineered this glove to have fantastic 
dexterity for doing the jobs that need 
protection from steam and hot water 
or where the temperatures are too high 
for bare hand contact. Hand protection 
was designed and developed for the 
commercial kitchen to provide safe and 
sanitary protection to employees that 
are working around wet and messy 
applications and where the heat is not 
exceeding 225°F.

http://www.tuckersafetyproducts.com/products.htm
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A.   #3333
Natural 15 mil rubber latex is resistant to a wide 
variety of chemicals, oils and solvents. Cotton 
flock lining absorbs moisture keeping hands dry 
and comfortable.12” straight cuff for maximum 
protection to the forearm to clothing. Textured 
diamond pattern on palms provides excellent  
wet/dry grip.

B.  #400
Heavyweight 28 mil rubber latex resistant to a wide 
variety of chemicals, oils and solvents. The Sure–grip 
diamond pattern provides excellent wet/dry grip. 
Cotton flock lining absorbs moisture keeping hands 
dry and comfortable.12” straight cuff for maximum 
protection to the forearm to clothing. Great for use 
in janitorial, chemical handling and fisheries.

C. #500
Heavyweight 30 mil rubber latex resistant to a wide 
variety of chemicals, oils and solvents. The Sure –grip 
diamond pattern provides excellent wet/dry grip. 
Cotton flock lining absorbs moisture keeping hands 
dry and comfortable.12” straight cuff for maximum 
protection to the forearm to clothing. Great for use 
in janitorial, food handling, fisheries and chemical 
handling.

D. #6666
5 mil natural rubber latex offers a slightly tacky 
texture for a sure grip, and protects from a variety 
of chemicals. Powder free and CFIA approved. 
Non-sterile, ambidextrous fit with rolled cuff 
prevents liquid from getting inside the glove 
and adds extra strength to the cuff. Great for 
use in hotels,hospitals,restaurants, and janitorial 
applications.100 gloves/box.

E. #8888PF
5 mil blue nitrile offers superior strength with 
excellent resistance to punctures and tears, 
chemically resistant to oils, solvents and grease. 
Powder free and CFIA approved. Non-sterile, 
ambidextrous fit with rolled cuff prevents liquid from 
getting inside the glove and adds extra strength to 
the cuff. Great for use in hotels,hospitals,restaurants, 
and janitorial applications.100 gloves/box.

F. #LDPE5
1.5 mil polyethylene is ambidextrous offering single 
use hand protection when handling food. CFIA 
approved. Great for use in hotels,hospitals,restaurant
s,butchers and bakeries.500 gloves/box

G.  #9999PF
5 mil vinyl offers medium to heavy duty protection 
and holds up well to abrasion. Powder free and 
CFIA approved. Non-sterile, ambidextrous fit with 
rolled cuff prevents liquid from getting inside the 
glove and adds extra strength to the cuff. . Great 
for use in hotels,hospitals,restaurants, and janitorial 
applications.100 gloves/box.
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A.  #BPE Baker’s Pad
Baker’s Pad with strap made of heavy weight 
double thick terry cloth. Preshrunk and fully 
washable. Elastic strap for instant on and off. For 
intermittent handling of hot objects up to 450°F.

B. #TMB4 Baker’s Mitt 
The TMB4 baker’s mitt is preshrunk washable 
32oz heavy duty terry cloth and is fully lined with 
11oz knit cotton. Inside seams are pre –serged 
for improved seam strength and washability. 
Reinforced Kevlar thumb patch. Used for 
intermittent handling of objects up to 450°F. 
12” in length.

C. #TBG6 Baker’s Glove
The TBG6 baker’s glove is preshrunk washable 
32oz heavy duty terry cloth and is fully lined with 
11oz knit cotton. Inside seams are pre –serged 
for improved seam strength and washability. 
Reinforced Kevlar thumb patch. Used for 
intermittent handling of objects up to 450°F. 
12” in length.

A
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http://www.superiorglove.com/industry-gloves/food-processing-gloves/bakers-mitts-gloves-and-pads
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A.  Revolving Cake Stand #4612  
White enamel, cast iron base, aluminum 
top. 117/2”dia. x 43/8”h.

B.   Adjustable Dough Divider #A2396 
Stainless steel wheels, 21/4” dia.

C. Cake Decorating Set #A782 27 pieces.

D. Cassette Piping Set #31873 25 pieces.

E.  Decorating Comb #A1446 aluminum. 
Three different decorating edges. 

F.  Offset Spatulas 
Stainless steel with wood handles.
#21304 - 41/4“
#21308 - 73/4“
#21310 - 91/2“

G.  Spatula  
Stainless steel with wood handles.
#20304 - 4”
#20305 - 5”
#20308 - 8”
#20311 - 10”
#20313 - 12 “

H. Pastry Cutter #1397 with fluted wheel.

I.  Plain Cutter Set #5357 11 pieces. 
7/8” to 35/8” 

J.  Fluted Cutter Set #5307 11 pieces.  
3/4” to 31/2”

K. Donut Cutter #3904 3” stainless steel 

L.  Cambro Scoops unbreakable 
polycarbonate.
#SCP6CW - 6 oz.
#SCP12CW - 12 oz.
#SCP24CW - 24 oz.
#SCP64CW - 64 oz.

M.  Dough Docker #208 Measures 5” wide 
made of high impact plastic. 

N. Pie Markers 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 cuts

#6406 - 6 cut 
#6407 - 7 cut 
#6408 - 8 cut 
#6410 - 10 cut 
#6412 - 12 cut
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A.  Red Hot Disposable Piping Bags 
One Way’s Red Hot is specially suited 
for processing hot and thick fillings. 
The professional who wishes to work 
quickly and requires a good grip and 
stable strength. The Red Hot piping bag 
guarantees efficiency in the kitchen and 
optimum food safety. 74 bags per roll.
59 x 28 cm

B.  Comfort Green Piping Bag 
With its special ‘soft touch’ grip, Comfort 
Green represents the top-of-the-line 
segment in piping bags. The unique 
characteristics of the extremely flexible 
yet firm-grip multi-layer foil ensure that 
the professional can continue to achieve 

clean, precise results even after hours of 
repetitive actions. The Comfort Green 
works just as well as the cotton piping bag 
and can also be easily changed over and 
filled up. The Comfort Green piping bag 
guarantees efficiency in the kitchen and 
optimum food safety. 100 bags per roll.
46 x 26 cm
53 x 28 cm
59 x 28 cm

C.  Cool Blue Transparent Piping Bag 
Cold and light fillings are processed 
better with One Way’s Cool Blue. The 
ingredient can be precisely applied to 
obtain a beautiful, aesthetically pleasing 
end-result, down to the finest detail.  

For example, whipped cream or mousse. 
Tarts or desserts will earn a star within 
seconds. 100 bags per roll.
36 x 20 cm
46 x 26 cm
53 x 28 cm
59 x 28 cm

D.  Canvas Decorating Bags featuring 
hemmed tip, french seamed side,  
merrowed top with rustproof eyelet. 
Various sizes 10” to 24”.

E.  Plastic “Thermo Export” Bags 
Various sizes 10” to 24“.

http://www.onewaypipingbags.com/
http://www.onewaypipingbags.com/
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A.  #10367 26 Gauge Aluminized steel 
Unitized Pullman Pan 4” x 12” 
top inside x 4” depth (10.2 x 30.5 x 
10.2 cm) Overall Dimensions 123/4”x 
153/4”(32.4 x 40 cm).

B.  #906212 Carbon Steel Muffin Pan 
with Non-Stick Coating. These pans 
combine the strength and excellent heat 
transfer properties of carbon steel with  
a durable non-stick coating.
Frame Dimensions 147/8” x 105/8”
Cup Dimensions 2¾” x 1¼”.

Baking Pans and Frames
C.  #17665 26 Gauge Aluminized Steel 

Oversized Muffin Frame  
Cup Dimensions 23/4” (7 cm) top  
inside dia. x 13/8” (3.5 cm) depth 
Overall Dimensions 1721/32” x 2521/32” 
44.9 x 65.2 cm).

D  #10324 26 Gauge Aluminized Steel 
Round Cup Cake/Muffin Frame 
Cup Dimensions 23/4” (7cm) top inside 
dia. x 13/8” (3.5 cm) depth.  
Overall Dimensions 105/8” x 137/8” 
(27 x 35.3 cm).

E.  #6282 “Mushroom” Muffin Tin  
Heavy-duty steel, quick release silicone 
coating. Cup Capacity 37/8oz (115 mL) 
per cup. Not dishwasher safe. 
Overall Dimensions 203/4” x 141/2”  
(52.7 x 36.2 cm).

F.  #10382 22 Gauge Aluminized Mini 
Loaf Frame Cup Dimensions 21/2” x 
37/8” top inside x 13/8” depth, (6.1 x 9.9 
x 3.5 cm).Overall Dimensions 97/8” x 
191/2” (25.1 x 49.5 cm).
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A.  #10326 22 Gauge Aluminized Steel 

Round Cup Muffin Frame 
Overall Dimensions  
141/16” x 2011/16“.

B.  #17631 22 Gauge Aluminized Steel 
Large Crown Muffin Frame 
Overall Dimensions 
13½“x 177/8”. 

C.  #10350 22 Gauge Aluminized Steel  
Mini Muffin Frame 
Overall Dimensions 
13” x 17¾“.

D.  #10327 22 Gauge Aluminized Steel 
Large Muffin Frame 
Overall Dimensions 
177/8“x 257/8”.

E.  #17665 22 Gauge Aluminized Steel 
Large Crown Muffin Frame 
Overall Dimensions 
177/8” x 257/8”.

F.  #61001 Rectangular Cake Pan  
Aluminum 3003-20 gauge (.032”), 
beaded edge. 13” x 9” x 2”  
(33 x 22.9 x 5.1 cm).

G.  #5303 Aluminum Bun Pan  
127/8” x 173/4” x 1” (33 x 45 x 2.5 cm).

H.  #28117 Counter Pan Aluminum.  
15” x 21” x 1” (38.1 x 53.3 x 2.5 cm).

I.  #9003 Seamless Bun and Counter 
Pan 19 Gauge Aluminum.  
18” x 26” x 1”.

Please see your Russell Representative for 
exact dimensions.
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Cream Whippers help you prepare light 
whipped cream for delicious desserts, and 
creative sauces. By filling the container, 
then “charging” the container with a cream 
charger, you can make profitable, upscale 
whipped cream faster than ever before.

A.  #57-4351 Aluminum Cream Whippers 1L

B.  #57-4350 Aluminum Cream Whippers .5L

C. #57-4357 Cream Chargers, 10 per box 

D.   Professional Torch #ST06003
Works wonders on crème brûlées,  
au gratins and meringues.

E.   Butane Fuel Cartridge #ST06000
Made to fuel all Sterno® butane 
essentials. Odorant added for scent 
detection. 8oz 12/case

Aluminum Bun Pan Racks

F. #MAPR12 Full Size, 12 pan capacity

G. #MAPR20 Full Size, 20 pan capacity

H. #MAES07 Half Size, 7 pan capacity

I.  “BAK” Maple Top Work Table  
-   4” Riser & stainless steel base

 -  Shelf & bun pan rack holds  
(8) - 18” x 26” pans

- 1¾” hard rock maple top  
- 4” coved riser on back & both ends
-  Type 300 stainless steel base under 

shelf & bun pan rack
-  Under shelf is secured in a fixed 

position, 12” above floor. 
- 5” Heavy duty locking casters
-  Shipped K/D, easy to assemble.

Available in sizes:

#BAK01 30” x 48” 

#BAK02 30” x 60” 

#BAK03 30” x 72” 

#BAK04 36” x 48” 

#BAK05 36” x 60” 

J.  #18900 Rack Covers Made with sturdy 
12 mil vinyl with heavy duty zippers, 
reinforced top and extra-strength lock 
seam stitch with binding.  
23” x 28” x 63”
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A.  Wire Pan Grates Nickel plated chrome. 

#5307 1/3 size, 101/4”x 5” (26 x 12.7 cm)

 #5308 1/2 size, 81/2”x 101/4” (21.6 x 26 cm)

  #5309 Full size, 10”x 18”  (25.4 x 45.7 cm)

B.  Exopat Non-Stick Baking Mat #321004 
Two sizes available. Baking Length  
115/8”x width 163/8”, to fit 13 x 18 baking 
sheet. Baking Length 163/8”x width 
241/2”, to fit 19 x 26 baking sheet.

Gastroflex Silicone Molds  
BOURGEAT have created a range of 
patisserie products in response to the needs 
of catering professionals. The range includes 
the Gastroflex molds made of 100% silicone 
which allow chefs and caterers to prepare 
their own pastries under optimal conditions. 
Flexible non-stick food quality silicone 
for easy removal without prior greasing. 
Extremely durable, odourless, hygienic, 
dishwasher safe meets HACCP standards. 
Suitable for ovens and freezer. Usable from 
-58° to 482°F.

C.  #257985 
This silicone mold can be used for 
freezing, chilling or baking a variety of 
desserts. The mold makes 12 mini cakes 
that measure 1¼”w x 3”d x 1¼”h.

D.  #258214 
The silicone mold, a small revolution in 
the world of gastronomy. Mini muffin 
Sheet size: length 1113/16’’ x width 67/8’’ 

E.  #258201 
This mold can be used for freezing, 
chilling or baking a variety of desserts.  
The half sphere measures 1¾” diameter 
by ¾” high.

F.  #258225 
The authentic silicone mold a small 
revolution in the world of gastronomy. 
Mini Tart sheet size length 1113/16” x 
width 67/8 “

G.  #258215 
This authentic silicone mold can be used 
for freezing, chilling or baking a variety 
of desserts. The mold makes six muffins 
that measure 2¾” in diameter by 1½” 
high.
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A. Aluminum Tapered Pie Pans 
 #6129  9” x 11/4”  (22.9 x 3.2 cm) 
 #6150  10” x 11/2”  (25.4 x 3.8 cm) 

B. Cheese Cake Pan Two Piece. 
 #3005  5” x 3” 
 #3006  6” x 3” 
 #3007  7” x 3” 
 #3008  8” x 3” 
 #3009  9” x 3” 
 #3010  10” x 3” 
 #3012  12” x 3” 
 #3014  14” x 3”

C. #7099 Cake Pan Stainless steel  
 9” x 11/2” (22.9 x 3.8 cm)

D.  Tapered Pie Pans  
22 Gauge Aluminum 
#64008  8 “
#64009  9”
#64010  10”
#64011  11”
#64012  12”

E.  Spring Form Cake Pans  
Tin. 21/2” (6 cm deep)

 #74 6070  7”   (18 cm diameter) 
 #74 6071  8”   (20 cm diameter) 
 #74 6073  9”   (23 cm diameter) 
 #74 6074  10”  (25.4 cm diameter)  
 #74 6075  11”  (28 cm diameter) 

F. #3376 Rotary Flour Sifter  
 18-8 Stainless Steel  
 6½” x 6¼“
G. Stainless Steel Sieves 
 #3510  10”  (25.4 cm) 
 #3512  12”  (30.5 cm) 
 #3514  14”  (35.6 cm) 
 #3516  16”  (40.6 cm) 
 #3518  18”  (45.7 cm)

H. Wood Rim Sieves
#3910  10”
#3912  12”
#3914  14”
#3916  16”
#3918 - 18”
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A.  Cake Stands Stainless Steel 

#4123 13” diameter 3¼” height 
#4125 13” diameter 6½” height 

B. #3012 Pasty Blender Stainless Steel 
 4½” x 4½”x 1¾”.

C. Aluminum Kitchen Scoops
#6012   5 oz
#6016   12 oz
#6020  24 oz
#6023   38½ oz
#6026   57½ oz
#6030   84½ oz

D.  #135 Two Piece Angel Cake Pan 
The pan’s 18 gauge aluminum body  
and hand spun design ensures that it 
keeps its shape after use.  
10” Top 8” Bottom 4” Tall. 

E.  Loaf and Cake Pans 
Medium-duty aluminized steel  
bakeware with non-stick coating.

#960042 Loaf Pan 8½”x 4½”x 2¾” 

#960629 Cake Pan 9”dia x 2” 

#969953 Cake Pan Sq 9”x 9” x 2¼” 

F.  Deep Mixing Bowls 
18/8 stainless steel to resist pitting, 
rusting and staining. Mirror finish with 
rolled edge. Depth of bowl make mixing 
easier. 0.7 mm thickness.

#57 5900 .75 L 51/4” dia 
#57 5901 1.5 L 67/8” dia  
#57 5903 3 L 85/8” dia
#57 5094 4 L 93/4” dia
#57 5906 6 L 107/8” dia
#57 5908 8 L 113/4“ dia
#57 5912 12 L 14” dia

G.  Stainless Steel Mixing Bowls  
Made from 18-0 bright mirror finished 
stainless steel, these bowls clean easily 
and are dishwasher safe. Value priced  
with tapered sides and beaded edge.

#7201 ¾ qt 7” dia
#7202 1½ qt 8¼” dia 
#7203 3 qt 9¾“ dia
#7204 4 qt 105/8” dia
#7205 5 qt 11¾“ dia
#7208 8 qt 13¼” dia
#7213 13 qt 157/8” dia
#7217 16 qt 18” dia
#7220 20 qt 18¾” dia 
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A.   #3056 Dough Scraper ABS Plastic 
handle. 4 1/8” x  3” Stainless steel blade. 

B.   #S196 Dough Cutter/Scraper 
Sani-safe polypropylene handle. 
6”x 3” Stainless steel blade.

C.  #3026 Dough Scrapers Wood handle. 
6”x 3” Stainless steel blade.

D.  #37143 Dough Scraper Polypropylene, 
Stiff 5¾ x 3 d (14.8 x 9.9). 

E.  Rolling Pins Hard Maple. 23/4” dia. 
#3653 121/2” long (31.63 cm) 
#3655 141/2” long (36.69 cm) 
#3658 171/2” long (44.28 cm)

F.  Aluminum Rolling Pins 
#3633, 13” long, 31/2” diameter 
#3635, 15” long, 31/2” diameter 
#3638, 18” long, 31/2” diameter

G. #3659 Rolling Pin Wood.

H. Natural Bristle Pastry Brushes
Plastic Handle 
#3701 1”
#3715 1½”
#3720 2”
#3725 2½”

 #3730 3” 

I.  French Whip Stainless steel handle  
and wire beater. Stiff wire. 
#57-1110 10” #57-1118 18”
#57-1112 12” #57-1120 20”
#57-1114 14” #57-1122 22”
#57-1116 16” #57-1124 24” 

J.  Piano Whip Stainless steel handle  
and wire beater. Flexible wire.
#57-1210 10” #57-1216 16”
#57-1212 12” #57-1218 18”
#57-1214 14”

K. Flexible Whip Wood handle with  
 a stainless steel wire.
  #12SW 12” #18SW 18” 

#14SW 14” #20SW 20” 
#16SW 16” #24SW 24”

L.  Nylon Handle Whips

French Whips, Aqua Handle. 
#47090 10” (25.4) cm
#47091 12” (30.5) cm
#47092 14” (35.6) cm
#47093 16” (40.6) cm
#47094 18” (45.7) cm
#47095 20” (50.8) cm
#47096 22” (55.9) cm
#47097 24” (61) cm

Piano Whips, Purple Handle.
#47002 10” (25.4) cm
#47003 12” (30.5) cm
#47004 14” (35.6) cm
#47005 16” (40.6) cm
#47006 18” (45.7) cm
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A.  Arlite Tools work like wood, but clean 

like plastic and can be used in non-stick 
pans. The dense surface resists stains 
and all Arlite Tools are dishwasher safe.

Stir Sticks  
#ST-1412 Handle 1/4“, Length 12”
#ST-1415 Handle 1/4“, Length 15”

Spatulas
#SU-1810 Handle 1/8“, Length 10”

 #SU-1812 Handle 1/8“, Length 12”

B.  Wood Stirring Paddles
 #3424 24” #3442 42”

#3430 30” #3448 48 “
#3436 36”

C. Paddle Stainless steel.
 #3124 24” #3148 48”
#3130 30” #3154 54”
#3136 42” #3160 60”

D. Spatulas Spoon Shaped. 
  #1933 91⁄2” (24.1 cm) 

#1934 131⁄2” (34.3 cm) 
#1938 161⁄2” (41.9 cm)

E. Scrapers 
  #1901 91⁄2” (24.1 cm) 

#1905 131⁄2” (34.3 cm) 
#1906 161⁄2” (41.9 cm)

F.  High Heat Spoon Scrapers 
#1966 Red - 91⁄2” (24.1 cm) 
#1967 Red - 131⁄2 “ (34.3 cm) 
#1968 Red - 161⁄2 “ (41.9 cm)

G. High Heat Scrapers 
  #1962 91⁄2” (24.1 cm) 

#1963 131⁄2” (34.3 cm) 
#1964 161⁄2” (41.9 cm)

H.  High Temperature Nylon Preparation 
Spoon. Solid, 81⁄2” length, heat 
resistant to 475 F (246 C). One piece 
construction, handle features a hanging 
hole, fully color-coded for identification 
for controlled food contact for HACCP 
programs
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A.  Camwear Measuring Cups 
  Whether the recipe calls for ounces, 

pints, quarts or litres, Camwear 
Measuring Cups make the right 
measurement clear. These graduations 
are moulded-in and imprinted in blue  
on one side for metric and red on the 
other for standard. Made of rugged 
polycarbonate, they are not affected  
by food acids. They won’t dent,  
ensuring an accurate measurement.  
The handle is molded to the cup so  
it won’t break off.

#25MCCW 1 cup  
#50MCCW 1 pint  
#100MCCW 1 qt 
#200MCCW 2 qt 
#400MCCW 4 qt

B.   Glass Pyrex Measurer 
#H496 8 oz 
#H498 16 oz  
#H499 32 oz

C.  Graduated Measure Stainless steel. 
 #T1062 16 oz, 33/4”x 45/8” 
 #T1063 32 oz, 43/4”x 51/4” 
 #T1064 64 oz, 51/2”x 61/2”

D.   Baker’s Measure Aluminum.
#6140 1/2 qt
#6141 1 qt
#6142 2 qt
#6144 4 qt

E.  #47119 Four Piece Measuring Cup 
Set Stainless steel with welded rod 
handles. 
Integral spout makes no-spill pouring a 
breeze 1 cup (240 ml), 1/2 cup (120 ml), 
1/3 cup (80 ml), 1/4 cup (60 ml).

F.  Stainless Steel Measuring Spoons
These measuring tools are essential for 
every kitchen. Heavy-duty design that 
withstands the pressure when digging 
into canisters of brown sugar and flour.

Manufactured from the toughest 
stainless steel.

Set of 5: 1/8, 1/4 , 1/2, 1 tsp,1 tbsp.

G.  #7329 Four Piece Measuring Cup Set 
Available 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, & 1 cup.

H.  #7328 Measuring Spoon Set  
Stainless steel spoons, Plastic handle. 
Capacity: 1/4, 1/2, 1 tsp, and 1 tbsp.
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A.  Fiberglass Bowls 
Combines the look of warm 
wood grains with the durability 
of fibreglass and colours and 
will not fade even after years of 
service and washing. Available 
Colour: Dark Basketweave (301). 
#6F 61/8” inside diameter
#8F 8” inside diameter 

B.  Round Pebbled Bowls 
Textured on the outside for an 
elegant look, smooth on the inside 
for easy cleaning.
#PSB6  6”
#PSB8  8”
#PSB10  10”
#PSB12  12”
#PSB15  15”
#PSB18  18”
#PSB23  23”

C.  Round Ribbed Bowls 
Stylish contemporary appearance 
for a dramatic presentation. 
Available Colours: Clear (135), 
Black (110), White (148).
#RSB6CW  6”
#RSB8CW  8”
#RSB10CW  10”
#RSB12CW  12”
#RSB15CW  15”
#RSB18CW  18”
#RSB23CW  23”

D.  Pebbled Pedestal Punch Bowls 
Perfect for parties, weddings, and 
receptions.
#PPB15  15”
#PPB18  18”
#PPB23  23”

E.  # T706PT Party Tubs
Stainless Steel hand hammered 
finish. Tub will stay cold for up to 
6 hours. No pre-chilling required.
34qt.
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A.  Cambro Coldfest Containers 
are a ideal choice for Cambro 
food bars, buffet tables or for 
perishable condiments. Keeps 
contents chilled at or below 
HACCP guidelines of 41°F (4°C) 
without ice. Freeze for eight 
hours or overnight before filling 
with pre-chilled product. Made 
of high impact ABS material and 
filled with non-toxic gel.

B.  Cambro Crocks are a great 
choice for salad bars, on buffet 
tables or at food stations. The 
smooth surface is easy to clean 
and resistant to stain and odours 
caused by vinegar, salad oils or 
mayonnaise. Available with snap-
tight lids for easy convenient and 
safe storage. 
Crocks available in 6 colours and 
3 sizes Colours: Black (110) Beige 
(133) Reddish Brown (195)
Cranberry (416) Clear (152) 
White (148) Sizes: 1.2 qt, 1.5 qt 
and 2.7 qt.

C. Deli Crocks and Platter
Prep, store and serve all in one 
with contemporary style at 
an economical price. Cambro 
crocks and platters and ideal 
for deli’s, sandwich shops, 
buffets and catered events. 
Handled covers are available 
and are made of crystal clear, 
virtually unbreakable Camwear 
polycarbonate. 
Crock and Platter Colours:  
Clear (152) Black (110) White 
(148) Red (404) Crock Cover 
Colours: Clear (135).

http://www.cambro.com/Display_and_Serving/205/1033.aspx
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A  SK022 Rosseto® Buffet and 
Display Riser Systems are 
designed to integrate across  
their entire product lines. With  
a modular multilevel design and 
high-end commercial materials, you 
get a complete long lasting system 
of endless combinations. 

B  SK019 Rosseto® Black Matte 
Warmer Kit A new direction on 
serving hot food that avoids the 
waste of bulky out-dated chafers. 
Rosseto® black matte warmer kit is 
made from the finest USA made 
commercial grade stainless steel, 
with matte finish that can 
withstand tough commercial 
environments. 

C  SK012 DIsplay Risers Your cuisine 
will shine using this honeycomb 
style display that integrates 
beautifully into your buffet system. 
Mix and match various colors, sizes 
and surfaces that add versatility as 
risers, coolers or both all in one 
piece.

D  (2) LD112 Beverage Dispensers 
Made of solid top-quality acrylic 
with a special removable ice 
chamber that floats atop your 
beverage, cooling as it settles 
during use. Shown with B200 
Bamboo Riser Platter and optional 
LD108 Drip Tray.

E-G EZP2753, EZ50299, EZ547 
  Free-Standing Dispenser 

Solutions will help your business 
display and dispense toppings, 
cereals, granola, coffee, tea, natural 
products, snacks, spices and more. 
EZ-PRO® and EZ-SERV® table-top 
dispensers fit perfectly into 
breakfast displays at school 
cafeteria.

http://www.rosseto.com/
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A.  #PP2000 Metal Tier 
Prestige CANON Metal Tier 
is combined with four 100% 
vitrified, hotel-ware quality 
Porcelain CANON Bowls. 

B #IP202 Ice Carving Pedestal 
  Large Rectangle Metal Ice Carving 

Pedestal - perfect for double 
wide horizontal ice sculptures or 
for any iced food or beverage 
presentation.

C #PT243 Mirror Tray 
  Industry’s best Rectangle Acrylic 

Mirror Trays feature reversible 
black & mirror surfaces. Ideal to 
serve sushi, fruits, cheese, cold 
cuts, pastries, hors d’oeuvres or 
desserts. 

D  #JC302 Half Size Juice 
Dispenser Durable acrylic juice 
dispenser cylinder with 1½ gallon / 
5½ litres capacity. 

E #JC303 Juice Dispenser 
  Strata triangle juice dispenser. 

Powder-coated, strata style metal 
stand holds a triangular durable 
Acrylic juice dispenser tank with 
4.2 gallons / 15.75 litre capacity.

F #DE2020 Metal Stand 
  This sleek contemporary design 

features three white small 
melamine diamond bowls on  
a powder-coated metal stand. 

G  #DE1020 Metal Stand 
METALINA Stand w/1 Large Platter 
& three small melamine diamond 
bowls on a powder-coated Metal 
Stand Sleek, contemporary design 
with small footprint to save table 
space.

H  #CP1600 Podium Tier 
Complete with three porcelain 
platters and cold concept. New 
combination for chilled food 
presentations.  

www.calmil.com/
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A.  Siciliano™ Series  
Showcase your culinary creations 
with the Siciliano™ series. With its 
clean lines and sleek designs, the 
Siciliano™ series will make your 
food service stand out. Choose 
from generous-sized to petite-
sized bowls and platters. Crafted 
from break resistant melamine. 
Commercial dishwasher safe.  
See your Russell representative  
for the full line and sizing.

B  Milano Melamine Series  
The sleek, high-fashion Milano 
melamine series offers the perfect 
solution for all your culinary 
needs. Crafted from break 
resistant melamine. Commercial 
dishwasher safe. See your Russell 
representative for the full line  
and sizing.

http://get-melamine.com/
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A.  Lugano Angled & Easy Grasp Tongs 
Available colours: Black (110), Beige 
(133), Clear (135), White (148).
Angled Tongs: 
#TGA8 8¼” #TGA11 1013/16”
Easy- Grasp Tongs: 
#TGG6 6” #TGG9 9”

B.  Lugano Scallop Grip & Flat Tongs 
Easily grasp hard to hold items such as 
a salad greens and tomatoes. Scallop 
tongs feature an ergonomic design and 
secure finger grip. Flat Tongs are ribbed 
to provide a secure hold. Available 
colours: Black (110), Beige (133),  
Clear (135), White (148).

Scallop Tongs: 
#6TGS 6” #9TGS 9”
#12TGS 12”

Flat Grip Tongs:
#TG6 6” #TG9 9”

 C.  Serving Spoons Polycarbonate 
construction ensures that they will keep 
their stylish appearance serving after 
serving. Solid or perforated. Size: 13”. 
Ladles, Tongs and Serving Spoons are 
available in 9 colours: Sherwood Green 
(119), Navy (186), Teal (414), Cranberry 
(416), Red (404), Black (110), White 
(148), Beige (133), and Clear (135).

D.  Camwear Ladles  
Portion controlled bowls serve the 
perfect amount of dressing or food 
ingredient and are angled for easy 
handling. Available colours: Black (110), 
Beige (133), Clear (135), White(148), 
Reddish Brown (195)
#LD 85 81/2” 3/4 oz
#LD105 109/16” 1 oz
#LD130 13” 1 oz

Hollow Handled Serving Utensils 
Stainless steel
E. #3598 Pie Server. 11”  
F. #3594 Salad Fork. 111/2” 
G.  #3599 Slotted Salad Spoon 113/4” 
H. #3592 Soup Ladle. 13” 
I. #3596 Salad Spoon 113/8” 
J. #3590 Sauce Ladle 103/4” 
K. #3597 Cake Server 111/2” 
L. #3595 Turner 123/8” 
M. #3591 Carving Fork 11” 

Eclipse Serving Utensils 18/10 SS. Unique 
extra long ergonomic handles to help 
reduce slippage while in use. 
N. #57-3187 Tong 9.5”
 #57-3188 Tong 12”
O. #57-3170 Ladle 15” 6oz.
P. #57-3171 Solid Turner 14.75”
Q. #57-3172 Slotted Turner 14.75”
R. #57-3173 Solid Spoon 13.5”
S. #57-3174 Slotted Spoon 13.5”
T. #57-3175 Fork 14”
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A.  Odyssey Trays to compliment 
casual or formal banquet dining.
Gold Trim
#47260 Rectangle 18¼” x 121/5” 
#47266 Rectangle 19½” x 14” 
#47265 Oval 181/8” x 13” 

Classic Round
#47262 Round 14”

Octagon
#47261 8-Sided 171/8” x 10” 
#47263 8-Sided 20” x 13¾”

Victorian Rectangle
#47267 Rectangle 21¾” x 15”

B. Double Wall Serving Bowls
#46665 .75 qt
#46666 1.7 qt
#46667 3.4 qt
#46668 6.9 qt
#46669 10.1 qt

C.  Hammered Trays  
Stainless steel catering trays.
#T8971A 11½” square
#T8971B 16” square

D.  Hardwood Room Service Trays 
18” x 14” 
#RST-1814-M Mahogany  
#RST-1814-N Natural 

E.  Hardwood Room Service Trays 
25“ x 16” 
#RST-2516-M Mahogany  
#RST-2516-N Natural

F.  #RST-1520-1-BK Plastic Room 
Service Tray Dishwasher Safe. 
20“ x 15” Only available in black.

G.  Service Trays Special on the 
buffet line or at tableside. Mirror-
finished 18-8 stainless steel.

#47212 12” x ¾ (30.5 x 1.9) 
#47214 137/8 x ¾ (35.2 x 1.9) 
#47216 157/8 x 7/8 (40.3 x 2.2)

http://vollrath.com/Vollrath/Products/Buffet-and-Tabletop-Services.htm
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A. #T3510 Value Chafer
Includes dome cover and heat 
resistant handle. With welded, 
stackable frame. Full Size.

B. New York New York®

Brilliant mirror-finished 18-8 
stainless steel combining quality, 
elegance and value.

#46070 Round 6qt

#46080 Full Size 9qt

C.  #T3500 Roll-Top Chafer  
Great for buffet service on either 
one side or both sides of the 
buffet. It is economically priced for 
its size and features. The roll-top 
has two position stops: one at 
90° and one at 180°. It holds up 
to eight quarts of food and has 
a welded frame and a mirrored 
finish. It comes with the roll-top 
lid, the frame, a food pan, a water 
pan and two fuel holders.  
19” x 26.75” x 20.5”.

D.  #T3505 Roll-Top Round Chafer 
A compact, economical chafing 
dish that can be used at a double-
sided buffet. This is because the 
roll-top slides open at both a 90° 
or a 180° angle for one-sided or 
two-sided service. It has a mirrored 
finish and comes with the lid, a 
welded frame, a round food pan, 
a round water pan and two fuel 
holders. 19” tall.

E.  #STO7000 Pop-Up Chafer Set 
Contains everything you need in 
one box:

»  1 Heavy-duty metal pan holder

»  1 Reusable aluminum water pan

» 2 Aluminum food half pans

»  1 Plastic serving spoon & fork set

» 2  Cans of Sterno 2-hour gel 
chafing fuel

•  Proprietary, fold-down frame for 
easy, space-saving storage

•  Durable construction to store, set 
up and serve over and over again

•  Utilizes standard aluminum foil 
food pans (12.75” x 10.38” x 
2.56”).

http://vollrath.com/Vollrath/Products/Buffet-and-Tabletop-Services.htm
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A. #99850 Trimline II Chafer

Sturdy welded frame is stackable  
for compact storage, c/w Super 
Pan V insert. Full size.

B. #99860 Dakota Chafer

Kool-Touch® nylon cover handle 
is easy to grip and stays cool to 
touch, c/w Super Pan V insert.

Full size.

C. #9595 Americana Chafer 

8 quart roll top lid with gold 
coloured plated handles. Full size.

D.  #46530 Orion® Retractable 
Round Roll-Top Chafer

18-10 stainless mirror finish, with 
stand. 6 qt Food pan has centre 
well. Round.

E.  #46520 Orion® Full Size 
Retractable Chafer

Full size 9 quart. 18-10 mirror 
finish SS cover retracts to 90° and 
full open position. Full size.

http://vollrath.com/Vollrath/Products/Buffet-and-Tabletop-Services.htm
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A.  The Versa Food Service 
System provides custom design 
without the custom price. This 
stylish, completely portable system 
goes anywhere and keeps food 
cold with either ColdFest pans or 
Buffet Camchillers. Whether it’s 
space considerations, frequent 
menu changes or merchandising 
requirements, the Versa Food 
Service System offers unequalled 
versatility. One person can set up 
or knock down the sneeze guards 
and tray rails for transport or 
storage in only 30 seconds. The 
all-weather material is durable 
and easy to clean with countless 
configurations to fit any food 
service need. Easily fits through  
a standard 3’ (91.5 cm) doorway 
with the sneeze guards and tray 
rails knocked down. Knocked 
down width: 321/2” (83 cm). 
Ergonomic, molded handles  
on both sides ensure  
easy maneuvering. 

B.  Table Top Model Food Bar Portable. 
#FBR72TTN 711/2”l x 24”w x 27”h 
#FBR60TTN 631/2”l x 24”w x 27”h  
#FBR48TTN 48”l x 24”w x 27”h

C. #TC 1418 Tray and Silver Cart   
  (w/pans & cover), 6” swivel casters, 

2 brakes, 323/8”l x 211/4”w x 45”h 
  Colours available for all items on 

this page: Slate blue, coffee beige, 
dark brown, grey, brick red. 

 Note: All dimensions are exterior.

http://www.cambro.com/Insulated_Food_Transport/
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A. Ultra Camtainers
Three sizes for your beverage 
service needs. Not all colours 
stocked by your RFE branch.
#UC250 2.75 gal
#UC500 5.25 gal
#UC1000 10.5 gal

B. Camtainers
The standard for caterers,  
4 sizes available. Not all colours 
stocked by your RFE branch.
#100LCD 1 gal
#250LCD 2.5 gal
#500LCD 4.75 gal
#1000LCD 11.75 gal

C.  Front-of-House Beverage 
Server for hot or cold beverages 
with  double-wall polyethylene 
shell with thick foam insulation 
that retains temperatures for 
hours. Black (110), Dark Taupe 
(417), Granite Grey (191).
#CSR3 3 gal
#CSR5 5 gal

D.  Food Pan Carriers Durable and 
dependable front-loading carriers 
will hold multiple pans of hot or 
cold food at safe temperatures 
for hours. UPC400 shown with 
optional CD400 Camdolly.

See your Russell representative  
for the complete line of  
Cambro carriers.

E.  #ICS100L Cambro Ice Caddy  
100 Lb. Capacity, 2 Swivel Casters. 
Indoors or outdoors, in heat or 
humidity, these sleek ice caddies 
keep their cool and hold ice cold 
for days! The polyethylene body 
and thick foam insulation provide 
durability and long lasting ice 
storage. The unique sliding lid 
helps reduce the risk of cross 
contamination. Available in  
seven colours.

F.  #UPC 140 Camcarrier Keep hot 
food hot or cold food cold for 
up to 4 hours with the Cambro 
Camcarrier UPC140 Ultra Pan 
Carrier. This top loading food pan 
carrier holds one, 4” deep full size 
food pan for easy transport to 
your next catered event. Available 
in seven colours.

http://www.cambro.com/Insulated_Food_Transport/
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A.  Ultra Pan Carrier® and Ultra 
Camcart® H-Series
Designed for both electric hot 
holding and non-electric transport 
the gentle, 150° to 165°F non-
radiant heat will not cook food 
and maintains food moisture. One 
hour preheat time from room 
temperature and three minute 
recovery. Energy consumption is 
substantially less than comparable 
metal cabinets. Will not rust 
or dent like metal cabinets, is 
more economical, and is easy to 
manoeuvre. All UPCH models have 
been tested to maintain at safe, 
hot food temperatures, for up to 
4 hours when unplugged. Colors: 
Granite Gray (191), Granite Green 
(192), Slate Blue (401), Dark 
Brown (131), Black (110).

B.  #ADCS Dish Caddy Store and 
transport valuable dinnerware with 
confidence by using the Cambro 
S-Series Adjustable Dish Caddy. 
Durable polyethylene construction 
provides long life usage. A three 
quarter inch plated steel rear axle 
offers solid strength. Configure 
dividers as needed to hold 
dinnerware securely and safely in 
place. Dividers can be adjusted 
to hold dishes from a small 45/8” 
(11.6 cm) plate to a 13” (33.0 cm) 
charger plate or pasta dish. The 
dividers feature a one-half inch 
rod from top to bottom for stable 
and secure positioning. Smooth 
manoeuvring over any surface is 
ensured with non-marking, high 
quality casters - 10” (25.4 cm) rear 
wheels and 5” (12.7 cm) swivel 
w/ brake front casters. Available 
in Black (110), Slate Blue, (401), 
Speckled Gray (480), Dark Brown 
(131).

C.  #KSC402 Hand Sink/Cart  
The Cambro KSC402 CamKiosk 
portable self-contained hand 
sink cart is a great way to allow 
employees or customers to wash 
their hands when you’re nowhere 
near a water hookup. Once filled, 
all you need is a 110V electrical 
connection. Two 5 gallon fresh 
water tanks and two 7.5 gallon 
refuse tanks provide approximately 
70 hand washings per fill. The 
KSC402 features a water heater 
with a 2.5 gallon capacity that 
heats up water in 10 minutes, so 
you can run either cold or hot (up 
to 140 degrees Fahrenheit) water 
to the faucet. Six colours available.
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Proserve Insulated Carriers 
Proserve carriers keep hot foods hot 
and cold foods cold and allow you to 
pack, load, move, unload, and serve with 
confidence and ease. All carriers can 
be stacked for easier transportation, 
and are completely commercial 
dishwasher safe.

Product Features: 
• Ergonomic Handles 
• Nylon Double Stitching 
• Reflective Vapor Barrier 
• Thermal Retention System 
• Tear Resistant Bottom 
• Label Window 
• Elastic Mesh Pockets

A. #9F12 End Load 3 pan

B. #9F13 End Load 5 Pan

C. #9F14 End Load 7 Pan 

D. #9F15 Top Load 3 Pan

E. #9F16 Top Load 5 Pan

F. #9F17 Pizza Bag 

G. #9F18 Beverage Dispenser

H.  #9F21 Ice Chiller. Extends cooling  
properties for hours.

I.  #9F20 Wire Shelf. (optional) 
Keeps food containers organized 
and neat.

J.  #9F19 Carrier Dolly makes moving 
multiple carriers up to 325 lbs 
easier than ever.

THERMAL RETENTION

FOUR LAYERS OF PROTECTION

1. Rigid Interior Insulation
Lightweight and over 300% stronger  
than Styrofoam®1 polystyrene, 
Expanded Polypropylene (EPP) resists 
flaking, cleans easily, and provides 
uncompromising support.

2. Reflective Vapor Barrier
Helps maintain even temperature 
throughout the carrier, so foods 
maintain their ideal temperatures.

3. Non-woven Polyester Insulation
Nearly an inch thick, it’s the same 
insulation used in high-performance 
cold-weather gear. Will not retain 
moisture or odors.

4. Commercial-Grade Nylon Exterior
Strong (840 denier) nylon surrounds 
and protects the inner layers.

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/subcategory.jsp?categoryCode=foodservice&subCategoryCode=foodservice_insulated_products
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HELPFUL HINT

We’re naturally drawn to 
abundance. Consider this 
principle when planning 

your pastry display. Stack your 
pastries high. Don’t stack them 
high enough to be precarious 
and to risk them sliding off 
the pile, but do stack them 
high enough to create the 
feeling of abundance. Many 
pastries have qualities that 
make them visually appealing. 
By taking this account when 
you plan your pastry display, 
you can create an especially 
attractive arrangement. If you 
are displaying round cookies of 
uniform shape, you can overlap 
them slightly and arrange them 
in a spiral to complement their 
roundness. Arrange rectangular 
pastries in an orderly fashion, 
but avoid strictly neat rows, 
which can be dull to the eye. 
If your cookies or pastries have 
an attractive design on top, 
arrange them so the top is as 
visible as possible.
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Pastry Display Cases 
If presentation is everything, then 
your delicious bakery productions 
are no exception. Make a beautiful 
display of your baked goods for your 
loyal customers with these attractive, 
economical, ready to assemble pastry 
display cases are available in 2 and 
3 shelf models. Front and rear doors 
allow for easy loading and servicing. 
Each case is shipped complete with 
hardware, assembly instructions and 
tool for quick assembly.

A.  # PKD263  
27" w x 19.75" d x 251/8" h

B.  #PKD182  
19" w x 16.5"d x 17.75" h
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6RS6

12RS12 Versa Organizer 
shown mounted on wall.

Bins sold separately 
(5412CBP) or as 
combined packs.
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Versa Organizers
Use to store non-perishable 
condiments, disposable ware and 
napkins. Hold bins in 2 x 3, 2 x 4,  
3 x 3 or 3 x 4 arrangements. Made of 
seamless one-piece polyethylene. Set 
on flat surface or wall mount. Each  
bin will hold up to 10lbs. (4.5Kg). Easy 
to assemble and easy to clean.

A.  Bins Only #5412CBP  
5"x 12" x 4¼" Available in Coffee 
Beige (157), Dark Brown (131), 
Black (110) Slate Blue (401), 
Speckled Grey (480)

B.  Versa Line Combined Pack
  #12RS12 Rack with 12 bins 

251/8" x 213/8" x 14¼"
  #9RS9 Rack with 9 bins 

201/8” x 213/8” x 14¼”
  #8RS8 Rack with 8 bins 

251/8” x 17¼” x 9¼”
  #6RS6 Rack with 6 bins 

201/8” x 17¼” x 9¼”

  Versa Line Combined Pack and 
Bins & Racks Colours: Dark Brown 
(131), Black (110), Speckled Grey 
(480).

http://www.cambro.com
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A.  #HFL-2F Infrared Food Warmer 
with two aluminum lamps 
20”x14”x18”. 500 watts 110 volt.

B.  #HFL-2RB Infrared Food 
Warmer  with two copper 
shaded lamps complete with a 
15.5”x21.5” solid maple cutting 
board and juice tray. 500 watts 
110 volt.

C.  #50116 Butane Stove 
Perfect for made-to-order  
stations featuring omelets,  
pastas and crêpes.

D.  #50102 Butane Fuel Cartridge 
Made to fuel all Sterno® butane 
essentials. Odorant added for 
scent detection. 8oz 12/case. 

E.  Butane Lighter Turbo-Flame

  F.   #50114 Professional Torch
Works wonders on crème brûlées, 
au gratins and meringues.

G. #174 Stainless Steel Fuel Holder

H.  #14-457 Jellied Chafer Fuel 9oz.

I.  #20194 The first chafing fuel  
to be endorsed by the Green 
Restaurant Association. “Green” 
fuel performs similar to wick and 
gel chafing fuels, but is made 
from renewable resources. It is 
both biodegradable and safe for 
the environment. Burns 2 hours. 

J.  Handy Wick® Chafing Fuel 
Available in two, four and six  
hour cans. 
#10230 2 hour wick 
#10128 4 hour wick 
#10178 6 hour wick
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A.  #57510 Malt Cup Stainless steel 
graduated cup. Satin finish inside. 
Reinforced bottom. Fits all standard 
machines. 30 oz. 67/8”H x 4”D 

B.  #57512 Malt Cup with Handle 
Stainless steel graduated cup. Satin 
finish inside. Reinforced bottom. Fits all 
standard machines. 30 oz. 7”H x 4”D

C.   #57509 Bar Shaker Deluxe mirror   
finish, stainless steel. 30 oz, 7”H

D.   #7953 Bar Shaker Set 28 oz.  
3 piece, shaker, strainer & jigger,  
18-8 stainless steel

E.   #5139 Shaker Glass (Mixer Glass).  
 16 oz, 5¾”H

F. #5031 Glass Jigger 1 oz 
 #5126 Glass Jigger fluted, 2 oz 
 #5121 Glass Jigger 1¼ oz

G.  Plastic Straws Various sizes and  
colours available.

H.  Umbrellas Add a splash of colour to 
cocktails with these fun garnishes.

I.  Sandwich & Cocktail Frill Round 
wood picks with assorted coloured  
cellophane ends. Ideal for sandwiches, 
olives, cherries, hors d’oeuvres, etc.

J. #7952 Bar Strainer stainless steel.

K.  #J204 Stainless Steel Jigger  
1oz x 1½oz

L.  #220-50 Fast Pourer Excellent for  
large drinks & viscous liquors. 

M.  #285-50 Tapered Spout Allows  
controlled medium pouring speed.

N.  #235-50 Medium fast pourer 
Gooseneck spout for extra smooth 
control.

O.  #220-00 Fast Pourer Excellent for large 
drinks & viscous liquors.

P.  #313 BAN-M® Pourer with Screen 
Available in six colours. Clear, smoke, 
red, green, blue, amber, all with black 
collar. Clear shown.

Q.  #313 BAN-M® Pourer with Screen  
As above, available in six colours.  
Smoke shown here.

R. #OP316 Regular Pourer black.

S.  #57 4820 Econo Pourer measures  
1oz per throw.

T.  Pouro® Pourer overcomes the typical 
problems of other common pouring 
devices–which leave fluids vulnerable to 
spillage and the elements. With a twist, 
the Pouro® Pourer protects the bottle’s 
contents–preventing fruit flies and acci-
dental spills, reducing evaporation and 
oxidation, and allows for safe storage.
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A.  #S-198 Bottle Holder 4” square.

B.  #7760 Ice Chipper 6 prong, 9”.

C.   #7920 Ice Scoop Stainless steel.  
4 oz, 53/8”x 3”.

D.   Cambro Ice Scoops Clear plastic. 
Available 6 oz, 12 oz, 24 oz, 64 oz.

E.   #7957 Ice Tongs Stainless steel,  
61/2” long.

F.   #2885 Utility Scoop For hot or cold.  
2 qt capacity.

G.   Kitchen Scoops Aluminum.  
Capacities available: 5 oz, 12 oz,  
24 oz, 38.5 oz, 57.5 oz, 84.5 oz

H.   #7650 Ice Cream Spade Stainless steel 
blade with a plastic handle. 81/2”x 3”.

I.     #40020 Microplane Zester/Grater  
Blade made of surgical grade stainless 
steel. Plastic handle. 12” x 15/16”.

J. #3408 Wooden Muddler 1”x 8”.

K. #00311M Muddler 

L. #HZ816 Plastic Funnel 16oz.
 #HZ820C Plastic Funnel 12 oz.

M.  Funnel Stainless steel. Sizes available:  
3”, 41/8”, 5”, 6”, 6¾”, 83/8” diameter.
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A.   #7935 Bottle Opener & Can Punch 
Stainless steel. 41/2” overall.

B.  #7955 Bar Knife Deluxe Combo 
corkscrew & bottle opener.

C.   #57-4077 Bar Knife Chrome Corkscrew 
and bottle opener. Black Plastic Handle.

D.   #7925 French Style Corkscrew  
Chrome plated steel. 

E.  #7922 Cork Screw Wood handle,  
nickel plated screw.

F.   #50 Bottle Opener & Can Punch 
Punches holes 5 times normal size.

G.   #13-352 Bottle Opener  
7” Bright chrome finish.

H.   #7989 Bottle Opener (wall mount).  
Chrome plated steel. 

I.   #13-300 Bottle Opener Old fashioned,  
wall mount.

J.  Glass Hangers for glass stemware, 
brass plated and silver plated available. 
Hanging glassware upside down is not 
only attractive, but keeps it safe and 
clean. 10”, 16”, 24” long.

K.  #7959 Bar Spoon stainless steel. 
11” long, red plastic tip.

L.   #7954 Lemon/Lime Squeezer with 
Strainer. Stainless steel.

M.    #8219-000 Zester 
Polypropylene Handle, Stainless Steel.

N.    #D1019 Citrus Squeezer  
Aluminum with non-stick coating 8.9”. 

O.    #D1012 Cherry & Olive Pitter 

P.  #B-185 Aluminum Lime Press
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A.   Camtread Trays Designer Series
Wood design provides an elegant look 
for upscale restaurants, bars, and luxury 
hotels. The Non-skid surface ensures 
that meals and drinks stay in place 
during transport. The durable fibreglass 
construction with moulded-in, non stick 
surface handles heavy weight loads.
Available in Black on Venge (384), 
Tavern Tan on Teak (377), Tavern Tan  
on Walnut (376).
#1400CT 14”
#1600CT 16”

B. Non-Slip Polytread Trays
A economical service tray for restaurants, 
bars and banquet service. This all 
purpose, non-skid service tray helps 
reduce spills and breakage Available in 
Black (110) and Brown (167).

ROUND
#PT1100 11” 
#PT1400 14” 
#PT1600 16” 

RECTANGULAR
#PT1014 109/16” x 135/8” 
#PT1216 117/8” x 16¼” 
#PT1418 14” x 18” 

C. Camtread Trays 
An industry standard for caterers, hotels, 
banquet halls, dining room and bars. The 
non-skid surfaceensures drinks and meals 
stay in place saving time and money.
Made of heavy-duty, durable fibreglass 
with a thick molded in, non-skid surface.
Available in Black Satin (110) Tavern Tan 
(138) Steel Grey (418) Slate Blue (401).

ROUND
#900CT 9” 
#1100CT 11” 
#1400CT 14” 
#1600CT 16” 
#1800CT 18” 

OVAL
#2500CT 19¼” x 231/8” 
#2700CT 22” x 267/8” 
#2900CT 287/8” x 23½” 

RECTANGULAR
#1014CT 105/8” x 13¾” 
#1216CT 12” x 165/16” 
#1418CT 14” x 18” 
#1520CT 15” x 20¼” 
#1622CT 16” x 22” 
#1826CT 1713/16” x 2511/16”

http://www.cambro.com/Trays/
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A.   The Dome® Condiment Center makes 
food prep and condiment organization 
easy. The patented dome lid seals tight 
to keep foods fresh, yet rotates back for 
easy access. Use standard size trays to 
keep food chilled or deep trays for extra 
capacity. Snap–on caddies are available 
to replace handles for holding sticks, 
straws or spoons.

#BD4003 6qt (5L), (3) 2qt deep trays,  
(2) handles.

#BD4004 6qt (5L), (4) 3pt deep trays,  
(2) handles.

#BD4014 3qt (2.8L) Chillable,   
(4) 1.5pt standard trays, (2) handles.

B.   #4701 Condiment Dispenser 
4pt, H 4½ W 6” L 12”.

C.   #4702 Condiment Dispenser 
6pt, H 4½” W 6” L 18”.

D.   #4705 Condiment Dispenser 
3qt, H 4½” W6” L18”.

E.   #3820-28 Straw Dispenser  
Single-Sided Super Straw Boss  
Bulk Straw Dispenser. 
Straw Diameter .230”–.265” 
Straw Length 9”–12”, holds 250 Straws  
Available in Black, Dark Walnut 
Woodgrain and Stainless Steel. 
H 7” x L 121/2” x W 51/2”

F.   #3805-06 Straw Dispenser  
Single-Sided Super Straw Boss.  
Wrapped Straw Dispenser. 
Straw Diameter .230”–.310” 
Straw Length 9”–12”  
Holds 200 Straws  
Available in Black, Dark Walnut, Stainless 
Steel and White Oak Woodgrain. 
H 7” x L 121/4” x W 47/16”

G.   #3835-12 Straw Dispenser  
Single-Sided Giant Straw  
Boss Jr., Bulk Straw Dispenser. 
Straw Diameter .275”–.310” 
Straw Length 71/2”– 83/4” 
Holds 250 Straws 
Available in Black and Dark Walnut 
Woodgrain. H 7”x L 9” x W 4”.

H.   #3825-06 Straw Dispenser 
Single-Sided Straw Boss Jr. 
Bulk Straw Dispenser. 
Straw Diameter .230”–.265” 
Straw Length 71/2”– 83/4” 
Holds 250 Straws 
Available in Red, Black, Dark Walnut 
Woodgrain, Stainless Steel and  
Light Oak Woodgrain. 
H 7” x L 9” W 4”.
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A.  #74-7436C Acrylic Wine Cooler 

9” x 3½“ with Chrome Trim.

B.  #7885 Aluminum Champagne Bucket 
8¾”H x 7¾“ D.

C.  #WC100CWHN Bucket w/opt Stand
•  Chill and showcase wine or champagne.
•  Tough Camwear® polycarbonate won’t 

crack or break and is easy to clean 
•  Optional chrome stand for space saving 

table side service
•  8” x 9”.

D.   #7890 Champagne/Wine Bucket 
Dimensions: height 10”, length 8.75” 
Thickness 0.114” 18-3 Stainless steel.

E.  #7887 Champagne/Wine Bucket 
Stand. Dimensions: height 27”. Brass 
plated aluminum rings. Chrome plated  
carbon steel wire.

F.  UltraLiner® is designed for bar and 
kitchen glass areas. UltraLiner® is the 
standard shelf liner, constructed of soft, 
thick pliable plastic that is designed to 
lie flat and contour to the shape of the 
surface area. 24”W x 120”L. 
#UL5101 Red, #UL5102 Green, 
#UL5103 Clear, #UL5104 White,  
#UL 5105 Black

G. #501 Bar Mat. Brown 24” x  3”

H.  Versa-Mat® is interlocking bar 
matting that can be used in a variety 
of locations. Perfect for lining the bar 
and dinnerware shelving, VersaMat® 
is lightweight and can be easily cut to 
fit into any contour shape. Its unique 
design allows for superior airflow and 
moisture drainage for faster drying.
12” x 12”. 

I.   #3374 Wine Bottle Opener  
Brass Plated. Wooden Handle 
Clear Plastic Bottle Guide 211/2” L.
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A.  High Speed Changer Features the exclusive 
top load, bottom feed dispensing system. 
Lightweight and includes side hooks for belt 
attachment.

B  Top Loading Changer For quick change, 
the coins slide out from the top and  
a spring action pushes them upwards. 
Bottom loading.

C.   Money Maids Great for bars or restaurants. 
Rounded edge fits perfectly on a rounded 
tray. 
#1400 Round tray Money Maid 
#1401 Round clip-on Money Maid.   
#1030 Also available rectangular  
Money Maid for rectangular trays.

D.   #444-00 The Original Margarita Glass 
Rimmer. Separate salt & sugar rimmers, 
with a sponge compartment. 

 #444-01 Replacement Sponges.

E.  #57-4351 Aluminum Cream Whipper 1L

F.  #57-4350 Aluminum Cream Whipper 0.5L

G. #57-4357 Cream Chargers 10 per box

H.  Caddy 5 Compartment plexiglass  
straw holder.
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A.  #3283 Triple Glass Brush Nylon 

Bristles.

B.  #KLP200 Beer Line Cleaner  
Kleen-Plug™ is the first and only solution 
to both help keep beer taps clean 
between required beer line cleaning 
and protected from fruit flies and 
contamination when not in use.

C.  #9F56 Ice Bin Hook Adapter for #9F53 
L 9.9” x W 11.8” x H 1.7”.

D.  #9F53 Ice Tote features an angled top 
surface and pouring spout to reduce 
spills. 5.5 Gallon, 25 pound capacity and 
ergonomic comfort grip allows for safe 
transfer and ease of use. 

Ice Tote fits in most commercial dish-
washers and includes a rear hang hook 
for upside down tote storage.

E.  Bar Wipes 100% Cotton. Available  
in white, green, blue and orange.  
16” x 19”.

F.  #9F52 Two Handed Shovel  
Scovel™ Two-handled Shovel has 
120 ounce capacity for faster loading 
times than standard-sized scoops and 
reinforced leading edge for improved 
durability. L 29.4” x W 8.8” x  H 6.9”.

G.  #9F50 Scoop with Hand Guard has 
an angled handle positioned over the 
74 ounce ice cavity which relieves wrist 
strain and protects hand from contacting 
ice reducing risk of cross-contamination. 
L 12” x W 6.7” x H 7.7”.

H.  #9F43 Holder for the 74 oz Scoop 
is open for air drying, reducing risk of 
mold and bacteria growth. Dishwasher 
safe. L 10” x W 7.5”x H 5.5”.

I.  Bar Keep II Storage Each unit comes 
complete with 1 square jar, 1 neck,  
1 lid, and 6 assorted color spouts. 
#3616 1pt.  #3664 .5 gal. 
#3632 1qt.  #3628 1 gal. 
#3648 48 oz.
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A.  Del Mar Tumblers feature a thick, 
sturdy base, a rolled rim edge and unique 
“crackled” glass markings. Del Mar 
Tumblers offer the upscale look of glass 
with the added safety benefits, cost savings 
and lightweight handling of durable plastic. 
Various sizes available. Colours: Clear 
(152), Ruby Red (156), Sapphire Blue (608), 
Light Amber (609).

B.  Newport Tumblers The fluted design 
offers a distinctive look to your beverage 
service. Made of impact resistant plastic, 
they resist chips and breaks. Stacking lugs 
prevent sticking. Sani-Rim lip provides 
a sanitary drinking service. Various sizes 
available. Colours: Clear (152), Blush (409), 
Amber (153), and Slate Blue (401).

C.   Camwear Tumblers Look and feel 
like glass, but they’re made of virtually 
unbreakable polycarbonate. The perfect 
way to keep costs down while enhancing 
the appearance of your beverage service 
operation. The textured exterior surface 
reduces scratching, while the smooth 
interior surface assures easy cleaning. 
Designed with a Sani-Rim lip for sanitary 
drinking. Lightweight, easy to carry. 
Various sizes available. Colours: Clear 
(152), Amber (153), & the 13oz and 17oz 
tumblers are available in Red (156).

D.  Colourware Tumblers Textured  
on the outside, to resist scratching. Smooth 
in the inside for easy cleaning. Made of 
impact-resistant plastic and feature interior 
stacking lugs for easy storing. Sani-Rim 
lip provides a sanitary drinking surface. 
Use them for casual dining to serve water, 
soda, ice tea & specialty beverages. Various 
sizes available. Colours: Clear (152), Blush 
(409), Amber (153), Slate Blue (401), and 
Ruby Red (156).

E.  Camwear® Huntington Tumblers  
Feature the elegant look and feel  
of glass, but made of polycarbonate. 
This means elegant style without a high 
replacement cost from breakage. Weighs 
less than glass, so they are easy to carry. 
Stacking lugs ensure they won’t stick 
together even if damp. Three-sided drain 
bottom for easy washing & drying. Various 
sizes available. Colours: Clear (135), Azure 
Blue (196).

F.  Laguna Tumblers Feature the look and 
feel of glass, but made of break-resistant 
SAN. Hammered texture catches the light 
and hides water spots or scratches. Three-
sided drain bottom for easy washing and 
drying. Various Sizes available. Colours: 
Clear (152) and Spanish Green (427).

http://www.cambro.com/Beverage_Service/10737419700/1033.aspx
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Camwear Beverage Pitchers  
 Polycarbonate construction, clear plastic.

A.  #P64CW Tapered shape for a larger capacity 
look. Easy-pour design, drip-proof spout.  
60oz, 1.77 L.

B.  #P60CW Contemporary styling. Exclusive ice lip 
lets you control amount of ice with beverage. 
Broad base for stability, prevents tipping.  
60oz, 1.77 L.

C.  #P600CW Exclusive ice lip lets you control 
amount of ice with beverage. Broad base for 
stability, prevents tipping. Available Clear & 
Amber. 60oz, 1.77 L.

D.   #PC64CW Covered pitcher. Cover turns to 
give three pouring options. Ice with beverage, 
beverage only & no pour. 64oz, 1.89 L.

Aliso® Barware & Goblets  
Aliso Barware replicates the look, heft and clarity of glass 
with shatterproof polycarbonate. The smooth seamless 
appearance makes Aliso Barware a stylish choice for 
casual dining, outdoor events or poolside service.

•  Barware items have large, heavy bases for stability.

•  Bases designed for fast draining and complete 
drying.

•  Chill or frost barware without concerns of thermal 
shock damage.

E.  #BWM10CW Martini 10.5oz H 67/8” D 413/16”

F.  #BWW10CW Wine 10.5oz H 6¾” D 215/16”

G.  #BWP14CW Pilsner 15.5oz H 99/16” D 3¼”

H.  #BWB16CW Beer Mug 16oz H 6¼” D 4¾”

I.  #DC3CW Desert Glass 3.4oz H 31/32” D 23/10”

J.  #GB850CW Goblet 19oz  H 6¼” D 2¾”

K.  #GB1200CW Goblet 12.8 oz H 75/8” D 2¾”
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A. #TLXA2203G Air Pot®

2.2L lever action, glass lined airpot, 
black plastic body, dent resistant.
#TLXA2203S Air Pot®

2.2L lever action, S.S. lined airpot, black 
plastic body, dent resistant H 13.5“. 

B.  #AY-AE25 Thermal Gravity Pot®  
The 2.5L Thermal Gravity Pot® Beverage 
Dispenser keeps beverages tasting fresh 
for hours by utilizing the force of gravity 
to dispense beverages, minimizing 
oxidation. It features a high quality 
vacuum glass liner with excellent heat 
retention. Featuring Glass Lined New 
Brew thru lid with mesh filter.
#AY-AE25 - Detachable base
D 87/8” x H 171/16“
#AY-AE25N D 85/8” x H 11¾“.

C.  #ECA22S Airpot 
2.2 L push button style airpot, glass 
lined, stainless finish. 

D.  #AASB Premier Air Pot® 
The AASB-22 Premier Air Pot® 2.2L 
Beverage Dispenser features a lever 
style pump for easy dispensing. 
The high quality vacuum glass liner 
keeps contents hot or cold for hours. 
Zojirushi’s patented Brew-Thru® stem 
stopper allows direct brewing under 
most commercial brewers. Removable  
lid opens a full 125 degrees.
AASB-22B – Silver finish
AASB-22SB – Brushed stainless finish
D 61/8” x H 151/8”.

E.  #AAPE-22 Air Pot® 
The AAPE-22 Air Pot® 2.2 L Beverage 
Dispenser features a high quality vacuum 
glass liner that keeps contents hot or 
cold for hours. Zojirushi’s patented 
Brew-Thru® stem stopper and removable 
lid that opens a full 125° allows direct 
brewing under most commercial 
brewers. Smooth pump mechanism and 
swivel base.
AAPE-22SB – Brushed stainless finish
AAPE-22B – Silver finish  
D 61/8” x H 151/8“.

http://www.newtechbeverage.com/product_listing.php?page=servers
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A.  #SRAG-30 Beverage Dispenser 
The SRAG-30 Stainless Steel Beverage 
Dispenser features a 3.0 Litre capacity, 
unbreakable all stainless steel 
construction and a lever style pump for 
quick and easy serving. Its high quality 
stainless steel vacuum liner is durable 
and ensures contents remain hot or 
cold for hours. Brushed stainless finish. 
Removable lid opens a full 125 degrees. 
Patented Brew-Thru® stem stopper 
allows direct brewing. 
D 515/16” x 151/8 “.

B.  #BHS-19SB Thermal Carafe 
Traditionally designed, the BHS-19SB 1.9 
Litre Thermal Carafe features a patented 
Brew-Thru® lid to allow the option 
of direct brewing under commercial 
brewers. Its high quality vacuum glass 
liner provides excellent heat retention. 
Swivel base for added convenience. 
Brushed stainless finish.  
D 515/16 x 12¼”.

C.  #AAWE-30SB Beverage Dispenser 
The large 3.0 litre capacity of the AAWE-
30SB is ideal for large volume coffee 
service use. High quality vacuum glass 
liner ensures contents remain hot or cold 
for hours. Zojirushi’s patented Brew-
Thru® stem stopper allows direct brewing 
under most commercial brewers. 
Brushed Stainless finish and smooth 
pump mechanism with swivel base. 
D 75/16” x H 14¼ “.

D.  #AFFB-10S Server 
1.0 L glass lined handheld server. Push 
button operation, brushed stainless finish.

E.   Thermal Gravity Pot Stands for use 
with AYAE2S Gravity Pot. 
#NT-DLX-SINGLE 
#NT-DLX-DUAL 

http://www.newtechbeverage.com/product_listing.php?page=servers


THE FUNDAMENTAL 
TIPS TO MAKING  
GOOD COFFEE.

1. To Boil is to Spoil.  
Do not use boiling 
water to make coffee 

as it makes the coffee bitter.

2. Fresh Coffee. The key to good 
coffee. Keep it as fresh as possible, 
store in an air tight container or 
make sure you reseal the bag after 
use. Note: Freezing coffee is not 
worth it.

3. Keep it Clean. Use clean coffee 
equipment and this will stop trapped 
oils becoming rancid, leaving an 
unpleasant taste in your coffee. 
Occasionally running clean plain 
water through your filter machine 
will help keep it clean and give  
keep it producing good coffee.

4. To be Sure use Pure. It is said  
a cup of coffee is only as good as  
the water used to make it. So use  
a bottled water or a water purifier,  
as over treated tap water can  
change the taste.

5. Good Measuring. Measuring  
out the right amount of coffee  
is important, although exact 
measurements are not crucial.  
As a guide, use one tablespoon  
of coffee for each cup.

HELPFUL HINT
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SwirlServe® Hot-N-Cold  
Beverage Servers  
Keep beverages hot or cold for  
hours. Each pitcher comes with  
orange, brown, and white tabs,  
allowing you to  customize your  
server for easy differentiation. Durable 
polycarbonate inner liner is odorless and 
stain resistant. Insulation is polyurethane  
in cover and pitcher. Outside looks like 
porcelain but is actually impact-resistant 
plastic. Not for use in microwave.

A.   #52120 - White 10oz 295ml 
#52162 - White  20oz 591ml 
#52160 - White  42oz 1.24l 
#52164 - White  64oz  1.89l

  #52122 - Black 10oz 295ml 
#52172- Black  20oz 591ml 
#52170 - Black  42oz 1.24l 
#52174 - Black  64oz 1.89l

B.   Modern Coffee Decanter Designed 
to fit standard stove top and coffee 
warmers, the modern decanter is 
available with a plain neck band or 
with “DECAF” permanently stamped 
in orange on the neck band. 2 qt, 1.9 L. 
#46570 Plain 
#46580 Decaf

Coffee Decanters

C.  #8890 Plastic Decanter, with stainless 
steel bottom, 10-12 cup capacity.

D.  #8901-04 Glass Coffee Decanter. 
Imprinted “fresh brewed decaffeinated 
coffee”, 10-12 cup capacity.

E.  #8900-04 Glass Coffee Decanter. 
Imprinted RFE logo, 10-12 cup capacity.
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Stainless steel has excellent 
corrosion resistance, luster, strength 
and durability. Here’s a few tips to 

keep them looking their best:

•  Do clean stainless frequently with soap 
and water. Any cleaner safe for glass is 
usually safe for stainless; apply with a 
cotton cloth. 

•  Do remove discoloration or rust spots as 
soon as possible with a brass, silver or 
chrome cleaner. 

•  Don’t clean with mineral acids  
or bleaches. 

•  Don’t leave stainless in contact with  
iron, steel or other metals which  
cause contamination leading to rust  
or corrosion. 

H E L P F U L  H I N T

Tea & Coffee Servers Stainless steel.

A.  #46370 With strainer. 12oz, 355 mL.

B.  #46205 Decorative foot trim. 5oz, 148 mL 
with Gadroon base.

C. #46516 Creamer/Server. 10oz, 296 mL.

D. Stacking Teapots 18/10 Stainless steel. 
 #7012 12oz, 355 mL 
 #7020 20oz, 592 mL  
 #7033 32oz, 944 mL 
 #7048 48oz, 1.42 L

E.  #46312 Gooseneck Server The hinged, 
gadroon edge cover and base add a 
touch of style to this traditional server. 
The mirror finish stainless keeps its shine 
longer, and the hollow handle insulates 
the user while pouring. 10oz, 296 mL.

F. Teapot with dripless spout. 
 #7000 10oz, 295 mL

G. Creamers 18/8 stainless steel. 
 #7103 3oz, 89 mL 
 #7105 5oz, 148 mL 
 #7108 8oz, 236 mL

H.  #7064 Tea & Coffee Server  
64oz, 944 mL

I.  #46565 Tea & Coffee Server 1.9 litre.

J.  #7300 Gooseneck Teapot  
10oz, 295 mL

K.  #7453 Coffee/Tea Server with strainer. 
13oz

L.   Insulated “Camel” Servers  
Stainless steel with satin finish. 
#WP6SA 20oz, 591 mL 
#WP1SA 32oz, 944 mL 
#WP15SA 54oz, 1.5 L
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A.  Graduated Measure Stainless steel. 
 #T1062 16oz, 474 mL 33/4”x 45/8” 
 #T1063 32oz, 944 mL 43/4”x 51/4” 
 #T1064 64oz, 1.89 L 51/2”x 61/2”

B. #7370 Coffee Server 70 oz, 2 L.

C.  #T9157 Hand Hammered Bell Pitcher 
Stainless Steel, 1.89 L.

D.  #7270 Water Pitcher  
Stainless Steel 2 L.

E.   Bell Shaped Pitchers Ideal for all 
types of beverage service, the seamless 
construction and satin finish of these 
high quality stainless steel pitchers 
ensures years of carefree service. The 
strong welded handle is hollow to help 
insulate the user from heat or cold.  
NSF Certified. 
#82020 21/8 qt, 2 L 
#82030 31/8 qt, 2.9 L 
#82040 41/8 qt, 3.9 L

F.  Water Pitcher This stainless steel 
water pitcher complements any decor, 
while the hollow handle and ice guard  
allow comfortable, splash-free serving. 
#46402 2 qt, 1.9 L

Dudson Neo Coffee Pot 
G.   #TUW661T Coffee Pot Tudor, 10½oz 
   #TUW666T Coffee Pot Tudor, 21oz 

Dudson Neo Teapot 
H.   #TUW647T Teapot, Neo, 13¼oz 
   #TUW652T Teapot, Neo, 23oz 

I.  #4016 Ceramic Teapot – white,  
16oz, 473 mL.

J.  #4003, Ceramic Teapot – brown,  
16oz, 473 mL.

K.  #90014, Vitrified China Teapot with 
strainer – white, 3 cup.
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Thermos® Hot or cold, these products are 
the most effective vacuum servers available.

A.  #NCI1000CDN French Press  
Vacuum Insulated, 1.0 L capacity,  
6 hours HOT.

B.  #182300LID Stainless Steel Mug 
Double-wall 300 ml capacity,  
drink-through lid.

C.  #THJ1000CDN Fashion Carafe 
Vacuum insulated, 1.0 L capacity,  
push-button stopper, 12 hours hot,  
24 hours cold.

D.   #THJ1500CDN Fashion Carafe 
Vacuum insulated, 1.5 L capacity,  
push-button stopper, 12 hours hot,  
24 hours cold.

E.  TGM10SCDN Creamer Carafe 
TherMax™ double wall vacuum 
insulation. SS interior and exterior.  
5 year warranty. Dishwasher safe. 1 L.

F.  Tabletop Carafes 
TherMax™ double wall vacuum 
insulation. SS interior & exterior. 
#TGS600 600 mL 
#TGS1000 1 L 
#TGS1500 1.5 L

G.  Glass Liner Carafes 
Coffee Butler Carafes.  
Twist and pour tops.  
#30050CDN 1 L 
#500050CDN 1.5 L

H.  #TGU1900 Brew-in Carafes  
TherMax™ double wall vacuum 
insulation. SS Interior & exterior. Direct 
brew-in stopper. Fits under most 
brewers. Dishwasher safe. 1.9 L.

I.  #THF19SCLG6 TherMax™ double wall 
vacuum insulation. SS interior & exterior.
Includes the fresh-zone stopper with 
built-in level gauge. 1.9 L.

http://english.thermosbrand.ca/product_catalog.aspx?CatCode=PUMP
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A. #K1301 Coffee Urn
The K1301 110 cup (4.3 gallon)  
stainless steel coffee urn brews up to 
110 cups. The stainless steel percolator 
on the K1301 brews perfect coffee and 
automatically holds it at the ideal serving 
temperature. The K1301 features cool 
touch handles and an indicator light 
to tell you when brewing is complete. 
Gauge indicates how much coffee is 
inside, comes with a non-drip faucet. 
120V, 1500 watt, 12.5 amp.  
14½”L x 14 ¾”W x 19 1/2”H. 

B. #K1355 Coffee Urn
The K1355 stainless steel coffee urn 
offers the elegant look of durable 
stainless steel coupled with the speed 
that only the insulating qualities of 
stainless steel provide. The K1355 urn 
brews up to 55 cups (2.2 gallons). The 
stainless steel percolator on the K1355 
brews perfect coffee and automatically 
holds it at the ideal serving temperature. 
The K1355 features cool- touch handles 
and an indicator light to tell you when 
brewing is complete.  
12½”L x 12 1/2”W x 171/8”H. 

C.  Commercial Coffee Urns Ideal sizes 
for institutional and commercial use, in 
offices, lounges, churches, breakrooms, 
cafes. “Lock-on” covers help minimize 
accidental spillage. Polished aluminum 
construction for easy handling and 
durability. Heat resistant bases and trim.  
#33600 Capacity: 100 cup 120 V 
#13500 Capacity: 55 cup 120 V 
#43536 Capacity: 36 cup 120 V
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A. #L2900 Organizer
Designed to fit any Dimension™ 
beverage center cabinet, the Dimension™ 
condiment and straw organizer hold 
packets, straws, creamers and more. 
9½”h x 83/16”w x 251/16”d.

B.  Dimension™ Beverage Center 
Cabinets offer high capacity cup 
dispensing in a small footprint. 

#C2901 
7¾”h x 7¾”w x 23”d

#C2902 
151/8”h x 7¾”w x 23”d

#C2903 
223/8”h x 7¾”w x 23”d

C.  Adjustable Lid Organizers can 
be placed on a countertop or wall 
mounted. Each compartment is 
adjustable to adapt to the lid size. 
Comes complete with straw caddy 
(L1035) that can be attached to either 
side of the dispenser. Anti–slip feet 
ensure that unit will stay in place  
during countertop use.

#L1014 
3 stacks; 6½”h x 171/8”w x 51/8”d

#L1022 
5 stacks; 6½”h x 25¼”w x 51/8”d 

D.  Beverage Cup Dispenser  
The counter–mount beverage cup 
dispenser features San Jamar’s patented 
time–tested design, and is available 
in 9 different styles to meet any cup 
dispensing requirement.

•  Patented adjustable collar easily 
conforms to cup size.

•  Patented mounting ring locks and 
self–supports and secures dispenser to 
the counter.

•  Different springs ensure optimal 
dispensing for each particular type of 
cup to adapt to your needs.

http://www.sanjamar.com/product-categories/counterservice/counterservice-dispensing/
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TEACUP  
(FITS 100R) 
*002R  
8oz 23cl

CAFÉ AU LAIT CUP 
(FITS 100R)  
*099R  
10oz 28cl

MUG (FITS 100R) 
*090R  
11¼oz 32cl

TALL CUP (UNHANDLED) 
*091R  
11¼" 32cm

SAUCER 
*100R  
63/8” 16.2cm

ESPRESSO CUP  
(FITS 120R) 
*050R  
2½oz 7cl

TASTER CUP  
(FITS 120R) 
*051R  
2½oz 7cl

TASTER DISH/SAUCER  
*120R  
4¼” 10.9cm

COUPE PLATE 
*210R 63/8” 16.2cm 
*230R 8” 20.5cm 
*240R 9” 22.9cm 
*270R 103/4” 27.3cm 
*280R 115/8” 29.5cm 

FLAT PLATE 
*271R 107/8” 27.6cm 
*291R 135/8” 34.8cm

Evolution

Pearl

Sand    Jet
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Qualifies for Dudson Lifetime Edge Chip Warranty - Terms and Conditions Apply

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Made in the Dudson factory  
in the UK 

• Protected by a high performance, energy 
efficient glaze

• Lifetime Edge Chip Warranty denoted 
by 

• Once-fired technology for less impact on 
the environment

• 79%* less carbon emissions than the 
equivalent porcelain product

*According to independent testing by Endeka 
Ceramics Ltd. on kiln firing processes

http://www.dudson.com/


RICE BOWL 
*590R  
7” 17.8cm 
30oz 85cl

SUGAR/BOUILLON 
*500R  
8oz 23cl 

JUG 
*615R 7oz 20cl 
*625R 10½oz 30cl

CREAMER 
*600R  
2oz 6cl

BEVERAGE POT 
*650R  
28oz 80cl

DEEP PLATE 
*285R  
11½” 29.2cm

CHEFS’ PLATE, SQUARE 
*216R 6½” 16.5cm 
*236R 8½” 21.6cm 
*266R 10¼” 26cm 
*219R 121/8” 30.8cm

CHEFS’ TRAY RECTANGULAR 
*953R  
83/8 x 3¾” 21.4cm x 9.6cm 
*954R  
105/8 x 4¾” 27cm x 12.1cm 
*955R  
14 x 6½” 35.6cm x 16.5cm

 DEEP OVAL BOWL 
*415R  
8½” 21.6cm 
35oz 100cl

DEEP OVAL BOWL 
*425R  
10½” 26.7cm 38¾oz 110cl 
*445R  
12½” 31.8cm 65oz 185cl

ROUND FOOTED BOWL 
*568R  
6¼” 15.9cm 17½oz 50cl 
*569R  
83/8” 21.3cm 38¾oz 110cl 
*570R  
103/8” 26.4cm 81oz 230cl

ROUND FOOTED 
BOWL COVER 
*571R 6¼” 15.9cm 
*572R 83/8” 21.3cm 

OATMEAL BOWL 
*330R  
63/8” 16.2cm

SOUP BOWL 
*591R  
11oz 31cl

RICE BOWL 
*588R  
41/8” 10.5cm 
7oz 20cl

Granite Granite

SALT 
*704R 
PEPPER 
*705R 

OIL/VINEGAR 
*712R 

OLIVE/TAPAS DISH 
*917R 45/8" 11.8cm 
*918R 6¼" 15.9cm
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Qualifies for Dudson Lifetime Edge Chip Warranty - Terms and Conditions Apply

*Notes
For Pearl, please add 4EVP before the item code
For Sand, please add 4EVS before the item code
For Jet, please add 4EVJ before the item code
For Granite, please add 4EVG before the item code

http://www.dudson.com/


Luna

Noir

PLATE 
2LUN283P  
11¾” 29.7cm 
(with 5” 12.7cm well) 

PLATE 
2LUN284P  
11¾” 29.7cm 
(with 6” 15.2cm well)

DEEP PLATE 
2LUN285P  
11¾” 29.7cm 
(with 5” 12.7cm well)

DEEP PLATE 
2LUN286P  
11¾” 29.7cm 
(with 6” 15.2cm well)

DEEP PLATE 
2NOR285P  
11¾” 29.7cm 
(with 5” 12.7cm well)

DEEP PLATE 
2NOR286P  
11¾” 29.7cm 
(with 6” 15.2cm well)

Precision

TEACUP  
(FITS 101P)  
2PRW002P  
7oz 20cl

CAPPUCCINO  
(FITS 101P)  
2PRW001P  
8oz 23cl

SAUCER 
2PRW101P  
6¼" 15.9cm   
   
   
   
   

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

BANQUET SAUCER  
2PRW102P 
6½" 16.5cm

ESPRESSO  
(FITS 120P) 
2PRW050P  
2½oz 7.5cl

PLATE 
2NOR283P  
11¾” 29.7cm 
(with 5” 12.7cm well) 

PLATE 
2NOR284P  
11¾” 29.7cm 
(with 6” 15.2cm well)
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ESPRESSO SAUCER 
2PRW120P  
5" 12.7cm

MUG 
2PRW092P  
9¾oz 28.8cl

PLATE 
2PRW210P 63/8” 16.2cm 
2PRW240P 9” 22.9cm 
2PRW270P 105/8” 27cm 
2PRW280P 113/4” 29.7cm 
2PRW290P 121/2” 31.8cm

BANQUET PLATE 
2PRW271P  
105/8" 27cm 

PLATE 
2PRW283P  
113/4" 29.7cm  
(with 5" 12.7cm well)

PLATE 
2PRW284P  
113/4” 29.7cm  
(with 6” 15.2cm well)

PROFILE PLATE 
2PRW297P  
111/2" 29.4cm 

DEEP PLATE 
2PRW285P  
113/4" 29.7cm  
(with 5" 12.7cm well)

DEEP PLATE 
2PRW286P  
113/4” 29.7cm  
(with 6” 15.2cm well) 

TASTER PLATE 
2PRW201P  
5” 12.7cm 

TASTER PLATE 
2PRW211P  
63/8” 16.2cm

SOUP CUP (HANDLED) 
2PRW530P 
9¾oz 28.8cl

GOURMET BOWL 
2PRW387P  
11¾” 29.7cm 

TEAPOT 
2PRW645P 13oz 38cl 
2PRW650P 21oz 60cl

COFFEE POT 
2PRW665P 10oz 28cl 
2PRW670P 23oz 65cl

CREAMER 
2PRW600P  
21/2oz 7cl

JUG 
2PRW615P 5oz 15cl 
2PRW625P 8oz 23cl

SUGAR BOWL 
2PRW500P  
6oz 17cl 

SUGAR BOWL COVER 
2PRW830P

SALT 
2PRW704P 
PEPPER 
2PRW705P

TRAY 
2PRW821P  
87/8” 22.5cm 

  

Precision Precision
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Nexus

RECTANGULAR TRAY 
2DYW910N  
85/8”x 6” 21.1cm x 15.2cm

RECTANGULAR TRAY 
2DYW911N  
121/2”x 85/8” 31.8cm x 21.9cm

LONG RECTANGULAR TRAY 
2DYW912N 
17”x 6” 43.2cm x 15.2cm

SQUARE BOWL 
2DYW913N  
57/8" 14.9cm 

RECTANGULAR TRAY 
2DYW914N  
6”x 41/8” 15.2cm x 10.5cm

SQUARE BOWL 
2DYW915N  
4” 10.2cm

SQUARE TRAY 
2DYW916N 81/2” 21.6cm 
2DYW921N 103/8” 26.5cm 

LONG RECTANGULAR TRAY 
2DYW917N 
12”x 41/8” 30.5cm x 10.5cm

SQUARE DISH 
2DYW918N  
3¼” 8.3cm 

TASTER 
2DYW919N  
¾oz 2cl 

TASTER 
2DYW920N  
2¾oz 8cl

TASTER 
2DYW051G 
41/2oz 13cl

BOWL 
2DYW551N 35/8”9.4cm  
53/4oz 16.7cl 
2DYW552N 45/8” 11.8cm 
113/4oz 34.7cl 
2DYW553N 55/8” 14.2cm  
223/4oz 67cl

RECTANGULAR TRAY  
(3 COMP) CLEAR 
0GLNEX01 
155/8” x 6¼” 39.7cm x 15.9cm

RECTANGULAR TRAY  
(3 COMP) BLACK 
0GLNEX02 
155/8” x 6¼” 39.7cm x 15.9cm

RECTANGULAR TRAY  
(4 COMP) CLEAR 
0GLNEX03  
201/2 ” x 6¼” 52cm x 15.9cm

RECTANGULAR TRAY  
(4 COMP) BLACK 
0GLNEX04  
201/2 ” x 6¼” 52cm x 15.9cm

SQUARE TRAY  
(4 COMP) CLEAR 
0GLNEX05  
11” 27.9cm 

SQUARE TRAY  
(4 COMP) BLACK 
0GLNEX06  
11” 27.9cm

GOURMET TRAY  
(4 COMP) CLEAR 
0GLNEX07  
155/8” x 13¼” 39.7cm x 33.7cm

GOURMET TRAY  
(4 COMP) BLACK 
0glNEX08  
155/8” x 13¼” 39.7cm x 33.7cm

Nexus
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Jacobean

TEACUP TALL  
(FITS 100J) 
2JAW002J  
9oz 26cl

TEACUP STACKING  
(FITS 100J) 
2JAW003J  
7oz 20cl

TEA SAUCER 
2JAW100J

AFTER DINNER CUP 
STACKING (FITS 120J) 
2JAW051J 
3oz 9cl 

AFTER DINNER SAUCER 
2JAW120J

PLATE 
2JAW210J 67/8”17.3cm  
2JAW230J 83/8” 21.6cm 
2JAW250J 91/2” 24cm 
2JAW270J 107/8” 27.3cm 
2JAW290J 12” 30.5cm

SOUP PLATE 
2JAW360J 
87/8” 22.5cm

SOUP CUP (UNHANDLED) 
(FITS 100J) 
2JAW599J 
10oz 28cl

OATMEAL 
2JAW330J  
63/8” 16.2cm 

COFFEE POT 
2JAW660J 101/2oz 30cl  
2JAW665J 21oz 60cl 

TEAPOT 
2JAW645J 131/2oz 38cl  
2JAW650J 13oz 65cl

JUG 
2JAW615J 5¼oz 15cl  
2JAW625J 9oz 25cl

BOUILLON/SUGAR 
2JAW500J  
71/2oz 21cl
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Twist

TEACUP STACKING  
(FITS 102X) 
2TWT019X  
7oz 20cl

ESPRESSO CUP STACKING 
(FITS 122X) 
2TWT068X  
3oz 9cl

TEA SAUCER 
2TWT102X  
6¼” 16cm

Twist

ESPRESSO SAUCER 
2TWT122X  
51/8” 13cm

BEAKER 
2TWT094X  
10oz 28cl

PLATE 
2TWT212X 63/8” 16.2cm 
2TWT242X 9” 22.9cm 
2TWT272X 105/8” 27cm 
2TWT291X 117/8” 30cm

Twist

Neo

Neo

Twist

BOWL  
(FITS 102X) 
2TWT589X  
10oz 28cl

GOURMET BOWL 
2TWT392X 97/8” 25.1cm 
2TWT393X 111/8” 28.3cm

TEAPOT 
2TWT645X  
131/2oz 38cl

JUG 
2TWT615X 3oz 9cl 
2TWT625X 5oz 14cl 

CREAMER 
2TWT601X 
11/2oz 4cl

SUGAR/BOUILLON 
2TWT502X  
7oz 20cl
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CHEF’S PLATE SQUARE 
2TUW216X 61/2” 16.5cm 
2TUW236X 83/8” 21.2cm 
2TUW266X 10” 25.4cm 
2TUW286X 12” 30.3cm

OVAL PLATTER 
2TUW400T 8⅜” 21.3cm 
2TUW430T 11¼” 28.6cm 
2TUW440T 121/2” 31.8cm

SOUP PLATE 
2TUW360T 
81/2” 21.6cm

SOUP/PASTA PLATE 
2TUW380X 113/8” 29cm 
2TUW385X 12¼” 31.1cm

SOUP CUP (HANDLED)  
(FITS 100T) 
2TUW530T 
10oz 28cl

TEACUP STACKING  
(FITS 100T) 
2TUW005T  
6¼oz 18cl

TEACUP STACKING  
(FITS 100T) 
2TUW006T  
8oz 23cl

ESPRESSO CUP  
(FITS 120T) 
2TUW060T  
31/2oz 10cl

BOWL CUP  
(FITS 100T) 
2TUW037T  
71/2oz 21cl

BREAKFAST CUP  
(FITS 100T) 
2TUW095T  
11oz 31cl

TEA SAUCER 
2TUW100T  
5¾” 14.8cm

AFTER DINNER CUP 
STACKING  
(FITS 120T) 
2TUW054T  
3oz 9cl 4oz 11cl 

AFTER DINNER SAUCER 
2TUW120T  
5” 12.8cm

BEAKER STACKING  
(FITS 100T) 
2TUW091T  
11oz 31cl

PLATE WIDE RIM 
2TUW210T 63/8” 16.2cm 
2TUW230T 8” 20.3cm  
2TUW240T 91/8” 23.3cm 
2TUW260T 10” 25.4cm  
2TUW270T 105/8” 27cm 
2TUW280T 113/8” 29cm  
2TUW290T 125/8” 32cm

SOUP CUP (UNHANDLED) 
(FITS 100T) 
2TUW599T 
10oz 28cl

OATMEAL RIMLESS 
2TUW331T 
63/8” 16.2cm

FRUIT 
2TUW300T 
47/8” 12.4cm

 GOURMET BOWL 
2TUW389T 10” 25.4cm 
2TUW390T 12¼” 31.1cm

DEEP OVAL BOWL 
2TUW406X 61/2” 16.5cm 
2TUW415X 87/8” 21.5cm

COFFEE POT 
2TUW661T 101/2oz 30cl 
2TUW666T 21oz 60cl

TEAPOT 
2TUW647T 13¼oz 38cl 
2TUW625T 23oz 65cl 

JUG 
2TUW616T 41/2oz 15cl 
2TUW626T 9oz 25cl

SAUCEBOAT 
2TUW807T 
11oz 31cl

EGGCUP FOOTLESS 
2TUW738T

Neo

SQUARE DISH 
2TUW818T 
41/4” 10.8cm

BUTTER DISH/COASTER 
2TUW736T 
41/4” 10.8cm
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Style

DEEP PLATE/BOWL 
3PLS215X 
63/8” 16.2cm

PLATE 
3PLS249X 85/8” 22cm 
3PLS275X 105/8” 27cm

DEEP PLATE ROUND 
3PLS253X 91/2” 24cm 
3PLS287X 111/2” 29.4cm

PROFILE PLATE 
3PLS299X 
113/8” 29cm

GOURMET BOWL 
3PLS384X 10” 25.4cm 
3PLS386X 12¼” 31.1cm

GLASS DEEP PLATE 
0GLSTY01 8½" 21.5cm 
0GLSTY02 103/8" 26.4cm

PLATE WIDE RIM 
2CAB220T 7” 17.8cm 
2CAB230T 8” 20.3cm  
2CAB240T 91/8” 23.3cm 
2CAB260T 10” 25.4cm

BOUILLON/SUGAR 
2CAB500T  
7oz 20cl

Cambridge

PLATE WIDE RIM 
2BRY210T 63/8” 16.2cm 
2BRY220T 7” 17.8cm  
2BRY240T 91/8” 23.3cm 
2BRY260T 10” 25.4cm

FRUIT 
2BRY300T 
47/8” 12.4cm

OATMEAL RIMLESS 
2BRY331T 
63/8” 16.2cm

OVAL PLATTER 
2BRY400T 83/8” 21.3cm 
2BRY430T 11¼” 28.6cm

SOUP CUP (UNHANDLED) 
(FITS 100T) 
2BRY599T 
10oz 28cl

Burgundy Royale
Cambridge and Burgundy Royale
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Flair

TEA SAUCER 
3PLW101X 

ESPRESSO  
(FITS 121X) 
3PLW050F 
3oz 9cl

CAPPUCCINO  
(FITS 101X) 
3PLW001F 
8oz 23cl

CAFFE LATTE  
(FITS 145X) 
3PLW070F 
10oz 28cl

CAFFE LATTE GRANDE  
(FITS 144X) 
3PLW076F 
15oz 43cl

AFTER DINNER SAUCER 
3PLW121X

CAFE AU LAIT SAUCER 
3PLW144X 7" 17.8cm 
3PLW145X 63/8" 16.4cm

PLATE  
3PLW210F2 6¼” 15.9cm 
3PLW220F2 7” 18cm 
3PLW230F2 8” 20.3cm 
3PLW240F2 9” 23cm 
3PLW260F2 10” 25.4cm 
3PLW270F2 105/8” 27cm 
3PLW280F2 115/8” 29.5cm 

PROFILE PLATE 
3PLW296F 
113/8” 29cm

DEEP PLATE ROUND 
3PLW255F 91/2" 24cm 
3PLW285F 111/2" 29.4cm

OVAL PLATTER 
3PLW419F 8½" 21.6cm 
3PLW439F 115/8" 29.6cm 
3PLW449F 13½” 34.5cm

DEEP OVAL BOWL 
3PLW405F 61/2" 16.5cm 
3PLW415F 8" 20.3cm

DEEP OVAL PLATE 
3PLW425F 101/2” 26.7cm 
3PLW445F 121/2” 31.8cm 

GOURMET BOWL 
3PLW384F 10" 25.4cm 
3PLW385F 12¼" 31.1cm

BOWL 
3PLW599A 5" 13cm 
3PLW572F 63/8" 16.2cm 
3PLW571F 8" 20.3cm
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BEAKER 
3PLW083X 
10oz 28cl

BEAKER 
3PLW084X 8oz 24cl  
3PLW075X 10oz 28cl 
3PLW077X 12oz 34cl  
3PLW085X 16oz 45cl

MUG 
3PLW091V 10oz 28cl 
3PLW090V 12oz 34cl  
3PLW092V 16oz 45cl

BEAKER STACKING 
3PLW090X 
91/2 oz 27cl

BEAKER STACKING 
3PLW073X 
111/2 oz 32cl

TEACUP LOW  
(FITS 101X) 
3PLW037X 
71/2oz 21cl

TEA SAUCER 
3PLW101X

TEACUP STACKING  
(FITS 100A) 
3PLW001U 6¼oz 18cl 
3PLW002U 8oz 23cl

 TEA SAUCER 
3PLW100A

CAFE AU LAIT CUP 
3PLW099X (fits 101x)  11oz 31cl 
3PLW076X (fits 144x)  15oz 42cl                    
3PLW097X (fits 144x)  20oz 57cl

CAFE AU LAIT SAUCER 
3PLW144X

AFTER DINNER CUP  
(FITS 129X) 
3PLW060X 31/3oz 9.5cl 
3PLW067X 5oz 14cl 

AFTER DINNER SAUCER 
3PLW129X

AFTER DINNER CUP 
STACKING (FITS 121X) 
3PLW050U 31/2 oz 10cl 
3PLW051U 41/2 oz 13cl

AFTER DINNER SAUCER 
3PLW121X

PIZZA PLATE 
3PLW291X 
12¼” 31.1cm

PLATE 
3PLW210C 63/8” 16.2cm 
3PLW220C 7” 18cm 
3PLW230C 8” 20.5cm 
3PLW240C 9” 23cm 
3PLW250C 91/2” 24cm 

  
3PLW260C 10” 25.4 cm 
3PLW270C 105/8” 27cm 
3PLW280C 111/2” 29cm 
3PLW290C 12½” 31.8cm

 OVAL PLATTER (RIMLESS) 
3PLW400A 87/8” 22.5cm 
3PLW420A 101/2” 26.7cm 
3PLW430A 111/2” 29cm 
3PLW440A 121/2” 31.8cm

OVAL PLATTER 
3PLW450A 
15” 38.1cm

 PLATE MID RIM 
3PLW211X2 63/8” 
3PLW232X2 8” 
3PLW247X2 9” 
3PLW264X2 10” 
3PLW282X2 11” 
3PLW295X2 12”

SOUP PLATE 
3PLW360C 81/2” 21.6cm 
3PLW370C 91/2” 24cm

SOUP/PASTA PLATE 
3PLW380X 113/8” 29cm 
3PLW385X 12¼” 31.1cm 

SOUP BOWL 
3PLW591X 
11oz 31cl

BOWL STACKING 
(UNHANDLED) 
3PLW598X 
12oz 34cl

Classic
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CREAMER 
3PLW600A 
2oz 6cl

BEVERAGE POT 
3PLW645V 131/2 oz 38cl 
3PLW650V 23oz 65cl 
3PLW655V 351/4 oz 100cl

JUG 
3PLW615V 51/4 oz 15cl 
3PLW625V 9oz 25cl 3PLW635V 
21oz 60cl

CREAMER (UNHANDLED) 
3PLW600U2 
1oz 3cl

BOUILLON/SUGAR 
3PLW500A 
73/4 oz 22cl

VBOWL 
3PLW390X 
12” 30.5cm

CHEFS’ BOWL 
3PLW553X 3” 7.6cm 
3PLW554X 4” 10.2cm 
3PLW555X 5” 12.7cm 
3PLW595X 8” 20.3cm 
3PLW565X 10” 25.4cm 
3PLW564X 12½” 31.8cm

OATMEAL 
3PLW337X 
61/2” 16.5cm

 OATMEAL (RIMMED) 
3PLW336X 
63/4” 17.2cm

FRUIT 
3PLW300A 
47/8” 12.4cm

FRUIT 
3PLW310A 
53/8” 13.7cm

DIPPER 
3PLW742X 25/8”6cm  
1¾oz 4.8cl 
3PLW744X 31/4” 8.1cm 
33/4 oz 11.2cl 
3PLW746X 31/2” 9cm  
51/2oz 16.3cl 

TEAPOT 
3PLW645A 131/2 oz 38cl 
3PLW650A 21oz 60cl 

COFFEE POT 
3PLW665A 
21oz 60cl

JUG 
3PLW615A 51/4 oz 15cl 
3PLW625A 9oz 25cl

SALT 
3PLW706X 
PEPPER 
3PLW707X

RAMEKIN 
3PLW751X 
3” 7.6cm

 SAUCEBOAT 
3PLW801X 3oz 9cl 
3PLW804X 6oz 17cl 
3PLW806X 10oz 28cl
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DIAMOND DISH 
3PLW904G 
11” 28cm

SQUARE BOWL 
3PLW565G 
81/4” 21cm

SHIELD BOWL 
3PLW560G 6” 15.2cm 
3PLW561G 8” 20.3cm 
3PLW562G 10” 25.4cm

SOUP/SALAD BOWL  
(FITS 252X) 
3plw567x 
15oz 42cl

SAUCE DISH (FITS 252X) 
3PLW811X 
31/4” 8.3cm

SQUARE PLATE 
3PLW201G 53/4” 14.5cm 
3PLW221G 71/2” 19.1cm 
3PLW252G 91/2” 24cm 
3PLW281G 113/8” 29cm

CHEFS’ PLATE SQUARE 
3PLW216X 61/2” 16.5cm 
3PLW236X 81/2” 21.6cm 
3PLW266X 10” 25.4cm 
3PLW286X 12” 30.5cm

SQUARE TRAY 
3PLW818X 
41/4” 10.8cm

 SQUARE TRAY 
3PLW937X 
101/2” 26.5cm

RECTANGULAR PLATE 
3PLW900G 
½”x 4½” 19cm x 11.5cm 
3PLW901G 
105/8”x 63/8” 27cm x 16cm  
3PLW902G 
13¾”x 81/4” 35cm x 21cm

CHEFS’ TRAY RECTANGULAR 
3PLW953X 
81/2”x 4” 21.6cm x 10.2cm 
3PLW954X 
105/8”x 47/8” 27cm x 12.4cm  
3PLW955X 
14”x 61/2” 35.6cm x 16.5cm

TRIANGULAR PLATE 
3PLW222G 71/2” 19.1cm 
3PLW271G 107/8” 27.3cm 

SHIELD PLATE 
3PLW234X 81/4” 21cm 
3PLW283X 113/4” 30cm 

TEARDROP PLATE 
3PLW802X 73/8” 18.7cm 
3PLW803X 11” 27.9cm 
3PLW799X 143/8” 36.5cm

SHIELD TRAY 
3PLW252X 
93/4” 24.8cm

NUT DISH (FITS 252X) 
3PLW768X 
33/4” 9.5cm

BOUILLON/SUGAR 
3PLW500A 
73/4 oz 22cl

SPHERE SALT 
3PLW704G  
SPHERE PEPPER 
3PLW707G

Geometrix
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DEEP PLATE 
3PLW238X 81/8” 20.5cm 
3PLW277X 107/8” 27.7cm 
3PLW289X 113/8” 31.5cm

ROUND BOWL 
3PLW991X 43/4” 12cm 
3PLW992X 55/8” 14.2cm 
3PLW993X 63/8” 16.3cm

OVAL BOWL 
3PLW404X 71/4” 18.5cm 
3PLW415X 85/8” 21.8cm

POURER 
3PLW613X  
23/4 oz 7.8cl

CAFE GOURMAND PLATE 
3PLW256X  
91/2” 24cm

PLATE 
3PLW217X 65/8” 16cm 
3PLW237X 87/8” 22.6cm 
3PLW276X 101/2” 26.7cm 
3PLW288X 111/8” 28.4cm

OVAL PLATE 
3PLW408X 6/8” 16.2cm 
3PLW409X 91/2” 24cm 
3PLW426X 105/8” 27cm 
3PLW442X 12” 30.5cm

DEEP OVAL PLATE 
3PLW427X 105/8” 27cm 
3PLW443X 12” 30.5cm

Wing

Curve

TEACUP LOW  
(FITS 256X) 
3PLW037X 
71/2 oz 21cl

CAFE AU LAIT CUP  
(FITS 256X) 
3PLW099X 11oz 31cl  
3PLW076X 15oz 42cl 
3PLW097X 20oz 57cl

 AFTER DINNER CUP  
(FITS 256X) 
3PLW060X 31/3oz 9.5cl 
3PLW067X 5oz 14cl

COMPLEMENTARY ITEMS
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Modus FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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SYSTEM

•  Effective time and resource management 

• Multifunctional – ideal for receptions/event 
catering, buffets, table/bar service

• Reduced food wastage and improved 
portion control.

TRAYS

• Large Modus trays designed specifically 
to work with Gastronorm regeneration 
systems

• Trays can be heated up to 130˚C/266°F  
and cooled down to -20˚C/-4ºF

• Dishwasher safe

• Conform to BS EN 438 for resistance to 
crazing, staining and impact in use.

PLINTHS

• Three sizes of plinth: 4 x 1 well;  
3 x 3 wells; 2 x 3 wells

• Made from sustainable acacia

• Lightweight for ease of handling

• Lacquered finish for increased durability

• Food safe for peace of mind. 

CERAMIC ITEMS

• From the Finest Vitrified Tableware  
range for outstanding performance  
and durability

• British Standard 4034 Kitemark™  
for product quality

• Items created specifically to fit Modus  
trays and plinths

• Reduced food wastage/improved portion 
control

• Microwave and dishwasher safe.
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MODUS PLINTH 
1MOD987X  
143/8"x 41/4" 36.5cm x 10.6cm  
H: 1" 2.5cm  
383g*

MODUS PLINTH 
1MOD988X 
111/4"x 105/8" 28.5cm x 27cm  
H: 1" 2.5cm 
690g*

MODUS PLINTH 
1MOD989X 
111/4"x 73/8" 28.5cm x 18.8cm  
H: 1" 2.5cm 
482g*

MODUS TRAY 
1MOD976X  
63/8"x 20½" 16.2cm x 52.8cm  
H: 1/4" 0.8cm  
833g*   
   

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

MODUS TRAY 
1MOD979X 
105/8"x 123/4" 27cm x 32.5cm  
H: 1/4" 0.8cm 
718g*

MODUS TRAY 
1MOD978X 
95/8"x 111/4" 24.5cm x 28.5cm H: 
1/4" 0.8cm 
579g*

MODUS TRAY 
1MOD977X 
63/8"x 111/4" 16.2cm x 28.5cm  
H: 1/4" 0.8cm 
450g*  

SHOT GLASS  
(FITS 972X) 
0DGL006B 
2oz 6cl  
H: 31/8" 8.1cm, 112g* 

TASTER  
(FITS 972X) 
3PLW947X 
4½oz 13cl  
H: 21/2” 6.5cm, 122g*

MODUS SIX DEEP 
3PLW985X 
91/4”x 61/8” 23.5cm x 15.6cm  
H: 13/4” 4.5cm 
617g*   
   

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

MODUS SIX  
3PLW980X 
91/4"x 61/8" 23.5cm x 15.6cm  
H: 11/8" 2.8cm 
542g*

MODUS FOUR DEEP  
3PLW981X 
61/8" 15.6 cm  
H: 13/4" 4.5cm 
444g* 

MODUS FOUR 
3PLW975X 
61/8" 15.6cm  
H: 11/8" 2.8cm 
333g*

MODUS TWO DEEP  
3PLW984X 
61/8” x 3” 15.6cm x 7.4cm 
H: 13/4” 4.5cm 
238g*

MODUS TWO 
3PLW974X 
61/8” x 27/8” 15.6cm x 7.4cm  
H: 11/8” 2.8cm 
169g*

MODUS ONE DEEP  
3PLW983X 
3” 7.4cm  
H: 1¾” 4.3cm 
116g* 

MODUS ONE 
3PLW973X 
27/8” 7.4cm  
H: 11/8” 2.8cm 
89g*

MODUS LINK 
3PLW972X 
27/8” 7.4cm  
H: 7/8” 2.2cm 
61g*    
   

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

MODUS TALL 
3PLW986X 
91/2 oz 27cl  
H: 31/8" 8cm 
228g*

COMPLEMENTARY ITEMS

* Notes
The Modus Plinths are not dishwasher safe.
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SOUP BOWL STACKING 
UNHANDLED (FITS 100L) 
3PWL599L 
10oz 28cl

CREAM SOUP STACKING 
HANDLED (FITS 100L) 
3PWL530L 
10oz 28cl

OATMEAL 
3PWL330L 
61/2” 16.5cm

FRUIT 
3PWL300L 
47/8” 12.4cm

BOUILLON/SUGAR 
3PWL500L

TEACUP STACKING  
(FITS 100L) 
3PWL001L 
8oz 12cl

TEACUP TALL  
(FITS 100L) 
3PWL002L 
71/2 oz 21cl

 TEA SAUCER 
3PWL100L

AFTER DINNER CUP 
STACKING (FITS 120L) 
3PWL050L 
31/2 oz 10cl

AFTER DINNER SAUCER 
3PWL120L

PLATE 
3PWL210L 63/8” 16.2cm 
3PWL220L 7” 17.8cm 
3PWL230L 8” 20.3cm 
3PWL240L 9” 22.9cm

  
3PWL260L 10” 25.4 cm 
3PWL270L 105/8” 27cm 
3PWL280L 113/8” 29cm 
3PWL290L 121/2” 32cm 

PLATE BANQUET MID RIM 
3PWL272L 
105/8” 27cm

OVAL PLATTER 
3PWL440L 
121/2” 31.8cm

SOUP PLATE 
3PWL360L 
81/2” 21.6cm

TEAPOT OVAL 
3PWL690L 
23oz 65cl

 COFFEE POT OVAL 
3PWL692L 101/2 oz 30cl 
3PWL693L 21oz 60cl

 JUG OVAL 
3PWL697L 51/4 oz 15cl 
3PWL699L 9oz 25cl

Lyric
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White Lace & Chantilly

OATMEAL RIMMED 
3WLC330B 
61/2” 16.5cm

FRUIT 
3WLC300B 
53/8” 13.7cm

BOUILLON/SUGAR STACKING 
3WLC500B 
8oz 23cl

JUG 
3WLC615B 51/4 oz 15cl 
3WLC625B 9oz 25cl

SALT 
3WLC704B 
PEPPER 
3WLC705B

TEACUP STACKING 
3WLC003B 61/4 oz 18cl 
3WLC002B 8oz 23cl

TEA SAUCER 
3WLC100B

 BEAKER STACKING 
3WLC090B

AFTER DINNER CUP 
STACKING 
3WLC050B 
4oz 10cl

AFTER DINNER SAUCER 
3WLC120B

PLATE 
3WLC210B 61/2” 16.5cm 
3WLC230B 83/8” 21.3cm 
3WLC240B 9” 22.9cm 
3WLC260B 10” 25.4cm 
3WLC270B 105/8” 27cm 
3WLC280B 115/8” 29.6cm

OVAL PLATTER 
3WLC430B 111/2” 29cm 
3WLC440B 121/2” 31.8cm 

SOUP PLATE 
3WLC360B 
81/2” 21.6cm

CREAM SOUP (HANDLED) 
STACKING (FITS 100B) 
3WLC530B 
91/2 oz 27cl

SOUP BOWL STACKING 
(UNHANDLED) (FITS 100B) 
3WLC599B 
91/2 oz 27cl

White Lace

Chantilly
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Qualifies for Dudson Lifetime Edge Chip Warranty - Terms and Conditions Apply

http://www.dudson.com/
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TEACUP STACKING  
(FITS 140Q) 
7PSV002X  
7oz 23cl 

SAUCER 
7PSV140Q  
61/4” 16cm

CAFE AU LAIT CUP  
(FITS 100H) 
7PSV097H 
111/2 oz 33cl 

CAFE AU LAIT SAUCER 
7PSV100H 
61/4” 16cm 

ESPRESSO CUP STACKING 
(FITS 100Q) 
7PSV050X 
3oz 9cl

ESPRESSO SAUCER 
7PSV100Q 
51/2" 13.7cm

MUG STACKING (FITS 140Q) 
7PSV070X 
12oz 34cl

PLATE WIDE RIM 
7PSV210L 67/8” 17.5cm 
7PSV230L 81/8” 20.5cm 
7PSV250L 91/2” 24cm 
7PSV270L 105/8” 27cm 
7PSV280L 121/4” 31cm 

PIZZA PLATE NARROW RIM 
7PSV291H 
12” 30.5cm

CHEF’S PLATE 
7PSV210S 61/4” 16cm  
7PSV230S 81/8” 20.5cm 
7PSV250S 91/2” 24cm 
7PSV280S 11” 28cm

GOURMET PLATE 
7PSV210G 61/4” 16cm 
7PSV230G 81/4” 20.7cm 
7PSV270G 105/8” 27cm 
7PSV280G 121/4” 31cm 

SOUP PLATE 
7PSV360L  
81/8 21.5cm

SOUP/PASTA PLATE 
3PLW255F 91/2" 24cm 
3PLW285F 111/2" 29.4cm

SALAD BOWL 
7PSV811C 45/8” 12cm 
7PSV812C 61/8" 15.5cm

FOOTED BOWL 
7PSV571X 
41/8” 12.5cm

FOOTED BOWL 
7PSV572X 51/8” 13.3cm 
7PSV573X 51/2" 14.2 cm

CHEF’S BOWL 
7PSV591S 47/8”12.5cm  
93/4oz 28cl 
7PSV571S 51/8” 13cm 
14oz 40cl 
7PSV590S 55/8” 14.5cm  
163/4 oz 48cl

JUG  
7PSV615S  
5oz 15cl 

CREAMER 
7PSV600S 
13/4 oz 5cl
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Dudson offers a five year chip warranty on selected Vitrified Tableware items.

http://www.dudson.com/


Synergy
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SYNERGY 
sophisticated modern
Classic mid-rim shape with a contemporary flair produced 
on Corby Hall’s exclusive brilliant white hotel and restaurant 
porcelain body.

050 Cup Tall 8 oz

000  Cup Stacking 8 oz
080 Cup AD Stacking 4 oz

125 Mug Stacking 10 oz

342  Cereal Rim 8 oz 
7¼"

240 Saucer NR 6¼"
280 Saucer NR 5"

300  Ramekin Stacking 2 oz 
3"

301  Fruit Stacking 6 oz 
43/4"

304  Fruit Rim 3.4 oz 
51/8"

320  U/H Bouillon Stacking  
10 oz

340  Cereal Bowl Stacking  
15 oz, 53/4"

360  Rim Soup 9 oz 
9"

380  Bowl16 oz 
105/8"

381  Bowl18 oz 
12"

420 Plate 6¼" 
450 Plate 73/8" 
480 Plate 8¼" 
500 Plate 9" 
540 Plate 105/8" 
560 Plate 11" 
580 Plate 12"

600  Oval Dish 10½"
650 Oval Dish 13"

705  Creamer 6 oz

702  Sugar Packet Holder

http://www.corbyhall.com/product_category/patterns/
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Ovenware
Enhance your table top and food presenta-
tion using good quality ovenware. All items 
are dishwasher proof and safe to use in the 
microwave, oven or broiler. It is well suited 
for reheating as it is designed to distribute 
heat uniformly through the product and 
help prevent scorching. The products illus-
trated are just a small sampling of the many 
shapes, styles and colors available, each 
adding a unique flair to your table top pre-
sentation. 

A. #2565 Ramekin 5 oz, Brown

B.  #2563 Ramekin 2.5 oz, Brown/White

C. #2556 Au Gratin Dish 12 oz, Brown

Fry Pan Servers

D. #1676 12 oz, White 
 #1678 30 oz, White

E. #741/2 Welsh Rarebit 10 oz, oval

F. #97 Boston Baker 9 oz

Onion Soup Bowls

G. #7997 Brown, 8 oz, 237 mL

H. #7993 White, 12 oz, 355 mL

Escargot Plates, Ceramic

I. #74 4042 White, 5” (12.7 cm) 
 #74 4045 Brown, 5” (12.7 cm)

J. #74 4043 White, 5” (12.7 cm)  
 #74 4044 Honey, 5” (12.7 cm)

K. #74 4046 Brown, 5” (12.7 cm)

L. #74 4041 White, 5” (12.7 cm)

HELPFUL HINT

1. All ovenware is not created  
 equal and can vary greatly in  
 quality and durability. Generally  
 Domestic or English made vitrified ovenware  
 may cost a little more initially, but will last  
 longer and provide overall better value. 

2.  Ovenware is generally more  
difficult to clean so it is important to 
soak the product in a mild detergent 
soon after service. Avoid chlorinated pre-
soak solutions as they will damage the 
glaze finish making future cleaning more 
difficult and reducing the life of the piece. 

3.  During bussing, use compartmented 
tote boxes to separate the heavy 
ovenware. When storing for future 
service, careful stacking and handling  
will reduce edge chipping.
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A.  #715 Oval Baker  

10 oz. 63/4”dia x 13/4”h

B. #737 Custard 31/2”dia x 23/8”h

C.  #728 Casserole  
12 oz. 41/4”dia x 21/2”h

D.  #739 Pot Pie  
9 oz. 43/4”dia x 2”h

E.  #722 Casserole  
14 oz. 71/2” x 57/8” x 3”h

F.  #725 Casserole  
91/2 oz. 71/4” x 57/8” x 21/2”h

G.  #720 Casserole  
7 oz. 61/8” x 41/2” x 21/4”h

H.  Rarebit Au Gratin Dish Oval 
#526 4.5 oz White, Brown, Green 
#526.5 6 oz White, Brown, Green 
#527  8 oz White, Brown, Green  
#528  12 oz White, Brown, Green 
#529  15 oz White, Brown, Green

I.  #745 Shirred Egg  
12 oz. 87/8”x 71/4”x 13/4”h

J.  #747 Welsh Rarebit  
6 oz. 71/2”x 41/2”x 11/4”h

  #748 Welsh Rarebit (not shown). 
8 oz. 81/4”x 5”x 11/4”h

  #749 Welsh Rarebit (not shown) . 
11 oz. 93/4”x 6”x 15/8”h

K.  #733 Casserole. Cover #751 
10 oz. 63/8”x 5”x 23/8”h

L.  #734 Casserole. Cover #752 
16 oz. 73/4”x 61/8”x 23/8”h

M. #4009 Ramekin 5 oz. 148 mL 
 #4038 Ramekin 2.5 oz. 74 mL

N. #4008 Pot Pie 16 oz. 473 mL

O.  #4007 Custard Cup 
5 oz. 148 mL. White

P. #4005 Cocotte 8 oz. 237 mL 
 #4006 Cocotte 5 oz. 148 mL

Q.  #4029 Oval Au Gratin Dish  
61/2 oz. 192 mL

  #4012 Welsh Rarebit Dish 
12 oz. 355 mL

  #4015 Lasagna Dish 
15 oz. 444 mL

R.  #4030 Rectangular Baking Dish  
7 o z .  207 mL

S.  #4028 Rectangular Baking Dish  
11 o z .  325 mL
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A.  GET Melamine Dinnerware is available  

in a wide variety of colors, shapes and 
styles to meet every décor. It is a durable 
plastic product that is dishwasher safe, 
stain resistant and very affordable.

  Diamond HarvestTM Break-resistant 
melamine. Commercial dishwasher safe. 
Colors availble: avocado, cranberry, 
squash, pumpkin.

B.  #B-45-PK Bowl 10 oz. (10.5 oz. rim-
full), 4.5” dia., 2.25” deep

C.  #B-525-CR Bowl 16 oz. (16.4 oz. rim-
full), 5.25” dia., 2.5” deep

D.  #BC-70-AV Bowl 7 oz. (7.8 oz. rim-full), 
4” dia., 2” deep

E.  #B-86-AV Bowl 8 oz. (8 oz. rim-full),  
6” dia., 1.5” deep

F.  #B-105-CR Bowl 10 oz. (10 oz. rim-full), 
5.5” dia., 2.25” deep

G.  #B-454-SQ Bowl 4.5 oz. (5 oz. rim-full), 
4.75” dia., 1.25” deep

H.  #OP-135-PK Oval Platter  
13.5” x 10.25”

I.  #OP-950-CR Oval Platter 
9.75” x 7.25”

J.  #OP-120-AV Oval Platter 12” x 9”

K.  #WP-12-AV Wide Rim Plate 12”

L.  #WP-10-CR Wide Rim Plate 10.5”

M.  #WP-9-SQ Wide Rim Plate 9”

N.  #WP-7-PK Wide Rim Plate 7.5”

O.  #WP-6-AV Wide Rim Plate 6.5”

P.  #WP-5-CR Wide Rim Plate 5.5”

Q.  #NP-10-AV Narrow Rim Plate 10.5””

R.  #NP-9-PK Narrow Rim Plate 9”

S.  #NP-7-CR Narrow Rim Plate 7.25””

T.  #NP-6-SQ Narrow Rim Plate 6.5”

http://get-melamine.com/product-categories/dinnerware-mugs


Craftsmen in Stainless Steel

Quest Metal has been an 
associated company of Russell 
Food Equipment since 1944.

Quest manufactures and 
designs a complete line of 
gas cooking ranges, fryers, 
broilers, griddles and Chinese 
wok ranges. These exceptional 
products are all heavy duty, and 
designed with the foodservice 
operators needs in mind to 
deliver unsurpassed reliability 
performance, and long-term 
value. 

Quest also produces custom 
designed stainless steel fixtures, 
refrigerated and heated serving 
counters with skill and pride to 
craftsman standards. The fit and 
finish of a Quest custom fixture  
is the highest in the industry 
and you can purchase it with 
confidence to enjoy years of 
durable service and value. 

The unique relationship that 
exists between Quest and 
Russell Food Equipment 
provides a direct link from our 
Customer to the Manufacturer 
so actual performance and 
operator feedback become the 
basis for continued product 
refinement. The design of 
the entire Quest product line 
has been the evolution of this 
process. Since 1944. 

Simply stated; “Your quest 
for the best ends at Quest.”

http://www.questmetal.com
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AT THE CENTER OF EVERY RESTAURANT IS THE KITCHEN… 
…AND THE RANGE IS THE HEART

The Range is where most menu items are finished, and is the  
single most important piece of equipment in your kitchen. 
Choosing the highest quality available will ensure f lawless 
performance and long term reliability to guarantee the success  
of your food service operation. 

The Quest brand of cooking equipment has a variety of unique 
features developed from over 70 years of industry experience 
working with Canada’s finest Chef ’s. 

Quest is simply the best you can buy.

Heavy Duty Star 
Burners  
A full 9” diameter 
cast burners deliver 
maximum heat 
energy over a wide 
area. Standing 
hooded pilots are 
simple, reliable and 
low maintenance.

Maintenance Free 
Oven doors are 
counter balanced so 
there is no spring to 
wear out or require 
adjustment. Handle 
and door panels are 
welded in place to 
eliminate fastener 
failure.

Range Matching 
The Quest profile is 
consistent throughout 
the cooking line to 
provide a sleek, eye 
pleasing and easy to 
clean line up.

Unmatched 
Durability  
All welded SS body 
and frame will not 
corrode and there  
are no screw 
fasteners to fail.

Easy to Clean  
Front & sides are 
finished in durable SS 
that will not chip or 
corrode or fail.

Exceptional 
Performance  
Unique front vent 
design delivers even 
baking and maximum 
performance. The 
SS oven liner will 
not chip or corrode 
making it easy to 
clean and impervious 
to harsh chemicals. 

Reliability  
and Safety  
Oven and pilot 
controls are 
conveniently located 
for ease of use and 
trouble free service.

Convenience  
and Safety  
Large volume grease 
can with unique 
‘Can within a Can’ 
design ensures 
grease leaking into 
the fixture is almost 
eliminated.
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Salamander Broiler Available in 36”, 24”, 
and 18” widths. Heavy steel rod drawer grid 
section on easy-slide rollers. Efficient infra 
red gas burners provide 10 second warm 
up and gentle even heat. SS sides, top and 
front are standard. Unit can be range, wall 
or counter mounted.

Open Storage Base Width available in 12” (302 mm) multiples. All 
stainless steel construction with single or intermediate shelf options. 

Standard Oven Base 36”(914mm) wide with a 26”w x 143/8”h 
x 24”d (660 x 363 x 616mm) SS oven cavity. Natural front vent 
design provides exceptional baking performance and even heat. All 
welded construction and counter weight doors means no springs 
to adjust or wear out. Special FDO “Low Roast” oven temperature 
control saves energy and ensures perfect roasting every time.

Convection Oven Base 36”(914mm) wide with a 26”w x 143/8”h x 
24”d (660 x 363 x 616mm) SS oven cavity. Two speed fan will provide 
versatile cooking, fast recovery and superior performance. All welded 
construction and counter weight doors for low maintenance and  
long life.

Cheese Melter Same 
construction and sizes as 
the Salamander Broiler but 
with adjustable 3 position 
slide-out wire rack.

HEAVY DUTY MODULAR  
CHEF’S CENTER SERIES

Quest’s unique concept in commercial cooking equipment recognizes that 
not all needs are the same. Choose a combination of cooking components 
to maximimize your space and cooking needs. If your requirements 
change over time, the components can be reversed, changed or expanded 
very economically without the need to replace the entire piece of 
equipment. Now your kitchen can stay efficient and meet the needs  
of today’s ever changing foodservice industry.

www.questmetal.com/group/ranges/
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Open Burner Module Available in two burner 12” (305mm) or 
18” (457mm) multiples. Powerful 9” (229mm) diameter cast star 
burners deliver more heat over a wider area- perfect for boiling  
and/or sautéing. Available in 26,000 or 30,000 BTU burners. The  
all welded SS body and frame increases durability and eliminates 
corrosion. The more durable cast grid improves burner 
performance.

Hot Top Module Available in 18” (457mm) widths. Rugged cast 
top with removable ring sections is ideal for heavy stock pot work 
where extreme high heat is required for fast boiling and gentle 
even heat required for simmering.

Griddle Top Module Width available 
12”(305mm) or 18” (457mm) 
multiples. 5/8”(16mm) thick steel plate 
with manual or thermostat controls 
provides even heat with fast recovery. 
Large internal grease can with unique 
‘Can-within-a-can” design is more 
sanitary and easier to maintain. Top 
is available with splash all around or 
flush deck next to open burner section 
to allow easy lateral pot movement for 
simmering.

Broiler Module Available in 12” (305 mm), 
24” (610mm), 36” (914mm) and 48” (1219mm) 
widths. SS radiant design provides fast warm-
up and very even heat producing that perfect 
charcoal flavour. All SS construction eliminates 
corrosion for long life, easy maintenance and 
cleaning. Sloping grid reduces flare-up and is 
available in rod or cast grid configurations. 

Refrigerated Storage Base 36” (914mm) wide 
drawer concept adds operator efficiency. Heavy duty 
self closing drawer slides with removable “standard 
food insert” drawer liners. All SS with “Cold Wall” 
refrigeration. Limits air movement to keep product 
from drying out and no moving parts ensures low 
maintenance. Remote compressor required.

Stepped burner section increases 
versatility and performance.

SS Linear grates are perfect for 
saute pan frying
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HEAVY DUTY GAS QGR SERIES

Designed for the operator who does not 
require a unique custom configuration, 
the Quest QGR Series utilizes the same 
components as the Modular Chefs Center 
but is available with traditional top 
configurations, in single or two oven sizes. 
These ranges are built in volume and not 
custom so we can pass these savings on to 
you, plus the unique modular construction 
still permits the range components to be 
changed in the field if your requirements 
grow or need updating. 

Choose from a selection of popular range 
top configurations, one or two oven sizes 
and oven styles.

Open Burner Module Available in 2, 4, 6, 
and 12 burners sections with all SS welded 
body construction; heavy duty cast grates 
and 26,000 BTU burners. (30,000 BTU 
burner size is available for special high  
heat applications.)

Griddle Module Available in 24” 
(610mm), 36” (914mm), 48” (1219mm) 

and 72” (1829mm) widths with all SS 
welded body construction, heavy duty 5/8” 
cast griddle plate with integral front and 
side grease troughs and flush top with 
open burner section to permit sliding of 
pots from open burners to griddle for 
superb simmering performance. Choose 
manual valve controls or highly accurate 
thermostatic controls.

Hot Top Module This is ideal for heavy 
stock pot work. 36” (194mm) wide with 
two piece 18” (457mm) rugged cast 
sections each incorporating a removable 
ring and cover that permits fast boiling and 
easy simmering of large pots. 

Closed Top Module Preferred by some 
Chefs, this solid cast plate replaces a two 
burner section, is readily cleaned and 
perfect in combination with open burners 
for simmering. Not intended for frying.

Two Open Burner Module Each 36” 
(914mm) single or 72” (1829mm) double 
oven configuration can be expanded 12” 

(305mm) to incorporate a 2 open burner 
extension, cantilevered off either side. It is 
the same BTU rating and construction as 
the open burner components.

Oven Module Each 36” (914mm) wide 
module is available as a standard oven with 
natural front venting for even baking and 
roasting performance or as a Convection 
Oven with 2-speed fan for fast recovery 
and even multi-level cooking. Standard 
features include all welded construction 
with cantilever weight doors for positive 
closure. No springs to adjust or wear 
out. The all stainless steel interior oven 
cavity is easy to maintain and will provide 
years of service under the toughest of 
environments.

With the Heavy Duty QGR Series, you can 
enjoy exceptional performance, superb 
value, and unique flexibility.

#QGR-1  
With optional cheese melter

Top Arrangements for Model #QGR-1

#20B-RFT Two 
Open Burner. Right 
Fry Top

#60B Six Open 
Burner

#FT Fry Top 
36” wide grill

http://www.questmetal.com/group/ranges/
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HELPFUL HINT

Choose the griddle control 
that is right for you. 
Quest griddles are available 

with manual valve controls or 
thermostatic controls. Manual valves 
are most often chosen by chefs who 
prefer to cook by feel, adjusting the 
flame height and temperature as 
needed. Cooking with thermostats 
is for those chefs who prefer to 
cook by temperature or require 
exceptional temperature control for 
frying delicate items. Thermostats 
cycle the flame height on and off 
automatically maintaining an even 
cooking surface temperature at all 
times. 

If your previous cooking experience 
has been with electric grill 
equipment, then your choice should 
automatically be for thermostat 
controls to derive the most 
satisfaction from your purchase.

Choose the Right Oven for You

A Quest Standard Oven is one with 
natural front venting. This design 
promotes the even flow of heat to 
travel through the cavity and exit 
without cold spots and inconsistent 
performance. Supplied with a 
single rack, this oven is the reliable 
standard for baking and roasting.

The Quest Convection Oven 
employs a 2 speed fan to circulate 
hot air around the cavity that 
dramatically enhances the baking 
and roasting process. In general, 
cooking times are reduced by 25% 
and cooking temperatures can be 
lowered by 50 degrees saving energy 
and reducing shrinkage. Much faster 
recovery is also an added benefit 
when the oven is used for finishing 
appetizers on a busy servery line. 
Supplied with three racks, this will 
also do multi-level baking of product 
much more efficiently without the 
need to rotate pans.

Top Arrangements for Model #QGR-2

#60B-RFT Six Open Burner. 
Right Fry Top 34” W (864)

#120B Twelve Open Burner #FT All Fry Top

#40B-RFT Four Open Burner 
Right Fry Top. 45” W Grill (1143)

OVEN MODULES 
Available as a Standard Oven with 
natural front venting for even 
baking and roasting performance or 
as a Convection Oven with 2 speed 
fan for fast recovery and even multi 
level cooking. 
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CHARBROILER BENEFITS

The secret to better broiling

The high performance Quest broiler will sear faster, sealing in 
natural juices, flavour and nutritional value in all types of food. The 
heavy duty steel grid, cast iron burners and infra red SS radiants are all 
designed to deliver more heat than competitive brands.

Reduced cooking time and better taste

More heat means less cooking time and less smoke to taint the 
natural flavour of the food. The design of the Quest grid system works 
to minimize flare ups which can rob food of its taste-tempting moisture 
and impart a bitter flavour to meat.

Increased productivity

The infra-red stainless steel radiant design provides a more controllable, 
consistent and even heat pattern. With faster warm up times over 
conventional charcoal/char rock radiant style broilers. Chefs appreciate 
the ability to operate only a portion of the broiler when volume dictates 
to provide a cooler working environment and lower fuel costs. 

Best long term value

Quest Char Broilers are all welded stainless steel heavy duty 
construction and designed to be easily dismantled for cleaning to 
provide years of durable service. 

CHAR BROILERS

The Quest Char Broilers have been 
designed to deliver better food taste and 
appearance. Steaks, chops, ribs, chicken, 
fish and hamburgers are all charbroiled 
more quickly and efficiently with better 
tasting results.

The range matching profile lines up 
perfectly with other Quest gas cooking 
equipment to provide a productive, 
sanitary and attractive cooking line. The 
gleaming SS exterior is perfect for open 
kitchen and display cooking.

QB Series Broiler This is our Quest 
original design incorporating our unique 
three sided insulated splash to provide 
maximum heat retention, contain 

splattering and focus excess heat and 
smoke upwards into the overhead hood. 
Available in 24” (610 mm), 32” (813 
mm), 40” (1016 mm), and 48” (1219 
mm) sizes with standard, heavy duty 
round steel grid. This grid is a perfect 
all purpose grid providing just the right 
blend of heat retention, product asupport 
and branding mark. Other grids are 
available including diamond and cast iron 
styles to meet every application.

QBD Series Flavouring Broiler This 
broiler was developed for operators who 
in the past were using solid fuel such as 
mesquite to obtain very high cooking 
temperatures for performance and a 

unique smoke flavour not possible with 
traditional charcoal broilers. The Quest 
QBD Series retains the same unique 
profile with other Quest equipment but 
has a slightly taller body to incorporate  
a pull out flavouring tray where a small 
quantity of wood chips are burned. The 
infra-red SS radiant design ensures fast 
warm up times and even heat pattern 
below the standard 8” (203mm) wide cast 
iron cooking grates to provide sharp and 
distinct branding pattern and improved 
heat retention for faster recovery. This  
is a high volume- high performance 
broiler. Standard sizes are 26” (660 mm), 
34” (864 mm) 42” (1067 mm) and 50”  
(1270 mm) widths.

QB Series Broiler

QBD Series  
Flavouring Broiler

Refrigerated Drawer BaseSS Tubular Stand SS Cabinet Base    

Choose the perfect type of stand for your Quest Broiler to suit your needs:

http://www.questmetal.com/group/broilers/
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HELPFUL HINT

When using the 
disposable paper 
cone filter, try 

turning it inside out so it  
will hold a cone shape in  
the holder. Use two together, 
throwing the top one out 
with the crumbs and using 
the bottom filter for the top 
next time you filter. 

Doubling the filter 
medium greatly improves 
the filtration and as you 
essentially use each filter 
twice, it costs no more than 
using single filter papers.

#3679 Filter Holder shown 
with #3678 Rayon filter sold 
separately (50 per box).

GAS FRYERS

Quest model MV-40 fryer is a heavy duty 
fryer designed for the most demanding 
operations needing fast recovery, high 
production, and economical operation. 
SS radiants and powerful 130,000 BTU 
burners provide plenty of heat beneath an 
open tank design with true cold zone that 
is designed for long fat life, easy cleaning 
and superb frying performance. Electric 
Fenwall thermostat provides temperature 
accuracy and instant response, sensitive 
to 1 degree F. temperature change 
minimizing fat absorption. 

Complete SS exterior cabinet includes 
unique Quest ‘Range Matching’ profile for 
a sanitary, easy to clean and eye appealing 
equipment line up. SS fry tank comes  
with a factory pro-rated 10 year warranty 
against leaking to provide piece of mind  
and superior value. Overall size is 165/8”w  
(425 mm) x 307/8”d (784 mm) x 353/8”h  
(899 mm).

Fat Pump/Filter System Clean cooking 
oil is essential for high quality frying and 
extended oil life. Reduce your cooking oil 
cost by as much as 50% while frying food 
to perfection. Safety is also an important 
consideration as this necessary operation 
at the end of the day is usually left to the 
most junior person on staff.

The Quest Fat pump/Filter system is 
designed for safety and ease of use so frying 
is not the dangerous chore it once was. The 
Quest model QFFS is without a doubt, the 
fastest, simplest and most effective built 
in fat pump/filter system on the market. 
Simple yet effective design is reliable and 
user friendly so staff training is a snap.

•  Extends cooking life significantly through 
more frequent and effective fat filtration.

•  Improves the quality and consistency of 
fried foods.

•  Fast payback on your investment through 
reduced fat consumption.

•  Built-in design for convenience and ease 
of use.

•  Manifold up to six Quest MV40 fryers. 
(Three in either direction.)

•  Unique Quest ‘Range Matching’ profile 
for sanitary, easy-to-clean and eye 
appealing installation.

•  SS top and exterior is standard.

•  Can be ordered with nylon reusable filter 
bag or disposable paper filter cone. 

•  Popular options include casters, built in 
fry warmer and drain screen.

•  120V, 1phase plug in, Overall size is 16” 
(425mm) wide x 307/8” (784mm) deep x 
353/8” (899 mm) high.

http://www.questmetal.com/group/fryers/
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DELUXE CHINESE RANGES

The Quest Chinese Range provides 
the intense heat required, yet is easily 
controlled, efficient and comfortable to 
operate. Each well has a specially designed 
combustion chamber which concentrates 
the heat on the cooking area of the bowl 
where it is required and eliminates burning 
of food on upper rim of bowls. The bowls 
supplied are specially designed to prevent 
water from entering combustion chamber. 
Ranges can also be fitted with loose wok 
adapters. Sturdy construction assures 

operators of excellent performance and 
durability. The Quest Chinese Range is 
designed to fill the requirements of most 
Chinese restaurants, large or small. 

•  Powerful jet burners generate high heat.

• Lever gas valves for easy heat control.
•  Constructed with heavy angle frame 

throughout.
• Stainless steel square tube overshelf.
•  Heavy gauge stainless steel on all exposed 

surfaces.

• Right hand integral sump (left optional).

• Deck wash down feature standard.

Dimensions: All Units 42¾” deep x 34” 
working height; 57” total height.

Model  Width BTU Rating

#CHR-1  1 well 30”  100,000
#CHR-2  2 wells 58” 200,000
#CHR-3  3 wells 86”  300,000
#CHR-4 4 wells 114” 400,000

A.  Quest Wok Bowl, Heavy Duty. Fits 
Quest Chinese range only. Design 
gives faster cooking because rim seal 
prevents heat loss. 
#BRF-22, 22” dia. 
#BRF-24, 24” dia. 
#BRF-26, 26” dia.

B. Wok Bowl Cover. 
 #BRF 20” dia. 
 #BRF 22” dia.

C  Chop Suey Bowls.  
18 gauge steel, with heavy steel  
rod handles, welded to bowl. 

18” dia. x  5” deep 
20” dia. x  51/2” deep 
22” dia. x  6” deep 
24” dia. x  61/8” deep 
26” dia. x  61/2” deep

D.  Chop Suey Bowl Stand, 81/2” dia.

E.   Chinese Ladles, Stainless Steel. 
6 oz,10 oz.

F.   Chinese Turners, Stainless Steel.  
171/2”x 4”; 191/2” x 41/2”

G.  Perforated Ladle, Stainless Steel.  
8 oz.

(Shown with optional boil pot and loose wok with adapter)

http://www.questmetal.com/group/wok-ranges/
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HEAVY DUTY  
GAS HOT PLATES 
Performance with durability

•  Large powerful star shaped 
burners for fast even efficient heat.

•  30,000 BTU each burner.

•  Perfect for rapid boiling of stock  
and simmering soups and sauces.

•  Extra rugged cast top grid for superior 
durability and large stock pot support.

•  Sanitary, attractive and easy cleaning 
all stainless steel body, drip pan, legs 
and adjustable feet.

A.  #QGHP-1 18”w x 18½”d  
(460 x 470 mm)

B.  #QGHP-2 31”w x 18”d  
(787 x 457 mm)

C.  #QGHP-D2 18”w x 31”d  
(460 x 790 mm)

D.  #QGHP-D4 36”w x 31”d  
(915 x 790 mm) 

All standard height 24” (610 mm). 
Optional height up to 36”.

GAS DOUBLE DECK 
ROASTING OVEN

  Model #DDRO Here is the finest 
oven for your baking and roasting 
requirements. Designed to cook large 
roasts, fowl and pastry with equal 
efficiency, the Quest oven ensures that 
all your roasting and baking will be 
done to perfection.

•  Compact design requires minimum 
floor space and gives flexibility of 
installing away from busy traffic areas.

•   Heavy duty cast burners designed for 
this oven have 37,500 BTU output per 
oven.

•  Large oven cavity: 26¼”w x 24½”d x 
14½”h stainless steel lined.

•  Exclusive “front vent” for even baking 
and roasting. -Standard oven.

•  Any deck can be a convection oven with 
two speed fan.

•  All stainless front and heavy duty all 
welded counter balanced door. Total 
BTU’s - 75,000. 

•   Overall dimensions: 36”w x 32¾”d x 
65”h (915 x 830 x 1650 mm).
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ELECTRIC HOT FOOD 
TABLES (36”DEPTH) 

Deluxe models that boast the most up-to-date 
features available, these Quest Hot Food Tables 
offer operators the ultimate in performance for 
any food holding operation where temperature 
and humidity are all important.

A.  Model BM-4 Quest Bain Marie tables are 
constructed entirely of heavy gauge stainless 
steel for durability and sanitation. Sanitary 
adjustable feet welded to heavy gauge 
full length channels support and provide 
complete rigidity to the table.

  Illustrated model shown with optional  
sliding doors

•  Powerful heaters for quick recovery.

•  Thermostat temperature control.

•  Large plate shelf.

•  Manual fill valve.

•  Manual drain valve.

•  Integrally wired to circuit breaker panel.

B.  Model RET-4 Constructed from heavy 
gauge stainless steel to withstand the rigors 
of continual operation. The top is formed of 
18 gauge stainless steel wells reinforced on 
the underside. Available with optional heated 
plate shelf and lower compartment.

•  A choice of wet or dry well operation.

•  Individual temperature control of each 1,200 
watt food well.

•  One piece top construction for 100% sanitation.

•  Complete individual insulation of the heated 
food wells.

•  Ruggedly built units that perform better  
and last longer.

  Illustrated model shown with optional  
sliding doors

DIMENSIONS

Model Width Depth Height

#RET-3 or BM-3  3 Full Size Inserts Accommodated 44” (1120 mm) 36” (915) 35” (890)

#RET-4 or BM-4  4 Full Size Inserts Accommodated 58” (1475 mm) 36” (915) 35” (890)

#RET-5 or BM-5 5 Full Size Inserts Accommodated 72” (1830 mm) 36” (915) 35” (890)

#RET-6 or BM-6  6 Full Size Inserts Accommodated 86” (2185 mm) 36” (915) 35” (890)

#RET-7 or BM-7  7 Full Size Inserts Accommodated 100” (2540 mm) 36” (915) 35” (890)

#RET-8 or BM-8  8 Full Size Inserts Accommodated 114” (2895 mm) 36” (915) 35” (890)

Many other optional features are available for both models. 
Ask for full line brochure.

http://www.questmetal.com/group/hot-food-tables/
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Many other optional features 

are available for both models. 

Visit www.questmetal.com 

to view complete technical 

brochures for all Quest products.

ELECTRIC HOT FOOD 
TABLES (30”DEPTH) 
C.  Model RET-4 (30) Designed for 

foods requiring different holding and 
serving temperatures.

•  Wet or dry well operation.

•  Individual temperature controls.

•  One piece stainless steel top for 100% 
sanitation.

•  Each well: 12” x 20” (305 x 508 mm). 
Powerful 1200 W elements to handle 
any heating requirement. Fully 
insulated ensuring accurate, efficient 
heating. Accommodates a variety of 
standard inserts. Rounded corners 
for ease of cleaning. Crevice-free and 
seamless - welded to the table top for 
the ultimate in sanitation. Optional 
drains individually valved and 
plumbed to common drop.

•  Stainless steel front, bottom shelf, 
plate shelf, legs and adjustable feet.

•  Stainless steel body, ends and back.

D.   Model BM-4 (30) Bain Maries for  
uniform single heat holding or odd 
shaped utensils.

•  Single well wet operation.

•  Thermostatically controlled.

•  Stainless steel top and water pan.

•  Divider bars used for standard 12” x 
20” (305 mm x 508 mm) openings.

•  Superior immersion element will 
operate dry, eliminating burnout due 
to operator error.

•  Simplicity of operation - standard 
with: Manual hot water fill valve and 
manual Drain valve. Overflow to 
minimize over-filling of tank.

•  Stainless steel front, bottom shelf, 
and plate shelf.

•  Stainless steel legs and adjustable feet.

•  Stainless steel body, ends and back.

DIMENSIONS

Model Width Depth Height

#BM or RET-3 (30) 44” (1120 mm) 30” (760)  35” (890)

#BM or RET-4 (30) 58” (1475 mm) 30” (760)  35” (890)

#BM or RET-5 (30) 72” (1830 mm) 30” (760)  35” (890)

#BM or RET-6 (30) 86” (2185 mm) 30” (760)  35” (890)

#BM or RET-7 (30) 100” (2540 mm) 30” (760)  35” (890)

#BM or RET-8 (30) 114” (2895 mm) 30” (760)  35” (890)
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SALAD TABLES

Model ST Series Heavy duty design, 
construction and materials including 
stainless steel front, top, complete 
interior, legs, adjustable feet and 
removable roll covers.

Drawer/Doors – Energy efficient positive 
sealing magnetic gasket and “Sure 
Grip” full width integral handles. 

Drawers – The ultimate for maximum 
storage in minimum space with quicker 
easier access.

•  Full size 12”x 20”x 6” deep clear 
polycarbonate liner, removable for easy 
cleaning and restocking.

•   Quiet self closing roller slides. 

•  Large reversible poly cutting board for 
ample work area, c/w crumb slot and 
container for easy cleanup.

•  Toaster space will accommodate large 
four slice model.

•  ¼ hp compressor for ST-48 & 60 with 
1/3 hp for ST-78 sized to ensure correct 
holding temperatures under most 

and often adverse kitchen conditions. 
(Remote systems available).

•  Coated corrosion resistant blower coil for 
extended life.

•  115 V, 15 Amp cord and plug for ease of 
site hookup.

•  Integral non-electric evaporator pan on self 
contained models (no operational cost).

•  Special ‘NSF package’ can be ordered as 
an option to meet stringent temperature 
requirements.

SUPER SELECTION - a model for 
any application. Deluxe features 
standard on every model. 

COMPARE - Quest is simply 
superior. Sanitary, durable, easy-
to-clean, corrosion resistant and 
eye appealing.

A.  #ST78 78”w x 30”d x 35”h 
(1980 x 760 x 890 mm)

B.  #ST60 60”w x 30”d x 35”h 
(1525 x 760 x 890)

C.  #ST48 48”w x 30”d x 35”h 
(1220 x 760 x 890 mm)

http://www.questmetal.com/group/salad-tables/
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BUFFET “ECONO-MOBILES”

Proudly present your buffet at extremely 
affordable prices. Attractive and durable 
wood grain or black vinyl finish body with 
sanitary stainless steel tops.

A.  Hot Food Buffet (RET-EMW) or 
(RET-EMB). Illustrated: RET-4 EMW 
c/w double-sided sneezeguard and  
pot-type heat or display lamps.

• 500 watt - 12”x 20” dry wells.

•  Individually heated and controlled with 
6’ cord and plug. Convenient 120V. 
(Standard wall outlet).

  #RET-2 EMW (2-well) 30” (760 mm) 
1000 W, 15 amp.

  #RET-3 EMW (3-well) 44” (1120 
mm) 1500 W, 15 amp.

  #RET-4 EMW (4-well) 58” (1475 
mm) 2000 W, 20 amp.

B.   Cold Food Buffet (QCP-EMW) or 
(QCP-EMB). Illustrated: QCP-4 EMW 
c/w double sided sneezeguard and pot 
type lamps.

•  Insulated stainless steel ice pan,  
all welded.

• ½” (50 mm) drain c/w ball valve.

•  Optional perforated stainless steel false 
bottom (at reasonable additional cost).

 #QCP-3 EMW 44” (1120 mm)  
 #QCP-4 EMW 58” (1475 mm)

  Many other optional features are 
available for both hot and cold units. 
Ask for full line brochure.

DRY HEAT HOT FOOD TABLE

C.  Model RET-EM (Mobile) or RET-ES (Stationary) Economy 
Dry Heat Electric Hot Food Table. Sensational quality.

• All stainless steel exterior.

• Welded construction.

•  Individually heated and controlled 500W dry-wells.

•  Versatile - The 12” x 20” opening uses standard, rectangular 
stainless steel inserts up to 6” deep, or round inserts with 
adapter plates.

  Available in 2, 3 or 4 well - 120V, 15 amp for 2 or 3 well and 
20 amp for 4 well.

  Dimensions: Standard depth 29” (737 mm). Height 35” 
(889 mm).

  Width: For 2 well, 30”(762 mm), 1000 W; 3 well,  
44”(1118 mm), 1500 W; 4 well, 58”(1473 mm), 2000 W.

http://www.questmetal.com/group/buffet/
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REFRIGERATION & DISPLAY

A. Display Cases
Available in a variety of configurations to 
suit any application, these units are perfect 
for any serving line or waitress counter. 
Reach-in doors, pass-thru with flap doors/
front sliding/rear and see-thru with sliding 
doors and glass on rear. Refrigeration 
systems can be remote, lower self-
contained or Quest’s unique top mounted 
compressor (shown) for maximum lower 
storage capacity. The interior is SS and 
exterior is standard SS but can be custom 
finished to meet any décor. Overall size is 
48” (1219mm) wide x 30” (792mm) deep 
x 81.5” (2070mm) high.

B. Under Counter Refrigerator
Available with self-contained and remote 
compressors, this handy work station can 
be located under an existing work counter 
or built with a 1¾” (44.5mm) maple top 
or heavy duty SS work top. Front, sides 
and interior are all SS. Overall size is  
48” (1219mm) x 30” (792mm) deep x  
35” (889mm) high.

C. Back Bar Beer Coolers
New from Quest, available in 2, 3 or 4 
door configurations with remote or end-
mounted compressors. The front, sides 
and interior are SS. Door activated lights 

are standard. The interior shelves come in 
a variety of styles to maximize efficiency 
and display capability. The doors can be 
supplied with glass inserts for attractive 
display of bottles or supplied solid in 
SS or other finish to match your décor. 
A unique drop down locking kick plate 
system is simple, effective and secure. 
Overall size is 42” (1067mm) high x 29” 
(737mm) deep x 48” (1202mm) 2 Door, 
72” (1829mm) 3 door or 96” (2438mm)  
4 door. Add 15” (381 mm) for  
end-mounted compressor.

http://www.questmetal.com/group/refrigeration-display/


•  SS fabricated work 
surfaces may cost 
more but in the long 
run they will last 
longer, are more 
sanitary and virtually 
maintenance free.

•  The ideal depth for an efficient 
work surface is 30” but just as 
important is sufficient space in 
front of the table to stand and 
work without obstructing the flow 
of the kitchen.

•  Adding a back splash to the work 
surface protects the wall surface 
and provides a sanitary joint 
between the work and wall surface.

•  Where possible, level the table to 
suit the floor and fasten the table 
to the wall to provide a more 
stable surface. 

•  Don’t overlook valuable wall 
space behind the table to add wall 
shelves for additional storage and 
improve efficiency. Productivity 
will rise when everything is close 
at hand.

HELPFUL HINT
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WORK TABLES & SINKS

A. Work Tables These units can be 
custom designed to meet the exact needs 
of your food service operation to provide 
the ultimate in sanitation, durability and 
function. The heavy duty 16-gauge, all 
welded and superbly finished construction 
is sanitary and durable under severe use. 
The 15/8” tubular legs with adjustable feet 
are welded to the frame and under-shelf 
to provide a sturdy and stable platform. 
Available with a variety of backsplash 
designs, under shelves, drawers or sink 
inserts to make a sanitary and efficient 
work station. 

Add a maple top with three-sided risers 
and an open base for mobile ingredient 
bins and you have a perfect baker’s station. 

The possibilities are endless–may we  
design one for you?

Bar Sinks Two versions available, 
standard or custom sizes.

B. Model BAR 60 Standard version 
includes all welded SS construction with 
a single hand sink and faucet (right or left 
end), 20”x 20” fully insulated ice bin with 
divider, 8 rubber bottle holders, towel ring, 
bottle opener/cap catcher, scrap chute, and 
36” speed rail. Size: 60” long x 25” wide x 
30” high (plus 4” back splash). This is our 
most popular design providing maximum 
value and efficiency in a small space.

Custom Bar Sinks Available in any size 
or configuration to meet your specific needs 

but still designed and built to incorporate 
many unique features that include all 
welded HD construction, fully insulated ice 
bin and a long list of additional options to 
make your bar sink a durable, efficient and 
easy to maintain bar station.

C. Hands-Free Hand Sink #HFS
A sanitary workspace begins with a 
convenient space for staff to rinse their 
hands frequently. This sturdy and 
economical hand sink can be wall-
mounted anywhere and the unique ‘Hands 
Free’ knee operated valve operation is 
simple and the ultimate in sanitation. 
Mounting bracket, faucet and fittings 
included. 17” (432mm) wide.

http://www.questmetal.com/group/work-tables/
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CUSTOM DISHTABLES

SINKS & DISHTABLES

Super Economy Sinks
Designed with several unique features, 
these sinks deliver great value for light  
duty and utility applications. 

There are also a number of popular 
options available such as clip-on drain 
boards, rack slides and pre-rinse to build 
a terrific under-counter dishwashing 
station for light duty applications.

•  All welded 18 gauge construction with 
15/8” (40 mm) SS adjustable tubular legs. 

•  Front edge is rolled comfort and side 
edges are hemmed to maximize value.

•  Each compartment has a center style 
basket waste.

•  Convenient back shelf design.

•  Available in stock sizes of one, two and 
three compartment configurations.

Standard & Deluxe Sinks
These sinks are the industry standard for 
quality and functional design to benefit any 
busy food service application. 

•  All welded 16 gauge construction with 
15/8” (40 mm) SS adjustable tubular legs.

•  Front & side sink edges rolled for comfort.

•  Corner wastes with drain screen and 
heavy gauge SS drain tube are standard.

•  Sink compartments have rolled interior 
corners on front and back. The Deluxe 
Series Sinks incorporate all coved sink 
corners.

•  Integral welded drain boards are 
available in any size or configuration.

•  Available in one, two and three 
compartment sizes but are highly 
customizable to suit any application.

Available Features for all sink models:
•  3½” stainless steel basket type waste,  

lift-out strainer.

•  2” lever type drain with or without back 
overflow.

•  Drainboards 18”, 24”, 30”, 36” standard. 
Support legs for drainboards over 30”.

•  Fixed undershelves.

•  Faucets - swing spouts available in sizes 
of 6” to 18”, complete with aerator if 
required. Faucet hole centers 4”& 8” 
standard.

•  Special size sinks, drainboards and 
dishtabling can be made to order. Prices 
on application.

•  Pot washing equipment can be fitted to 
standard sinks.

Quest Custom SS Dishtables 
have the functional design and 
workmanship that characterizes 
all Quest products. Fabricated 
of heavy duty 16 gauge 
SS, all welded construction, 
finished to a high standard for 
a permanent sanitary finish, 
pleasing appearance and years 
of durable service. 

Let Our Qualified Designers 
work to create an efficient, 
compact and practical dish 
room layout for you. A well 
planned dish room matches 
the design of the dishtables to 
your dishwasher and your room 
space to create an ergonomic 
layout to maximize productivity 
and reduce costly breakage 
during the ware washing 
process. It costs no more to 
design the space correctly, and 
the long term benefits to your 
operation will pay dividends  
for years.

http://www.questmetal.com/group/stainless-sinks/


Well functioning and 

efficient ventilation 

is crucial to your 

food service business 

including the health 

and safety of your staff. It takes 

years of experience to master this 

highly specialized application and 

does not happen by chance. The 

Russell team has the experience 

and ability to know what works, 

and can design your system for 

the lowest air consumption and 

highest extraction rate matched 

perfectly to your make up air system 

for the most comfortable working 

environment. It costs nothing more 

to do it right the first time and you 

will find a few minutes with us to 

review your requirements will save 

you money in the long run.

HELPFUL HINT
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WASH DOWN VENTILATORS

For the ultimate in efficiency, 
performance and labour saving 
cleanliness choose Quest CleanAir.

•  Best grease extraction  
- 96% efficient

•  Reversible extraction  
cartridge (patented)

•  Fully automatic detergent  
injected washing

•  Most sanitary design,  
no fixed baffles

• Easy access to interior

•  Very energy efficient (low  
exhaust volumes)

•  Models to suit every application.

Model LPO The standard model “LPO” 
is designed for use over high and/
or low cooking equipment and can be 
wall-mounted or island-hung. Ceiling 
heights of 9’-0” are desirable, but the 
LPO can be installed in lower height 
ceilings. Fluorescent or incandescent lights 
are available, neatly recessed into the 
ventilator.

Model LPO-DTI (Dual Throat) Used 
for island cooking banks where there is 
heavy grease-producing equipment on one 
side and equipment such as ovens, steam 
equipment etc, on the other side.

Model LPO-MAF “Smooth Air” A Model 
LPO with Make-Up Air Jacketing (similar 
to QLO-MAF. The Model LPO-DTI is also 
available with the “Smooth Air” feature, 
designated Model LPO-DTI-MAF.

Model S A back shelf wash ventilator 
(similar to QLW).

Model D This very specialized ventilator is 
designed for overshelf serving. The exhaust 
air can be ducted down into the floor or 
vertically at either end of the ventilator.

Integral Fire Suppression Quest can 
factory install an integral fire suppression 
system to the newest UL-300 standards. 
A Quest integral system has all piping 
concealed or chrome plated and tanks can 
be optionally enclosed in a SS cabinet  
(as illustrated).

http://www.questmetal.com/group/wash-down-ventilators/
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VENTILATORS & FILTERS

All Quest Hoods Feature:
• ULC listing to ensure acceptance 
• Low air volumes reduce energy costs 
• All welded stainless steel construction 
• Low profile to suit most installations 
• Easy to clean interior and exterior 
• High efficiency SS “Fireguard” filters.

A.  Model QLW Back Shelf Hood. (Not shown) 
The profile is designed for counter height 
cooking appliances and for use under low 
ceilings. The filters and hood interior are 
very accessible for cleaning. The QLW 
incorporates a convenient full length plate 
shelf. Fire suppression system and piping 
cover are optional.

B.  Model QLO Overhead Hood. The standard 
10” taper profile fits easily under 8’-0” 
ceilings. This unique profile lowers the filters 
and interior hood surfaces so they are more 
accessible for cleaning. The QLO can be 
supplied with a 4” taper or flush bottom if 
required. Lighting, insulated back wall and 
fire suppression system are optional.

C.  Model QLO-MAF Smooth Air (not shown). 
Make-Up Air Hood. Standard profile fits 
easily under 8’- 6” ceilings and lowers the 
filters and interior hood surfaces so they 
are more accessible for cleaning. The QLO-
MAF has a perforated face (soft discharge). 
Lighting, insulated back wall and fire 
suppression system are optional.

D.  Baffle Boss The Boss turns the less-than-
popular chore of removing your hood filters 
into a smooth operation. It works with most 
major filter brands including the Quest 
Fireguard filter and makes it safer and easier 
to clean your hood filters more often. It folds 
flat for storage and is adjustable to fit most 
hood filter bank angles. 

E.  Quest “Fireguard” Filters All Quest hoods come 
complete with our exclusive Quest “Fireguard” 
Filters. Available in ten standard sizes plus 
special order custom sizes. Full compliance 
with N.F.P.A. 96 code. UL/ULC listed.

• Light weight 
• All welded, rugged construction 
• No dirty frame 
• Hinged for total access   
• Dual purpose handle & locking device 
• High efficiency extraction. 

F.  Model GBD Supreme Exhaust 
Fan This heavy duty fan is the best 
built and best value for commercial 
kitchens. The rugged fan wheel 
hinges up (as shown) allowing 
total access to the fan interior for 
maintenance. The vented base is 
also hinged for complete duct access 
(meeting all codes) and includes an 
integral grease reservoir to protect 
your roof.

http://www.questmetal.com/group/dry-hoods/
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A.  #CW15APS Single Airpot Coffee 

Brewer – Pourover.
•  Consistently brews perfect coffee into 

2.2 or 2.5 L airpots.
•  Convenient airpots keep coffee hot 

and fresh for hours.
• All stainless steel construction.
• Stainless steel or black décor.
• Brewing capacity: 120 (5 oz cup/hr).
• 120V, 12.1 Amps, 1450 W. 
• CSA approved.

B. #CWTFAPS 
•  Features a hot water faucet.
•  Brews 3.8 to 7.5 gallons (14.4 to  

28.4 litres) of perfect coffee per hour.
•  Brews directly into 1.9 to 3 litre 

airpots.
•  Convenient airpots keep coffee hot 

and fresh for hours.
•  All Stainless steel construction.
•  120V, 11 Amps, 1370 W.
•  CSA approved.

C.  #CWT15TS Thermal Server Coffee 
Brewer – Automatic.
•  Consistently brews perfect coffee into 

2.5 L thermal server.
•  Convenient thermal servers keep. 

coffee hot and fresh for hours.
• Black vinyl décor.
• Brewing capacity: 120 (5 oz cup/hr).
• 120V, 12.1 Amps, 1450 W. 
•  Plumbing: 20-90 psi (138-621 kPa) 

Supplied with 1/4” (6.4 mm) male flare 
fitting. CSA approved.

D.  #CWTF15TS Thermal Server Coffee 
Brewer – Automatic.
• Features a hot water faucet.
•  Consistently brews perfect coffee into 

2.5 L thermal server.
•  Convenient thermal servers keep 

coffee hot and fresh for hours.
• Black vinyl décor.
• Brewing capacity: 120 (5 oz cup/hr).
• 120V, 12.1 Amps, 1450 W. 
•  Plumbing: 20-90 psi (138-621 kPa) 

Supplied with 1/4” (6.4 mm) male flare 
fitting. CSA approved.

Coffee Brewing
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Low Profile Pourover Coffee Brewers  
These space saving brewers are all stainless 
steel construction, and are also available in 
black décor. Designed for convenience, 
they are completely portable and require  
no plumbing. 

A.   #A10, 10 Cup Pourover Coffee 
Brewer (Home/Office)
•  Constantly brews perfect coffee. 
•  Attractive and space saving to fit  

any counter.
•  Features a separately controlled 

porcelain warmer.
•  Brewing capacity:70 (5 oz cup/hr).
•  120V, 9.5 Amps, 1140 W. 
•  CSA approved.

B.  #VPR, 12 Cup Pourover Coffee 
Brewer with 2 Warmers 
•  Brews 3.9 gallons of perfect coffee  

per hour. 
•  Stainless steel construction of internal 

components. 
•  Requires no plumbing, completely 

portable. 
•  Just pour cold water in top and coffee 

brews immediately. 
•  Two separately controlled warmers. 
•  Integral part of any office coffee 

service program. 
•  International electrical 

configurations available. 
•  SplashGard™ funnel deflects hot 

liquids away from the hand.
•  UL listed. CSA approved.

C.  #VP17-1, Low Profile Pourover 
Coffee Brewer – 1 Warmer
•  8” wide, under 18” high.
•  Brewing capacity: 100 (5 oz cup/hr).
•  120V, 10.8 Amps, 1300 W. 
•  CSA approved.

D.  #VP17-2, Low Profile Pourover 
Coffee Brewer – 2 Warmers
•  8” wide.
•  Two separately controlled warmers.
•  Brewing capacity: 100 (5 oz cup/hr).
•  120V, 11.7 Amps, 1400 W.
•  CSA approved.

E.  #VP17-3, Low Profile Pourover 
Coffee Brewer – 3 Warmers
•  8” wide. 
•  Three separately controlled warmers.
•  Brewing capacity: 100 (5 oz cup/hr).
•  120V, 12.5 Amps, 1500 W. 
•  CSA approved.

Coffee Brewing
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A.  AXIOM Dual-Voltage Airpot Coffee 

Brewer 
•  Easily convertible by flipping a switch to:

-120 volt, 12.5 amp
-120 /208 volt, 13 amp
-120/240 volt,15 amp.

•  Brews 4.2 to 7.5 gallons (15.7 to 28.4 
litres) of perfect coffee per hour.

•  BrewWIZARD™ technology simplifies 
brewer programming with a LCD 
display. Set brew level, cold brew lock-
out and tank temperature from the 
front of the machine.

•  Brews directly into 1.9 to 3 litre airpots. 
•  Hot water faucet.

B.  AXIOM Dual-Voltage Thermal Carafe 
Coffee Brewer
•  Easily convertible by flipping a switch to:

- 120 volt, 12.5 amp
- 120/208 volt, 13 amp
- 120/240 volt, 15 amp.

•  Brews 4.2 to 7.5 gallons (15.7 to 28.4 
litres) of perfect coffee per hour.

•  Accepts thermal carafe up to 8.5” tall 
(21.6 cm).

•  Use in quick turn environments where 
high quality coffee is continuously 
refreshed.

•  Adjusts automatically to varying water 
pressure.

•  Hot water faucet.

C. Low Profile Wide Base Coffee Brewer 
Low-profile brewer featuring 
SmartWAVE technology, simple 
operation, and flexible server options.
•  SmartWAVE technology increases 

turbulence in the brew funnel.
•  Brews 3.9 to 6.4 gallons (14.8 to 24.2 

litres) of perfect coffee per hour.
•  Brew into 1.9L thermal carafe using 

the slide-out booster tray.
•  Adjustable legs accommodate Thermal 

Server without base. 
•  SplashGard® funnel deflects hot liquids 

away from the hand.
•  Energy-saver mode reduces tank 

temperature during idle periods.
Standard Version*
•  Four-digit LED read-out for simple 

programming.
•  Utilize the same LED read-out for 

brewer status (Ready, Heating, and 
Brewing).

•  BrewMETER® and pulse brew routines 
to adjust flavour profile corresponding 
with the BrewMETER (1-14).

Silver Version**
•  Analog switches accompanied by red/

green LED for programming.
•  Red/green LED provides brewer status 

(ready, heating, and brewing).**Silver Version

* Standard Version

Coffee Brewing
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A. Dual Coffee Brewer

•  Brews 16.3 to 18.9 gallons (61.7 to  
71.5 litres) of perfect coffee per hour.

•  Brews ½, 1, or 1½ gallon (1.9, 3.8  
and 5.7 litre) batches.

•  Adjustable bypass ensures perfect  
coffee regardless of batch size.

•  Hot water faucet does not affect brew 
level.

•  Electronic timer ensures fast set up and 
accurate brew levels.

•  Electronic grinder interface instructs 
grinder on exact amount of coffee for 
selected brew batch size.

•  1.5GPR portable server (included) has a 
patented Safety-Fresh brew-through lid 
with vapour seal and spill protection.

•  SplashGard funnel deflects hot liquids 
away from the hand.

B. #Tiger XL
Simple solution for exceptional espresso 
beverages from a sleek, compact super-
automatic.

•  Cool Froth offers rich, creamy, cold milk 
foam for popular iced beverages.

•  Up to 180 shots per hour from less than 
16 inches of counter space.

•  Intelligent modular brewing chamber 
adjusts espresso.

•  Simulates barista tamping and polishing 
motion for uniform extraction.

•  Two hoppers for regular, decaf or other 
specialty beans.

•  Hoppers hold 1.75 lbs of fresh beans.

•  Adjusts for 4.5 to 7.4 inch cup clearance.

•  Pod brewing option standard on all models.

•  Easy-to-use control pad guides user 
through steps for making drinks.

•  Simple daily cleaning process with 
automatic reminder and lockout.

•  Innovative milk delivery system does not 
inject steam or water to dilute the foam 
so customers enjoy a full, rich flavour 
experience.

•  Standard model includes self-contained 1 
gallon milk drawer. Available in 120/208V. 

C. Bunn Filters
Selection of coffee filters is a vital step in 
brewing perfect coffee. Don’t settle for 
anything less than BUNN quality coffee 
filters. Using the results of years of research, 
BUNN manufactures the best filters from 
high quality, heavy weight paper, so the 
water flows properly through the coffee. 
BUNN filters are uniquely designed for 
strength so the sides are taller, and you  
don’t end up with overflow and grounds  
in your coffee.

See your Russell representative for the right 
filter for your machine.

Coffee Brewing
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A.  #SRU Automatic Electronic Coffee 

Urn, 3 Gallon
•  Automatic drip brewing of delicious 

coffee every time.

•  Brews 12.4 gallons of perfect coffee 
per hour. 420 (5 oz cup/hr)

•  Three gallon coffee urn measuring 
only 14” wide fits most counters.

• Large water tank–over 10 gallons.

•  Draw off hot water during brewing 
without affecting delivery of coffee.

• Half-batch option.

•  All stainless steel. Top mounted 
components for ease of service.

• Can brew full or half batches.

•  International electrical configurations 
available.

• CSA approved.

B.  U3, Twin 3 Gallon Automatic 
Electronic Coffee Urn
•  Automatic drip brewing of delicious 

coffee every time.

•  Low evaporation loss maintains the 
brew at its flavourful peak.

•  Large 20 gallon water tank. Draw off 
hot water without affecting coffee 
quality.

•  All stainless steel. Top mounted 
components for ease of service.

• Brewing capacity 620 (5 oz cup/hr).

• 120/208 V, 27.8 Amps, 5775 W 

• 120/240 V, 28.2 Amps, 6775 W

•  Plumbing: 20-90 psi (138-621 kPa).
Supplied with 3/4” OD male flare fitting.

• CSA approved.

Coffee Brewing
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A. #H5X, Hot Water Machine – 5 Gal.

•  Dispenses up to 18 gallons/hr boiling 
water (212˚) from 140˚ hot water.

•  Precision temperature ensures 
consistent, high quality results.

•  Locate hot water at preparation site 
to increase safety and efficiency of 
kitchen staff.

•  Plumbing: 20-90 psi (138-621 kPa). 
Supplied with 1/4” (6.3 mm) OD male 
flare fitting. CSA approved.

B. #HW2, Hot Water Machine – 2 Gal.
•  Two gallons of hot water (200˚) in a 

space saving machine just 7” wide.
•  Fresh, hot water is always available 

since the HW2 is hooked to your 
water line.

•  High quality, easy-to-clean stainless 
steel exterior and tank for long, 
dependable life.

• 120V 12.5 Amps, 1500 W. 
•  Plumbing: 20-90 psi (138-621 kPa). 

Supplied with 1/4” (6.3 mm) OD male 
flare fitting. CSA approved.

C. Remote Warmers
Warmers are an ideal way to 
merchandise the aroma and appearance 
of your fresh-brewed coffee in decanters 
at remote serving locations.
Each warmer has a separate “on/off” 
switch and maintains coffee at optimum 
serving temperature.

WX1 This is the single stainless steel 
warmer 6.5” W x 2.53” H x 7”D
(16.51cm W x 6.4cm  H x 17.8cm D).

WX2 This is the dual stainless steel 
warmer 14”W x 2.53” H x 7”D
(35.6cm W x6.4cm  H x 17.8cm D).

D. #WS2, Bunn Coffee Pot Warmer
•  Use with all commercial 12 cup coffee 

pots. Two 100 W warmers. 
•  Step-up warmer design for easy coffee 

pot access. 
• Companion to Bunn S, ST, STF. 
• UL listed and NSF approved.

E.  #LPG, Low Profile Portion Control 
Grinder – 1 Hopper
•  Just 81/4” wide and with low profile 

height of 171/2”.
•  Professional grind provided by large 

33/16” diameter burrs.
•  Large, 6 lb capacity, clear bean hopper 

merchandises fresh coffee beans.
• Black or stainless steel décor.
• 120V, 3 Amps. CSA approved.

F. #B1 Warmer 
• Single 100 W warmer.
• 120V, 15 amp. CSA approved.
#B2 Warmer (not shown)
• Side by side, two 100 W warmers.
• 120V, 15 amp. CSA approved.

Coffee Brewing
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ULTRA-1 Gourmet Ice System 
 Single Hopper. 

ULTRA-2 Gourmet Ice System 
•  Patented reversing auger design quickens 

freeze time and reduces air mixing with 
product. 

• Very simple to program and run. 

•  Enhanced “no-lube” design on faucets and 
seals. 

•  Refrigeration system internally monitored to 
insure long lasting performance. 

• Includes a touchpad display.

•  Two large 3 gallon hoppers for optimum 
cooling & serving capacity. 

•  Sanitation and safety listed to Standards.

•  International electrical configurations  
available.

• Available in White/SS, Black/SS and All Black.

Ice System
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 A.   #HBB909
The 909 is built to blend a 16oz drink in 25 seconds 
flat, and for about 1-14 drinks on average per day. 
It has 2 speeds which offers versatility and precision 
when blending, for a wide variety of drink mixtures. 
Four stainless steel blades are made to last and get 
the job done fast. Plus it comes with a 32oz stainless 
steel container which is durable and helps keep drinks 
cold and has indentations in the side to make gripping 
and pouring easy.3/8 Hp. 120V, 60Hz. 

 B.   #HBB908
When thirsty customers are waiting, you can blend 
16oz drinks in 25 seconds flat. The 908 has 2 speeds 
which offer versatility and precision blending for a 
wide variety of food and drink mixtures. Four stainless 
steel blades are made to last and get the job done 
fast. Break-resistant 44oz polycarbonate container 
with filler-cap and easy-to-read measurement marks 
makes filling and pouring easy. 3/8 Hp.120V, 60Hz.

C.  #HBB250SR
Ordinary blenders spin contents around the walls of 
the jar, which can leave whole chunks untouched by 
the blades. The Wave Action™ System has a unique 
container and blade design for smooth results every 
time. When thirsty customers are waiting, you can 
blend 0.5 L drinks in 20 seconds flat. Two speeds with 
pulse option offer versatility and precision blending 
for a wide variety of food and drink mixtures. Durable 
32 oz stainless steel container with easy to read 
measurement marks.Four stainless steel blades are 
made to last and get the job done fast.1/2 Hp. 120V, 
60Hz.

D.  #HBB250R
Ordinary blenders spin contents around the walls of 
the jar, which can leave whole chunks untouched by 
the blades. The Wave Action™ System has a unique 
container and blade design for smooth results every 
time. When thirsty customers are waiting, you can 
blend 0.5 L drinks in 20 seconds flat. 

Two speeds with pulse option offer versatility and 
precision blending for a wide variety of food and 
drink mixtures.  44 oz break resistant polycarbonate 
container with easy to read measurement marks 
stacks up for storage. Four stainless steel blades are 
made to last and get the job done fast.1/2 Hp.  
120V, 60Hz.

E.  #HBF400
The Hamilton Beach Commercial HBF400 food blender 
is dependable, rugged, fast, and easy to use. The 
HBF400’s design was made with the dependability 
in mind. Perfect for any kitchen up to and including 
the most demanding, the HBF400 meets and exceeds 
expectations. This blender is ideal for precision 
blending, mixing, chopping, and pureeing. Tough  
1.9 L stainless steel container and all-metal drive 
coupling is built to last.1 Hp. 120V, 60Hz.

Mixers, Blenders, Juicers
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A.  #HBH450
The Tango high performance bar blender is a welcomed 
addition to any bar averaging about 25-49 drinks a day. 
The 1 Hp motor provides ample power and torque,  
and the all-metal drive coupling is built to last. 

The Tango has a timer and two speeds with pulse option. 
The timer is indispensible for busy bars, and the two 
speeds offer precision blending for a wide variety of 
mixtures. Four stainless steel blades provide strength,  
and are built to last. 

The Tango also comes with a large 48oz stackable 
container built from break resistant polycarbonate, and 
has easy-to-read measurement marks. 1 Hp. 120V, 60Hz.

B.  #HBH650
The HBH650 Tempest has a 3HP motor and can blend a 
16oz daiquiri in 12 seconds flat. The wave action system 
along with speed and blade design can break down ice 
into a creamy drink in seconds. Two speed, pump cycle 
and pulse button offer precision blending for a wide 
variety of drink mixtures.

The timer with automatic shutoff is an indispensible  
for busy bars; it frees operators up for other tasks.
3 Hp Motor - Built with a durable all-metal drive  
coupling to satisfy the demands of the busiest bars. 
64oz. Stackable break resistant polycarbonate container 
with easy to read measurement marks. 3 Hp. 120V, 
60Hz.

C.  #HBH850
If you want perfection in a blender, this is the closest 
you’ll get. With the HBH850 Summit, you can have a 
perfect drink every time. The Auto Blend feature senses 
when drinks reach the perfect consistency and stops 
automatically. It also features a USB port for future 
program updates to the blender. Dual fans automatically 
keep the blender motor cool in between blends. And it 
comes equipped with a Quiet Shield, and powerful 3 HP 
motor. Hundreds of pre-programmed cycles reduce the 
need to select different cycles for different drinks. 3 Hp. 
120V, 60Hz.

D.  #HMD200
The Single spindle drink mixer HMD200 is the machine 
you need for those hot days when you want to blend up 
a creamy milkshake. Great for everything from mixing ice 
cream shakes to “flashing” bar drinks and blending eggs, 
pancake, and waffle batter. Operators can start and stop 
mixing action by inserting the cup into the cup guide,  
or by using the pulse switch on top of the mixer.  
1/3 Hp.120V, 60Hz.

E.  #HMD400
The Triple spindle drink mixer HMD400 is the machine 
you need for those busy days. Each of the three motors 
works independently and has its own power switch, so 
you can use two while cleaning the third. 

Operators can start and stop mixing action by inserting 
the cup into the cup guide, or by using the pulse switch 
on top of the mixer.

This classic design offers die cast durability in a smooth 
rounded shape that’s easy to clean. 1/3 Hp. 120V, 60Hz.

Mixers, Blenders, Juicers
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A.  Blendtec SpaceSaver®  
Big Performance in Small Spaces

 - Recommend Usage: 30-60 blends/day 
 - Blend Cycle: 30 pre-programmed cycles 
 - Sound: Medium.   
 - Jars Included: 2 FourSide. 
 - Key Benefits: Smaller footprint.  
 - Use on or in counter.

B.  Blendtec Q Series™ - FS 
High Volume, Low Noise
- Recommend Usage: 100+blends/day. 
- Blend Cycle: 30 pre-programmed cycles. 
- Sound: Quiet (Sound enclosure included). 
- Jars Included: 2 FourSide. 
- Key Benefits: Quiet operation.  
-  Optional Advanced Blending Control for  

increased safety. - Use on or in counter.

C. BlendTec Stealth® - WS
World’s Quietest Commercial Blender
- Recommend Usage: 200+blends/day.
- Blend Cycle: 42 pre-programmed cycles.
-  Sound: Quietest (Advanced sound  

enclosure included).
- Jars Included: 2 WildSide®.

-  Key Benefits: USB programmable.  
Capacitative touch control surface.  
Touch slider speed control. 

- In-counter version available.

Mixers, Blenders, Juicers

Rapid Rinse Station™ Package
Save Water, Space and Time. 
Compact and low profile. Upon 
activation, water immediately covers 
70% of the rinsing area (compared 
to only 30% in other rinsers.

Twister™ Jar
For the Thickest Ingredients. 
Designed to tackle the toughest and 
most unique blends ever. Patent-
pending Twister™ scraper tines force 
ingredients off the jar sides and back 
into the blending vortex. Twister™ lid, 
Gripper™ lid and Spatula included.

WildSide® Jar
Blends Twice As  
Much in Half the Time. Patented 5-sided 
jar produces a blending vortex to achieve 
even thicker, faster blends—eliminating 
the need for a messy plunger. Ultra-hard 
stainless steel blade is cold-forged and 
tuned for heavy use—it’s stronger and  
last longer than lesser blades.

www.blendtec.com
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A. #5085 Vita-Mix Drink Machine
Whether preparing blended drinks, simple syrups 
or purées for cocktail bases, the BarBoss Advance 
is an essential tool for adding or expanding 
beverage program. 6 optimized programs and 
automatic shut-off means you can turn it on, 
walk away, and consistently blend beverages. 
Pulse control quickly refreshes drinks for 
efficiency. 

The Advance® container creates faster, smoother 
pouring and has a longer blade life resulting 
in time and cost savings along with improved 
customer experience. The advanced motor is 
designed to resist overheating when blending 
extra-thick ingredients resulting in cooler 
operation and enhanced reliability during peak 
hours of operation. 

32oz container. 37,000 R.P.M. 2 Hp.11.5 amps. 115V.

B. #1005 Vita-Prep Food Preparation
The Vita-Prep has more power to handle the 
thickest, toughest ingredients. Grind meats for 
pâte or chop tough vegetables for authentic 
Mexican salsa without overheating. Use the 
variable speed for perfect purèes, savory soups 
and delicious frozen treats. 

The Vita-Prep a must in kitchens where volume 
and quality are key ingredients to a successful 
back of the house. More power, larger cooling 
fan, Vita-Mix quality. 

37,000 R.P.M. 3 Hp.12.5 amps .115V.

C. #36019 The Quiet One™
The Vita-Mix Quiet One™ Blender features 
advanced sound dampening technology that 
reduces the outputted noise to be as quiet as a 
normal conversation or no louder than the inside 
of a passenger car on the highway. 

First, its durable body is made from a thicker and 
more sound absorbing material with advanced 
baffling inside to muffle the motor noise. 

The 36019 is driven by an industry-leading  
3 HP motor. Vita-Mix designed this motor to  
blast through the thickest and heaviest 
ingredients at any speed. 

The Vita-Mix Quiet One™ Blending Station 
advance takes all of the guesswork out of drink 
making with its built-in programs and easy to use 
controls. Eliminate the hassle of remembering 
blending times and speeds. The Quiet One 
features 6 pre-programmed signature drinks with 
34 preset recipes to choose from. 

Find the recipes that best fit your signature drinks, 
or add your own via the built-in programming 
port and the optional USB software kit. Manual 
blending is a snap on The Quiet One™. Choose 
from 93 different speeds ranging from high to 
low, or take advantage of the low and high speed 
pulse blending to quickly refresh your drinks.  
A 64oz container comes with the advance blade 
and lid and has markings to 48 ounces. 

120VAC, 50/60 Hz. 8.5”w x 10.7”d x 18”h  
(with lid closed); 24.5”h with lid open.

Mixers, Blenders, Juicers
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A.  Sanamat Vegetable & Fruit Juice Extractor. 
Fresh juice is one of today’s big profit 
makers. More and more publicity tells 
of the advantages of nutritious foods. 
The Sanamat can deliver quickly and 
easily, large volumes of fresh vegetable 
and fruit juices. The 0.7 Hp motor 
provides the constant regulated high 
speed necessary to grate the product and 
centrifugally remove the juice. The pulp 
is continuously ejected. The grating disc, 
centrifugal juice extracting basket and 
the juice collecting bowl are all made of 
stainless steel. The Sanamat can process  
50-60 kg (110-132 lbs) of fresh fruit  
or vegetables per hour.

B.   The Vitamat can deliver quickly and easily, 
large volumes of fresh vegetable and fruit 
juices. The motor provides the constant 
high speed necessary to grate the product 
and centrifugally remove the juice. The 
pulp is continuously ejected. The grating 
disc, centrifugal juice extracting basket 
and the juice collecting bowl are all 
made of stainless steel. The Vitamat can 
process 150 kg (330 lbs) of fresh fruit or 
vegetables per hour. 

http://www.chesher.com/
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A.  Designer series cooking equipment 
looks good, works well and produces 
with operational ease. All our models 
are easy to clean, maintain and 
service. They provide fast preheat, 
high production and versatility with 
quality results. Also available in gas 
counter equipment. All depths are 24”. 
208V/240V.

Hot Plate  15”w x 11¼”h
Warmer 15”w  x 11½”h
Fryer 15” 18” 30”w x 13”h
Griddle 15” 24 “ or 36”w x 13¾”h
Broiler 15” 30” or 42”w x 13¾”h

B.  These heavy duty electric griddles  
are available in five (5) widths; 
24” (610mm), 36” (914mm), 48” 
(1219mm), 60” (1524mm) and 
72” (1829mm). High performance, 
high volume production with even, 
consistent, controlled temperatures.  
¾” (19mm) thick griddle plate 
complete with grease trough and 
splash guard. Optional grooved griddle 
tops in 12” (305mm) wide sections. All 
models are designed as freestanding 
units or bank with other E24 series 
equipment or with G24 series gas 
counter. Stainless steel front and 
sides. 100°F (35°C) to 450°F (235°C) 
hydraulic thermostats with pilot lights 
are provided for each 12” (305mm) 
width of griddle surface. Even frying 
temperatures are assured by specially 
designed pressure clamped tubular 
heat elements. 240V/208V.

C. Induction Griddle - #GI-SH/GR 3500 
 & GI-SH/GR 5000, 3.5kW and 5.0kW.

Garland induction griddle unit model 
GI-SH/GR 3500 with a total kW rating 
of 3.5 kW or model GI-SH/GR 5000 
with a kW rating of 5.0 kW. Built 
with a durable easy to clean stainless 
steel exterior and a griddle plate, 
manufactured with a fine match of 
mechanical, chemical and electrolytic 
surface coatings. Rotary dial thermostat 
control with LED read out 69°-450°F 
(20°-230°C). Units have 208V power 
and are supplied with integral cord  
and plug.

http://www.garland-group.com/
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Vulcan Restaurant Counter Series
The new restaurant series countertop line-up 
containing best-in-class griddles, charbroilers 
and hotplates are designed to meet the needs of 
professional chefs. The new countertop line delivers 
the performance and optimal response time required 
for independent operators. The equipment’s masterful 
design exceeds expectations with advanced cooking 
features, a polished new look, and stainless steel for 
added durability and longer life span. Each cook top is 
gas operated, provided with an LP conversion kit, and 
has 4” adjustable legs for easy height variation based  
on preference.

A.  #VRCH36
The VCRH36 low profile gas hotplate features 
stainless steel front, side and top front ledge.13” 
cooking height on 4” legs with 25,000 BTU/hr. 
open burners with lift off heads. Cast iron top 
grates. Full width front crumb trays. One infinite 
heat control valve for each burner. Standing 
pilot ignition system. Rear gas connection and 
convertible gas pressure regulator for LP service. 
Constructed standard for natural gas service. LP 
conversion kit supplied with unit. Available in 12”, 
24” and 36” widths.

B.  #VCCB47 
The VCCB47 gas charbroiler is a medium-duty 
broiler designed for more high traffic productions, 
such as diners or smaller scale restaurants. Each 
blade on its cast-iron grates includes a pitched 
grease trough to help control flare ups. Stainless 
steel sides, control panel, top trim, backsplash and 
grease trough. Full width front grease drawers. 
Heavy duty cast iron char-radiants. 5¼” wide 
sloped cast iron grates are reversible for “level” 
broiling or self cleaning. Cast in pitched grease 
trough in each grate blade provides fat run-off 
and controls flare-ups. One 14,500 BTU/hr burner 
for each broiler grate. Standing pilot ignition 
system. One infinite heat control valve for each 
burner. Under burner deflector system reflects heat 
upwards creating a “Cool Zone” in the grease 
drawer and drip areas. 4” adjustable legs. ¾” rear 
gas connection and gas pressure regulator.

C. #VCRG36-M
The VCRG36-M Low profile gas griddle features 
a stainless steel front, sides and front top ledge. 
Fully welded stainless and aluminized steel body 
frame. 12½” cooking height on 4” legs. 1” thick 
polished steel griddle plate welded to stainless steel 
back and tapered side splashes. One 25,000 BTU/
hr. “U” shaped aluminized steel burner and infinite 
heat control for each 12” of griddle width. 4½ 
quart capacity grease can. ¾” rear gas connection 
and convertible gas pressure regulator for LP 
service. Available in 24”, 36” and 48” widths.

http://vulcanequipment.com/products/griddles-charbroilers/
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A.  #CECIF4 220V Electric Crepe Griddle 
(Single) Cast iron griddle 15½”.  
Round stainless steel frame “sealed”.  
16¾”w x 173/8”d x 8”h; 3600 W;  
120ºF - 575ºF. 

B.  #CECIJ4  220V Amp Electric  
Crepe Griddle (Double).  
Cast iron griddle 15½”.  
Round stainless steel frame “sealed”. 
33½”w x 171/8”d x 8”h; 2 x 3600 W; 
120º - 575ºF.

C.  #CORT-R 110V Panini Grill*  
Stainless steel exterior body. Special 
stick resistant grill with enamel coating 
over cast iron. Balanced top. Complete 
with special brush. 15”w x 17”d x 11”h 
/ 20”h (open); 3100 W; Thermostat: 
0-300ºC. Flat Unit Shown. Ribbed is 
Available 

D.  #PDR3000 220V Panini Grill* 
Stainless steel exterior body. Special stick 
resistant grill with enamel coating over 
cast iron. Balanced top. Complete with 
special brush. All sides ribbed.

*110 volts available on request.

20”w x 17”d x 11”h / 20”h (open) 
3100 W; Thermostat: 0 - 300ºC.

Ribbed Unit Shown. Flat is Available

*220 volts available on request.

http://www.eurodib.com/?currency=CAD
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Star’s line of Grill Express Two-Sided Grills 
provide commercial performance at an 
affordable price.

Heavy-duty cast iron platens, available  
in grooved or smooth, provide longevity  
and superior performance to meet your  
menu requirements.

Thermostat is rated from 175°-450°F (79°-
232°C) and provides accurate sensing of 
temperature. The Grill Express line is perfect 
for grilling tortillas, sandwiches, burritos, 
wraps, steaks, chicken, fish or any product 
you want grilled fast and easy. Grilling up 
to 3” between platens with hinge system 
provides pressure to cook both sides  
of product.

A.   #GX101S
  Smooth surface 

15¾”w x 197/8”d x 107/8h” 
120 volt (1400 watts) 
230 volt (1650 watts)

B. #GX201S
  Smooth Surface 

28¾”w x 197/8”d x 107/8”h 
208 volt (2700 watts) 
240 volt (3600 watts) 
230 volt (3300 watts)

C. #GX101G
  Grooved Surface 

15¾”w x 197/8d” d x 107/8”h 
120 volt (1400 watts) 
230 volt (1650 watts)

D. #GX201G
 Grooved Surface 
 28¾ w x 197/8d” x 107/8h” 
 208 volt (2700 watts) 
 240 volt (3600 watts) 
 230 volt (3300 watts)

http://star-mfg.com/star-products/sandwich-grills.html
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A.  Wells WB-1 and WB-2 waffle bakers provide 
versatility and ease of use. Each unit has a floating 
hinge to allow the upper grid to rise evenly as 
the waffle expands during cooking. Elements 
are controlled by a factory pre-set precision 
thermostat. The grids are seven inch diameter die 
cast aluminum with a tapered pattern and lipped 
edge. Stainless steel front, top and sides provide 
maximum strength and durability. The front 
mounted adjustable mechanical bell timer assures 
consistent waffle colour every time. The WB-2 
has two lighted rocker on/off switches to allow 
independent operation of each baking unit. Die 
stamped stainless steel drip tray removes for easy 
cleaning. Nickel plated steel handles with a open 
coil design minimize heat transfer.

WB-1 101/8”w x 13½”d x 8¾h, 208V/240V

WB-2 193/16”w x 13½”d x 8¾”h, 208V/240V

B.  # SWB7RBE 
Star’s Belgian Waffle Bakers are made of heavy-
duty cast aluminum round grids that make an 
average of 20 waffles per hour. Waffles are  
1¼” thick in the 7” model and 1” thick in the  
8” waffle baker. Digital electronic timer from  
0 to 9:59 minutes. Digital temperature control 
from 250°- 425°F takes the guesswork out 
of preparing waffles. Metal sheathed tubular 
elements located on top and bottom grid provide 
even heat distribution. Easy to read on/off switch 
with indicator light signals when waffles are ready.

C.  # SWB8SQE 
The SWB8SQE 8” square waffle iron can make 
up to twenty 1/2” thick waffles per hour. Metal 
sheathed tubular heating elements in the top 
and bottom grids heat up and recover quickly, 
delivering even heat for the perfect golden brown 
waffle. A precision 10 minute electronic timer, 
temperature controls, and an easy to read on/off 
switch with an indicator light let you know when 
your waffles are ready to serve.

http://www.wells-mfg.com/WellsCategory.aspx?Cat_id=113
http://star-mfg.com/star-products/omelet-and-waffle-bakers/sub-waffle-bakers.html
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A.  #GI-BH/BA 2500
Induction Baby Hob 2.5kW
Garland Induction Unit GI-BH/BA 2500 with a 
total kW rating of 2.5 kW. Built with a robust 
stainless steel casting with ceran ceramic glass 
work top. Compact powerful electronic system 
for years of reliable service. Overheat sensors to 
help prevent damage to unit if pan is run dry. 
Easy to operate system with rotary switch. Unit 
to come in 208V or 240V power with integral 
cord and plug.

B. #GI-SH/IN 3500 & GI-SH/IN 5000
Induction Built in Units 3.5kW  
and 5.0kW
Garland single drop induction units model 
GI-SH/IN 3500 with a kilowatt rating of 3.5 
kW or model GI-SH-IN 5000 with a total rating 
of 5.0kW. Drop in mounts flush with counter, 
built with a robust stainless steel casing with 
ceran ceramic glass work top.

C. Vollrath #59510P Induction Range
Mirage commercial countertop induction range. 
100 power levels from 80-450 F (27 -232 C). 
Featuring a lower range for chocolates. Knob 
control with digital readout. Optimized for use 
with wider range of induction ready cookware 
& service pieces, includes overheat protection, 
small-article detection, pan auto-detection 
function, empty-pan shut-off, stainless case 
top and aluminum bottom, 14” maximum pan 
size, 6 ft. power cord and plug, 120V, 1400W, 
12A, 5-15P plug, 151⁄4”w x 14”d x 3”h. 2 year 
warranty.

D.  Wells H-33 Hotplate 
The H-33 hotplate is dependable and easy to 
use. The flat spiral six inch diameter elements 
allow for more surface contact. A infinite 
control switch with positive off position 
controls the element. The Control knobs are 
front mounted with a protective guard ring to 
help prevent accidental temperature changes. 
Drip trays are chrome plated and removable  
for easy cleaning. 12 5/8”w x 12 5/8”d x 10”h, 
120V-1ph.

Griddles, Grills, Hotplates

http://www.wells-mfg.com/WellsCategory.aspx?Cat_id=113
http://www.garland-group.com/minisite/induction
http://vollrath.com/Vollrath/Products/Countertop-Cooking-Equipment/Induction-Range-Comparison-Guide.htm
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1 Stainless Steel; 2 Pans not included

Crown Verity Charbroiloers 
Built with only the finest materials. 
Stainless steel components throughout 
cost more, however, these charbroilers 
will virtually last forever.

A.  #BI36 The ultimate in built-in  
grills for the outdoor cooking 
centre. Available in 30, 36, and 
48” models.

  Cooking Surface- 34”w x 21”d; 
Burners - 5; BTUH- 79,500; Overall 
dimension - 39.5”w x 27”d x 
17.75”h; Actual weight 106 lbs; 
Options (shown) RD36/72 Roll 
Dome, RFS36 Removable Front shelf.

B.  #BM60 For the charcoal grilling 
enthusiasts out there, this model 
includes removable screw-in legs. 
Our simple slide action grate 
adjusts the grilling surface to three 
heights for better cooking action.

  Cooking Surface - 60”w x 24”d; 
Overall Dimension - 72”w x 24”d x 
31”h; Actual weight 127 lbs. 

C.  TG-1 The Tailgate This is how 
to get a party rolling. The new 
Tailgate fires up plenty of cooking 
area over six burners. Another 
design feature is insulated stainless 
steel wells for beverages or cold 
dishes. Just hitch the Tailgate  
onto the back of your car, van or 
pickup for Crown Verity stainless 
steel durability that takes your 
cooking skills anywhere there’s a 
road or trail.

  Cooking surface: 46”w x 21”d; 
Overall size: 69”w x 124”d x 
52”h; Burners - 6; BTUH - 99,000. 
Actual weight - 852lbs; Standard 
equipment includes - BI-48, RD-48, 
Stainless Steel Ice Chests, Stainless 
Steel Work Shelves and dual 30lb 
propane tanks.

  All outdoor grill products carry a 
parts and labour warranty through 
Russell Food Equipment. This 
warranty does not cover failure 
due to abuse, misuse, alteration, 
improper installation, improper 
maintenance, or failure to follow 
recommended regular cleaning.

Outdoor Grills and Heaters

Bun Rack

Removable End Shelf

Removable Front Shelf

Removable Griddle Plate

Perforated Grill Plate¹

Smoker Box¹

Steam Pan Adapter²

Heavy Duty Rotisserie

http://www.crownverity/com
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Outdoor Grills and Heaters

Crown Verity Charbroiloers

A.  #MCB-36 For small caterers or 
restaurateurs, culinary teaching 
institutions, hotels, clubs or volume 
feeders. Can be customized from our 
accessory list and most customers do. 
Five burners for max control and quick 
recovery.

  Cooking Surface - 34”w x 21”d; 
Burners- 5; BTUH - 79,500; Overall 
dimension - 44”w x 28”d x 36”h; 
Actual weight - 143 lbs; Options 
(shown) - RD36/72 Roll Dome, Two RES 
Removable End Shelves.

B.  #MCB-30 Our new entry point for the 
homeowner or the light commercial 
griller. Professional stainless steel 
construction now more affordable. 
Smaller size, same quality.

  Cooking Surface - 28”w x 21”d;  
Burners - 4; BTUH - 64,500; Overall 
dimension - 38”w x 28”d x 36”h; Actual 
weight - 127 lbs; Options (shown) RD30 
Roll Dome, RES Removable End Shelf.

C.  #MCB-48  
Cooking Surface - 46”w x 21”d; 
Burners - 6; BTUH - 99,000; Overall 
dimension - 56”w x 28”d x 36”h 
Actual weight - 176 lbs; Options 
(shown) RD-48 Roll Dome and RFS-48 
Removable Front Shelf.

D.  #MCB-72 Has more than ten square 
feet of cooking area! This model is very 
popular with volume feeders, resorts 
and country clubs.

  Cooking Surface - 70”w x 21”d; 
Burners - 10; BTUH - 159,000; Overall 
dimension- 81”w x 28”d x 36”h; 
Actual weight - 253 lbs; Options 
(shown) Two RD36/72 Roll Domes, RES 
Removable End Shelf, RT72 Rotisserie.

http://www.crownverity/com
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A.  CV-PHS-4
The Portable Space saver Sink from 
Crown Verity adds sanitary on-site hand 
washing to any outdoor cooking situation. 
The portable outdoor sink has multiple 
purposes, but ultimately, it provides the 
convenience of water anywhere within 
reach of an electrical outlet.

The stainless steel sink construction 
provides outdoor durability to keep from 
easily corroding, rusting, or staining. 120 
volt water heater (9.5 litre) 2 Imp gallons.

Overall Dimension (W x D x H) 25” x 
25¼” x 47¾”; Sink Bowl Size 14.0 x 
12.0 x 6.0”; Water pump and heater 
120 volt.

B.  #CV-PS-001 
For the larger caterer, golf club and 
hotel. This versatile professional steamer 
converts into a two well portable steam 
table. Great for shrimp, lobster, hot 
dogs, corn on the cob and vegetables. 
For outdoor use only. 

Overall Dimensions: (W x D x H) 30” x 
23” x 38”; Stainless Steel Perforated 
Basket (W x D x H) 27’ x 20’ x 7”; 
Burners 1; BTUH: 80,000.

C.  #CV-EH-1500 
New Crown Verity Insta-Heat provides 
a very comfortable heat that will warm 
your patio area year-round. Enjoy 
outdoor entertaining on cool nights 
under the stars. The infrared lamp only 
heats people and objects and does 
not waste energy heating the air. The 
Insta-Heat uses a standard household 
electrical outlet making it portable and 
convenient. 1500 watts of directional 
heat that will not be affected by wind 
or draft. Comes complete with a 5 
metre/16 foot 120 volt cord. 

Options available are remote control, 
adjustable weighted stand and 
universal tent mounting bracket. Overall 
dimension: (L x D x H) 17.5” x 3” x 4”.

Outdoor Grills and Heaters

http://www.crownverity/com
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Deep Fryers

AutoFry lets you pump up profits with 
a ventless and fully-enclosed automated 
deep-frying system. No venting requirement 
means AutoFry is extremely safe, simple and 
inexpensive to install and operate. Designed 
for maximum reliability and safety with built-
in ANSUL® fire suppression technology.

A.  #MTI-5 
The Autofry MTI-5 is an excellent entry 
level model that offers compact design 
capable of producing up to 2lbs of 
product per fry-cycle with the simple 
push of a button. Fully enclosed and 
automated, the Autofry keeps employees 
safe from the internal cooking chamber 
while preparing food product to 
perfection each and every time. Now you 
can expand your menu with deep fried 
favorites without the expense of hoods 

and vents. MTI’s proprietary Simplifry™ 
technology offers multiple programmable 
pre-sets, standby mode and heat/time 
compensation intelligence. 22.5”d x 
21”w x 26.5”h (57.15cm x 53.34cm x 
67.3cm).

B. #MTI-10X
The Autofry MTI-10X series offers 
compact design along with high-volume 
capacity. Up-to 4lbs of product can be 
prepared per fry-cycle with the simple 
push of a button. The Autofry model 
MTI-10 is available in both X and XL 
versions allowing you to customize 
the Autofry to meet your needs. MTI’s 
proprietary Simplifry™ technology offers 
multiple programmable pre-sets, standby 
mode and heat/time compensation 
intelligence. 25”d x 21”w x 28”h 
(63.5cm x 53.34cm x 71.1cm).

C. #MTI-40C
The Autofry MTI-40C is a compact dual-
basket, countertop deep-fryer capable of 
producing up to 6lbs of product per fry-

cycle with the simple push of a button 
(3lbs per side). The MTI-40C provides 
the flexibility to operate each side 
independently or simultaneously in order 
to meet your production needs. MTI’s 
proprietary Simplifry™ technology offers 
multiple programmable pre-sets, standby 
mode and heat/time compensation 
intelligence. 25”d x 36”w x 32.5”h 
(63.5cm x 91.44cm x 82.55cm).

D. #MTI-40E
The Autofry MTI-40E is a dual-basket 
floor model designed to meet the 
requirements of high-volume food 
service operators. The MTI-40E provides 
the flexibility to operate each side 
independently and is available with 
a manual or automated oil filtration 
system. MTI’s proprietary Simplifry™ 
technology offers multiple programmable 
pre-sets, standby mode and heat/time 
compensation intelligence. 32”d x 36”w 
x 64”h (81.28cm x 91.44cm x 1.625m).

http://www.autofry.com/
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A.  #GF14 Standard Economy Gas Fryer 
Stainless steel frypot and door with 
enamel cabinet.Two twin baskets 
included. 40lb (20 litre) oil capacity 
100,000 Btu/hr.input (25,189 kcal/hr.) 
411/8”h x 155/8”w x 307/8”l 
(104.4cm x 39.7cm x 78.4cm)  
Shown with optional casters.

B. #MJ35 Gas Fryer
The MJ35 has a 40lb (20 litre) oil 
capacity. The frying area is 12” x 15” 
(30.5 x 38.1 cm). This 110,000 BTU/
hr (27,700 kcal) (32.2 kw) model is 
specifically designed for all purpose 
frying and produces 57lbs. of french 
fries per hour. 46”h x 155/8”w x 31½”l 
(116.8cm x 40.0cm x 80.1cm).

C. #MJ45 Gas Fryer
The MJ45 gas fryers are unsurpassed in 
their versatility, controlled performance 
and low maintenance. 50lb (25 litre) 
frypot with open pot design is easy to 
clean. Stainless steel frypot and door 
with enamel cabinet. Two twin baskets. 
122,000 BTU/hr input (30,730kcal) 
(35.8kw). Shown with optional CM3.5 
controller and casters. 46”h x 155/8”w  
x 31½”l (116.8cm x 40.0cm x 80.1cm).

D. #S680 Sentry Series Electric Fryer
Electric medium duty fryer with 30 lb. 
(14kg) shortening capacity. Models 
S18F, (12kw), & S18SF (16 kW). 
Stainless steel exterior construction 
with styling designed to match Garland 
S680 series ranges. 18” (457mm) wide, 
34½” (877mm) deep. Fry tank is a one 
piece, deep drawn, heavy nickel plated 
steel tank equipped with lift handles to 
remove the container for easy cleaning. 
1“ drain valve located at bottom of tank.

E.  The ED24 Series Heavy Duty Counter 
Fryers are designed and engineered for 
high volume fast food operations.
Model #ED-31SF super fryer heats to 
350° F (177°C) in less than 5 minutes, 
and model #E24-31F fryer preheats to 
350° F ( 177°C) in 6½ minutes. Both 
models are designed as freestanding 
units or bank with other E24 series or 
G24 series gas equipment. Stainless 
steel front and sides, 18”w x 29”d x 
123/8”h (457mm x 710mm x 314mm). 
Tank capacity is 30lbs (13.5kg). Twin 
nickel plated performance baskets are 
standard. 208V/240V.

http://www.frymaster.com/products/cook/fryers
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A.  #LG300 Fryer
The LG300 is a 35 - 40lb capacity, free 
standing model gas fryer. Standard with 
stainless steel front top and door. Set  
of four nickel plated adjustable steel 
legs. Stainless steel fry tank with three 
heat exchanger tubes and a “V” shaped 
large cold zone. 1¼” full port ball type 
drain valve. 

Twin fry baskets with plastic coated 
handles. 90,000 BTU/hr. input. Behind 
the door snap action millivolt thermostat 
control adjusts from 200° to 400°F. 
Two twin baskets and drain extension 
standard. 15½”w x 30¼”d x 36¼”h.

B.  1VK65A Fryer
The 1VK65A is a free standing gas  
fryer with 80,000 BTU/hr. input and  
65 - 70lbs capacity. Stainless steel 
cabinet with a set of four 6” adjustable 
casters (2 locking). Stainless steel fry 
tank with FivePass™ heat transfer 
system yielding 68% cooking and  
78% thermal efficiency and  
“V” shaped cold zone. 

SoftStart™ ignition system using 35,000 
BTU/hr. to extend oil life during start up. 
Idle rate of 4,802 BTU/hr. to maintain 
cooking temperature. 1¼” full port ball 
type drain valve. Twin fry baskets with 
plastic coated handles. Solid state analog 
knob control, digital, or programmable 
computer control systems all standard 
with electronic matchless ignition. Tank 
brush and clean-out rod included.  
21”w x 343/8”d x 471/8”h. Working 
height of 36¼”.

C  #2VK45D Fryer
This ENERGY STAR® Qualified fryer 
features the patent pending FivePass™ 
heat transfer system for maximum 
efficiency and shorter cooking time and 
SoftStart™ ignition system heats cold 
oil gently, extending oil life. PowerFry™ 
VK Fryers are available with Solid State 
Analog Knob (A), Solid State Digital (D) 
or Programmable Computer (C) controls. 

Stainless steel cabinet and fry tank. 
Available with KleenScreen PLUS® 
Filtration System. 1-touch filter controls 
standard on (A), (D) and (C) controls for 
each tank. Adjustable casters standard 
on gas models only 2 locking, 2 non-
locking. Electronic ignition standard-1 
power button starts the fryer instantly.

http://vulcanequipment.com/products/fryers/
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Microwave Ovens  
A.  #RCS10TS 

Despite its compact footprint, the 
Amana RCS10TS 1000 watt commercial 
microwave oven is packed with features 
making it ideal for medium duty 
applications in your convenience store 
break room, server’s station, or food 
kiosk. Its user-friendly programmable 
controls include braille touch pads, up 
to 100 programmable menu items for 
consistency, a time entry option for added 
flexibility, and 5 power levels for perfect 
results! The 1.2 cubic foot capacity of this 
Amana commercial microwave oven easily 
accommodates up to a 14” platter, and its 
1000 watts of power make short work of 
any task. 22”w x 19”d x 13¾”h.

B.  #HDC12A 
The HDC12A is a heavy volume, compact 
microwave oven ideal for fast food chains, 
casual dining and busy vending sites. 
This microwave oven features up to 100 
programmable menu items, 1200 watts of 
power and 11 power levels for consistent 
results for frozen and fresh foods.. 
The interior and exterior stainless steel 
construction allows for easy maintenance. 
The interior dimension of .6 cubic feet 
accommodates a standard half sized pan. 
16¾”w x 22”d x 13½”h.

C.  #RS17S 
The powerful Amana RC17S is built 
to handle the fast pace and gruelling 
demands of the busiest kitchens. It’s a 
high-performing, heavy-duty unit that’s 
ideal for rethermalizing, boost-heating 
and steaming. 1700 Watts of power for 
fast heating and a 1.0 cubic foot capacity 
easily accommodates two 4-inch half-pans. 
11 power levels for consistent, delicious 
results for frozen and fresh foods. Food 
can go from freezer to table in minutes. 
Up to 100 programmable menu items 
simplifies cooking and ensures consistent 
results. 19¼”w x 26¼”d x 18¼”h.

D.  #ACE14 
The ACE14 convection express oven 
is a commercial combination oven 
that combines a powerful convection 
oven with 1400 watts of microwave 
heating to bake and brown appetizers, 
sandwiches, desserts, and par-baked 
pizza up to 4 times faster than traditional 
cooking methods. 11 power levels, 100 
programmable menu items, and four stage 
cooking options reduce food prep time 
and waste while increasing consistency. 
1.2 cubic foot capacity. Stainless steel 
exterior and interior. 208/230V.  
19¼”w x 26¼”d x 18¼”h.

Ovens - Microwaves

http://en.acpsolutions.com/
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Ovens - Microwave

Microwave Ovens  
With applications for every use, from simple reheating 
to fine dining food preparation Panasonic’s Microwaves 
ovens are synonymous with innovation, quality, value 
and product reliability that is backed by a great technical 
support team.

A #Pro Series NE-2157/NE-1757/NE-1257
Commercial Heavy Duty Microwave Ovens

•  NE-2157 2100 watts of cooking power 
•  NE-1757 1700 watts of cooking power 
•  NE-1257 1200 watts of cooking power 
•  3 power levels 
•  Fully programmable  
•  Top and bottom energy feed system 
•  Defrost  
•  Digital display 
•  Stainless steel cavity, with interior light 
•  All ovens have 0.6 cu. ft. oven capacity 
•  Grab-n-go handles. 

B #NE-1024/NE-1054/NE-1064
Commercial Microwave Ovens

The choice of Canada’s Hospitality Service 
Professionals. Ideal for light and medium duty uses 
such as quick service restaurants, supermarkets, delis, 
and convenience stores.
•  1000 Watts of Cooking Power 
•  Compact Size 
•  Bottom Energy Feed 
•  ‘Grab and Go’ Door Handle 
•  Programmable Memory Pads (NE-1054 and  

NE-1064 only) 
•  Enhanced Diagnostics (NE-1054 and NE-1064 only)

http://panasonic.ca/english/hospitality/microwaveovens/index.asp
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A. #613-E2XX Convection Oven
The 613-E2XX electric double convection 
oven is a heavy duty unit constructed 
with stainless steel front, sides and top 
to ensure this model can handle tough 
commercial kitchen environments. Solid 
state digital time and temperature 
controls. Stainless steel interior with 7/8” 
coved corners, 6 racks included; 13 rack 
positions per oven. 65/35 stainless steel 
and glass dependent doors. XX solid 
state control (200-500°F). 12 hr digital 
timer. 38”w x 39½”d x 60”h. Also 
available in single oven configuration.

B.  #59-E3 Convection Oven - Electric 
Single stainless steel door with window. 
Porcelain liner. Stainless steel front, 
sides, top and back. 30”w x 25¼”d x 
30”h. 8kw.

 • 2-speed blower motors 
 • 208V / 38.5 Amp / 1phase 
 • 240V / 33.3 Amp / 3phase

C.  #613-G1V Convection Oven - Gas  
The 613-G1V gas convection oven is a 
single deck, standard depth oven with 
27” legs and adjustable feet. 65/35 
stainless steel and glass dependent 
doors. Stainless steel interior with 7/8” 
coved corners, 6 racks included; 13 rack 
positions per oven. V mechanical snap 
action controls (200-500°F). 60 minute 
dial timer w/buzzer and 2-speed fan. 
38”w x 39½”d x 60”h. Also available in 
double deck configuration.

D.  #E101-E Electric Oven 
#E101-E single section electric oven 
comes with stainless steel exterior front, 
painted sides and top and stainless 
steel exterior front. Porcelain interior 
with 7/8”coved corners. 5 racks included; 
13 rack positions. 50/50 independent 
stainless steel doors with windows. 
V mechanical snap action controls 
(200-500°F). 60 minute electric dial 
with continuous sounding buzzer and 
single speed fan. Interior light and 27” 
angular painted legs. 38”w x 39½”d 
x 60”h. Also available in double deck 
configuration.

Ovens - Convection and Regular

It’s a fact – In recent studies by  
Fisher-Nickel, Energy Star qualified 

Duke Gas Convection Ovens were proven 
to be 12-15% more energy efficient than 
their nearest competitor!

http://www.dukemfg.com/products/Default.aspx?category=WEBSITE_COOKING
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Ovens Convection and Rotisserie

A.  #VC44G Convection Oven 
The VC44G Double section gas 
convection oven features stainless steel 
front, sides, top and legs. Independently 
operated stainless steel doors with 
double pane windows. Non-sag 
insulation applied to the top, rear, sides, 
bottom and doors. Porcelain enamel on 
steel oven interiors measures 29”w x 
221/8”d x 20”h. Two interior oven lights 
per section. Five nickel plated oven racks 
per section measure 28¼” x 20½”. 
Eleven position nickel plated rack guides 
with positive rack stops. One 44,000 
BTU/hr. burner per section. 88,000 
total BTU/hr. Electronic spark igniters. 
Furnished with a two speed ½ H.P. oven 
blower-motor per section. Oven cool 
switch for rapid cool down. 120 volt, 
60 Hz, 1 ph power supply required. 6’ 
cord and plug. 8 amps total draw per 
section. ¾” rear gas connection with 
combination gas pressure regulator and 
safety solenoid system. 

B.   #KA7E Rotisserie Oven 
The KA7E Electric Rotisserie Oven holds 
28-35 birds. Standard features include 
an automatic self-cleaning oven with just 
a push of a button, marquee display, a 
clean in place fan and rotor, automatic 
detergent injection, convection and 
radiant heat, large tempered flag glass 
door, stainless steel interior and exterior. 
The Hobart KA7E Rotisserie Oven is 
a pass through unit which has easy 
to use programmable controls on the 
load side, hands free rotate button for 
ease of loading and unloading on both 
sides and large viewable tempered glass 
doors. 500 watt cavity light for high 
visual impact. Pass-thru control located 
on the unload side which includes 
snooze to add 10 minute cook time, 
silence buzzer to enter hold mode, stop 
ends cook cycle. Spits and accessories 
are not included. Shown on optional 
stand. 385/8”h x  387/8 w x 335/8”d.

http://www.hobart.ca/product-categories/cooking/hobart/rotisseries/
http://vulcanequipment.com/products/ovens/
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•  AIR IMPINGEMENT uses hot air under 
pressure which surrounds food with small 
jets of hot air. This allows for rapid 
heating, cooking, baking and crisping 
of food, two to four times faster than 
conventional cooking methods depending  
on the product cooked.

•  Variable speed Continuous Cook Platform 
moves product through the oven one item 
after another, improving product flow 
during cooking and virtually eliminating 
labor to monitor the cooking process.  
Cook times are constant.

•  Cooking temperature range is 250ºF to 
575ºF and conveyor speed/bake time is 
adjustable from 1 minute to 30 minutes.

A.  #1301 Countertop Single Belt Conveyor 
Electric Oven  
Countertop oven has the added benefit of a 
significantly lower operating cost than other 
countertop ovens. Heat is supplied by one 
element at 5600 watts. 208 V / 60 Hz / 1ph, 
29 Amps. 353/4”w x 313/8”d x 18”h.

B.  #1600-000-U Conveyor Oven
Lincoln Impinger conveyor ovens are 
the premier continuous cook platform 
for the food service industry. Using the 
latest advancements in air impingement 
technology. Impinger ovens allow for rapid 
heating, cooking, baking and crisping of 
foods, typically done two to four times faster 
than conventional ovens. 

Features:  
Easy to Operate 
•  Digital controls with single on/off power 

switch.
•  Microprocessor controlled bake/time 

conveyor speed.
•  Improved view vacuum flourescent readout 

displays set temperatures in degrees  
(F° or C°), conveyor belt speed, thermostat 
indicator light, and diagnostic messages 
for easy troubleshooting. 

•  All settings are automatically locked out  
to eliminate accidental changes.

Easy to Clean
•  Front door for easy cleaning and removal 

of finger assemblies.
•  Conveyor is removable through the right 

side opening.
•  Stackable up to three (3) oven cavities 

high.
•  32” (812 mm) wide, 73” (1854 mm) long 

conveyor belt with product stop.
• 40” (1016 mm) baking chamber.
•  Dual heating systems for maximized 

cooking efficiency.
• Stainless steel top, front and sides.

1. Conveyor pizza ovens are very 
effective for operators requiring 
high volume cooking of product  

 with minimum trained labor. They  
 deliver constant bake times, regardless  
 of product load which is a problem  
 most traditional ovens suffer from when  
 business gets busy. They do, however,  
 require consistent product going in to  
 achieve consistent baking performance.  
 Recipes and preparation guidelines for  
 the staff may have to be altered  
 slightly to achieve this consistency.

2.  Adequate ventilation is a must for 
any conveyor oven installation. A 
Russell representative can assist you in 

assessing your ventilation and advise 
what may have to be altered to ensure 
the proper operating environment.

3.  Under peak operating conditions  
conveyor ovens become part of a  
production line. Therefore, to derive 
maximum productivity, sufficient space 
must be provided around this unit 
to allow for sufficient preparation, 
loading, unloading and serving to 
enable the operator to keep pace 
with the cooking process. A Russell 
representative can assist you in 
planning your kitchen to gain the 
maximum benefit from your conveyor 
oven investment.

HELPFUL HINT

http://www.lincolnfp.com/
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Ovens - Pizza

A.  #E2001 Series Electric Deck Oven 
Ovens are of the sectional type with 
each section operating independently. 
Construction is of stainless steel front, 
sides, and legs. Bake section has 8” 
(203mm) interior height with ¾” 
(19mm) core plate hearth. Roast section 
has 12” (305mm) interior height with 
1/8” (3mm) thick cold rolled steel hearth. 
Both roast and bake ovens interiors are 
39” (990mm) wide X 28¼” (717mm) 
deep. A one-hour timer is standard 
on all decks. Top and bottom tubular 
elements are 3-heat switch controlled 
with heavy-duty operating thermostat 
with a range of 200°F.

Bake/Roast combination models available 
up to three high stacked.

B.  #GPD48 & GPD60 Garland Pyro Deck 
Gas Pizza/Baking Oven
Model GPD48 with 96,000BTU, 
(28.1kW), or GPD60 with 122,000BTU, 
(35.7kW), input per hour, per deck to 
Pyrorock oven hearth. Full width oven 
door, flush to hearth for easy loading/ 
unloading. “Cool Touch” door handle 
for safe, comfortable operation. Heat 
damper system to regulate top to 
bottom heat. Easy access doors to 
burner and gas valve. Stainless steel 
front, sides and legs. 

48” (1219mm) x 36” (914mm) and 
60” (1524mm) x 36” (914mm) hearth 
models to match production needs.  
8” (203mm) high oven cavity. Double 
deck models available. 

C.  #CPO-ES-12H Electric Counter Top 
Pizza Oven w/2 Hearths
Compact 22½”w x 23½”d size includes 
two decks with hearths. Stainless steel 
exterior. 650°F, (343°C) adjustable 
electromechanical thermostat and 
mechanical 15 minute timer. 120, 208, 
or 240 volt (please specify at time of 
order), available in single phase only. 
Ideal for pre-baked dough.

http://www.garland-group.com/products/cook/ovens/pizza-oven
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Cooking EquipmentRestaurant Range

A.  #S686 Sentry Series Electric 
Restaurant Range
Electric medium duty range with full size 
all porcelain oven interior. Contoured 
front stainless steel plate rail, 36” 
(914mm) wide, with 6 all purpose 
tubular heating elements. Stainless steel 
exterior, with stainless steel 10” (254 
mm) high backguard with slotted black 
enameled angled cap. Available with 
optional sealed elements with over heat 
protection reducing power if element 
is turned on w/o pan for 8 minutes, 
hot top(s) and griddle. Available with 
convection oven base. Shown with 
optional casters.

B.  #G60-10RR G Series 60” Gas 
Restaurant Range
Gas restaurant series range with deep 
capacity oven. 59-1/16” (1500mm) 
wide x 27” (686mm) deep work top 
surfaces. Stainless steel front and sides 
with 5” wide front rail. 6” (152mm) 
legs with adjustable feet. Ten Starfire-
Pro 2 piece, 33,000 Btuh/ 9.67 kW 
(natural gas), cast open burners set in 
split cast iron ergonomic grates. Griddle 
or optional hot-top with cast iron “H” 
style burners, 18,000 Btuh/5.27 kW 
(natural gas), in lieu of open burners. 
One piece oven with porcelain interior 
and heavy duty, “keep cool” door 
handle. Heavy cast iron “H” oven burner 
rated 38,000 Btuh/11.13 kW (natural 
gas) Oven controlled by even bake, fast 
recovery snap action modulating oven 
thermostat. Available with convection 
oven or storage base in lieu of standard 
oven(s). 

C.  #U36-6R U Series 36” Gas  
Restaurant Range
Gas restaurant series range with large 
capacity (standard) oven. 35 7/16” 
(900mm) wide with a 27” (686mm) 
deep work top surfaces. Stainless steel 
front, sides and 5” wide front rail. 6” 
(152mm) legs with adjustable feet. Six 
powerful 2 piece 32,000 Btuh/9.37 kW 
(Natural Gas), cast open burners set in 
split cast iron ergonomic grates. Griddle 
or optional hot-top with cast iron “H” 
style burners, 18,000 Btuh/5.27 kW 
(natural gas), in lieu of open burners. 
Porcelain oven bottom and door liner. 
Durable heavy duty oven door w/ “keep 
cool” handle. Heavy cast iron “H” 
oven burner rated 38,000 Btuh/11.13 
kW (natural gas) Oven controlled by 
even bake, fast recovery snap action 
modulating oven thermostat. Available 
with convection oven or storage base in 
lieu of standard oven.

http://www.garland-group.com/products/cook/ranges
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Restaurant Range

A.  #36SBI Salamander

  The 36SBI gas infrared salamander 

broiler features stainless steel front, top 

and sides. 30,000 BTU/hr. heavy duty 

infrared burner. Infinite heat control 

valve. Standing pilot ignition system. 

Chrome plated trigger grip control 

handle provides positive positioning of 

the broiling carriage. Heavy duty chrome 

plated broiling grid measures 27½”w x 

13”d. Removable full width spillage pan. 

¾” top connection and gas. 36”w x 

19”d x 175/8”h.

B.  #36-S-6B-N Gas Range

The Vulcan 36-S-6B-N Endurance gas 

restaurant range is built with Vulcan’s 

legendary toughness, precision and 

dependability and loaded with innovative 

features to make an impact on your 

kitchen. This restaurant range features 

(6) 30,000 BTU burners with lift-off 

burner heads, and a 27” deep standard 

oven base. The 36S-6B Endurance gas 

restaurant range has durable stainless 

steel construction, fully welded chassis,  

and 6in adjustable legs.  

34.75”w x 36”l x 58”h.

C. #V36-1 Gas Range

The V36-1 is a value series 36” wide  

gas restaurant range with stainless  

steel front, sides, backriser, high 

shelf, oven handle and bullnose. High 

temperature burner T knobs with set 

screw. Nickle plated bullet feet. Porcelain 

door liner and oven bottom. Six 28,000 

BTU/hr. cast top burners with lift-off 

burner heads. 

Individual pilot for each burner.  

12”x12” cast top grates with aeration 

bowls. Heavy duty top grates and burner 

heads. Compression spring door hinge 

system for durability. 35,000 BTU/

hr. Thermostat adjusts from Low to 

500°F. One oven rack with four rack 

positions. 3/4” rear gas connection and 

gas pressure regulator. 203,000 BTH/hr. 

Total input Standard oven measures  

26¼”w x 22”d x 14½”h.

http://vulcanequipment.com/products/ranges/
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Whether you prepare thirty or several 

thousand meals per day, we have exactly 

the right size of SelfCookingCenter® 

Whitefficiency® unit for you.

All are available as either electric or gas 

models, with identical dimensions, fittings 

and output. There is also a whole range 

of special versions available that can 

be adapted perfectly to the conditions 

specific to your kitchen. In addition to the 

SelfCookingCenter® Whitefficiency® we can 

also supply our new CombiMaster® Plus in 

twelve different versions.

Functions 

SelfCookingControl® with 7 cooking modes. 

Combi-Steamer Mode with 3 modes: 

Temperature range 86°F-572°F (30°C 

-300°C). ClimaPlus Control® - humidity 

measured, set and regulated to one percent 

accuracy. HiDensityControl® - patented 

distribution of the energy in the cooking 

cabinet. Integrated hand shower with 

automatic retraction system.

Features 

Core temperature probe with 6-point 

measurement. 350 programs with up to  

12 steps 3-stage variable humidification,  

5 air speeds, programmable USB port. 

A.  Model #62 Steamer

Capacity: 6 x 2/1 GN 

60-160 Meals per day 

42”w x 38¼”d x 30¾”h

(1,069 mm) x (971 mm) x (782 mm)

B.  Model #101 Steamer

Capacity: 10 x 1/1 GN

80-150 Meals per day 

33¼”w x 303/8”d x 41”h 

(847 mm) x (771 mm) x (1,042 mm)

C.  Model #102 Steamer

Capacity: 10 x 2/1 GN

150-300 Meals per day 

42”w x 38¼”d x 41”h 

(1,069 mm) x (971 mm) x (1,042mm)

D.  Model # 202 Steamer

Capacity: 20 x 2/1 GN

300-500 Meals per day 

42½”w x 392/8”d x 701/8”h 

(1,084 mm) x (996 mm) x (1,782 mm)

http://www.rational-online.com/en_ca/home/index.php
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Steamers

A. #22CET3.1 & 22CET6.1

SteamChef™ 3 & 6 Steamer
Boilerless Convection Steamers with 
automatic water fill and drain, 12 kW 
boiler free counter type design. Fan 
forced convection steam with patented 
KleanShieldTM cooking compartment 
design. KleanShieldTM collects and removes 
condensate waste from the cooking 
compartment. This keeps the compartment 
clean, safe from impurities and easy to 
maintain. Eliminates foaming and avoids 
contamination of the reservoir water. High-
speed electric convection steamer with open 
style 1.0 gallon water reservoir located at the 
bottom of the cooking compartment for easy 
access and maintenance. The SteamChef®3 
has a cooking capacity for up to (3) 12” 
x 20” x 2.5” deep steam table pans. The 
SteamChef®6 has a cooking capacity for up 
to (6) 12” x 20” x 2.5” deep steam table 
pans.

B. #21-CET-8 & 21-CET-16 Steamers
SteamCraft® Ultra 3/Ultra 5 pressureless 
convection steamers come with a special 
stainless steel fire bar heating element. 
Strong 14 gauge stainless steel construction. 
Large 3.5 gallon generator reservoir for fast 
steam cooking production. Fully insulated 
rear mounted steam generator. The Ultra 3 
holds up to (3) 12 “x 20” x 2½” deep pans; 
8 kW. The Ultra 5 holds up to (5 ) 12” x 20” 
x 2½” deep pans; 16 kW .Both units shown 
with optional timer.

C. #24-CGA-10 SteamCraft® Ultra 10
Two Compartment floor model design 
pressureless convection steamer. The 
innovative PowerPak gas steam generator 
design uses only 75M BTU when one 
compartment is used. Strong 14 gauge 
stainless steel construction. Large 7.5 gallon 
generator reservoir for high speed cooking 
production. Fully insulated rear mounted 
steam generator. The Instant steam by mode 
feature allows operator to hold generator 
at a steaming temperature allowing instant 
cooking. Cooking capacity for up to (10) 12” 
x 20” x 2½” deep cafeteria pans.

D. #PGM-200-2 Steamer
High efficiency gas fired steam generator 
with Nickelguard™ and automatic water  
fill on start up. 5 psi operating pressure  
in cooking compartments. Available in  
two or three compartment models 200 or  
300 BTU. 36” wide cabinet base. Capacity 
per compartment for (8) 12” x 20” x 2½” 
deep cafeteria pans, or (4) 18” x 26”  
bun pans.

http://www.garlandcanada.ca/products/cook/steamers
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Cooking EquipmentSteaming / Braising

A.  #SEL-30-T1 PowerPan™ Series Braising Pan 
with Tilting Skillet
Available in 30 & 40 gal (115 or 150 L) open 
frame design models. Full capacity to bottom 
pouring lip. High efficiency heating system with 
even heat distribution 30 gal models (115 L) 
feature a 12Kw heating element and the 40 
gal models (150 L) feature a 18Kw heating 
element. East to turn manual tilt with enclosed 
permanently lubricated gearbox. 

Optional power tilt with manual override 
available. Adjustable electronic thermostat 
accurately controls temperature from  
100° - 450° F. Standard voltage 208/240,  
single and three phase. 

Shown with optional 2” tangent draw off valve.

B.  #SEL-15 Table Type Braising Pan with Tilting 
Skillet - Round 15 gal (56 L) 
High efficiency heating system with even heat 
distribution via heating elements cast into 
aluminum covering the entire pan bottom. 

Adjustable thermostat controlled temperature 
from 175° - 425°F. Balanced design permits easy 
tilting with a left or right mounted tilt handle. 

All stainless steel construction for durability and 
easy cleaning. Lift off cover with adjustable vent. 
Standard 208 or 240 volts, 60 Hz, 3phase, 3 
wire. Shown with optional support stand (ST28).

C. #KDL-40-T Tri-Leg Direct Steam Kettle 
Tilting, 2/3 steam jacketed 25, 40 or 60 gal 
(100,150, or 225 L) Tilting mechanism with 
permanently lubricated, self locking worm drive 
of space saving design. 50 psi steam jacket 
rating. 50 psi chrome plated safety valve. Steam 
control valve mounted on console. 

Shown with optional spring assisted cover and 
2” tangent draw off valve.

D. #KET-12-T Table Type Electric Kettle
Tilting splash proof series, self contained.  
2/3 steam jacketed 3, 6 or 12 gal (11, 23 or 
45L) Self contained and easily installed. Only 
requires an electrical hook-up. Steam jacket 
filled with treated water, venting and/or refilling 
is not required. Accurate, consistent solid state 
temperature controls. 

Kettle and all exterior surfaces are of type 304 
stainless steel with a #4 finish for easy cleaning. 
Standard voltage is 208-240 volts, 60 Hz,  
3 phase, 3 wire.

Model KET-6 and KET-12 are field rewirable to 
single phase.

http://www.garlandcanada.ca/products/cook/steam-jacketed-kettles
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Hatco Toast-Rite® Conveyor Toasters 
This compact, high production conveyor 
toaster is both durable and attractive. It will 
toast all the bread, buns, bagels and English 
muffins your menu calls for – at a rate that 
leaves pop-types lagging.

A.  TRH-60 Toast-Rite Bread or Buns; 
1.7kw; 10 slices/minute; 171/2”w x 
161/4”h x 221/2”d; Weight- 64lbs.

Hatco Toast-Qwik® Conveyor Toasters 
Now the bar has been raised even higher 
with the newly redesigned Toast-Qwik series. 
Offering more precise control, improved 
performance and the best toasting of bread, 
buns, bagels and English muffins ever.

State-of-the-art electronic controls precisely 
regulate both top and bottom heating 
elements for perfect toasting every time.

Colourguard sensing system monitors and 
adjusts speed during high usage periods to 
assure uniformity. 120, 208 and 240 volts, 
60 Hz, single phase.

B.  #TQ400 1.8 kW. Type: All. 6 slices per 
minute. 141⁄2”w x 173⁄4”d x 147⁄8”h  
(37 x 45 x 38 cm).

C.  #TQ800HBA 3.3 kW. Type: Bagels or 
buns. 14 slices per minute. 141⁄2”w x 
221⁄4”d x 169⁄16”h (37 x 57 x 42 cm).

D.   #TQ10 1.8 kW. Type: Bread. 6 slices per 
minute. Economy model with easy-to-use 
controls for power & conveyor speed. 
141⁄2”w x 173⁄4”d x 151⁄2”h  
(37 x 45 x 39 cm).

E.  #TQ800 3.3 kW. Type: All. 14 slices per 
minute. 141⁄2”w x 221⁄4”d x 169⁄16”h  
(37 x 57 x 42 cm).

F.  #TQ800H 3.3 kW. Type: All. 14 slices per 
minute. 141⁄2”w x 221⁄2”d x 169⁄16”h  
(37 x 57 x 42 cm).

Toasters

http://www.hatcocorp.com/products/category/commercial-toaster-397
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Toast King® Conveyor Toasters 
Vertical conveyor toaster with metal 
sheathed heating elements and combines 
fast heat-up, uniform toasting with 
dependable performance to handle peak 
serving periods. Three-basket access provides 
fast loading and a vented top keeps heat 
away from the operator. Toasting capacity 
may vary by product. Toasting of coated 
products not recommended.

A.  #TK100  
Bread and buns toaster. 16 slices per 
minute.

B.  #TK72  
Bread and buns toaster. 12 slices per 
minute.

C.   #TPT-120 Toaster
The TPT-120 evenly toasts a variety of 
bread products including bagels, Texas 
toast, waffles, and English muffins, 
perfect for self-serve areas and light 
volume applications. The TPT-120 has 
self-centering 1-1/2” (38 mm) extra 
wide slots and a durable stainless steel 
housing with individual toasting controls 
and removable crumb tray. 13.4”w x 
12.4”d x 8.2”h (341 x 314 x 208 mm) 
120 volts, 60 Hz, 1800 watts 15.0 amps.

D.  #TPT-208 Toaster
The TPT-208 evenly toasts a variety of 
bread products including bagels, Texas 
toast, waffles, and English muffins, 
perfect for self-serve areas and light 
volume applications. The TPT-208 has 
self-centering 1-3/8” (35 mm) extra 
wide slots and a durable stainless steel 
housing with individual toasting controls 
and removable crumb tray. 13.57”w 
x 14.31”d x 9.21”h (345 x 363 x 234 
mm) 208 volts, 60 Hz, 2700 watts,  
13.0 amps.

E.  #ET27 Toaster  
Four-slice Bread Toaster.  
Four 1” (25.4 mm) slots. 2.8kW, 208 V, 
13.5 Amps or 240 V, 11.7 amps, single 
phase. 125/8”w x 115/8”d (ex knobs)  
x 73/4”h (321 x 295 x 197 mm)
Slices per hour: Light 400; Med. 290; 
Dark 190.

F.   #PD4 Toaster 
Pop-Down Toaster. Simple design with 
few moving parts. Easy to use and 
can be reloaded without removing the 
toast-a real time saver. Solid state timing 
device adjusts temperature and toasting 
time. 120V, single phase, 1.9 kW, (290 
slices/hr) 208/240 V. single phase, 2.6 
kW (420 slices/hr).

Toasters
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Toasters

Holman Conveyor Toasters

Holman designs every toaster to stand up to 
the most rigorous foodservice demands.

Patented forced convection keeps the toaster 
cool to the touch and extends the life of 
critical components. The forced convection 
increases productivity by re-circulating  
pre-heated air into toasting chamber.

Quartz infrared heaters provide faster, more 
consistent heating than traditional heating 
elements.

Heated holding area to keep toast at the 
perfect temperature.

Compact, requires only 141/8”counter space 
and can be placed against a wall. Easy to use 
top/bottom heat controls and variable speed 
settings.

A.  #QCS1-350 Conveyor Toaster 
Produces 350 slices per hour. 141/4”w  
x 187/8”d x 131/4”h. (36.2 x 47.9 x 33.6 
cm) 120V; 1600 W.

B.  #QCS2-800 Conveyor Toaster  
Produces 800 slices per hour. 141/2”w 
x 223/8”d 155/8”h. (36.8 x 56.8 x 39.7 
cm) 208 / 240 / 220 V; 2800 W.

C.  #QCS2-1200B Bagel Fast Conveyor 
Toaster Produces 1200 bagel halves per 
hour. 141/2”w x 223/8”d x 155/8”h. (36.8 
x 56.8 x 39.7 cm). 208 / 240 or 220V; 
3200 W.

D.  #QCSE 2500 Conveyor Toaster with 
electronic controls. Produces 500 slices 
per hour. 145/8”w x 223/8”d x 155/8”h 
(37.1 x 56.8 x 39.7 cm) 120V; 1700 W.

E.  #QCS3-1400BH High Volume Bun 
Conveyor Toaster Produces 1400  
bun halves per hour. 181/2”w x 223/8”d x 
155/8”h. (47 x 56.8 x 39.7 cm).  
208 / 240 / 220 V; 3400 W.

F.  #DT14 Double Conveyor Toaster 
combines two toasters into one, you 
can toast two different bread products 
simultaneously, at an output of up to 
1,000 slices per hour. Ideal for any 
operation that requires a high output 
but is tight on space, the DT14 takes up 
less than 20” of counter space. 19½” 
w x 23½”d 241/16” h (49.5 x 59.7 x 61.1 
cm). 208/220/240 V; 4800 W.

http://star-mfg.com/star-products/conveyor-pop-up-toasters/qcs-toasters.html
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Dynamic Mixers

A. MX2000  
16” non-detachable shaft, 460 watts,  
good for up to 20 gallons.

B. MDH3000  
18” detachable foot, 550 watts, variable 
speed, good for up to 30 gallons.

C. MINIPRO  
6.5” detachable foot, 200 watts, variable 
speed, c/w 4 cutter blades and lexan  
cup and lid, good for up to 1 gallon.

D. MD95  
7” non-detachable foot, 180  
watts, good for up to 3 gallons.

E. JUNIOR  
9” non-detachable foot,  
200 watts, good for up  
to 4 gallons.

F. PMX98  
12” non-detachable foot, 300  
watts, good for up to 8 gallons.

G. SMX600E  
21” non-detachable foot, 650  
watts, good for up to 50 gallons.

Dynacube Manual Dicer 

H. DC3  
C/W one grid set size.  
Options include 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, and 3/4”.

Dynamic Salad Spinners

I. SD92SC/SSB-1  5 gallon with sealed gears, 
good for up to 8 heads of lettuce, includes 
stabilizing base.

  

J. SD99  2.5 gallon, good for up to 4 heads  
of lettuce.

http://www.dynamicmixers.ca/products/
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A.  #CC12 Meat Chopper
• Powerful 1 HP, 115/60/1, 8-amp motor 
• Direct, gear-drive transmission 
•  Stainless steel housing, cylinder, worm, adjusting ring 

and product tray 
• Permanent, grease-lubricated gear box 
•  Manual reset motor overload protection 
• Forward/reverse switch 
•  Compact size and seamless construction 
• Capacity 250 lbs per hour 
•  Overall dimensions 9.75”w x 16.5”d x 16.66”h.

B.  #CC22 Meat Chopper 
•  Powerful 11/2 HP, 115/60/1, 16-amp motor 
•  Direct, gear-drive transmission 
•  Stainless steel housing, cylinder, worm, adjusting ring 

and product tray 
•  Permanent, grease-lubricated gear box 
•  Manual reset motor overload protection 
•  Forward/reverse switch 
•  Compact size and seamless construction 
•  Capacity 450 lbs per hour
•  Overall dimensions 9.66”w x 18.25”d x 20.75”h.

Globe Heavy Duty Mixers
Gear-driven, high torque transmissions with heat treated 
and hardened steel gears and shafts easily mixes all types 
of products and improves reliability. These mixers’s rigid 
cast iron body ensures years of mixer durability. These 
mixers come complete with a  stainless steel bowl, flat 
beater, wire whip, and spiral dough hook.

C.   SP5 Mixer 
The NEW SP5 has a heavy duty transmission with 
precision milled gears that operate the planetary action 
and provides high torque mixing power. This mixer 
comes complete with a 5 quart stainless bowl, stainless 
steel flat beater, stainless wire whip, stainless spiral 
dough hook and polycarbonate splash cover.  
Ten speeds.

•  800 watts, 115/60/1, 4 amps
•  Electronic speed and load control
•  Rigid cast aluminum body
•  Polycarbonate splash cover with ingredient chute
•  All stainless steel attachments
•  Dual bowl clamps to lock bowl down
•  Gear-driven, high torque transmission and motor  
•  Attachment hub
•  Dimensions: 15.3”l x 13.1”w x 17.1”h.

D.  #SP8 8 Quart Mixer
•  1/4 HP, 115/60/1, 5 amp custom built motor 
•  Three fixed speeds 
•  Polycarbonate bowl guard 
•  Safety interlocked bowl lift 
•  Overall dimensions 11.8”w x 15.8”d x 22.9”h.

E.   #SP10 10 Quart Mixer
•  Powerful 1/3 HP, 115/60/1, 8 amp custom built motor 
•  Three fixed speeds 
•  Stainless steel bowl guard with built in ingredient chute 
•  Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
•  Industry standard #12 attachment hub 
•  Overall dimensions 16.1”w x 21.2”d x 24.6”h.

http://www.globeslicers.com/products/mixers/
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A.  # SP20 Globe 20 Quart Mixer

•  Powerful 1/2 HP, 115/60/1, 10 amp custom built motor
•  Three fixed speeds
•  Stainless steel bowl guard with built in ingredient chute 
•  Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
•  Industry standard #12 attachment hub 
•  Overall dimensions 22.4”w x 21.9”d x 34.5”h.

B.  # SP25 Globe 25 Quart Mixer
•  Powerful 3/4 HP, 115/60/1, 11 amp custom built motor 
•  Three fixed speeds 
•  Stainless steel bowl guard with built in ingredient chute 
•  Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
•  Industry standard #12 attachment hub 
•  Overall dimensions 22.5”w x 21.9”d x 35.9”h.

C.  SP30 Globe 30 Quart Mixer
•  Powerful 1 HP, 115/60/1, 15 amp custom built motor 
•  Three fixed speeds 
•  Stainless steel bowl guard with built in ingredient chute  
•  Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
•  Industry standard #12 attachment hub 
•  Overall dimensions 22.4”w x 26.2”d x 48.5”h.

D.  SP30P Globe 30 Quart Pizza Mixer
•  Powerful 11/2HP, 220/60/1, 12 amp custom built motor 
•  Three fixed speeds 
•  Stainless steel bowl guard with built in ingredient chute 
•  Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
•  Industry standard #12 attachment hub 
•  Overall dimensions 22.4”w x 26.2”d x 48.5”h.

E.  SP40 Globe 40 Quart Mixer
•  Powerful 2 HP, 220/60/1, 17 amp or 208/60/3, 8 amp 

custom built motor 
•  Three fixed speeds 
•  Stainless steel bowl guard with built in ingredient chute 
•  Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
•  Industry standard #12 attachment hub 
•  Overall dimensions 25”w x 28.4”d x 51”h.

  SP60 Globe 60 Quart Mixer (Not shown)
•  Powerful 3 HP, 220/60/1, 23 amp or 208/60/3,  

9 amp custom built motor 
•  Three fixed speeds 
•  Stainless steel bowl guard with built in ingredient chute 
•  Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
•  Industry standard #12 attachment hub 
•  Overall dimensions 25”w x 28.4”d x 51h.”

F.  SP62P Globe 60 Quart Pizza Mixer
The direct gear drive transmission with heat treated 
and hardened steel gears and shafts was specifically 
designed for pizza operations. The SP62P easily mixes a 
50 lb. bag of flour (75 lb. batch size).  The mixer’s rigid 
cast iron body ensures years of mixer durability. This 
mixer comes complete with a 60 quart stainless steel 
bowl, spiral dough hook and bowl truck.
•  High torque direct gear drive transmission 
•  Oil bath transmission 
•  Heat-treated hardened steel alloy gears and shafts 
•  Powerful 3 HP, 220/60/1, 16 amp or 208/60/3,  

12 amp custom built motor 
•  Two fixed speeds 
•  Thermal overload protection 
•  Power bowl lift
•  Stainless steel bowl guard with built in ingredient chute 
•  Safety interlocked bowl guard and bowl lift 
•  Industry standard #12 attachment hub 
•  Overall dimensions 29.1”w x 38.6”d x 59.8”h.

Stand Mixers
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Hobart Legacy Mixers
With its exclusive swing out bowl, the 
Legacy mixer revolutionized mixing, 
making it much simpler to install or change 
bowls and add or take out product. While 
bringing a new ease to mixing, the Legacy 
retains the features that have made Hobart 
mixers the industry standard. Built to 
last for years, its major components are 
analyzed and life tested under extreme 
conditions to ensure durability. It starts, 
of course, with the swing out bowl. With 
the Legacy, you can Shift-on-the-Fly and 
change speeds when you want. Simple 
controls start and stop the mixer while 
Quick Release agitators let you quickly 
change components. 

The countertop models have an ergonomic 
lift handle that lets the operator effortlessly 
raise and lower the bowl. The Legacy mixer 
has traditional Hobart speeds—the same 
speeds chefs have relied on for decades. 
The Legacy will even remember the last 
programmed time for each speed. The 
whole Legacy as well as its individual parts 
is easier to clean. Its sleek, rounded design 
is made for easy cleaning. The bowl guard 
is convenient to open and remove without 
tools for cleaning and sanitizing. The easy-
to-clean splash guard protects the mixer 
from ingredient and product splash out. 
And, of course, the swing-out bowl is 
simple to remove for cleaning.

A #HL120 Mixer
THE HL120 12 qt. stand mixer comes 
with a stainless steel 12 quart bowl, 
stainless steel bowl guard, B-shaped 
beater and D- shaped wire whip. 
The HL120 features a heavy-duty, 
three- speed, 1/2 H.P. motor, gear 
transmission, stir speed function and 
shift on the fly controls. The HL120 
also has a 15-minute smart-timer, 
automatic time recall, large and easy-
to-reach controls. The HL120 also 
has single point bowl installation, 
ergonomic swing-out bowl and a #12 
taper attachment hub and open base.  
800W; 115V and 1phase.  
16½”w x 227/8”d x 29”h. 

B #HL200 Mixer 
  The HL200 20 qt. stand mixer comes 

with a stainless steel 20 quart bowl, 
stainless steel bowl guard, B-shaped 
beater and D- shaped wire whip. 
The HL200 features a heavy-duty, 
three- speed, 1/2 H.P. motor, gear 
transmission, stir speed function and 
shift on the fly controls. The HL200 
also has a 15-minute smart-timer, 
automatic time recall, large and easy-
to-reach controls. The HL200 also 
has single point bowl installation, 
ergonomic swing-out bowl and a  
#12 taper attachment hub and open 
base. 800W, 115V and 1phase.  
16½”w x 227/8”d x 29”h. 

C #HL300 Mixer
This Hobart Legacy HL300 30 qt. 
floor mixer comes with a stainless 
steel 30 quart bowl, stainless steel 
bowl guard, “B” beater and “D” wire 
whip. A perfect fit for any bakery, 
restaurant, cafeteria, or caterer. The 
transmission on the HL300 is gear-
driven and the motor is 3/4 H.P. The 
HL300 features an ergonomic, hand 
crank operated bowl lift, and the lift 
locks automatically at top and bottom 
of the travel. This HL300 controls are 
internally sealed start-stop buttons 
and there is a 15-minute, electric timer 
standard. The HL300 comes with #12 
taper attachment hub and shift on the 
fly controls. 263/8”w x 30”d x 43¾”h.

D #HL600 Mixer
Mix, whip, and knead a wide variety 
of products with this HL600 60 qt. 
all purpose mixer. Boasting a 60 qt. 
capacity, this mixer can handle more 
than 30 lbs of batter, icing, bread 
dough, pasta, mashed potatoes and 
more. The Power bowl lift feature 
will raise and lower the bowl at the 
push of a button. Standard accessory 
package includes stainless steel bowl, 
“B” beater, “ED” dough hook, and 
bowl truck. 50 minute smart timer 
and automatic time recall. 4 fixed 
speeds, plus stir speed. Ergonomic 
swing-out bowl and #12 attachment 
hub included. The 2.7 HP motor, gear 
transmission, and safety mechanism 
system make the HL600 a great 
choice. 282/3”w x 48¼”d (with swing 
out bowl extended) x 613/10”h.

Stand Mixers

http://www.hobart.ca/product-categories/food-preparation/hobart/mixers/
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A.  #R100 Food Processor
Motor base: ¾ HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 7 
AMPS - Single phase - 1 speed - 1725 
RPM. 2.5 Qt. grey polycarbonate cutter 
bowl, stainless steel “S” blade included. 

Supplied with 2 discs, 27577 5/64” (2mm) 
grating & 27566 5/32” (4mm) slicing. 
Recommended for 10 to 20 meals.

B.  #R2ANN Food Processor
Motor base: 1 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 
7 AMPS - Single phase - 1 speed - 
pulse switch 1725 RPM. 3 Qt. grey 
polycarbonate cutter bowl. Vegetable 
prep attachment with external ejection. 

Supplied with 2 discs, 27577 5/64” (2mm) 
grating & 27566 5/32” (4mm) slicing. 
Recommended for 10 to 20 meals.

C.  #R2ANN Ultra Food Processor 
Motor base: 1 HP - 120V, 60 HZ,  
7 AMPS - Single phase - 1 speed - 
pulse switch 1725 RPM. 3 Qt. brushed 
stainless steel cutter bowl, stainless steel 
“S” blade included. Vegetable prep 
attachment with external ejection. 

Supplied with 2 discs, 27577 5/64” (2mm) 
grating & 27566 5/32” (4mm) slicing. 
Recommended for 10 to 20 meals.

D.  #R301D Food Processor 
Motor base: 1.5 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 9 
AMPS - Single phase - 1 speed - 1725 
RPM. 3.5 Qt. grey polycarbonate cutter 
bowl, stainless steel smooth edge 
“S” blade included. Vegetable prep 
attachment with external injection. 

Supplied with 2 discs, 27577 5/64” (2mm) 
grating & 27566 5/32” (4mm) slicing. 
Recommended for 10 to 70 meals.

Food Processors

http://www.robot-coupe.com/en-usa/
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A.  #R301 Ultra Food Processor
Motor base: 1.5 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 9 
AMPS - Single phase - 1 speed - 1725 
RPM. 3.5 Qt. brushed stainless steel 
cutter bowl, stainless steel smooth edge 
“S” blade included. Vegetable prep 
attachment with external injection.

Supplied with 2 discs, 27577 5/64” (2mm) 
grating & 27566 5/32” (4mm) slicing. 
Recommended for 10 to 70 meals.

B.  #R401 Food Processor
Motor base: 1.5 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 7.2 
AMPS - Single phase - 1 speed - Pulse 
switch. 4 Qt. stainless steel cutter bowl, 
stainless steel smooth edge “S” blade 
included. Vegetable prep attachment 
with external ejection.

Supplied with 2 discs, 27577 5/64” (2mm) 
grating & 27566 5/32” (4mm) slicing.  
Recommended for 20 - 80 meals.

C.  #R2DICE Food Processor 
Motor base: 2 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 13 
AMPS, - Single phase - 1 speed - Pulse 
switch. 3 Qt. grey polycarbonate cutter 
bowl, stainless steel “S” blade included. 

Supplied with 2 discs and 1 dicing kit: 
27577 5/64” (2mm) grating & 27566 
5/32” (4mm) slicing discs and 27265 3/8” 
(10mm) dicing kit. Recommended for 
10 - 20 meals.

D.  #R2DICE Ultra Food Processor
Motor base: 2 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 13 
AMPS, - Single phase - 1 speed - Pulse 
switch. 3 Qt. stainless steel cutter bowl, 
stainless steel “S” blade included.

Supplied with 2 discs and 1 dicing kit: 
27577 5/64” (2mm) grating & 27566 
5/32” (4mm) slicing discs and 27265 3/8” 
(10mm) dicing kit. Recommended for 
10 - 20 meals.

Food Processors

http://www.robot-coupe.com/en-usa/
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A.  #CL50E Food Processor
Motor base: 1.5 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 12 
AMPS, - Single phase - 1 speed - 425 
RPM. Vegetable prep machine with 
external ejection and auto restart.

Supplied with 2 discs, 28064 1/8” (3mm) 
slicing disc and 28058 1/8” (3mm) 
grating disc. This processor has dicing 
and french fry processing capabilities. 
Recommended for 20 to 300 meals and 
more.

B.  #BLIXER 3 Food Processor
Motor base: 1.5 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 10.5 
AMPS, - Single phase - 1 speed - 3450 
RPM. 3.5 Qt. brushed stainless steel 
cutter bowl with handle, polycarbonate 
wiper assembly and serrated edge 
stainless steel “S” blade assembly 
included. NEMA #: 5-15P. 

C.  #BLIXER 4 Food Processor
Motor base: 1.5 HP - 120V, 60 HZ, 11 
AMPS, - Single phase - 1 speed - 3450 
RPM. 4.5 Qt. brushed stainless steel 
cutter bowl with handle, polycarbonate 
wiper assembly and serrated edge 
stainless steel “S” blade assembly 
included. NEMA #: 5-15P. 

D.  #BLIXER 5 Food Processor
Motor base: 3 HP - 208-240V, 60 HZ, 
5.8 AMPS - Three phase - 2 speed - 
1725/3450 RPM. 5.5 Qt. stainless steel 
cutter bowl with handle, polycarbonate 
wiper assembly and serrated edge 
stainless steel “S” blade assembly 
included. NEMA #: L15-20P.

Food Processors

http://www.robot-coupe.com/en-usa/
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Globe Premium Commercial Meat Slicers...Precision Slicing, 
Proven Performance

13” PreciseEdge™ Knife – Holds a sharp cutting edge better 
and longer than stainless steel. With a powerful 1/2 HP, 7 amp, 
115/60/1 motor and gear driven knife that provides more torque 
for slicing tough product like cheese. All stainless steel construction 
improves sanitation and cleans easily. 

A.  #3600P 13” Manual Slicer 
• 13” PreciseEdge™ hardened steel alloy hollow ground knife 
• Premium gear driven knife 
• Powerful 1/2 HP, 115/60/1 motor 
• Overall dimensions 22”w x 26.2”d x 21.1”h

B.  #3600PF 13” Manual Frozen Meat Slicer 
• 13” hardened steel alloy serrated knife 
• High-performance gear drive system  
• Powerful 1/2 HP, 115/60/1 motor 
• Overall dimensions 22”w x 26.2”d x 21.1”h

C.  #3850P 13” Two Speed Automatic Slicer 
• 13” hardened steel alloy hollow ground knife 
• Premium gear driven knife 
• Powerful 1/2 HP, 115/60/1 motor 
• 40 and 60 strokes per minute 
• Overall dimensions 22”w x 26.2”d x 25.2”h

D.  #4600P 13” Manual Slicer 
• 13” PreciseEdge™ hardened steel alloy hollow ground knife  
• Premium gear driven knife 
• Exclusive stainless steel construction 
• Powerful 1/2 HP, 115/60/1 motor 
• Overall dimensions 22”w x 26.2”d x 21.1”h

E.  #4975P 13” Nine Speed Automatic Slicer 
• 13” PreciseEdge™ hardened steel alloy hollow ground knife  
• Premium gear driven knife  
• EZ-Glide™ adjustable slice table system 
• 20 to 60 strokes per minute 
• Touch pad controls 
• Overall dimensions 22”w x 26.2”d x 25.2”h

Meat Slicers

http://www.globeslicers.com/
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Globe Chefmate C Series Slicers 
The C Series slicers feature a 9”,10” or 12” hard chromed, 
special alloy hollow ground knife that lasts longer and 
sharpens easier. The anodized aluminum construction is stain 
resistant, long lasting, and easy to clean. Valuable kitchen 
counter space is saved due to the slicer’s compact design. 
Note: This slicer is not recommended for slicing cheese.

A. #C9 Manual Slicer 
•  9” blade
•  1/4 HP 115/60/1 
•  Overall dimensions 17”l x 18”w x 15”h

B. #C10 Manual Slicer 
•  10” blade
•  1/4 HP 115/60/1
•  Overall dimensions 19.5”l x 17”w x 15”h

C. #C12 Manual Slicer 
•  12” blade
•  1/3 HP 115/60/1
•  Overall dimensions 22.5”l x 20”w x 17.5”h

Globe G Series Slicers
The Globe-branded G series slicers feature a 10”& 12” 
hard chromed, special alloy hollow ground knife that lasts 
longer and sharpens easier. Removable, easy-to-clean 
chute, slice deflector, knife cover and sharpener. These 
models slice food from 0 to 9/16” thick. Strong, oversized 
motor power with overload protection and manual reset, 
accepted for limited cheese slicing applications.

D.  #G10 G Series 10” Medium Duty Manual Slicer
•  10” blade
•  1/3 HP, 115/60/1
•  Overall dimensions 21”l x 19.25”w x 16.5”h

E.  #G12 G Series 12” Medium Duty Manual Slicer
•  12” blade
•  1/2 HP, 115/60/1
•  Overall dimensions 24”l x 19.25”w x 17”h

F.  #G12A G Series 12” Medium Duty Automatic Slicer
•  Manual or automatic slicer operation
•  Automatic chute speed of 40 strokes per minute
•  Independent chute motor
•  Removable slice deflector
•  Powerful 1/2 HP, 115/60/1
•  Overall dimensions 19.25”w x 24”d x 19.5”h

G.  #GC512 12” Chefmate Medium Duty Slicer
This slicer features a 1/3 HP motor. Gear drive provides 
higher torque for slicing tough product like cheese. 
•  Slices up to 7/8” thick
•  Gear driven knife
•  12” stainless steel knife
•  Powerful 1/3 HP, 115/60/1
•  Overall dimensions 19.75”w x 25”d x 19.5”h

Meat Slicers

http://www.globeslicers.com/
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Hatco HDW Drawer Warmer  
From freestanding models to built-in,  
standard to narrow widths, these Drawer 
Warmers are built for tough kitchen duty 
with rugged stainless steel construction, 
heavy-duty hardware, stainless steel slides and 
positive-closing drawers. Each drawer features 
recessed individual thermostatic control, 
temperature monitor, lighted on/off switch 
and adjustable sliding vents. Options include 
color drawer fronts, oversized drawer frame 
and pan, biscuit pan drawer and chip 
guard. Accessories offered are stainless 
steel adjustable legs, casters, water/
spillage pan, splash baffle and food pans.  

A.  #HDW-2 with optional 6” (15cm)  
stainless steel legs. Two drawer. 

 #HDW-1 with standard 4” (10 cm) legs  
 (Not shown) Single drawer.

B  #GRFF Portable Warmer  
Features stainless steel stand that keeps  
standard 2” (5 cm) food pans off the 
work area. Available with or without 
incandescent light and heated base.  
123/8”w x 157/8”h x 24”d.

C.  #GRFFB Food Warmer 
The GRFFB  food warmer is ideal for 
fry stations, as it allows air to circulate 
around the food, preventing it from 
turning mushy and unappetizing. It 
features a heated base that extends 
the holding times of your products 
while maintaining the proper serving 
temperature. 14” clearance between 
base and heating element. 12.75”w x 
20”h x 24”d.

D. #GRSSR-20 Heated Stone Shelf
Portable heated stone shelf. This round 
unit is perfect and ideal for keeping 
pizzas warm, but can be used for smaller 
items like appetizers. Also available in 
16”and 18” models with four colours to 
choose from. 20”dia x 22/5”h

E. #TF-4619 Thermo Finisher
The Thermo-Finisher is quick and easy to 
operate. Prefect for finishing foods like 
French onion soup or nachos; toasting 
buns and bread and thermalizing frozen 
products like pizza, pre-cooked chicken 
patties, and frozen entrees. The control 
panel features five programmable recipe 
times and adjustable power levels. 
Available in 208V or 240V.  
20¼”w x 19¾”d x 91/8”h.

http://www.hatcocorp.com/
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A. #GRHW-2P Heated Merchandiser
Hatco’s convenient mini merchandiser creates 
impulse sales by placing fresh product in front 
of customers. Thermostatically controlled 
heated base to extend holding times of most 
food. These flexible warmers come in a variety 
of shapes, sizes and colours. 43¼”w x 191/8”d 
x 20¾”. 1640 watts.

B. #SRBW-1 Buffet Warmer
Features a digital temperature control, 
removable utensil tray, and comes with (1) 
2-1/2” high full size food pan. The perfect 
choice for self serve buffet areas and customer 
serving points. 323/8”w x 26”d x 53/8”h.  
800 watts.

C. #SRSSBW-1 Portable Buffet Warmer
Designed to keep prepared foods at optimal 
serving temperatures without affecting quality. 
Top halogen heat light is controlled by a base 
mounted toggle switch. Digital temperature 
control, swanstone base heat, removable 
utensil tray.323/8”w x 26”d x 217/8”h.  
650 watts.

D.  #ACTW1 Countertop Food Warmer 
This full-size countertop food warmer is 
constructed from solid stainless steel. The six 
foot cord with NEMA 5-15 plug make this unit 
ready for immediate use in most commercial 
food service operations. Features : Stainless 
steel construction, Air wash insulation, 6’ 
cord and plug. Benefits: Infinite temperature 
control for improved temperature adjustment, 
Countertop food warmer is ideal for a variety 
of food warming applications. 1200 watts. 
10.25”h  x 22.5”w x 14.63”d.120V.

http://www.hatcocorp.com/
http://www.dukemfg.com/products/product.aspx?part=ACTW-I&category=WEBSITE_STEAM_AEROHOT_COUNTER_TOP_WARMER
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A. Decorative Lamps
Hatco decorative lamps have the two-fold benefits of food 
warming and attractive presentation. Versatile enough for 
any location, from pick-up station to buffet lines, the range 
of lights are available with a selection of personalizing 
choices- shade styles, colors, switch locations and mounting 
arrangements. Hatco Luminaire Decorative Lamps light 
kitchen work areas, waitress pickup stations, or customer 
serving points, while enhancing your décor. See your Russell 
representative to see all your options.

B.  #FDW-1 Holding/Display Cabinet  
Safe and convenient, Hatco humidified, heated cabinets 
create impulse sales while ensuring food safety. Prepare and 
hold the most popular foods in these warmers that utilize 
controlled moisturized heat to hold product longer. For 
self-serve or full-serve operations, customize your cabinets to 
fit your foodservice operation with a variety of display racks, 
colors, door configurations and merchandising signs. Make 
your product the main attraction.1 door; circle rack with rack 
motor. 80lbs (36 kg), 18”l x 191/2”w x 271/2”h.

C.  #GRCD2PDG, Glo-Ray® Designer Merchandising Warmers  
Provide self-serve convenience while holding hot wrapped 
or boxed foods at optimum serving temperatures without 
affecting the quality. With the efficiency of kitchen-to-server 
holding, Glo-Ray Warmers extend holding times of most 
foods. Available in single or dual shelf models with slant 
or horizontal shelves. Designer powder-coated inset panels 
coordinate these units with the décor while providing a 
durable, easy-to-clean surface.

http://www.hatcocorp.com/
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A.  #71001 Warmer
The Vollrath 71001 Cayenne full size 
countertop warmer with stainless steel 
exterior has a 120V, 5.8 amp, 700 watt 
electrical rating. The warmer utilizes 
a dome style heating element that 
focuses heat directly into the well for 
faster, more consistent heat transfer to 
your food. The element also uses 25% 
less energy than traditional heating 
elements. It can accommodate full size 
food pans up to 4” deep. 
71001  13¾”w x 21¾”d x 9”h

B.  #72017 & #72021 Warmer
The Vollrath #72017 7 qt & #72021 
11qt  “Heat n’ Serve” round soup 
warmers  have an 800W rethermalizing 
agent that heats chilled foods from 
below 40 degrees Fahrenheit to over 
165 degrees Fahrenheit in less than 
two hours. The unique dome element is 
designed with a non-stick coating that 
makes removal of deposits much easier, 
and it directs more energy into the food 
itself and less into the surrounding air. 
These units come with no-skid legs, a 
wide, no-drip lip and a bottom mounted 
power cord.  
72017 109/16”w x 109/16”d x 95/8”h  
72021  125/8”w x 125/8”d x 95/8”h

C.  #72045 Warmer
The Vollrath #72045 Cayenne twin 
4qt countertop warmer features dual 
thermostatic controls, which allow you 
to serve soups with different holding 
temperature requirements at your 
buffet, concession stand, or banquet 
hall. It can accommodate two, 41/8 qt 
inset pots. The countertop warmer’s 
coated aluminum wells and durable, 
stainless steel exterior clean up easily 
and stand up to consistent, high volume 
usage. 120V, 9.3 amp, 1000 watt 
electrical rating. 
72045 17¼” w X 9¼”d X 8¾”h 

Food Warming Equipment

http://vollrath.com/Vollrath/Products/Countertop-Warming-and-Display.htm
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Food Warming Equipment

A.  Colonial Kettle™ Shouldered insets 
make it easier and safer to transport 
than a bain-marie and can be 
permanently mounted to the counter. 
All units: 153⁄4” x 111⁄2” (40 x 29.2 cm)

  Top rings, adapter rings and cover 
hinges are available separately.

  #1776-11 Warmer package with inset, 
cover with hinge, adapter ring, soup 
cards and soup’r clip. 120 AC; 650 W; 
5.5 amps. Available in black or antique 
copper in 11 qt (10.4L) and 7 qt (6.6L).

  #1777-7 Package same as above.  
120 AC; 1200W; 10 amps.

B. #59510P Induction Range

Vollrath Mirage commercial countertop 
induction range. 100 power levels from 
80-450°F (27 -232°C). Featuring a lower 
range for chocolates. Knob control 
with digital readout. Optimized for use 
with wider range of induction ready 
cookware & service pieces, includes 
overheat protection, small-article 
detection, pan auto-detection function, 
empty-pan shut-off, stainless case top 
and aluminum bottom, 14” maximum 
pan size, 6 ft. power cord and plug,  
120V, 1400W, 12A, 5-15P plug,  
14”l x 151⁄4”w x 3”h. 2 year warranty.

C.  Cayenne Heat Strips

Unique heating design disperses heat 
evenly over the entire food holding 
area and offers greater and even 
heat distribution for more effective 
warming. Sheathed style element for 
dependablilty and longer life. Structurally 
engineered aluminum heater housing 
offers maximum strength with minimal 
weight. Brite anodized aluminum heat 
reflector generates even heat over food 
holding area. Reflector assembly is field-
adjustable allowing operator to direct 
heat pattern where needed. Available 
in sizes ranging for 18” to 144” in 6” 
increments. Low, medium and high 
wattage models available in 120, 208 or 
240 volt configurations. Cord and plug 
or hard wired units available.

Shown with optional C legs. 

http://vollrath.com/Vollrath/Products/Countertop-Warming-and-Display.htm
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Serve Hotter Food!

Reduce/Control Food Costs!

Enhance the Resident Dining 
Experience!

The Food Delivery Solution for Residents 

Benefits:
• Significant food cost savings
• Substantial decrease in food waste
• Hotter food for residents
• Eliminate dietary preference lists
•  Positive interaction between food service 

staff and residents
• Individualized portion sizes
• Greater meal satisfaction
• Fast, efficient and hot meal delivery
• Empower residents in meal decision

The SuzyQ cart system is a proven solution 
of providing resident-focused meals in care 
facilities across Canada.

It is based on the philosophy that a care 
facility is “home” to the resident. The food 
service delivery should be as resident focused 
and home-like as possible. How? By allowing 
the resident to have a daily voice as to what 
is served before the meal is plated.

Instead of staff running with trays or pre-
plated meals or reading long preference lists, 
they can go mobile and bring the food bulk 
right into the dining room for the residents 
to see, smell, and choose.

It’s easy - place bulk menu items into the 
compact mobile cart. Unplug and travel 
through the dining room. Inform residents 
of choices, they can choose, “what and how 
much” they would like to eat.

The result is hotter food, individual serving 
sizes, positive interaction, less food waste, 
and significant food cost savings! 

Visit: www.hotfoodcart.com  
for more information

Proven solution for:
• Assisted Living
• Multi-level Care
• Intermediate Care
• Special Care Units
• Palliative Care Units

http://www.hotfoodcart.com/
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Special Purpose - Concession

A.  #174CBA Hot Dog Merchandiser 
The 174CBA hot dog merchandiser is 
a Broil-O-Dog unit with a cradle and 
bun compartment. The stainless steel, 
cradle-type, hot dog wheel on the 
174CBA provides basting action that 
rolls the dogs, resulting in more evenly 
cooked products with uniform color. 
The 174CBA features a built-in, pull-out 
heated bun warmer with removable, 
washable, stainless steel pan that keeps 
buns warm and ready to serve without 
becoming soggy. The 174CBA can hold 
18 hot dogs and 12 buns. It is 120 volts 
and 1150 watts. Overall dimensions of 
the unit are 13½”w x 14½”d x 24”h. 

B.  #174SBA Hot Dog Broiler 
The Star 174SBA Broil-O-Dog hot dog 
broiler features a spike style wheel that 
can cook 24 hot dogs to perfection. Its 
pull out bun warmer with removable 
stainless steel pan keeps up to 12 hot dog 
buns warm and ready to serve without 
becoming soggy. The 174SBA Broil-O-
Dog hot dog broiler requires a 120V 
electrical connection. A 6’ power cord 
with plug is included. Overall dimensions 
of the unit are 13½”w x 14½”d x 24”h. 

C.  #35SSA Hot Dog Steamer 
The Star 35SSA features a pull-down full 
view tempered glass door for easy, safe 
access, and its side-by-side construction 
provides excellent control of heat and 
humidity. The 35SSA hot dog steamer 
can hold up to 170 standard size hot 
dogs and 18 buns. Exterior dimensions 
are: 14¾”wx 16½”d x 155/8”h. 

D.  #30SC Roller Grill 
Star’s Grill-Max roller grills are available 
in a variety of sizes accommodating 
capacities from 20 to 75 hot dogs.  
Exclusive new and improved Duratec® 
coating dramatically improves “roll-
ability”. Standard chrome rollers provide 
a durable cooking surface designed  
for traditional cooking operations. 
Infinite temperature controls provide 
more linear heat control for better 
performance. Easy access control knobs 
provide sectional heating for front and 
rear rollers. 30SC dimensions are  
23¾”w x 205/8”d x 12½”h.

http://star-mfg.com/star-products/popcorn-equipment.html
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Poppers and Warmers

A.  #G8-Y Galaxy 8 oz Popper  
211/8”w x 211/8”d x 351/2”h; 120 V;  
1736W, 170-1 oz servings.

B.  Jetstar™ 6 oz Poppers 
 #39-A (shown) 251/8”w x 191/2”d x 
141/4”h; 120/240V; 1197W, Yellow.

  #39D-A 251/8”w x 21”d x 151/4”h; 
120/240V; 1197W, Woodgrain.

C.  #12NCPW 12” Popcorn Warmer  
12”w x 15”d x 23”h; 120V; 125W.

D.  #G8-AT Antique Popper From the gold 
anodized corner post and the antique 
red painted trim to the gold crown, the 
antique poppers build impulse sales. 

  The clear lexan drop panel and the 
nearly invisible door hinges provide 
excellent product visibility even 
when the cabinet is viewed from the 
operator side. 
8 oz; 233/16”w x 233/16”d x 405/8”h; 
120/240V; 1736W. Also available in 12, 
14, and 18oz capacities.

  Also Available: Cart for #G8-Y and 
Antique cart for #G8-AT.

Food Warmers

E.  #4RW Food Warmer 
The 4RW 4qt stainless steel food 
warmer provides a simple way for your 
restaurant, buffet, or concession stand 
to heat up mouth-watering chili, soups, 
or gravies. The powerful 600 watt 
wrap around heating element provides 
maximum heating for refrigerated or 
frozen foods, while a hi-limit thermostat 
prevents the warmer from overheating. 
This warmer features a high quality 
stainless steel body and a stainless  
steel heat well to provide maximum 
longevity and optimum performance. 
81/2”d x 10”h.

F.  #3WLA-P Lighted Warmer (not shown) 
31/2 quart with pump 9”w x 151/2”d x 
151/2”h; 120V; 530W.

  #11WLA-HS Food Warmer (shown) 
183/4”w x 131/4”d x 151/8”h; 120V; 
1655W.

  #15-NCPW Food Warmer (not shown) 
26”w x 15”d x 15”h; 120V; 155W.

Special Purpose - Concession

http://star-mfg.com/star-products/hot-dog-equipment.html
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Special Purpose - Gas & Safety

Stainless steel braid Tight-Weave 
braid prevents corrugations from 
stretching as equipment is moved

Coiled restraining 
device with 
installation 
hardware

360-degree  
rotational fitting

Safety Quik Shutoff/ 
quick-disconnect 

   valve 

Rotation technology 
reduces stress on both 
ends of the hose

Stainless steel construction heavy-
duty, flexible, corrugated 304 
stainless steel tubing

Antimicrobial PVC coating inhibits 
growth of bacteria, mold and 
mildew on the gas connector

A.  Gas Equipment Connection System 

The Dormont Safety System is the first 
and only complete gas equipment 
connection system specifically designed 
with the safety of your kitchen, the food 
you serve, your employees, and your 
business in mind.

The Safety System includes the famous 
Dormont Blue Hose™ and our exclusive 
safety based fittings.

The SnapFast® quick disconnect, the 
Safety Quik Quick disconnect valve, 
and the Swivel MAX. Safe, unique, and 
affordable, the Dormont Safety System 
provides peace of mind for the gas 
connections in your commercial kitchen.

The Blue Hose™ moveable grade gas 
connector is composed of a 304 stainless 
steel corrugated tube covered with a 
tight weave stainless steel braid. The 
outside hose coating is an antimicrobial 
PVC coating that inhibits growth of 
bacteria, mold and mildew on the 
connector. Rotational technology fittings 
on both ends of the connector rotate 
360 degrees, greatly reducing stress at 
both connector ends.

Dormont kits and hoses are available 
in a variety of sizes to suit all your 
gas appliances and your Russell Sales 
Representative can assist in choosing  
the correct assembly.

B.  Safety-Set™ Caster-placement System

Designed for use with all caster mounted 
commercial kitchen equipment. The 
Safety-Set caster placement system 
from Dormont allows equipment to be 
consistently returned to its desired or 
design specific location after cleaning 
and maintenance. Correct, consistent 
equipment placement ensures proper 
hood coverage and allows your fire 
safety system to effectively protect your 
kitchen and staff in the event of a fire. 
Compatible with 4”, 5” and 6” casters.

http://www.dormont.com/products/c/foodservice_products
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COLOSSEUM
TM

INTRIGUE
TM

OBERON
TM

QUANTUM
TM

FULCRUM
TM

REFLECTIONS
TM
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Flatware

For years, Sant Andrea tabletop products 
have represented the ultimate in style 
and quality. The Sant Andrea Flatware 
Collection possesses this aura of luxury, 
sophistication and elegance. Each pattern 

is carefully designed and constructed 
in the finest quality heavyweight 18/10 
stainless steel. The resulting superior finish 
and perfect balance make the fine dining 
experience truly luxurious.

• Finest quality 18/10 stainless

• Contemporary European styling

• Superior finish and balance.

18/10 STAINLESS AND SILVERPLATE FLATWARE

http://foodservice.oneida.com/products/flatware.html?limit=all


CROYDON
TM

ETON
TM

BECKET
TM

REGIS
TM

ASTRAGAL
TM

SAUMUR
TM
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Flatware

Styling that pleases the eye, weight, balance 
and finishing that is luxurious to the touch. 
All combine to add just the right touch of 
elegance to any tabletop. The flagship of 
Oneida’s tradition of flatware excellence 
that dates back to 1877.

Distinctive beauty lends special elegance to 
dining presentations.

• Exquisite pattern detail and finish 

• High quality silverplate

•  Becomes more beautiful and durable 
with use

•  Burnishing can be done at reasonable 
cost with minimal labor.

SILVERPLATE FLATWARE 

http://foodservice.oneida.com/products/flatware.html?limit=all


CORELLI
TM

ELEVATION
TM

PUCCINI
TM

ROSSINI
TM

VIOTTI
TM

VERDI
TM
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Flatware

Worthy of the most respected culinary 
establishments worldwide, Sant’Andrea 
designs complement a range of 
elegant tabletop decors – traditional to 

contemporary, casually elegant to the most 
formal. These extra heavyweight pieces 
are crafted in luxurious silverplate or the 
best 18/10 stainless steel. An ideal choice 

for fine dining, Sant’Andrea blends classic 
European themes with a contemporary 
sense of style.

18/10 STAINLESS AND SILVERPLATE FLATWARE

http://foodservice.oneida.com/products/flatware.html?limit=all


ANDORRA
TM

 

JUILLIARD
TM

 

LIBRA
TM

 

LIDO
TM

 

MARQUETTE
TM

 

SATINIQUE
TM

 

SCROLL
TM

INN CLASSIC
TM
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Flatware

Combining prestige with enduring 
excellence, many of Oneida’s most popular 
designs are part of this collection. This 
durable 18/10 stainless collection provides 

maximum protection against corrosion and 
attacks by food and cleaning chemicals, as 
well as a lustrous appearance.

• High quality 18/10 stainless

• Superb finish and pattern detail

•  Combines elegance with long-lasting 
durability.

18/10 STAINLESS 

http://foodservice.oneida.com/products/flatware.html?limit=all


ACCENT
TM

 

ARBOR ROSE
TM

 

CHATEAU
TM

 

MERCURY
TM

 

NEEDLEPOINT
TM

 

NEW RIM
TM

UNITY
TM

 
HALLMARK

TM
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Flatware

Combining prestige with enduring 
excellence, many of Oneida’s most popular 
designs are part of this collection. This 
durable 18/10 stainless collection provides  

maximum protection against corrosion 
and attacks by food and cleaning 
chemicals, as well as a lustrous appearance. 

• High quality 18/10 stainless 
• Superb finish and pattern detail 
•  Combines elegance with long-lasting 

durability.

18/10 STAINLESS 

http://foodservice.oneida.com/products/flatware.html?limit=all


BARCELONA
TM

 

FASHION POINT
TM

 

LUMOS
TM

 

NEW RIM II
TM

 

MASCAGNI II
TM

 

RHODES
TM

OOMPH
TM

 

VOSS II
TM
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Flatware

Found on tabletops across the country, the 
18/0 collection sets the standard for both 
durability and value. Extremely resistant 
to corrosion and chemical damage… 
yet refined, attractive and available in a 

variety of styles to fit the tastes of your 
establishment’s patrons.

•  18% chrome stainless for added 
corrosion resistance

 • Quality finish

 • Attractively styled from clean to ornate

 •  Outstanding durability provides 
excellent return on investment for 
dining establishments.

18/0 STAINLESS 

http://foodservice.oneida.com/products/flatware.html?limit=all


BOULEVARD
TM

  

CAPRI
TM

  

ROMFORD
TM

 

WINDSOR III
TM

 THOR
TM

ROYAL PROVINCIAL
TM

 

VILLAGE COMMON
TM
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Flatware
Thor TM Patterns

Found on tabletops across the country,  
the 18/0 collection sets the standard 
for both durability and value. This line 
is extremely resistant to corrosion and 
chemical damage.

This flatware is available in a variety 
of styles, to fit the tastes of your 
establishment’s patrons.

•  18% chrome stainless for added 
corrosion resistance

 • Quality finish

 • Attractively styled from clean to ornate

 •  Outstanding durability provides 
excellent return on investment for 
dining establishments.

18/0 STAINLESS 

http://foodservice.oneida.com/products/flatware.html?limit=all


MAX

STREAM
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Flatware
STREAM
Enhanced design and added weight 
make this pattern exceptional value.

MAX 
Your table top will be enhanced by the 
bold, contemporary styling and your 
Customers will be impressed with the 
weight and feel of superb quality.

“Only you will know how inexpensive it 
really is.”

18/0 SS brushed satin finish will 
withstand heavy use and continue to 
look new.



DISTINCTION

DUBARRY LAS PALMAS
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Flatware

DISTINCTION 
Available Finish 18/10 Stainless and 
Silverplate (EPSS)

DUBARRY 
Available Finish 18/10 Stainless Steel and 
Silverplate (EPNS & EPSS)

LAS PALMAS 
Available Finish 18/10 Stainless Steel and 
Silverplate (EPSS)

http://www.corbyhall.com/product_category/flatware/#


WHEAT

MADISON OSLO
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Flatware

WHEAT 
Available Finish 18/0 Stainless Steel

MADISON 
Available Finish 18/10 Stainless Steel and 
Silverplate (EPSS)

OSLO 
Available Finish 18/10 Forged Premium 
Stainless Steel Silverplate (EPSS) 
Sandblast Finish

http://www.corbyhall.com/product_category/flatware/#


VALENCIA

YORK TROON
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Flatware

VALENCIA 
Available Finish 18/0 Stainless Steel

YORK 
Available Finish 18/10 Premium 
Stainless Steel Silverplate (EPSS) 
Sandblast Finish

TROON 
Available Finish 18/10 Premium 
Stainless Steel Silverplate (EPSS)

http://www.corbyhall.com/product_category/flatware/#
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A.  #200BC1 Booster Seats  
Contoured seats, high sides, wide square 
bases and non-skid surface make the 
Cambro Booster Seat a safe way to 
keep toddlers comfortable. Durable, 
polyethylene construction is easy to 
clean. Features dual heights when 
flipped over. 43/4 lbs.

Available Colours: Black (110),  
Dark Brown (131), Coffee Beige (157), 
Navy Blue (186), Kentucky Green (519), 
Hot Red (158).

B.   Solid Oak High Chair Takes up little 
space - convenient to store under  
the table. Mounted on glides to  
protect floors. Available in natural  
and walnut finish.

Sturdy Chair™ Youth Seats  with 
Microban® Antimicrobial Protection 
Strength and stability designed into every 
Sturdy Chair™ Youth Seat.  
 • Easy to use tray. Can be removed  
  with one hand (sold separately). 
 • Available with and without wheels  
  and all feature a convenient handle  
  for easy maneuverability.  
 • Meets the latest ASTM-08  
  safety standards. 
 • Sturdy Chair™ Youth Seats nest  
  and stack to minimize storage space  
  required.

C.  #7806 Sturdy Chair™  
Youth Seat without wheels, 231⁄2”l x 
231⁄2”w x 293⁄4”h. Colours: DGR, PL, BL. 

D.  #7805 Sturdy Chair™  
Youth Seat with wheels. 231⁄2”l x 233⁄8”w 
x 293⁄4”h Colours: DGR, PL, BL.

E. #7815 Trays 
Fit 7805, 7806 & 7814. 
Colourful trays are optional and fit both 
wheeled and stationary chairs.  
111⁄2”l x 181⁄2”w x 31⁄4”h. Colours: DB, 
DGR, PL, R, BL.
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Furniture

Grosfillex commercial outdoor resin 
furniture-specially made for food service 
and hospitality. Stackable, easy to store. No 
refinishing, no straps to replace. Naturally 
impervious to salt air, chlorine and most 
common stains–clean like a breeze. Grosfillex 
uses the most advanced ultra-violet light 
stabilizers to resist discoloration by the 
sunlight, three times as long as retail-grade 
plastic furniture. 

A.    Acadia Synthetic Teakwood finish. 
Available in Teakwood, White and 
Amazon Green.

B.   Victoria Synthetic Metal finish.  
Available in Charcoal, Bronze Mist.

C.   Havana Armchair Synthetic Wicker 
finish. Available in Espresso and Tobacco.

D.   Havana Sidechair Synthetic Wicker 
finish. Available in Charcoal, Espresso 
and Tobacco.

E.   Havana Classic Barstool Synthetic 
Wicker finish. Available in Espresso.

F.   Seville Synthetic Metal finish.  
Available in Charcoal and Metal Green.

G.   Savannah High Back Synthetic Metal 
finish. Available in Charcoal, Metal 
Green and Bronze Mist.

H.   Miami Bistro Stacking Side Chair 
Resin finish. Available in Charcoal, White, 
Black, Amazon Green and Bordeaux.

End of Season Fold and Store Resin Tables

I.   Atlantis Folding Resin Table. Available 
in Teakwood, Amazon Green and 
Bordeaux. 32"square and 38"round.

J.   Siena Folding Resin Table. Available in 
Amazon Green, Bordeaux, Bronze Mist 
and Charcoal. 32"square and 38"round.

K.    Havana Folding Resin Table. Available 
in Espresso and Tobacco. 32"square and 
38"round.

L.   Aluminum Tilt Top Bases For use with 
48"x32" molded melamine tabletops.
Perfect for daily storage.

M.   Wooden Market Umbrella Available in 
9' and 7' sizes with 1½" pole. Available 
in 8 colours. Shown with optional 70lb 
Umbrella base. Base available in 4 colours.

http://www.grosfillexus.com/
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Orleans Barstool Orleans Sidechair Visa armchair Shield Armchair Shield Sidechair Orlando Sidechair

Britany Barstool Britany armchair Britany Sidechair City Chair Gatineau Sidechair Monet Armchair

Melody Barstool Melody Sidechair Tosca Sidechair Uno Barstool Uno Sidechair Tre Sidechair

American 
Educator Barstool

Canadian  
Educator Barstool

Canadian  
Educator Sidechair

Ladderback  
Sidechair

Canadian  
Educator Armchair Low Saddle stool
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Furniture

IRON FURNITURE

IRON FURNITURE

IRON FURNITURE

Echo Sidechair 
(Stacking Chair) Bistro Sidechair Aspen Sidechair Dupre Sidechair Dickens Sidechair

Elite I Armchair Whistler Sidechair Boston Sidechair Finesse II Sidechair Gentry Sidechair

Di Moda Barstooll Eclipse Barstool Eclipse  
Barstool Swivel Finesse Barstool Gentry  

Barstool Swivel

Please see your 
Russell Sales 
Representative for 
our full selection 
of Chairs and 
Banquet Furniture.

http://ironfurniture.com/
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Glassware

Show off the 
world’s great 
beers with 
these classic 
international 
shapes. 

Glassware Product 
Guide see page 214

Pilsner 
#16 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H5 T21⁄2 B21⁄8 D25⁄8 
6 doz./35# 1.84 cu.ft. 

Flute 
#3822 
51⁄2 oz./16.3 cl./163 mL. 
H61⁄2 T21⁄8 B25⁄8 D25⁄8 
3 doz./19# 1.22 cu.ft.

Irish Coffee 
#5293 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H57⁄8 T3 B27⁄8 D35⁄8 
2 doz./21# 1.04 cu.ft.

Pilsner 
#3828 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H9 T25⁄8 B3 D3 
2 doz./22# 1.43 cu.ft. 

Juice 
#56 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H31⁄2 T21⁄4 B17⁄8 D21⁄4 
6 doz./16# .95 cu.ft. 
 

Side Water 
#149 
51⁄2 oz./16.3 cl./163 mL. 
H31⁄2 T23⁄8 B21⁄8 D23⁄8 
6 doz./29# 1.06 cu.ft. 
 

Side Water 
#249 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H4 T21⁄8 B21⁄8 D21⁄4 
6 doz./29# 1.11 cu.ft. 
 

Frankfurt Sampler 
#5003 
4 oz./11.8 cl./118 mL. 
H5 T17⁄8 B2 D25⁄8 
2 doz./12# .47 cu.ft. 

BEER | BEER SAMPLERS

BEER | BEER SAMPLERS

BEER | CATALINA EMBASSY FLARE PILSNERS

CATALINA

Tall Beer 
#3823 
141⁄2 oz./42.9 cl./429 mL. 
H93⁄8 T23⁄4 B31⁄4 D31⁄4 
2 doz./24# 1.72 cu.ft.

Beer 
#3727 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H63⁄4 T23⁄8 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
2 doz./12# .86 cu.ft.

Beer 
#3725 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H71⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
3 doz./22# 1.42 cu.ft.

Beer 
#3728 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H71⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄4 D27⁄8 
2 doz./13# .99 cu.ft.

Pilsner 
#19 
111⁄2 oz./34.0 cl./340 mL. 
H71⁄4 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄4 
3 doz./29# 2.13 cu.ft.   

Safedge Rim Guarantee Heat Treated Safedge Rim and Foot Guarantee
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Malted 
#1451HT 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H51⁄4 T23⁄4 B23⁄8 D27⁄8 
3 doz./22# 1.13 cu.ft. 
 

Beverage 
#1454HT 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H47⁄8 T23⁄4 B23⁄8 D23⁄4 
3 doz./21# 1.04 cu.ft. 
 

Juice 
#1450HT  
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H37⁄8 T25⁄8 B23⁄8 D23⁄4 
6 doz./35# 1.47 cu.ft.

Pilsner 
#14 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H61⁄4 T27⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
3 doz./27# 1.55 cu.ft. 

Pilsner 
#18 
11 oz./32.6 cl./326 mL. 
H7 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
3 doz./29# 1.82 cu.ft.

Pilsner 
#1240HT 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H63⁄4 T3 B21⁄8 D31⁄8 
3 doz./22# 1.67 cu.ft.

Soda 
#1452HT 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
3 doz./28# 1.47 cu.ft.

Soda 
#1453HT 
121⁄4 oz./36.2 cl./362 mL. 
H51⁄2 T3 B21⁄2 D3 
3 doz./25# 1.36 cu.ft. 

BEER |  FLARE PILSNERS FOOTED

BEER |  FOOTED HEAVY BASE  
PILSNERS

BEER |  HEAVY BASE PILSNERS HOURGLASS PILSNERS

Pilsner 
#1013HT   
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H57⁄8 T23⁄4 B21⁄2 D3 
3 doz./24# 1.39 cu.ft.

Pilsner 
#12 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H51⁄2 T25⁄8 B21⁄4 D27⁄8 
6 doz./38# 2.20 cu.ft. 
 

Pilsner 
#15 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H51⁄4 T25⁄8 B21⁄4 D27⁄8 
6 doz./37# 2.09 cu.ft. 
 

Pilsner 
#16 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H5 T21⁄2 B21⁄8 D25⁄8 
6 doz./35# 1.84 cu.ft.

Pilsner 
#1176HT 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H53⁄8 T23⁄4 B23⁄8 D27⁄8 
3 doz./23# 1.14 cu.ft.

Pilsner 
#1178HT 
10 oz./29.6 cl./ 296 mL. 
H53⁄4 T23⁄4 B23⁄8 D23⁄4 
2 doz./16# .82 cu.ft. 
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Mixing Glass 
#1637HT 
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H63⁄8 T33⁄4 B21⁄2 D33⁄4 
2 doz./31# 1.55 cu.ft. 
 

Mixing Glass 
#15144 
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H63⁄4 T35⁄8 B21⁄2 D35⁄8 
2 doz./34# 1.58 cu.ft.

Giant Beer 
#1611 
23 oz./68.0 cl./680 mL. 
H87⁄8 T3 B31⁄16 D35⁄8 
1 doz./15# .99 cu.ft. 
 

Giant Beer 
#1610 
23 oz./68.0 cl./680 mL. 
H91⁄4 T31⁄2 B23⁄4 D31⁄2 
1 doz./14# .91 cu.ft.

Hourglass (Lined) 
#181/1605G 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H6 T31⁄8 B25⁄8 D31⁄4 
2 doz./17# 1.06 cu.ft.

Pilsner 
#1183HT 
15 oz./44.4 cl./444 mL. 
H65⁄8 T31⁄4 B25⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./29# 1.83 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#15141 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄2 B23⁄8 D31⁄2 
2 doz./31# 1.24 cu.ft.

Mixing Glass 
#1639HT 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄2 B23⁄8 D31⁄2 
2 doz./24# 1.27 cu.ft.

BEER | HOURGLASS PILSNERS INTERNATIONAL STYLE BEERS

BEER | INTERNATIONAL STYLE BEERS

BEER | INTERNATIONAL STYLE BEERS SPECIALTY 
FOOTED BEERS

Pub Glass 
#195 
19 oz./56.2 cl./562 mL. 
H71⁄8 T31⁄4 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./31# 1.98 cu.ft.

Pub Glass 
#194 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H65⁄8 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D3 
3 doz./28# 1.66 cu.ft.

Pub Glass 
#4803 
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H61⁄8 T31⁄8 B25⁄8 D33⁄8 
2 doz./16# 1.28 cu.ft.

English Pub Glass 
#14801HT 
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H6 T33⁄8 B25⁄8 D31⁄2 
3 doz./28# 1.88 cu.ft.

English Pub Glass 
#14806HT 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H6 T31⁄8 B21⁄4 D31⁄4 
3 doz./24# 1.60 cu.ft.

Footed Pilsner 
#15673 
163⁄4 oz./49.5 cl./495 mL. 
H8 T33⁄8 B27⁄8 D33⁄8 
1 doz./21# .79 cu.ft.

Safedge Rim Guarantee Heat Treated DuraTuffSafedge Rim and Foot Guarantee
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Footed Ale 
#3810 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H61⁄2 T25⁄8 B23⁄4 D27⁄8 
3 doz./23# 1.35 cu.ft. 
 

Footed Ale 
#3812 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H61⁄2 T23⁄4 B23⁄4 D3 
3 doz./24# 1.50 cu.ft. 

Bell Fountain Tumbler 
#30 
63⁄4 oz./20.0 cl./200 mL. 
H4 T21⁄2 B17⁄8 D25⁄8 
6 doz./22# 1.24 cu.ft.

Bell Soda 
#539HT 
21 oz./62.1 cl./621 mL. 
H61⁄2 T33⁄8 B23⁄8 D33⁄4 
3 doz./31# 2.29 cu.ft.

Footed Pilsner 
#15429 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H73⁄4 T31⁄4 B23⁄4 D31⁄4 
2 doz./35# 1.36 cu.ft.

Footed Ale 
#3815 
151⁄4 oz./45.1 cl./451 mL. 
H83⁄4 T21⁄2 B3 D31⁄4 
2 doz./24# 1.60 cu.ft.

Beer 
#3725 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H71⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
3 doz./22# 1.42 cu.ft. 
 

Footed Cooler 
#3813 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H61⁄2 T21⁄2 B27⁄8 D3 
3 doz./24# 1.56 cu.ft. 
 

BEER | SPECIALTY FOOTED BEERS

BEER | SPECIALTY FOOTED BEERS BELL SODAS

CATALINA

Cordial 
#3826 
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
H45⁄8 T15⁄8 B2 D2 
3 doz./9# .54 cu.ft.

Dessert 
#3825 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H37⁄8 T41⁄4 B3 D41⁄4 
3 doz./25# 1.81 cu.ft.

Rocks/Sherbet 
#3824 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H41⁄4 T35⁄8 B3 D35⁄8 
3 doz./24# 1.38 cu.ft.

Margarita 
#3827 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H47⁄8 T41⁄8 B3 D41⁄8 
3 doz./29# 2.19 cu. ft.

Wine 
#3820 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H53⁄4 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
3 doz./22# 1.52 cu.ft.

Goblet 
#3821 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H61⁄4 T33⁄8 B3 D33⁄8 
3 doz./27# 1.82 cu.ft.
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Glassware

Cordial 
# 1650 
21⁄2 oz./7.4 cl./74 mL. 
H41⁄8 T11⁄2 B13⁄8 D11⁄2 
4 doz./12#  .42 cu.ft. 

Old Fashioned 
# 2522  
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H31⁄2 T27⁄8 B23⁄4 D27⁄8 
1 doz./8#  .26 cu.ft. 

Old Fashioned 
# 2524  
101⁄4 oz./30.3 cl./303 mL. 
H33⁄4 T31⁄4 B3 D31⁄4 
1 doz./10#  .35 cu.ft. 

Juice 
# 2523  
43⁄4 oz./14.1 cl./141 mL. 
H4 T21⁄8 B2 D21⁄8 
1 doz./5#  .18 cu.ft. 

CHICAGO

Hi-Ball 
# 2520  
71⁄2 oz./22.2 cl./222 mL. 
H51⁄4 T23⁄8 B21⁄8 D23⁄8 
1 doz./7#  .26 cu.ft. 

Tall Hi-Ball 
# 2519  
93⁄4 oz./28.8 cl./288 mL. 
H57⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄8 D21⁄2 
1 doz./9#  .33 cu.ft. 

Tall Hi-Ball 
# 2521  
71⁄2 oz./22.2 cl./222 mL. 
H6 T21⁄8 B2 D21⁄8 
1 doz./6#  .25 cu.ft. 

Tall Hi-Ball 
# 2518  
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H65⁄8 T23⁄8 B21⁄8 D23⁄8 
1 doz./8#  .34 cu.ft.

CHICAGO

CITATION

Pilsner 
#8425 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H81⁄4 T3 B3 D3 
2 doz./15# 1.40 cu.ft.

Flute 
#8495 
61⁄4 oz./18.5 cl./185 mL. 
H71⁄4 T13⁄4 B21⁄2 D21⁄2 
1 doz./5# .46 cu.ft.

Goblet 
#8456 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H7 T25⁄8 B23⁄4 D3 
2 doz./11# 1.04 cu.ft.

Banquet Goblet 
#8411 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H6 T21⁄2 B27⁄8 D3 
3 doz./17# 1.48 cu.ft. 

Cocktail 
#8454 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H55⁄8 T31⁄2 B27⁄8 D31⁄2 
3 doz./15# 2.01 cu.ft.

Cocktail 
#8455 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H57⁄8 T41⁄4 B27⁄8 D41⁄4 
3 doz./17# 2.68 cu.ft

Safedge Rim Guarantee
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Glassware

Round Wine 
#8469 
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H53⁄4 T25⁄8 B21⁄2 D27⁄8 
3 doz./12# 1.26 cu.ft.

Burgundy Wine 
#8471 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H55⁄8 T23⁄4 B23⁄4 D31⁄4 
3 doz./16# 1.76 cu.ft. 

Red Wine 
#8414 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H57⁄8 T3 B23⁄4 D37⁄8 
3 doz./18# 2.39 cu.ft.

CITATION

Tall Wine 
#8466 
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H61⁄8 T21⁄8 B21⁄2 D21⁄2 
3 doz./12# 1.13 cu.ft. 

All Purpose Wine 
#8470 
73⁄4 oz./22.9 cl./229 mL. 
H55⁄8 T21⁄4 B21⁄2 D23⁄4 
3 doz./13# 1.12 cu.ft.

Wine/Beer 
#8464 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H63⁄4 T23⁄4 B21⁄2 D27⁄8 
2 doz/.10# .96cu.ft 
 

White Wine 
#8472 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H67⁄8 T25⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄4 
2 doz./11# 1.25 cu.ft.

CITATION

CITATION GOURMET

Coupette/Margarita 
#8428 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H57⁄8 T41⁄2 B3 D41⁄2 
1 doz./7# 1.12 cu.ft.

Coupette/Margarita 
#8429 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H61⁄8 T41⁄2 B3 D41⁄2 
1 doz./7# 1.19 cu.ft.

Tall Dutch Cordial 
#8491 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H61⁄4 T17⁄8 B2 D2 
3 doz./10# .81 cu.ft. 
 

Round Wine 
#8415 
133⁄4 oz./40.7 cl./407 mL. 
H65⁄8 T31⁄4 B3 D4 
1 doz./6# 1.00 cu.ft.

Tall Wine 
#8412 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H77⁄8 T25⁄8 B3 D33⁄8 
1 doz./7# .82 cu.ft

Tulip Champagne 
#8477 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H73⁄4 T21⁄8 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
1 doz./5# .61 cu.ft.

For Glassware 
Product 
Guide see 
page 214
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Glassware

Cocktail 
#8882 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H57⁄8 T35⁄8 B3 D35⁄8 
3 doz./15# 2.09 cu.ft.

Cocktail 
#8876 
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 ml. 
H6 T41⁄4 B3 D41⁄4 
3 doz./18# 2.87 cu.ft. 

Decanter 
#795 
40 oz./118.3 cl./1183 mL. 
H103⁄4 T33⁄4 B35⁄8 D33⁄4 
1 doz./17# 1.26 cu.ft.

Wine Decanter 
#97000 
393⁄4 oz./117.2 cl./1172 mL. 
H107⁄8 T31⁄2 B33⁄4 D33⁄4 
1 doz./21# 1.35 cu.ft. 

COCKTAILS DECANTERS

DOMAINE ELAN

Flute 
#8995 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H87⁄8 T2 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
1 doz./6# .60 cu.ft.

Wine 
#8941 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H7 T3 B25⁄8 D31⁄8 
1 doz./5# .58 cu.ft. 

Rocks 
#15807 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H35⁄8 T31⁄4 B2 D31⁄4 
1 doz./8# .37 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15809 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H37⁄8 T31⁄2 B21⁄4 D31⁄2 
1 doz./8# .45 cu.ft.

Hi-Ball 
#15810 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H61⁄4 T23⁄4 B2 D23⁄4 
1 doz./11# .44 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#15812 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H61⁄4 T3 B21⁄4 D3 
1 doz./13# .50 cu.ft.

Wine Decanter 
#97001 
191⁄4 oz./56.7 cl./567 mL. 
H83⁄8 T3 B31⁄8 D31⁄8 
1 doz./13# .72 cu.ft. 

Decanter 
#789 
211⁄2 oz./63.6 cl./636 mL. 
H73⁄4 T31⁄2 B3 D31⁄2 
1 doz./10# .79 cu.ft. 

 Cocktail Decanter/ 
Bud Vase, #719 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H47⁄8 T21⁄4 B21⁄2 D23⁄4 
3 doz./12# .98 cu.ft. 
 

 Cocktail Decanter/ 
Bud Vase, #718 
41⁄8 oz./12.2 cl./122 mL. 
H37⁄8 T13⁄4 B17⁄8 D21⁄8 
6 doz./17# .95 cu.ft.

DECANTERS

Safedge Rim Guarantee Safedge Rim and Foot Guarantee DuraTuff
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Beverage 
#15814 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H65⁄8  T31⁄8 B23⁄8 D31⁄8 
1 doz./14# .57 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#15816 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H7 T31⁄4 B23⁄8 D31⁄4 
1 doz./15# .64 cu.ft.

Flute 
#3795 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H81⁄8 T2 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
1 doz./6# .55 cu.ft. 
 

Flute 
#3794 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H73⁄8 T13⁄4 B23⁄4 D21⁄2 
1 doz./5# .42 cu.ft

ELAN EMBASSY

Whiskey Sour 
#3775 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H53⁄4 T2 B23⁄8 D23⁄8 
3 doz./13# .90 cu.ft.

Cocktail 
#3770 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H51⁄8 T27⁄8 B21⁄2 D27⁄8 
3 doz./13# 1.17 cu.ft.

Sherry 
#3788 
3 oz./8.9 cl./89 mL. 
H47⁄8 T21⁄8 B23⁄8 D23⁄8 
1 doz./4# .27 cu.ft. 
 

Brandy 
#3792 
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
H41⁄4 T13⁄8 B13⁄4 D15⁄8 
1 doz./2# .14 cu.ft.

EMBASSY

EMBASSY

Cordial 
#3793 
1 oz./3.0 cl./30 mL. 
H41⁄4 T15⁄8 B15⁄8 D15⁄8 
1 doz./2# .14 cu.ft.

Cordial 
#3790 
11⁄4 oz./3.7 cl./37 mL. 
H41⁄8 T11⁄4 B13⁄4 D13⁄4 
3 doz./6# .39 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3757 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H6 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./20# 1.80 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3764 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H55⁄8 T27⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
2 doz./10# .98 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3769 
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H53⁄8 T25⁄8 B21⁄2 D27⁄8 
2 doz./11# .79 cu.ft.

Champagne 
#3773 
51⁄2 oz./16.3 cl./163 mL. 
H41⁄2 T31⁄4 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./15# 1.38 cu.ft.
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Footed Rocks 
#3746 
51⁄2 oz./16.3 cl./163 mL. 
H41⁄8 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
2 doz./13# .69 cu.ft.

Footed Rocks 
#3747 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H43⁄8 T31⁄4 B23⁄4 D31⁄4 
2 doz./13# .81 cu.ft. 

Footed Hi-Ball 
#3736 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H53⁄8 T23⁄4 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
2 doz./14# .75 cu.ft. 

Footed Hi-Ball 
#3737 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H6 T27⁄8 B23⁄4 D27⁄8 
2 doz./14# .89 cu.ft.

Champagne 
#3777 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H41⁄4 T31⁄4 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./14# 1.31 cu.ft.

Champagne 
#3787 
31⁄2 oz./10.4 cl./104 mL. 
H41⁄8 T31⁄4 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./14# 1.27 cu.ft.

Cocktail 
#3771 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H51⁄4 T33⁄4 B23⁄4 D33⁄4 
3 doz./16# 1.96 cu.ft.

Martini 
#3779 
91⁄4 oz./27.4 cl./274 mL. 
H61⁄2 T43⁄8 B3 D43⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.13 cu.ft.

EMBASSY

EMBASSY

EMBASSY

Banquet Goblet 
#3712 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H51⁄4 T27⁄8 B27⁄8 D31⁄8 
2 doz./14# .93 cu.ft.

Goblet 
#3756 
101⁄4 oz./30.3 cl./303 mL. 
H53⁄4 T3 B23⁄4 D3 
2 doz./12# .94 cu.ft.

Goblet 
#3711 
111⁄2 oz./34.0 cl./340 mL. 
H61⁄8 T27⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄4 
2 doz./13# 1.07 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3766 
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H61⁄4 T21⁄8 B25⁄8 D25⁄8 
3 doz./17# 1.16 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3765 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H63⁄8 T23⁄8 B21⁄4 D23⁄4 
2 doz./11# .87 cu.ft.

Brandy 
#3709 
22 oz./65.1 cl./651 mL. 
H6 T23⁄4 B27⁄8 D43⁄8 
1 doz./8# .97 cu.ft.

Safedge Rim and Foot Guarantee DuraTuff
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Tall Flute 
#3796 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H83⁄4 T2 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
1 doz./6# .59 cu.ft. 

Tall Iced Tea 
#3750 
16 oz./47.3cl./473 mL. 
H81⁄8 T27⁄8 B3 D3 
3 doz./24# 2.18 cu.ft.

Iced Tea 
#3716 
161⁄4 oz./48.1 cl./481 mL. 
H7 T31⁄4 B3 D31⁄2 
3 doz./28# 2.31 cu.ft.

Poco Grande 
#3717 
131⁄4 oz./39.2 cl./392 mL. 
H7 T27⁄8 B3 D35⁄8 
1 doz./7# .69 cu.ft.

Brandy 
#3708 
171⁄2 oz./51.8 cl./518 mL. 
H51⁄2 T25⁄8 B23⁄4 D4 
2 doz./14# 1.53 cu.ft.

Brandy 
#3705 
111⁄2 oz./34.0 cl./340 mL. 
H5 T21⁄4 B23⁄4 D35⁄8 
2 doz./11# 1.13 cu.ft.

Brandy 
#3704 
91⁄4 oz./27.4 cl./274 mL. 
H41⁄2 T21⁄4 B21⁄2 D33⁄8 
2 doz./10# .93 cu.ft.

Brandy 
#3702 
51⁄2 oz./16.3 cl./163 mL. 
H41⁄8 T2 B23⁄8 D27⁄8 
1 doz./4# .33 cu.ft.

EMBASSY

EMBASSY ROYALE

EMBASSY 
ROYALE ENDEAVOR

Poco Grande 
#3715 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H7 T25⁄8 B27⁄8 D31⁄8 
2 doz./14# 1.13 cu.ft.

Banquet Goblet 
#3721 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H6 T3 B23⁄4 D31⁄4  
3 doz./20# 1.57 cu.ft.

Espresso 
#15733  
3.7 oz./ 11 cl./ 110 mL. 
H3 T23⁄4 B13⁄4 D23⁄4 
1 doz./5# .35 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15709  
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H35⁄8 T31⁄4  B2 D31⁄4  
1 doz./8# .37 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15710  
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H37⁄8 T31⁄2 B21⁄4 D31⁄2 
1 doz./8# .45 cu.ft.

Double Old Fashioned 
#15712  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H41⁄8 T37⁄8 B21⁄2 D37⁄8 
1 doz./11# .56 cu.
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Rocks
#2290SR 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL.
H33⁄8  T23⁄4 B17⁄8 D27⁄8
1 doz./8# .23 cu.ft.

Rocks
#2291SR 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL.
H33⁄4 T27⁄8  B2 D3
1 doz./10# .28 cu.ft.

Rocks
#2292SR 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL.
H41⁄8 T3 B21⁄16 D31⁄16

1 doz./10# .33 cu.ft.

Hi-Ball
#2293SR 
10 oz./29.5 cl./295 mL.
H53⁄4 T23⁄8 B11⁄2  D25⁄8
1 doz./8# .32 cu.ft.

Beverage
#2294SR 
12 oz./35.4 cl./354 mL.
H61⁄4 T23⁄8 B11⁄2 D25⁄8
1 doz./9# .35 cu.ft.

Beverage
#2295SR 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL.
H61⁄2 T21⁄2 B15⁄8 D23⁄4
1 doz./10# .40 cu.ft.

ENDEAVOR

ENVY

ENVY ESQUIRE

Cooler 
#2296SR  
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H67⁄8  T25⁄8 B13⁄4 D27⁄8  
1 doz./10# .45 cu.ft. 

Split 
#223 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H45⁄8 T23⁄8 B21⁄4 D23⁄8 
4 doz./22# 1.03 cu.ft.

Side Water 
#249 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H4 T21⁄8 B21⁄8 D21⁄4 
6 doz./29# 1.11 cu.ft.

Old Fashioned 
#227 
71⁄4 oz./21.4 cl./214 mL. 
H31⁄4 T3 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
6 doz./32# 1.62 cu.ft.

Collins 
#259 
121⁄4 oz./36.2 cl./362 mL. 
H51⁄2 T25⁄8 B25⁄8 D27⁄8 
3 doz./25# 1.17 cu.ft. 

Collins 
#226 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H53⁄8 T25⁄8 B25⁄8 D23⁄4 
3 doz./25# 1.12 cu.ft. 

Hi-Ball
#15711 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL.
H61⁄4 T23⁄4 B2 D23⁄4
1 doz./11# .44 cu.ft.

Beverage
#15713 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL.
H61⁄4 T3 B21⁄4 D3
1 doz./13# .50 cu.ft.

Beverage
#15714 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL.
H65⁄8 T31⁄8 B21⁄4 D31⁄8
1 doz./14# .57 cu.ft.

Cooler
#15715 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL.
H7 T31⁄4 B23⁄8 D31⁄4
1 doz./15# .64 cu.ft.

Cooler
#15717 
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL.
H71⁄4 T35⁄8 B25⁄8 D35⁄8
1 doz./19# .85 cu.ft.

Stacking Pub Glass
#15720 
161⁄2 oz./48.8 cl./488 mL.
H61⁄2 T31⁄2 B21⁄2 D31⁄2
1 doz./15# .66 cu.ft.

Safedge Rim Guarantee Safedge Rim and Foot GuaranteeSheer Rim/D.T.E. DuraTuff
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Footed All Purpose 
#3312 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H51⁄4 T25⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
3 doz./21# 1.43 cu.ft.

Juice 
#15431 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H27⁄8 T27⁄8 B17⁄8 D27⁄8 
3 doz./18# .76 cu.ft. 

Rocks 
#15432 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H31⁄8 T3 B21⁄2 D3 
3 doz./18# .76 cu.ft. 

Hi-Ball 
#15430 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H41⁄2 T3 B17⁄8 D3 
3 doz./25# 1.03 cu.ft. 
 

Hi-Ball 
#225 
91⁄4 oz./27.4 cl./274 mL. 
H5 T21⁄2 B21⁄2 D25⁄8 
3 doz./22# .95 cu.ft.  
 

Hi-Ball 
#232 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H47⁄8 T23⁄8 B23⁄8 D21⁄2 
4 doz./24# 1.14 cu.ft.  
 

Beer 
#3328 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H71⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
3 doz./23# 1.79 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3364 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H57⁄8 T27⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
3 doz./20# 1.57 cu.ft.

ESQUIRE

ESTATE EVEREST

EVEREST

Beverage 
#15436 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H45⁄8 T31⁄8 B25⁄8 D31⁄8 
3 doz./26# 1.20 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15433 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H31⁄8 T31⁄8 B21⁄8 D31⁄8 
3 doz./18# .82 cu.ft. 
 

Rocks 
#15434 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H33⁄8 T33⁄8 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./24# .99 cu.ft. 
 

Rocks 
#15435 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H33⁄4 T35⁄8 B3 D35⁄8 
3 doz./30# 1.28 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#15437 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H43⁄4 T33⁄8 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./28# 1.38 cu.ft.

ESTATE

See page 192 
for Libbey 
Duratuff ® 

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Supreme Liner 
#5119 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H13⁄4 T33⁄4 B15⁄8 D33⁄4 
6 doz./20# 1.40 cu.ft. 
 

Supreme 
#5118 
18 oz./53.2 cl./532 mL. 
H41⁄2 T51⁄8 B4 D51⁄8 
2 doz./31# 1.92 cu.ft. 

Tulip Sundae 
#5115 
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./ 192 mL. 
H47⁄8 T4 B3 D4 
3 doz./32# 2.01 cu.ft. 

Tulip Sundae 
#5101 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H4 T33⁄8 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./20# 1.23 cu.ft. 

Sherbet 
#5102 
31⁄2 oz./10.4 cl./104 mL. 
H21⁄4 T33⁄4 B23⁄4 D33⁄4 
4 doz./22# 1.21 cu.ft.

Sherbet 
#5103 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H23⁄8 T41⁄8 B3 D41⁄8 
4 doz./24# 1.49 cu.ft.

Sherbet 
#5161 
31⁄2 oz./10.4 cl./104 mL. 
H27⁄8 T31⁄8 B23⁄8 D31⁄8 
6 doz./29# 1.43 cu.ft.

Sherbet 
#5162 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H31⁄8 T31⁄2 B25⁄8 D31⁄2 
6 doz./40# 1.98 cu.ft.

9” Banana Split/Relish Dish 
#5317 
H17⁄8 T9 B5 D9 
2 doz./25# 1.33 cu.ft.

FOUNTAINWARE

FOUNTAINWARE

FOUNTAINWARE FROSTED 
CLEAR LIP GIBRALTAR

Sundae 
#5315 
61⁄4 oz./18.5 cl./185 mL. 
H53⁄4 T4 B31⁄8 D4 
2 doz./30# 1.71 cu.ft.

Tulip Sundae 
#5314 
51⁄4 oz./15.5 cl./155 mL. 
H57⁄8 T41⁄4 B31⁄8 D41⁄4 
2 doz./29# 1.66 cu.ft.

Soda 
#5310 
111⁄2 oz./34.0 cl./340 mL. 
H71⁄8 T31⁄4 B31⁄8 D31⁄4 
2 doz./35# 1.47 cu.ft.

Soda 
#5110 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H71⁄2 T31⁄8 B31⁄8 D31⁄8 
2 doz./29# 1.26 cu.ft.

Zombie 
#96/11680 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H6 T21⁄2 B21⁄4 D21⁄2 
4 doz./23# 1.33 cu.ft. 

Rocks 
#15248 
41⁄2 oz./13.3 cl./133 mL. 
H31⁄8 T3 B21⁄8 D3 
3 doz./21# .71 cu.ft. 

Safedge Rim Guarantee DuraTuff

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Libbey Duratuff® 

The Libbey Duratuff® treatment 
is a special thermal afterprocess 

for “pressed” tumblers and stemware 
such as Gibraltar, Winchester, Inverness, 
Paneled tumblers, Everest and Dakota. 
The Duratuff® process is performed only 
on the upper portion of pressed tumblers 
and stemware to increase their resistance 
to thermal & mechanical shock.

Libbey Duratuff® process produces durable 
glassware with prolonged service life. 
Look for the Duratuff® name embossed 
on all Libbey Duratuff® products.

HELPFUL HINT

Rocks 
#15232 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H37⁄8 T31⁄2 B21⁄2 D31⁄2 
3 doz./27# 1.19 cu.ft. 
 

Rocks 
#15240 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H35⁄8 T33⁄8 B21⁄2 D33⁄8 
3 doz./27# 1.07 cu.ft. 
 

Rocks 
#15242 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H35⁄8 T33⁄8 B21⁄2 D33⁄8 
3 doz./22# 1.07 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#15244 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H51⁄8 T31⁄2 B23⁄4 D31⁄2 
3 doz./37# 1.60 cu.ft. 

Rocks 
#15249 
51⁄2 oz./16.3 cl./163 mL. 
H31⁄8 T3 B21⁄8 D3 
3 doz./16# .73 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15241 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H31⁄4 T31⁄8 B21⁄4 D31⁄8 
3 doz./18# .85 cu.ft. 
 

Tall Rocks 
#15245 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H33⁄8 T31⁄4 B21⁄2 D31⁄4 
3 doz./26# .97 cu.ft.

Tall Rocks 
#15231 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H37⁄8 T31⁄2 B21⁄2 D31⁄2 
3 doz./29# 1.19 cu.ft. 
 

GIBRALTAR

GIBRALTAR

GIBRALTAR

Beverage 
#15238 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H47⁄8 T31⁄4 B25⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./36# 1.39 cu.ft.

Double Rocks 
#15233 
13 oz./38.5 cl./385 mL. 
H41⁄8 T33⁄4 B23⁄4 D33⁄4 
3 doz./32# 1.51 cu.ft.

Double Rocks 
#15243 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H4 T35⁄8 B23⁄4 D35⁄8 
3 doz./27# 1.30 cu.ft.

Iced Tea 
#15253 
22 oz./65.1 cl./651 mL. 
H7 T33⁄4 B23⁄4 D33⁄4 
2 doz./38# 1.72 cu.ft. 
 

Cooler 
#15665 
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H63⁄4 T33⁄4 B25⁄8 D33⁄4 
2 doz./29# 1.57 cu.ft. 
 

Cooler 
#15256 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H63⁄8 T33⁄8 B21⁄2 D33⁄8 
2 doz./29# 1.31 cu.ft. 
 

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Beverage 
#15652 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H51⁄4 T31⁄4 B25⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./29# 1.42 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#15651 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H65⁄8 T31⁄4 B21⁄2 D31⁄4 
3 doz./36# 1.68 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15661 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H31⁄16 T31⁄16 B17⁄8 D31⁄16 
3 doz./17# .79 cu.ft. 
 

Rocks 
#15660 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H31⁄4 T31⁄4 B21⁄2 D31⁄4 
3 doz./20# .89 cu.ft. 
 

Cooler 
#15235 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄8 B21⁄4 D31⁄8 
3 doz./32# 1.47 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#15237 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H43⁄4 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
3 doz./31# 1.18 cu.ft.

Hi-Ball 
#15236 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H43⁄4 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
3 doz./33# 1.18 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#15654 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H5 T31⁄8 B23⁄8 D31⁄8 
3 doz./26# 1.27 cu.ft.

GIBRALTAR STACKABLE 
GIBRALTAR

STACKABLE GIBRALTAR

STACKABLE GIBRALTAR GOVERNOR CLINTON

Rocks 
#15659 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H33⁄8 T31⁄4 B25⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./20# .97 cu.ft. 
 

Hi-Ball 
#15656 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H45⁄8 T3 B21⁄4 D3 
3 doz./24# 1.02 cu.ft.

Iced Tea 
#606HT 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H51⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄8 D27⁄8 
4 doz./22# 1.48 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#618HT 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H35⁄8 T25⁄8 B23⁄8 D23⁄4 
4 doz./18# 1.05 cu.ft.

Water 
#610HT 
91⁄2 oz./28.1 cl./281 mL. 
H37⁄8 T25⁄8 B21⁄2 D27⁄8 
6 doz./27# 1.62 cu.ft.

Juice 
#633HT 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H33⁄4 T21⁄8 B13⁄4 D21⁄4 
6 doz./17# 1.01 cu.ft.

Safedge Rim Guarantee Heat Treated DuraTuff

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Soda 
#1713HT 
151⁄2 oz./45.8 cl./458 mL. 
H63⁄8 T3 B21⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./20# 1.72 cu.ft. 
 

Salud Grande 
#8480 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H67⁄8 T43⁄4 B3 D43⁄4 
1 doz./8# 1.71 cu.ft.

Fiesta Grande® 
#8423 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H6 T41⁄8 B31⁄8 D41⁄2 
1 doz./7# 1.07 cu.ft. 
 

Fiesta Grande® 
#8422 
153⁄4 oz./46.6 cl./466 mL. 
H61⁄8 T47⁄8 B3 D5 
1 doz./9# 1.38 cu.ft.

Fiesta Grande® 
#8417 
163⁄4 oz./49.6 cl./496 mL. 
H61⁄4 T43⁄4 B3 D5 
1 doz./8# 1.41 cu.ft. 
 

Bolla Grande® 
#8418 
171⁄2 oz./51.8 cl./518 mL. 
H67⁄8 T35⁄8 B31⁄4 D43⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.10 cu.ft. 
 

GOVERNOR 
CLINTON GRANDE COLLECTION

Magna Grande 
#8427 
271⁄4 oz./80.6 cl./806 mL. 
H73⁄8 T41⁄2 B3 D5 
1 doz./10# 1.57 cu.ft.

Vino Grande® 
#8420 
191⁄2 oz./57.7 cl./577 mL. 
H81⁄2 T31⁄8 B3 D37⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.06 cu.ft.

Vino Grande® 
#8416 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H81⁄4 T3 B3 D35⁄8 
1 doz./8# .91 cu.ft. 

Viva Grande® 
#8413 
13 oz./38.5 cl./385 mL. 
H81⁄8 T27⁄8 B3 D33⁄8 
1 doz./7# .79 cu.ft.

Old Fashioned 
#128 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H31⁄4 T33⁄8 B25⁄8 D33⁄8 
3 doz./19# 1.04 cu.ft.  
 

English Hi-Ball 
#139 
13 oz./38.5 cl./385 mL. 
H4 T35⁄8 B23⁄4 D35⁄8 
4 doz./35# 1.79 cu.ft.  

GRANDE COLLECTION HEAVY BASE

HEAVY BASE

English Hi-Ball 
#170 
141⁄4 oz./42.1 cl./421 mL. 
H43⁄8 T35⁄8 B23⁄4 D35⁄8 
4 doz./35# 2.00 cu.ft. 

Hi-Ball 
#133 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H5 T23⁄4 B2 D23⁄4 
3 doz./21# 1.08 cu.ft.  

Hi-Ball 
#172 
103⁄4 oz./31.8 cl./318 mL. 
H51⁄8 T23⁄4 B23⁄8 D27⁄8 
4 doz./29# 1.47 cu.ft. 

Hi-Ball 
#161 
101⁄4 oz./30.3 cl./303 mL. 
H51⁄4 T21⁄4 B21⁄2 D21⁄2 
4 doz./31# 1.21 cu.ft. 

Collins 
#126 
11 oz./32.6 cl./326 mL. 
H51⁄4 T27⁄8 B23⁄8 D27⁄8 
3 doz./21# 1.15 cu.ft. 

Beverage 
#159 
121⁄2 oz./37.0 cl./370 mL. 
H55⁄8 T27⁄8 B21⁄2 D27⁄8 
4 doz./34# 1.61 cu.ft.
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Double Old Fashioned 
#816CD 
15 oz./44.4 cl./444 mL. 
H43⁄8 T35⁄8 B23⁄4 D35⁄8 
3 doz./28# 1.59 cu.ft. 

Beverage 
#814CD 
121⁄2 oz./37.0 cl./370 mL. 
H55⁄8 T27⁄8 B21⁄2 D27⁄8 
3 doz./24# 1.21 cu.ft. 

Cooler 
#817CD 
15 oz./44.4 cl./444 mL. 
H61⁄4 T3 B21⁄2 D3 
3 doz./27# 1.45 cu.ft.

Cyclone 
#3617 
15 oz./44.4 cl./444 mL. 
H81⁄4 T31⁄8 B3 D31⁄8 
1 doz./9# .73 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#158 
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H61⁄4 T33⁄8 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
1 doz./10# .63 cu.ft. 

Side Water 
#149 
51⁄2 oz./16.3 cl./163 mL. 
H31⁄2 T23⁄8 B21⁄8 D23⁄8 
6 doz./29# 1.06 cu.ft. 

Split 
#151 
6 oz./17.8 cl./178 mL. 
H4 T23⁄8 B21⁄8 D23⁄8 
6 doz./31# 1.22 cu.ft.  
 

Hi-Ball 
#123 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H43⁄8 T21⁄2 B21⁄8 D21⁄2 
4 doz./20# .98 cu.ft. 

HEAVY BASE

HEAVY BASE FINEDGE HURRICANES

HURRICANES INVERNESS

Squall 
#3616 
141⁄2 oz./42.9 cl./429 mL. 
H81⁄4 T31⁄8 B3 D31⁄8 
1 doz./9# .73 cu.ft.

Hurricane 
#3623 
231⁄2 oz./69.5 cl./695 mL. 
H93⁄8 T31⁄2 B3 D31⁄2 
1 doz./11# 1.00 cu.ft.

Double Old Fashioned 
#15482 
121⁄4 oz./36.2 cl./362 mL. 
H37⁄8 T33⁄4 B31⁄8 D33⁄4 
2 doz./28# 1.01 cu.ft. 

Rocks 
#15481 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H31⁄2 T33⁄8 B31⁄8 D33⁄8 
3 doz./35# 1.07 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15480 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H31⁄4 T31⁄8 B27⁄8 D31⁄8 
2 doz./18# .60 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#15477 
151⁄4 oz./45.1 cl./451 mL. 
H61⁄8 T31⁄2 B21⁄2 D31⁄2 
2 doz./29# 1.31 cu.ft.

Safedge Rim Guarantee DuraTuffSafedge Rim and Foot GuaranteeFinedge

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Beverage 
#15483 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H55⁄8 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
3 doz./35# 1.46 cu.ft. 

Beverage 
#15478 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H53⁄8 T3 B21⁄8 D3 
3 doz./33# 1.31 cu.ft. 
 

Beverage 
#15479 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H51⁄4 T31⁄2 B25⁄8 D31⁄2 
3 doz./40# 1.63 cu.ft. 

Jigger 
#2303 
3 oz./8.9 cl./89 mL. 
H25⁄8 T2 B2 D2 
3 doz./10# .33 cu.ft. 
 

Juice 
#2349 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H31⁄2 T21⁄4 B21⁄4 D21⁄4 
3 doz./14# .53 cu.ft.

Old Fashioned 
#2328 
73⁄4 oz./22.9 cl./229 mL. 
H31⁄2 T27⁄8 B23⁄4 D27⁄8 
3 doz./20# .80 cu.ft. 

INVERNESS LEXINGTON

Old Fashioned 
#2338 
101⁄4 oz./30.3 cl./303 mL. 
H31⁄2 T31⁄4 B31⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./28# 1.07 cu.ft.

Double Old Fashioned 
#2339 
121⁄2 oz./37.0 cl./370 mL. 
H4 T31⁄4 B31⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./28# 1.19 cu.ft.

Hi-Ball 
#2323 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H4 T23⁄8 B23⁄8 D23⁄8 
3 doz./18# .68 cu.ft. 

Hi-Ball 
#2318 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H41⁄2 T23⁄8 B23⁄8 D23⁄8 
3 doz./19# .76 cu.ft. 
 

Beverage 
#2359 
111⁄4 oz./33.3 cl./333 mL. 
H5 T23⁄4 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
3 doz./23# 1.07 cu.ft.

Footed Hi-Ball 
#3537 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H55⁄8 T21⁄2 B21⁄2 D25⁄8 
3 doz./20# 1.09 cu.ft.

LEXINGTON

LEXINGTON MISCELLANEOUS TUMBLERS

Goblet 
#3556 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H61⁄4 T27⁄8 B25⁄8 D27⁄8 
3 doz./20# 1.32 cu.ft.

Side Water 
#5134 
4 oz./11.8 cl./118 mL. 
H31⁄8 T23⁄8 B2 D23⁄8 
6 doz./26# .93 cu.ft.  
 

Old Fashioned 
#5130 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H31⁄8 T27⁄8 B21⁄4 D27⁄8 
3 doz./19# .74 cu.ft.  
 

Old Fashioned 
#5131 
4 oz./11.8 cl./118 mL. 
H31⁄8 T27⁄8 B21⁄4 D27⁄8 
4 doz./33# .99 cu.ft.  
 

Champlain Juice 
#5005 
41⁄4 oz./12.6 cl./126 mL. 
H4 T21⁄4 B15⁄8 D21⁄4  
4 doz./17# .79 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#5279 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H31⁄2 T3 B23⁄4 D3 
3 doz./34# .91 cu.ft. 
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Mug 
#5203 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D53⁄4 
2 doz./26# 1.24 cu.ft.

Paneled Mug 
#5020 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H61⁄8 T31⁄2 B31⁄2 D5 
1 doz./27# .88 cu.ft. 
 

Paneled Mug 
#5018 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H61⁄8 T31⁄2 B31⁄2 D5 
1 doz./30# .88 cu.ft. 
 

Paneled Mug 
#5019 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H53⁄8 T31⁄4 B31⁄4 D47⁄8 
1 doz./25# .58 cu.ft. 
 

Paneled Mug 
#5021 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H53⁄8 T31⁄4 B31⁄4 D47⁄8 
1 doz./20# .69 cu.ft. 
 

Cafe Mug 
#5286 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H63⁄4 T31⁄8 B25⁄8 D5 
1 doz./17# .86 cu.ft. 
 

Mug 
#5202 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H55⁄8 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D55⁄8 
2 doz./28# 1.19 cu.ft. 
 

Handled Mug 
#5012 
121⁄2 oz./37.0 cl./370 mL. 
H51⁄2 T27⁄8 B23⁄8 D41⁄2 
2 doz./32# 1.28 cu.ft.

Scandinavia 
#5298 
15 oz./44.4 cl./444 mL. 
H61⁄4 T33⁄8 B31⁄2 D51⁄8 
1 doz./24# .93 cu.ft. 
 

Scandinavia 
#5297 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄8 B33⁄8 D47⁄8 
1 doz./20# .77 cu.ft. 

MUGS & TANKARDS

MUGS & TANKARDS

MUGS & TANKARDS

Handled Mug 
#5010 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H51⁄8 T33⁄8 B31⁄8 D41⁄2 
2 doz./41# 1.27 cu.ft.

Mug 
#5307 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H53⁄8 T27⁄8 B23⁄4 D45⁄8 
2 doz./36# 1.05 cu.ft. 
 

Mug 
#5309 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H55⁄8 T3 B27⁄8 D47⁄8 
2 doz./40# 1.26 cu.ft. 
 

Mug 
#5362 (replaces #5308) 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H53⁄4 T31⁄8 B3 D43⁄4 
1 doz./23# .66 cu.ft. 
 

Mug 
#5360 
22 oz./65.1 cl./651 mL. 
H8 T31⁄8 B31⁄4 D51⁄8 
1 doz./27# 1.10 cu.ft. 
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Maritime Mug 
#5027 
15 oz./44.4 cl./444 mL. 
H51⁄8 T31⁄4 B33⁄4 D5 
1 doz./21# .80 cu.ft.  
 

Mug 
#5273 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H51⁄2 T23⁄4 B23⁄4 D45⁄8 
1 doz./16# .62 cu.ft.  
 

Stein 
#5205 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H57⁄8 T27⁄8 B31⁄4 D41⁄2 
1 doz./26# .76 cu.ft. 
 

Stein 
#5206 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H57⁄8 T27⁄8 B31⁄4 D41⁄2 
1 doz./23# .76 cu.ft.  
 

Tankard 
#5092 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H61⁄8 T31⁄8 B31⁄8 D43⁄4 
1 doz./21# .78 cu.ft.

Frankfurt Mug 
#5001 
21 oz./62.1 cl./621 mL. 
H9 T3 B33⁄8 D43⁄8 
1 doz./28# 1.03 cu.ft.

Dimple Stein 
#5355 
191⁄4 oz./56.9 cl./569 mL. 
H47⁄8 T35⁄8 B23⁄4 D53⁄8 
2 doz./33# 1.64 cu.ft.  
 

Vienna Stein 
#5305 
111⁄2 oz./34.0 cl./340 mL. 
H51⁄4 T27⁄8 B23⁄8 D41⁄2 
2 doz./22# 1.20 cu.ft. 
 

Handled Mug 
#5011 
15 oz./44.4 cl./444 mL. 
H51⁄2 T3 B35⁄8 D41⁄2 
1 doz./17# .73 cu.ft. 
 

Thumbprint Stein 
#5303 
191⁄2 oz./57.7 cl./577 mL. 
H55⁄8 T33⁄8 B27⁄8 D67⁄8 
2 doz./32# 1.62 cu.ft. 
 

MUGS & TANKARDS

MUGS & TANKARDS

MUGS | SPECIALTY MUGS MUGS | SUPER MUGS

Drinking Jar 
#97084 
161⁄2 oz./48.8 cl./488 mL. 
H51⁄4 T25⁄8 B21⁄2 D41⁄8 
1 doz./12# .63 cu.ft.

Drinking Jar 
#97085 
161⁄2 oz./48.8 cl./488 mL. 
H51⁄4 T25⁄8 B21⁄2 D41⁄8 
1 doz./12# .62 cu.ft.

Boot Mug 
#97036 
17 oz./50.0 cl./500 mL. 
H61⁄2 T31⁄4 B37⁄8 D55⁄8 
1 doz./17# .98 cu.ft.

Sport Mug 
#5272 
25 oz./73.9 cl./739 mL. 
H71⁄8 T35⁄8 B35⁄8 D55⁄8 
1 doz./34# 1.13 cu.ft.  
 

Super Mug 
#5262 
34 oz./99.8 cl./998 mL. 
H8 T4 B4 D6 
1 doz./39# 1.50 cu.ft.  
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Iced Tea 
#1906HT 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H51⁄8 T25⁄8 B21⁄2 D23⁄4 
6 doz./28# 1.89 cu.ft. 
 

Regency Rockwall 
Beer 
#1907HT 
123⁄4 oz./37.7 cl./377 mL. 
H51⁄2 T25⁄8 B25⁄8 D23⁄4 
6 doz./37# 2.16 cu.ft. 

Juice 
#23496 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H31⁄2 T21⁄4 B21⁄4 D21⁄4 
6 doz./28# .99 cu.ft.  
 

Hi-Ball 
#23236 
63⁄4 oz./20.0 cl./200 mL. 
H41⁄8 T23⁄8 B23⁄8 D21⁄2 
4 doz./23# .91 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#1514 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H27⁄8 T3 B17⁄8 D3 
3 doz./12# .74 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#1513 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H31⁄8 T31⁄4 B2 D31⁄4 
3 doz./16# 1.0 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#1512  
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H31⁄2 T31⁄4 B2 D31⁄4 
3 doz./16# 1.08 cu.ft.

NEW EMBASSY

NO-NIK NOB HILL

NOB HILL

Hi-Ball 
#23186 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H41⁄2 T23⁄8 B23⁄8 D21⁄2 
4 doz./25# 1.01 cu.ft.

Old Fashioned 
#23386 
101⁄4 oz./30.3 cl./303 mL. 
H33⁄8 T31⁄4 B31⁄8 D31⁄4 
2 doz./16# .69 cu.ft. 

Old Fashioned 
#23286 
73⁄4 oz./22.9 cl./229 mL. 
H31⁄2 T23⁄4 B23⁄4 D27⁄8 
4 doz./25# 1.06 cu.ft.

Double Old Fashioned 
#23396 
121⁄4 oz./36.2 cl./362 mL. 
H37⁄8 T31⁄8 B31⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./29# 1.19 cu.ft.

Hi-Ball 
#23256 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H45⁄8 T21⁄2 B21⁄2 D25⁄8 
4 doz./31# 1.18 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#23596 
111⁄4 oz./33.3 cl./333 mL. 
H5 T23⁄4 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
2 doz./16#h .72 cu.ft. 

See page 201  
for Handling 
Procedures

Safedge Rim Guarantee Heat Treated DuraTuffSafedge Rim and Foot Guarantee

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Juice 
#15640 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H41⁄8 T3 B21⁄4 D3 
3 doz./21# .92 cu.ft.  

Rocks 
#2391  
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H33⁄8 T23⁄4 B23⁄8 D3 
2 doz./13# .57 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#2392  
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H35⁄8 T27⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
2 doz./17# .73 cu.ft.

Double Old Fashioned 
#2394  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H41⁄8 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄2 
2 doz./19# .91 cu.ft.

Tall Hi-Ball 
#23106 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H6 T21⁄2 B21⁄4 D21⁄2 
3 doz./24# 1.00 cu.ft. 

Cooler 
#15642 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H61⁄8 T35⁄8 B21⁄2 D35⁄8 
3 doz./33# 1.70 cu.ft.

Iced Tea 
#15643 
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H65⁄8 T35⁄8 B25⁄8 D35⁄8 
2 doz./31# 1.45 cu.ft.

Jumbo Cooler 
#15645 
24 oz./71.0 cl./710 mL. 
H7 T33⁄4 B27⁄8 D33⁄4 
1 doz./15# .82 cu.ft.

PANELED TUMBLERSNOB HILL

PANELED 
TUMBLERS PERCEPTION

PERCEPTION

Beverage 
#2393  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H53⁄4 T23⁄8 B21⁄4 D27⁄8 
2 doz./16# .85 cu.ft. 

Beverage 
#2395  
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H61⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄8 D3 
2 doz./18# .97 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#2396 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H63⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄8 D31⁄16 
2 doz./18# 1.05 cu.ft.

White Wine 
#3058  
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H7 T21⁄4 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
2 doz./11# .96 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3065  
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H71⁄4 T23⁄8 B23⁄4 D3 
2 doz./13# 1.10 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3057  
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H77⁄8 T21⁄2 B27⁄8 D31⁄8 
2 doz./14# 1.33 cu.ft.

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Glassware is a consumable item but there 
is a lot you can do in handling to derive 
the most value from your glass purchase.

A.  Thermal shock is the leading cause of 
breakage so monitor your warewash 
temperatures frequently. If you are using a 
glass washer in the bar, temperatures are 
less critical but still important to monitor. 

B.   Having ample glass stock on hand reduces 
handling and allows glass temperatures 
to stabilize before and after the ware 
washing process. This is particularly 
important with heavy bottom glass ware.

C.   Compartment dish racks are important to 
lessen shock during the washing process. 
Storing glass in the racks from the dish 

room to the service station will also reduce 
handling and lower breakage.

D.  Never store cutlery in glassware.

E.   Train staff to pick up and handle glass 
individually to reduce impact shock. 

F.   When bussing the tables, use separate or 
compartmented bus boxes to separate the 
glass returning to the dish room.

G.   A quiet dish room will have less breakage 
in both china and glass. If you hear a lot 
of product banging together, you will have 
increased breakage.

H.  If you experience an unusual increase in 
breakage, it is natural to assume a glass lot 
is defective, but in truth, that is rarely the 

case. Save your broken glass and contact 
your Russell Sales Representative who 
will survey your handling procedures and 
work with you to identify the cause of the 
breakage. It may include sending samples 
back to the factory for analysis.

HANDL ING PROCEDURES

Red Wine 
#3064  
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H7 T23⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
2 doz./12# 1.17 cu.ft.

Red Wine 
#3056  
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H71⁄8 T23⁄4 B27⁄8 D33⁄8 
2 doz./13# 1.38 cu.ft.

Red Wine 
#3014  
131⁄2 oz./39.9 cl./399 mL. 
H73⁄4 T27⁄8 B3 D35⁄8 
2 doz./16# 1.75 cu.ft.

Cordial 
#3088  
41⁄8 oz./12.2 cl./122 mL. 
H57⁄8 T2 B21⁄4 D23⁄8 
2 doz./7# .60 cu.ft.

Tall Goblet 
#3011  
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H81⁄4 T23⁄4 B3 D33⁄8 
2 doz./18# 1.63 cu.ft.

Balloon 
#3061  
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H81⁄2 T31⁄4 B31⁄4 D41⁄8 
1 doz./9# 1.22 cu.ft.

Tall Wine 
#3060  
20 oz./59.2 cl./592 mL. 
H87⁄8 T31⁄8 B31⁄4 D37⁄8 
1 doz./10# 1.10 cu.ft.

Red Wine 
#3069  
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H61⁄2 T25⁄8 B23⁄4 D3 
2 doz./11# 1.04 cu.ft.

PERCEPTION

PERCEPTION

Safedge Rim and Foot Guarantee DuraTuff

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Banquet Goblet 
#3010  
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H61⁄2 T23⁄4 B3 D33⁄8 
2 doz./17# 1.33 cu.ft.

Flute 
#3096  
53⁄4 oz./17.0 cl./170 mL. 
H81⁄2 T17⁄8 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
1 doz./6# .57 cu.ft.

Mario Pitcher 
#1783127 
58 oz./1.7 L. 
H83⁄4 T41⁄4 B31⁄2 D71⁄2 
1⁄2 doz./11# 1.10 cu.ft. 
 

Atlantis Pitcher 
#1787724 
73 oz./2.2 L. 
H111⁄8 T53⁄4 B31⁄2 D73⁄4 
1⁄2 doz./22# 1.49 cu.ft.

Impressions Pitcher 
#1790907 
80 oz./2.4 L. 
H101⁄8 T41⁄2 B55⁄8 D73⁄8 
1⁄2 doz./24# 1.79 cu.ft.

PITCHERSPERCEPTION

Litre Pitcher 
#5263 
1 Litre 
H85⁄8 T4 B4 D61⁄4 
1 doz./38# 1.61 cu.ft. 

Litre Pitcher 
#1792421 
37 oz./109.5 cl./1095 mL. 
H73⁄4 T47⁄8 B31⁄2 D65⁄8 
1⁄2 doz./15# .79 cu.ft.

Pitcher 
#5260 
60 oz./177.4 cl./1774 mL. 
H91⁄4 T53⁄4 B41⁄8 D77⁄8 
1⁄2 doz./27# 1.34 cu.ft.

Pitcher 
#13129021 
1⁄4 Litre 
H41⁄2 T25⁄8 B23⁄8 D4 
1 doz./10# .41 cu.ft.

Pitcher 
#13129521 
1⁄2 Litre 
H51⁄2 T33⁄8 B3 D43⁄4 
1 doz./15# .77 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15821  
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H41⁄4 T31⁄2 B21⁄4 D31⁄2 
1 doz./11# .49 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15822 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H43⁄8 T37⁄8 B23⁄8 D37⁄8 
1 doz./12# .59 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#15824  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H61⁄8 T31⁄4 B21⁄8 D31⁄4 
1 doz./13# .56 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#15825  
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H61⁄2 T31⁄2 B21⁄8 D31⁄2 
1 doz./15# .66 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#15826  
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H63⁄4 T35⁄8 B21⁄4 D35⁄8 
1 doz./17# .74 cu.ft.

QUADRA

PITCHERS
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For Glassware 
Product 
Guide see 
page 214

Wine 
#7533 
16 oz./47.4cl./474 mL. 
H85⁄8 T25⁄8 B3 D31⁄2 
1 doz./7# .89 cu.ft.

Wine 
#7534 
193⁄4 oz./59.2 cl/592 mL. 
H9 T23⁄4 B31⁄8 D35⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.1 cu.ft.

Wine  
#7533-1358m 
16 oz./47.4cl/474 mL. 
H85⁄8 T25⁄8 B3 D31⁄2 
1 doz./7# .89 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15434 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H33⁄8 T33⁄8 B23⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./24# .99 cu.ft.  

Wine  
#7530  
81⁄2 oz/25.1cl/251mL. 
H71⁄8 T21⁄8 B25⁄8 D33⁄4 
1 doz. /5# .51 cu.ft.

Wine 
#7531 
101⁄2 oz/30.5cl./305mL. 
H75⁄8 T21⁄4 B23⁄4 D3 
1 doz. /5# .62 cu.ft.

Wine  
#7532 
121⁄2 oz./37.ocl/370mL. 
H8 T21⁄2 B27⁄8 D31⁄8 
1 doz. /6# .67 cu.ft.

RESERVE

RESERVE ROOM 
TUMBLERS

ROOM TUMBLERS

Rocks 
#15626 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H35⁄8 T3 B23⁄4 D3 
3 doz./23# .87 cu.ft.  
 

Rocks 
#15457 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H35⁄8 T33⁄8 B25⁄8 D33⁄8 
3 doz./23# .93 cu.ft.  
 

Rocks 
#15602 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H35⁄8 T33⁄8 B21⁄8 D33⁄8 
3 doz./24# 1.08 cu.ft. 

Room Tumbler 
#494 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H33⁄8 T31⁄8 B21⁄8 D31⁄8 
1 doz./8# .30 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15481 
9 oz./26.6 cl./266 mL. 
H31⁄2 T33⁄8 B31⁄8 D33⁄8 
3 doz./35# 1.07 cu.ft.  
 

Beverage 
#917CD 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H31⁄2 T31⁄4 B31⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./26# 1.06 cu.ft.

Finedge Safedge Rim Guarantee Safedge Rim and Foot GuaranteeSheer Rim/D.T.E. DuraTuff

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Beverage 
#9171CD 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H31⁄2 T31⁄4 B31⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./26# 1.05 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#15232 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H37⁄8 T31⁄2 B21⁄2 D31⁄2 
3 doz./27# 1.19 cu.ft.

Votive 
#1965 
43⁄4 oz./14.1 cl./141 mL. 
H21⁄2 T21⁄8 B13⁄8 D25⁄8 
3 doz./7# .47 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#1966CD 
51⁄4 oz./15.5 cl./155 mL. 
H23⁄8 T25⁄8 B11⁄4 D27⁄8 
4 doz./13# .77 cu.ft.

ROUND ONES

Rocks 
#1968CD 
81⁄4 oz./24.4 cl./244 mL. 
H23⁄4 T27⁄8 B11⁄2 D31⁄4 
4 doz./17# 1.11 cu.ft.

Troyano Shooter 
#1787386 
53⁄8 oz./15.9 cl./159 mL. 
H53⁄8 T23⁄8 B17⁄8 D23⁄8 
2 doz./21# .54 cu.ft.

Spirit Glass 
#155 
13⁄4 oz./5.0 cl./50 mL. 
H41⁄8 T2 B11⁄2 D2 
2 doz./9# .31 cu.ft.

Cordial 
#1650SR 
21⁄2 oz./7.4 cl./74 mL. 
H41⁄8 T11⁄2 B13⁄8 D11⁄2 
2 doz./6# .21 cu.ft.   
 

ROUND ONES SHOOTERS

SHOOTERS

Tequila Shooter 
#1709712  
1 oz./3.0 cl./30 mL. 
H3 T11⁄2 B11⁄8 D11⁄2 
6 doz./16# .56 cu.ft.   

Tequila Shooter 
#9862324  
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H35⁄8 T11⁄2 B11⁄4 D11⁄2 
6 doz./16# .72 cu.ft. 

Tequila Shooter 
#9562269  
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
H41⁄4 T15⁄8 B13⁄8 D15⁄8 
6 doz./23# .76 cu.ft.

Cordial 
#3826 
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
H45⁄8 T15⁄8 B2 D2 
3 doz./9# .54 cu.ft.   
 

Shooter 
#5109 
17⁄8 oz./5.6 cl./56 mL. 
H31⁄2 T2 B13⁄8 D2 
2 doz./7# .28 cu.ft.  

Hurricane Shot Glass 
#3789 
13⁄8 oz./4.1 cl./41 mL. 
H41⁄4 T13⁄8 B13⁄4 D13⁄4 
3 doz./6# .41 cu.ft. 

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Whiskey 
#5120 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H23⁄8 T2 B13⁄8 D2 
6–1 doz. cartons/17# 
.58 cu.ft. 

Lined 
#5120 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
1 oz. 
6–1 doz. cartons/17# 
.58 cu.ft. 

Whiskey 
#5121 
11⁄4 oz./3.7 cl./37 mL. 
H23⁄8 T2 B13⁄8 D2 
6–1 doz. cartons/20# 
.58 cu.ft. 

Lined 
#5121 
11⁄4 oz./3.7 cl./37 mL. 
3⁄4 oz, 7⁄8 oz 
6–1 doz. cartons/20# 
.58 cu.ft.

Fluted Whiskey 
#5127 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H27⁄8 T21⁄4 B13⁄4 D21⁄4 
4–1 doz. cartons/28# 
.59 cu.ft. 

Fluted Lined 
#5127 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
3⁄4 oz., 7⁄8 oz. 
4–1 doz. cartons/28# 
.59 cu.ft.

Boot Shot 
#97038 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H31⁄8 T15⁄8 B21⁄8 D23⁄4 
3 doz./9# .44 cu.ft.  

Maritime Shot 
#5026 
11⁄4 oz./3.7 cl./37 mL. 
H23⁄8 T15⁄8 B2 D23⁄8 
3 doz./9# .30 cu.ft.   

Whiskey 
#5122 
1 oz./3.0 cl./30 mL. 
H23⁄8 T2 B13⁄8 D2 
6–1 doz. cartons/23# 
.58 cu.ft. 

Lined 
#5122 
1 oz./3.0 cl./30 mL. 
5⁄8 oz. 
6–1 doz. cartons/23# 
.58 cu.ft.

Whiskey 
#48 
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
H23⁄8 T2 B11⁄2 D2 
6–1 doz. cartons/17# 
.58 cu.ft. 

Whiskey 
#5114 
13⁄4 oz./5.2 cl./52 mL. 
H23⁄8 T2 B13⁄8 D2 
6 doz./14# .62 cu.ft. 

SHOOTERS | SPECIALTY SHOTS WHISKEY SERVICE

SHOOTERS | WHISKEY SERVICE

SHOOTERS | WHISKEY SERVICE

Fluted Whiskey 
#5135 
11⁄4 oz./3.7 cl./37 mL. 
H27⁄8 T21⁄4 B13⁄4 D21⁄4 
4–1 doz. cartons/29# 
.59 cu.ft. 

Fluted Lined 
#5135 
11⁄4 oz./3.7 cl./37 mL. 
1⁄2 oz. 
4–1 doz. cartons/29# 
.59 cu.ft.

Fluted Whiskey 
#5126 
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
H27⁄8 T21⁄4 B13⁄4 D21⁄4 
4–1 doz. cartons/24# 
.59 cu.ft. 

Fluted Lined 
#5126 
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
3⁄4 oz, 7⁄8 oz. 1 oz. 
4–1 doz. cartons/24# 
.59 cu.ft.

Tall Whiskey 
#5031 
1 oz./3.0 cl./30 mL. 
H27⁄8 T13⁄4 B11⁄4 D13⁄4 
6–1 doz. cartons/21# 
.58 cu.ft. 

Tall Whiskey 
#5033 
1 oz./3.0 cl./30 mL. 
H27⁄8 T13⁄4 B13⁄8 D13⁄4 
6 doz./18# .49 cu.ft. 
0.96 oz. to line 

Finedge Safedge Rim Guarantee Safedge Rim and Foot Guarantee
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Whiskey 
#2303 
3 oz./8.9 cl./89 mL. 
H25⁄8 T2 B2 D2 
3 doz./10# .33 cu.ft.

Prism Shot 
#5277 
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
H21⁄2 T17⁄8 B15⁄8 D17⁄8 
6 doz./25# .58 cu.ft.

Tall Whiskey 
#5138 
1 oz./3.0 cl./30 mL. 
H3 T21⁄4 B13⁄4 D21⁄4 
4–1 doz. cartons/31# 
.59 cu.ft. 

Tall Whiskey 
#5030 
3⁄4 oz./2.2 cl./22 mL. 
H27⁄8 T13⁄4 B11⁄4 D13⁄4 
6–1 doz. cartons/26# 
.58 cu.ft.

SHOOTERS | WHISKEY SERVICE

Whiskey 
#5128 
7⁄8 oz./2.6 cl./26 mL. 
H23⁄8 T2 B15⁄8 D2 
6–1 doz. cartons/22# 
.58 cu.ft.

Whiskey (Cobalt) 
#5120B 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H23⁄8 T2 B13⁄8 D2 
6 doz./16# .53 cu.ft. 

Whiskey (Black) 
#5120E 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H23⁄8 T2 B13⁄8 D2 
6 doz./16# .53 cu.ft.  

Wine 
#3831  
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H71⁄8 T21⁄8 B25⁄8 D23⁄4 
1 doz./6# .50 cu.ft.

SHOOTERS | WHISKEY SERVICE SONOMA

SONOMA SPECIALTY GLASSWARE

Wine 
#3832  
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H73⁄8 T21⁄4 B23⁄4 D3 
1 doz./6# .60 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3833  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H75⁄8 T21⁄2 B23⁄4 D31⁄8  
1 doz./7# .65 cu.ft.

Wine 
#3834  
16 oz./47.2 cl./472 mL. 
H83⁄8 T25⁄8 B3 D33⁄8 
1 doz./8# .81 cu.ft.

Z-Stem Martini 
#37719 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H53⁄8 T37⁄8 B23⁄4 D37⁄8 
1 doz./5# .71 cu.ft. 
 

Z-Stem Martini 
#37799 
91⁄4 oz./27.4 cl./274 mL. 
H61⁄2 T43⁄8 B3 D43⁄8 
1 doz./7# 1.13 cu.ft.

Z-Stem Poco Grande 
#37179 
131⁄2 oz./39.9 cl./399 mL. 
H75⁄8 T3 B27⁄8 D35⁄8 
1 doz./7# .75 cu.ft. 

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Remember, careful glass 
handling can add to the service 
life of your glassware which 

means a better return for you on your 
investment. There are two major causes 
of glass breakage; Mechanical Impact 
and Thermal Shock.

- Mechanical Impact is the result of 
contact with another object; a spoon, a 
beer tap, another glass, or the floor!

- Thermal Shock is the result of 
temperature change; e.g. putting ice  
into a warm or hot glass. 

H E L P F U L  H I N T

Z-Stem Flute 
#37959 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H81⁄8 T2 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
1 doz./6# .55 cu.ft.

Z-Stem Margarita 
#30299 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H7 T41⁄2 B27⁄8 D41⁄2 
1 doz./8# 1.12 cu.ft.

Napoli Grande 
#1619 
151⁄2 oz./45.8 cl./458 mL. 
H81⁄2 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
1 doz./11# .70 cu.ft.

Metropolis Cocktail 
#3649LS 
93⁄4 oz./28.8 cl./288 mL. 
H7 T47⁄8 B31⁄4 D47⁄8 
1 doz./9# 1.39 cu.ft. 

SPECIALTY GLASSWARE

Teardrop Goblet 
#3911B 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H71⁄4 T27⁄8 B27⁄8 D33⁄8 
1 doz./8# .71 cu.ft.

Cosmopolitan 
#400 
81⁄4 oz./24.4 cl./244 mL. 
H37⁄8 T4 B21⁄4 D4 
1 doz./8# .60 cu.ft.

Cactus Margarita 
#3619JS  
12 oz./35.5 cl./ 355 mL. 
H61⁄8 T33⁄4 B3 D4 
1 doz./7# .81 cu.ft. 
 

Cactus Margarita 
#3620JS  
16 oz./47.3 cl./ 473 mL. 
H61⁄4 T43⁄8 B3 D43⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.00 cu.ft.

SPECIALTY GLASSWARE

STRAIGHT SIDED

Juice 
#556HT 
5 oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H31⁄2 T21⁄4 B17⁄8 D21⁄4 
6 doz./16# .95 cu.ft.

Zombie 
#115 
131⁄2 oz./39.9 cl./399 mL. 
H7 T21⁄2 B21⁄4 D21⁄2 
6 doz./40# 2.22 cu.ft.

Zombie 
#96 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H6 T21⁄2 B21⁄4 D21⁄2 
6 doz./32# 1.91 cu.ft.

Zombie 
#95 
11 oz./32.5 cl./325 mL. 
H57⁄8 T21⁄2 B21⁄4 D21⁄2 
6 doz./34# 1.86 cu.ft.

Safedge Rim Guarantee Heat Treated Safedge Rim and Foot GuaranteeSheer Rim/D.T.E.

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Zombie 
#94 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H51⁄4 T21⁄2 B21⁄4 D21⁄2 
6 doz./29# 1.71 cu.ft.

Iced Tea 
#551HT   
121⁄2 oz./37.0 cl./370 mL. 
H51⁄4 T23⁄4 B23⁄8 D27⁄8 
6 doz./32# 2.18 cu.ft.

Rocks 
#1654SR 
7 oz./20.7 cl./207 mL. 
H33⁄8 T27⁄8 B23⁄4 D27⁄8 
2 doz./16# .49 cu.ft. 
 

Cordial 
#1650SR 
21⁄2 oz./7.4 cl./74 mL. 
H41⁄8 T11⁄2 B13⁄8 D11⁄2 
2 doz./6# .21 cu.ft. 
 

Rocks 
#1660SR 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H41⁄8 T31⁄8 B27⁄8 D31⁄8 
2 doz./19# .71 cu.ft.

Beverage 
#1661SR 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H65⁄8 T21⁄2 B21⁄4 D21⁄2 
2 doz./17# .79 cu.ft. 

STRAIGHT SIDED SUPER SHAM

Super Thistle 
#3402 
15 oz./44.4 cl./444 mL. 
H81⁄2 T37⁄8 B31⁄4 D37⁄8 
1 doz./15# 1.09 cu.ft.

Super Margarita 
#1721361 
56 oz./1.7 L 
H105⁄8 T71⁄2 B51⁄4 D71⁄2 
1⁄2 doz./18# 2.89 cu.ft.

SUPER STEMS TABLETOP

Shaker 
#5045 
Aluminum Top 
2 oz./5.9 cl./59 mL. 
H31⁄8 T11⁄4 B11⁄2 D15⁄8 
6 doz./13# .76 cu.ft.

Winchester Shaker, 
#70022 
Chrome Plated Brass Top 
11⁄2 oz./4.3 cl./43 mL.  
H41⁄8 T1 B2 D2 
2 doz./7# .38 cu ft.

Summit Shaker 
#75301  
Chrome Plated Metal Top 
21⁄4 oz./6.7 cl./67 mL. 
H55⁄8 T3⁄4 B11⁄2 D11⁄2 
3-2 doz./21# 1.18 cu ft

Super Martini 
#9570101 
44 oz./1.3 L 
H101⁄8 T91⁄4 B51⁄4 D91⁄4 
1⁄2 doz./18# 3.76 cu.ft.

56 oz 44 oz

TABLETOP

Shaker 
#5221 
Chrome Plated Plastic Top 
11⁄4 oz./3.7 cl./37 mL. 
H37⁄8 T15⁄8 B15⁄8 D13⁄4 
2 doz./9# .25 cu ft.

Shaker 
#5037 
Chrome Plated Plastic Top 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H41⁄8 T15⁄8 B15⁄8 D21⁄4 
2 doz./11#  .30 cu ft.

Shaker 
#70017 
Stainless Steel Top 
1 oz./3.0 cl./30 mL. 
H31⁄8 T11⁄4 B15⁄8 D15⁄8 
12 doz./21# .84 cu ft.

Shaker 
#97052 
Stainless Steel Top 
2 oz./5.7 cl./57 mL. 
H41⁄8 T11⁄2 B11⁄2 D11⁄2 
6 doz./22# .61 cu ft. 

Cheese Shaker 
#70132 
Stainless Steel Top 
53⁄4 oz./17.0 cl./170 mL. 
H35⁄8 T23⁄8 B21⁄8 D23⁄4 
3 doz./13# .83 cu.ft.

Sugar Pourer 
#70141 
Stainless Steel Top 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H53⁄4 T3 B3 D3 
2 doz./20# 1.00 cu.ft.

Cheese Shaker 
#70140 
Stainless Steel Top 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H53⁄4 T3 B3 D3 
2 doz./20# 1.00 cu.ft
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41⁄4” Sugar Package 
Holder, #5460 
H21⁄8 T41⁄4 B37⁄8 D41⁄4 
2 doz./16# .47 cu.ft.

31⁄2” Sugar Package 
Holder, #5258 
H21⁄8 T31⁄2 B31⁄2 D31⁄2 
2 doz./11# .35 cu.ft.

Supreme Liner  
#5119 
5oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H13⁄4 T33⁄4 B15⁄8 D33⁄4 
6 doz./20# 1.40 cu.ft.

Ramekin  
#15445 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44mL. 
H11⁄8 T23⁄8 B17⁄8 D23⁄8 
3 doz./4# .34 cu.ft.

Pinch Decanter/Bud 
Vase, #5058 
11⁄2 oz./4.4 cl./44 mL. 
H31⁄2 T11⁄8 B11⁄2 D2 
12 doz./24#  
1.45 cu.ft.

Cruet w/Stopper 
#75305 
6 oz./17.7 cl./177 mL. 
H43⁄8 T11⁄2 B13⁄4 D27⁄8 
1 doz./7# .44 cu.ft.

Server, #5065 
111⁄2 oz./34.5 cl./345 mL. 
H43⁄4 T21⁄8 B23⁄8 D31⁄4 
2 doz./8# .94 cu.ft. 
Server Lid, #96073 
6 doz./5# .27 cu.ft.

Oil and Vinegar 
Cruet, #75391 
Stainless Steel Top 
4 oz./11.8 cl./118 mL. 
H53⁄8 T11⁄8 B21⁄8 D25⁄8 
1 doz./7# .24 cu.ft.

TABLETOP

TABLETOP

TABLETOP TEARDROP

Ramekin 
#15446 
3 oz./8.9 cl./89 mL. 
H13⁄8 T3 B21⁄4 D3 
3 doz./7# .37 cu.ft.

Ramekin 
#15447 
5oz./14.8 cl./148 mL. 
H2 T33⁄8 B21⁄4 D33⁄8 
3 doz./12# .59 cu.ft.

Oyster Cocktail 
#5160 
21⁄4 oz./6.6 cl./66mL. 
H17⁄8 T21⁄2 B13⁄4  D21⁄2 
12 doz./26# 1.26 cu.ft.

Red Wine 
#3969 
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H53⁄4 T25⁄8 B25⁄8 D3 
3 doz./14# 1.4 cu.ft.

Red Wine 
#3964 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H61⁄8 T23⁄4 B27⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./18# 1.69 cu.ft.

White Wine 
#3966 
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H61⁄4 T23⁄8 B25⁄8 D23⁄4 
3 doz./15# 1.27 cu.ft.

Finedge Safedge Rim Guarantee Safedge Rim and Foot Guarantee

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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White Wine 
#3965 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H71⁄8 T25⁄8 B23⁄4 D3 
2 doz./13# 1.11 cu.ft.

Flute 
#3996 
53⁄4 oz./17.0 cl./170 mL. 
H73⁄4 T2 B23⁄4 D23⁄4 
1 doz./6# .53 cu.ft.

Wine Tumbler 
#3934 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H47⁄8 T21⁄2 B21⁄2 D27⁄8 
2 doz./12# .71 cu.ft.

Balloon 
#7503  
131⁄2 oz./39.9 cl./399 mL. 
H75⁄8 T31⁄4 B31⁄4 D35⁄8 
1 doz./7# .86 cu.ft.

Balloon 
#7505  
181⁄4 oz./54.0 cl./540 mL. 
H81⁄4 T31⁄8 B31⁄4 D4 
1 doz./8# 1.21 cu.ft.

Balloon 
#7509  
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H77⁄8 T33⁄8 B31⁄4 D37⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.00 cu.ft.

TEARDROP VINA

VINA

Wine 
#7520  
18 oz./53.2 cl./532 mL. 
H87⁄8 T23⁄4 B31⁄4 D31⁄2 
1 doz./8# .93 cu.ft.

Wine 
#7519  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H81⁄8 T23⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
1 doz./6# .68 cu.ft.

Tall Wine 
#7517  
101⁄4 oz./30.3 cl./303 mL. 
H81⁄4 T21⁄4 B3 D3 
1 doz./6# .66 cu.ft.

Tall Wine 
#7502  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H81⁄8  T3 B31⁄4 D35⁄8 
1 doz./6# .77 cu.ft.

Flute 
#7500  
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H91⁄4 T2 B31⁄4 D31⁄4 
1 doz./6# .81 cu.ft. 

Trumpet Flute 
#7552  
61⁄2 oz./19.2 cl./192 mL. 
H93⁄4 T23⁄4 B31⁄4 D31⁄4 
1 doz./7# .87 cu.ft. 

Sherry 
#3988 
3 oz./8.9 cl./89 mL. 
H53⁄8 T17⁄8 B21⁄4 D21⁄4 
3 doz./10# .76 cu.ft. 
 

Goblet 
#3914 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H51⁄2 T3 B23⁄4 D31⁄4 
3 doz./18# 1.50 cu.ft.

Hi-Ball 
#3936 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H57⁄8 T21⁄2 B21⁄2 D23⁄4 
3 doz./18# 1.25 cu.ft.

Beer 
#3915 
143⁄4 oz./43.6 cl./436 mL. 
H7 T21⁄2 B27⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./23# 1.89 cu.ft.

Goblet 
#3911 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H71⁄4 T27⁄8 B27⁄8 D33⁄8 
3 doz./23# 2.11 cu.ft.

All Purpose Wine 
#3957 
103⁄4 oz./31.8 cl./318 mL. 
H71⁄4 T23⁄4 B27⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./20# 2.06 cu.ft.

TEARDROP
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A variety of styles 
from which to 
choose; each glass 
is designed to 
meet the specific 
needs of the most  
discriminating  
restaurants  
and hotels.

Diamond Balloon 
#7515  
181⁄4 oz./54.0 cl./540 mL. 
H81⁄2 T23⁄4 B31⁄4 D4 
1 doz./8# 1.13 cu.ft.

Diamond Tall Wine 
#7516  
121⁄2 oz./37.0 cl./370 mL. 
H85⁄8 T21⁄4 B31⁄4 D31⁄4 
1 doz./7# .81 cu.ft.

Wine Taster 
#8552  
123⁄4 oz./37.7 cl./377 mL. 
H71⁄2 T23⁄8 B31⁄4 D31⁄4 
2 doz./11# 1.44 cu.ft.

Martini 
#7512  
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H67⁄8 T47⁄8 B31⁄4 D47⁄8 
1 doz./6# 1.42 cu.ft. 

Tall Wine 
#7504  
181⁄2 oz./54.7 cl./547 mL. 
H91⁄8  T27⁄8 B31⁄4 D35⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.01 cu.ft.

Tall Wine 
#7510  
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H9 T25⁄8  B31⁄4 D31⁄2 
1 doz./7# .92 cu.ft. 

Wine Taster 
#7508  
123⁄4 oz./37.7 cl./377 mL. 
H81⁄4 T21⁄2 B31⁄4 D33⁄8 
1 doz./6# .79 cu.ft.

Grand Wine Taster 
#7551  
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H9 T25⁄8 B35⁄8 D35⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.04 cu.ft. 

Goblet 
#7513  
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H63⁄8 T27⁄8 B31⁄4  D31⁄2 
1 doz./7# .67 cu.ft. 

Martini 
#7518  
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H71⁄4  T45⁄8 B31⁄4  D45⁄8 
1 doz./7# 1.38 cu.ft. 
 

Vina Decanter 
#96958S1A  
60 oz./1.7 L. 
H101⁄4  T31⁄8 B51⁄4  D73⁄8 
2 pcs./7# 1.01 cu.ft.

Balloon 
#7522SR  
18 oz./53.2 cl./532 mL. 
H8 T27⁄8 B31⁄4 D37⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.03 cu.ft.

VINA

VINA

VINA

Finedge Safedge Rim GuaranteeSheer Rim/D.T.E.

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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Wine 
#7521SR  
22 oz./65.1 cl./651 mL. 
H93⁄8 T27⁄8 B31⁄4 D33⁄4 
1 doz./8# 1.09 cu.ft.

Wine 
#7520SR  
18 oz./53.2 cl./532 mL. 
H87⁄8 T23⁄4 B31⁄4 D31⁄2 
1 doz./8# .93 cu.ft.

Wine 
#7519SR  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H81⁄8 T23⁄8 B23⁄4 D31⁄8 
1 doz./6# .68 cu.ft.

Tall Wine 
#7510SR  
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H9 T25⁄8 B31⁄4 D31⁄2 
1 doz./7# .92 cu.ft.

Grand Wine 
#7555SR  
183⁄4 oz./55.5 cl./555 mL. 
H95⁄8 T27⁄8 B35⁄8 D35⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.07 cu.ft.

Tall Wine 
#7502SR  
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H81⁄8 T3 B31⁄4 D35⁄8 
1 doz./6# .77 cu.ft.

VINA II

Grand Wine Taster 
#7551SR  
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H9 T25⁄8 B35⁄8 D35⁄8 
1 doz./8# 1.04 cu.ft.

Goblet 
#8513SR 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H63⁄8  T27⁄8 B31⁄4 D31⁄2 
2 doz./13# 1.32 cu.ft.

Mug 
#5213 
13 oz./38.5 cl./385 mL. 
H33⁄4 T33⁄8 B33⁄8 D43⁄4 
1 doz./13# .52 cu.ft.

Mug (Cobalt) 
#5213B 
13 oz./38.5 cl./385 mL. 
H33⁄4 T33⁄8 B33⁄8 D43⁄4 
1 doz./13# .52 cu.ft.

Mug (Juniper) 
#5213J 
13 oz./38.5 cl./385 mL. 
H33⁄4 T33⁄8 B33⁄8 D43⁄4 
1 doz./13# .52 cu.ft.

Irish Coffee 
#5304 
101⁄2 oz./31.1 cl./311 mL. 
H5 T31⁄16 B23⁄4 D41⁄4 
1 doz./12# .49 cu.ft.

WARM BEVERAGESVINA II

WARM BEVERAGES

Irish Coffee 
#5293 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H57⁄8 T3 B27⁄8 D35⁄8 
2 doz./21# 1.04 cu.ft.

Irish Coffee 
#5292 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H63⁄8 T23⁄8 B23⁄4 D35⁄8 
2 doz./25# 1.06 cu.ft.

Irish Coffee 
#5295 
81⁄2 oz./25.1 cl./251 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D41⁄8 
2 doz./21# 1.13 cu.ft.

Irish Coffee with optic 
#5294 
81⁄4 oz./24.4 cl./244 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D41⁄8 
2 doz./22# 1.13 cu.ft.

Tall Mug w/Starburst 
#5091 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H43⁄8 T27⁄8 B21⁄4 D4 
1 doz./13# .46 cu.ft.

Mug 
#5201 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H31⁄2 T31⁄8 B23⁄4 D41⁄2 
1 doz./10# .44 cu.ft. 
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Restaurant and  Glassware Required  
Hotel Items Based on Seating Capacity

  100 seats 200 seats 300 seats

Café 
 5 oz. Juice  12  dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 10 oz. Water  24  dozen  36 dozen  72 dozen 
 12 oz. Iced Tea  12  dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 Sugar Packet Holder  10  dozen  20 dozen  30 dozen 
 Salt & Pepper  3  dozen  6  dozen  9 dozen 
 Ashtrays  2  dozen  4 dozen  6 dozen

Dining Room   
 5 oz. Juice  12 dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 12 oz. Iced Tea  12 dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 10 oz. Water Goblet  24 dozen  48 dozen  72 dozen 
 6 oz. Sherbet  12 dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 51⁄2 oz. Flute  12 dozen  2 dozen  36 dozen 
 Sugar Packet Holder  10 dozen  20 dozen  30 dozen 
 Salt & Pepper  3 dozen  6 dozen  9 dozen 
 Ashtrays  2 dozen  4 dozen  6 dozen

Restaurant and  Glassware Required  
Hotel Items Based on Seating Capacity

  100 seats 200 seats 300 seats

Banquet 
 5 oz. Juice  12 dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 12 oz. Iced Tea  12 dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 10 oz. Water Goblet  24 dozen  48 dozen  72 dozen 
 51⁄2 oz. Sherbet  12 dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 6 oz. Flute  12 dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 81⁄2 oz. Wine  12 dozen  24 dozen  36 dozen 
 Sugar Packet Holder  10 dozen  20 dozen  30 dozen 
 Salt & Pepper  3 dozen  6  dozen  9 dozen 
 Ashtrays  2 dozen  4 dozen  6 dozen

Room Service 
 8 oz. Room Tumbler   minimum 2 to a room 
 Ashtray   minimum 2 to a room 
 Floral Accessories 
 - i.e. Bud Vase   minimum 1 to a room 

T A B L E  S E R V I C E

Hi-Ball 
#15456 
83⁄4 oz./25.9 cl./259 mL. 
H5 T23⁄4 B2 D23⁄4 
3 doz./22# .88 cu.ft. 
 

Hi-Ball 
#15451 
63⁄4 oz./20.0 cl./200 mL. 
H43⁄8 T21⁄2 B17⁄8 D21⁄2 
3 doz./19# .75 cu.ft. 

Rocks 
#15454 
8 oz./23.7 cl./237 mL. 
H33⁄8 T31⁄8 B21⁄2 D31⁄8 
3 doz./21# .88 cu.ft. 
 

Rocks 
#15457 
10 oz./29.6 cl./296 mL. 
H35⁄8 T33⁄8 B25⁄8 D33⁄8 
3 doz./23# .93 cu.ft. 

Cafe Mug 
#5286 
14 oz./41.4 cl./414 mL. 
H63⁄4 T31⁄8 B25⁄8 D5 
1 doz./17# .86 cu.ft. 

Rocks 
#15453 
51⁄2 oz./16.3 cl./163 mL. 
H31⁄8 T27⁄8 B21⁄4 D27⁄8 
3 doz./23# .74 cu.ft.

Cooler 
#15459 
16 oz./47.3 cl./473 mL. 
H57⁄8 T31⁄4 B23⁄8 D31⁄4 
3 doz./35# 1.57 cu.ft. 
 

Beverage 
#15458 
12 oz./35.5 cl./355 mL. 
H53⁄8 T3 B21⁄8 D3 
3 doz./25# 1.26 cu.ft. 
 

WARM 
BEVERAGES WINCHESTER

WINCHESTER

DuraTuff

http://foodservice.libbey.com/Products/View/%28section%29/119/%28brand%29/149
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The Libbey DuraTuff® treatment is a special 
thermal afterprocess for “pressed” tumblers 
and stemware such as Gibraltar, Winchester, 
Inverness, Paneled Tumblers, Everest and 
Dakota.  The DuraTuff® process is performed 
only on the upper portion of pressed tumblers 
and stemware to increase their resistance to 
thermal and mechanical shock.

Libbey’s DuraTuff® process produces durable 
glassware with prolonged service life for the 
foodservice industry. Look for the DuraTuff® 
name embossed on all Libbey DurafTuff® 
products.

Libbey now offers DuraTuff® plates and bowls 
which are treated over the entire surface of 
the product.

W A R R A N T Y

Libbey’s heat-treated tumblers and stemware 
are created through a special heating and rapid 
cooling process after the glass is formed. This 
secondary process on “blown” glassware is 
performed only on the upper portion of the 
glass where most abuse occurs. Libbey’s heat-
treated glassware offers increased resistance 
to thermal and mechanical shock and is 
recommended for fast service cycle operations.

Libbey’s Finedge® glassware features a 
minimum bead and is available on a variety 
of tumblers and stemware. This finely rimmed 
glassware brings subtle beauty to any 
establishment.

PRODUCT  
NAME/DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT  
ORDER NUMBER

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS:
“H” means height
“T” means top diameter
“B” means bottom diameter
“D” means maximum diameter

CARTON SIZE/CUBIC FOOT

PRODUCT FLUID CAPACITY

SPECIAL PROCESS SYMBOLS
(See Explanations Above)

CARTON WEIGHT

QUANTITY  
PER SHIPPER  
CARTON

Wine 
#8543 

11 oz./32.6 cl./326 mL. 
H71/2 T21/2 B23/4 D31/8 
2 doz./20# 1.50 cu.ft.

Safedge® Rim and Foot Guarantee

If the rim or foot of any one-piece stemware 
item chips, Libbey guarantees to replace or 
refund the price of the glass when it is returned 
to the dealer/distributor from whom it was 
originally purchased. This guarantee covers 
such lines as Estate, Chivalry, Embassy Royale, 
Embassy, Lexington, Catalina, Teardrop, etc. 
This guarantee does not cover breakage.

Safedge® Rim Guarantee

For over 86 years, Libbey’s proven commitment 
to quality has been backed by our wellknown 
guarantee, “a new glass if the rim of a 
Safedge® glass chips.” If the rim of any glass 
covered by the Safedge® guarantee chips, 
Libbey will replace or refund the price of 
the glass when it is returned to the dealer/
distributor from whom it was originally 
purchased. Of course, this guarantee does  
not cover breakage.

Sheer Rim/D.T.E.® 

Libbey’s SheerRim/D.T.E.® (Dura Temp Edge) 
stemware and tumblers feature a beadless 
edge which is first cracked-off then polished to 
produce a fine, yet durable edge. This creates 
a combination of elegance and affordability 
in glassware for operators looking to upgrade 
their beverage service, while still maintaining 
longer service life. Sheer Rim/D.T.E.® Tumblers 
and Stemware are guaranteed against chippage 
of the rim.
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Old Fashioned 
#D6316 
81/2 oz  250 mL  
H31/8 T31/8 B21/2 
4 doz./26#/ctn

Juice 
#53664 
6 oz 180 mL  
H33/4 T21/4 B15/8 
4 doz./17#/ctn 
 

Hi-Ball 
#D6315 
310 mL 101/2 oz 
H5 T23/4 B2 
4 doz./30#/ctn 
 

Hi-Ball 
#57069 
370 mL 121/2 oz 
H53/8 T27/8 B21/2 
4 doz./36#/ctn 
 

ARTIC

Old Fashioned 
#57282 
310 mL 101/2 oz 
H33/8 T33/8 B25/8 
4 doz./29#/ctn 
 

Hi-Ball 
#75926 
260 mL 83/4 oz 
H43/8 T25/8 B2 
4 doz./26#/ctn 
 

Wine 
#57286 
250 mL 8 oz 
H53/8 T3 B27/8 
4 doz./29#/ctn 
 

Goblet 
#57070 
310 mL 101/2 oz 
H53/4 T31/8 B27/8 
4 doz./35#/ctn 

ARTIC

Irish Coffee 
#11874 
290 mL 10oz 
H53/8 M2  
2doz/21#/ctn

Benidorm 
#61619 
450mL/15 oz. 
H5 M31⁄4 
2 doz./33# ctn

“Nordic” Mug 
#22097 
385 mL 13 oz 
H33/4 T31/4 B31/4 
2 doz./29#/ctn 

“Marly” Mug 
#06371 
300 mL 10 oz 
H31/2 T31/8 B3 
1 doz./9#/ctn

“Marly” Mug 
#39739 
250 mL 81/4 oz 
H31/2 T27/8 B21/4 
4 doz./23#/ctn

‘New Morning’ 
Clear Mug 
#E9241 
320 mL 103/4 oz 
H43/8 M31/8 
6 ea/5#/ctn

COFFEE

http://www.arcoroc.com/
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Goblet 
#04757 
414 mL 14 oz 
H63 /4 T27/8 B3 
2 doz. /15#/ctn 

Iced Tea 
#12926 
490 mL 161/2 oz 
H75 /8 T213 /16 B3 M31/4 
2 doz. /15#/ctn 

Sherry 
#25442 
90 mL 3 oz 
H51/2 T2 B21/4 
4 doz. /13#/ctn

Flute 
#71086 
170 mL 53 /4 oz 
H73 /4 T2 B21/2 
3 doz. /13#/ctn

EXCALIBUR

Ballon Wine 
#71082 
255 mL 81/2 oz 
H61/8 T27/8 B23/4 M31/4 
3 doz./15#/ctn 
 

Grand Ballon 
#71075 
380 mL 123/4 oz 
H67/8 T31/8 B3 M35 /8 
2 doz./14#/ctn

Tall Wine 
#71084 
250 mL 81/4 oz 
H613/16 T25/8 B23/4  
M215/16 
3 doz./15#/ctn 

Tall Wine 
#71083 
310 mL 101/4 oz 
H71/4 T27/8 B23/4 M33/16 
3 doz./16#/ctn 
 

Grand Savoie 
#71080 
350 mL 113/4 oz 
H71/2 T3 B3 M33/8 
2 doz./13#/ctn

Grand Savoie 
#51752 
460 mL 151/2 oz 
H81/4 T31/4 B3 M39/16 
2 doz./14#/ctn

Footed Hi-Ball 
#71092 
240 mL 8 oz 
H53/8 T23/4 B25/8 
3 #16#/ctn 

Brandy 
#71079 
355 mL 12 oz 
H5 T23/8 B27/8 M31/2 
2 doz./12#/ctn 
 

Banquet Goblet 
#71078 
355 mL 12 oz 
H51/4 T3 B27/8 M35/16 
3 doz./18#/ctn 
 

All Purpose Goblet 
#71076 
320 mL 103/4 oz 
H61/4 T21/2 B3 M31/16 
3 doz./18#/ctn 
 

Petite Cuvée 
#71093 
390 mL 13 oz 
H7 T23/4 B3 M35/16 
2 doz./20#/ctn

Grande Cuvee 
#71081 
390 mL 13 oz 
H81/8 T23/4 B3 M35/16 
2 doz./15#/ctn

EXCALIBUR

EXCALIBUR

http://www.arcoroc.com/
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CABERNET

CABERNET

Tall Wine 
#46888 
600 mL 193/4 oz 
H91/8 T213/16 B31/4 
M311/16 
2 doz./17#/ctn 

Tall Wine 
#46961 
480 mL 16 oz 
H85/8 T23/4 B31/4 
M311/16 
2 doz./15#/ctn 

Tall Wine 
#49673 
355 mL 12 oz 
H8 T21/2 B3 M33/16 
2 doz./13#/ctn 

Tall Wine 
#46978 
255 mL 81/2oz 
H71/8 T21/4 B23/4 
M27/8 
2 doz./10#/ctn

Ballon 
#46981 
708 mL 24 oz 
H811/16 T33/8 B31/4 
M41/2 
2 doz./19#/ctn

Ballon  
#47019 
355 mL 12 oz 
H 73/16 T 27/8 B 3 M 35/8 
2 doz./11#/ctn 

Ballon 
#47026 
590 mL 20 oz 
H81/4 T33/16 B31/4 M43/16 
2 doz./16#/ctn 

Iced Beverage /Beer 
#G3570 
480 mL 16 oz 
H77/16 T25/8 B31/16 M33/16 
2 doz./13#/ctn 

All Purpose 
#G3573 
398 mL 131/2 oz 
H69/16 T25/8 B31/16 M33/16 
2 doz./13#/ctn

Viticole - IPO 
Sanctioned 
#37260 
220 mL 71/4 oz 
H6 M21/2 
2 doz./8#/ctn

Britannia 
#00989 w/Small 
Handle 
570 mL 191/4 oz 
H47/8 M37/8 
2 doz./30#/ctn 

Nonic 
#49357 
570 mL 191/2 oz 
H53/4 T33/8 B25/8 M37/16 
4doz./34#/ctn 

Tulip 
#49360 
580 mL 191/2 oz 
H63/8 T31/16 B25/8 M35/16 
4 doz./32#/ctn

Ultimate Pint 
#G8563 
590 mL 20 oz 
H61/4 M31/2 

2 doz./23#/ctn 

Mixing Glass 
#19343 
475 mL 16 oz 
H53/4 T3 B23/8 
2 doz./23#/ctn

BEERTASTING GLASS

http://www.arcoroc.com/
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Rocks 
#50027 
210 mL 7 oz 
H33/8 T31/4 B21/2 
4 doz./26#/ctn 

Rocks 
#52361 
270 mL 9 oz 
H39/16 T35/16 B23/8 
4 doz./34#/ctn 
 

Rocks 
#43277 
240 mL 8 oz 
H35/8 T33/8 B23/8 
3 doz./24#/ctn 
 

Double Rocks 
#43278 
355 mL 12 oz 
H41/16 T33/4 B23/4 
3 doz./26#/ctn

Stack Up Cooler 
#H3089 
475 mL 16 oz 
H53/4 M33/8 
2 doz./23#/ctn 

Grand Pilsner 
#21055 
295 mL 10 oz 
H63/8 T2 B21/2 
3 doz./25#/ctn 
 

Cervoise 
#07131 
500 mL 163 /4 oz 
H71/2 T23/4 B2 M31/4 
3 doz./25#/ctn 

Linz 
#25263 
400 mL 131/2 oz 
H71/4 T31/4 B23 /8 
1 doz./17#/ctn 

BEER

GRANITE 

GRANITE

Cooler 
#43281 
475 mL 16 oz 
H63/8 T33 /8 B21/2 
3 doz./40#/ctn 

Tall Beverage 
#29879 
310 mL 101/2 oz 
H51/2 T27/8 B23/16 
4 doz./26#/ctn 
 

Beverage 
#38936 
420 mL 14 oz 
H51/8 T31/2 B23/4 
3 doz./36#/ctn 
 

Tall Beverage 
#29875 
200 mL 63 /4 oz 
H5 T21/2 B17/8 
4 doz./19#/ctn

Rocks 
#55058 
160 mL 51/4 oz 
H3 T23 /4 B23 /16 
4 doz./20#/ctn

Beverage 
#43279 
350 mL 113 /4 oz 
H47/8 T31/4 B25/8 
3 doz./25#/ctn

http://www.arcoroc.com/
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FLEUR

Cordial 
#40375 
60 mL 2 oz 
H41/8 T11/2 B13/8 
6 doz./19#/ctn 
 

Hi-Ball 
#40359 
220 mL 71/4 oz 
H51/8 T21/4 B2 
4 doz./27#/ctn

Hi-Ball 
#48722 
290 mL 93/4 oz 
H55/8 T21/2 B21/4 
4 doz./31#/ctn 
 

Hi-Ball 
#40334 
310 mL 101/4 oz 
H61/2 T23/8 B21/8 
4 doz./32#/ctn 
 

Cooler 
#40326 
360 mL 12 oz 
H63/4 T21/2 B21/4 
4 doz./33#/ctn

ISLANDE

ASPEN

Salad Bowl 
#06386 
31 cm 12” 
6.62L 7qt 
6 ea./23#/ctn 
 

Salad Bowl 
#06652 
27 cm 101/2” 
2.6L 92 oz 
6 ea./12#/ctn 
 

Salad Bowl 
#07460 
18 cm 7” 
767 mL 32 oz 
1 doz./11#/ctn

Dinner Plate 
#10241 
24 cm 91/4” 
3 doz./33#/ctn 
 
 

Dessert Plate 
#10274 
19.5 cm 71/2” 
3 doz./22#/ctn

Dessert Plate 
#G4315 
19.5 cm 71/2” 
3 doz./21#/ctn 
 
 

Dinner Plate 
#07510 
23 cm 9” 
3 doz./30#/ctn

Salad Bowl 
#06626 
27 cm 101/2” 
3.2L 118 oz 
6 ea./12#/ctn

Salad Bowl 
#E8883 
18 cm 7” 
1.1L 36 oz 
1 doz./10#/ctn 
 

Side Plate 
#08781 
14.5 cm 51/2” 
295 mL 10 oz 
4 doz./19#/ctn 
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Stacking Bowl 
#10019 
24 cl 8oz

Stacking Bowl 
#10000 
381/2 cl 13oz 

Stacking Bowl 
#10029 
6L 2027/8oz 

Space Saving and Tough, Arcoroc’s stacking bowls are a favorite of Chefs all around the world.  
Available in 11 sizes

ARCOROC STACKING MIXING BOWLS

RANDOM CLEAR

Presentation Plate 
#E0900 
30.8 x 21cm 
121/8 x 81/4“ 
2 doz./39#/ctn 
 

 
 
 

Presentation Plate 
#E1966 
30 x 17.8cm 
113/4 x 7” 
2 doz./32#/ctn

 
 
 

APPETIZER

Bowl 
#R0741 
150 mL 5 oz 
9.6 x 6 cm 
33/4 x 21/4” 
2 doz./4#/ctn 

Bowl 
#R0742 
120 mL 4 oz 
10.2 x 4 cm  
4 x 11/2” 
2 doz./3#/ctn 

Bowl 
#R0740 
60 mL 2 oz 
10 x 4 cm 
37/8 x 11/2”  
2 doz./3#/ctn

Presentation Plate 
#R0714 
32 cm 
121/2” 
1 doz./11#/ctn

Presentation Plate 
#71153 
32 cm 
121/2” 
1 doz./11#/ctn

RANDOM CAFÉ GOURMANDE

FRESH MINERALI 
CLEAR

http://www.arcoroc.com/
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CARAFES

“Elegance”  
Round Carafe 
#42173 
1L 1 qt 
H91/2 T21/8 B3 M45/8 
6 ea./18#/ctn 

Wine Carafe 
#33040 
500 mL 1/2L 163/4 oz 
H67/16 T25/16 B23/4 
1 doz./8#/ctn 
 

Square Carafe 
#53674 
250 mL 1/4L 81/2 oz 
H61/4 T13/8 B3 
12 ea./6#/ctn 
 

Wine Carafe 
#C0198 
250 mL 1/4L 81/4 oz 
H51/4 T21/4 B21/4 
1 doz./5#/ctn 

CARAFES

Wine Carafe 
#CO198-6-9 
w/6 oz & 9 oz Pour Lines 
250 mL 9 oz 
H5 1/4 M3 
1 doz./5#/ctn

Wine Carafe 
#10291 
1L 34 oz 
H8 T3 B73/16 
6 pcs./6#/ctn 
 

Pitcher with Pour Lip 
#36366 
1.3L 433/4 oz 
H81/2 T43/8 B4 
6 ea./12#/ctn

PITCHERS

Pitcher with Pour Lip 
#36358 
1L 34 oz 
H75/8 T41/4 B31/2 
6 ea./10#/ctn

PITCHERS

Tivoli Pitcher 
#28438 
2.3L 78 oz 
6 ea./17#/ctn 
 
 

Classique Pitcher 
#52349 
1.3L 433/4 oz 
H73/4 T41/8 B41/4 
6 ea./9#/ctn 
 

Pichet 
#55239 
1.3L 433/4 oz 
H73/4 T41/4 B31/4 
6 ea./9#/ctn 
 

Pitcher with Pour Lip 
#36341 
500 mL 163/4 oz 
H51/2 T33/8 B23/4 
12 ea./9#/ctn 
 

“Sterling” Pitcher 
#47285 
1.3L 433/4 oz 
H81/4 M41/4 
6 ea./11#/ctn 

http://www.arcoroc.com/
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BEAMING

Hi-Ball 
#E0618 
490 mL 161/2 oz  
H67/8 M31/8 
2 doz./21#/ctn

Hi-Ball 
#E0615 
350 mL 123/4 oz 
H61/4 M3 
2 doz./18#/ctn 
 

Hi-Ball 
#E0617 
270 mL 9 oz 
H55/8 M21/2 
2 doz./13#/ctn 
 

Old Fashioned 
#E0619 
500 mL 163/4 oz 
H45/8 M31/4 
2 doz./22#/ctn 
 

Old Fashioned 
#E0567 
300 mL 10 oz 
H41/2 M31/4 
2 doz./15#/ctn

Shot Glass 
#E0616 
80 mL 21/2 oz 
H21/2 M2 
2 doz./7#/ctn 
 

PRYSM |  FULLY TEMPERED

Hi-Ball 
#E1516 
470 mL 153/4 oz 
H55/8    M33/4 
4 doz./42#/ctn 
 

Hi-Ball 
#E1513 
350 mL 12 oz 
H47/8 M31/2 
4 doz./38#/ctn 

Rocks 
#E1514 
370 mL 121/2 oz 
H37/8 M33/4 
4 doz./37#/ctn

Rocks 
#E1515 
260mL 9 oz. 
H35/8 M33⁄8 
4 doz./30# ctn

WILLI BECHER

Tumbler 
#24669 
630 mL 211/4 oz 
H71/4 M31/8 
1 doz./10#/ctn 

Tumbler 
#C3526 
580 mL 20 oz 
H63/4 M3 
1 doz./10#/ctn

Tumbler 
#C5872 
480 mL 16 oz 
H63/8 M3 
1 doz./8#/ctn

Tumbler 
#24668 
400 mL 131/2oz 
H57/8 M23/4 
1 doz./8#/ctn

Tumbler 
#24670 
330 mL 11oz 
H55/8 M25/8 
1 doz./6#/ctn

Tumbler 
#31878 
260 mL 83/4oz 
H55/8 M21/2 
1 doz./6#/ctn

http://www.arcoroc.com/
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A.  #3540-60 Grey Slim Jim® Container 
With Venting Channels. 23 gal,  
87.1 L. Colours: Gray, Black and Beige. 
22”l x 11”w x 30”h.

B.  #7822 Slim Jim® Wall Mounted 
Container. 15 gal, 56.8 L. Colours: 
Beige, Brown. 19½”l x 117/8”w x 325/8”h.

C.  #6144 Step-on Container. 12 gal,  
45.4 L. Colours: Red, White, Beige. 
16¼”l x 15¾”w x 235/8”h.

D.  #2644 Untouchable® Square Swing 
Top for 3958, 3959 Containers. 
Colours: Grey, Beige.  
201/8”l x 201/8”w x 6¼”h. 

E.  #3959 Untouchable® Square 
Container. 50 gal, 189.3 L. Colours: 
Grey, Beige. 19½”l x 19½”w x 34¼”h.

F.  #2689-88 Untouchable® Swing Top 
for 3569-07, 3569-88 Containers.  
Colours: Beige, Black.

G.  #3569-88 Untouchable® Square 
Container. 23 gal, 87.1 L.  
Colours: Grey, Brown, Black, Beige. 
16½”l x 15½”w x 30.9”h.

H.  #8430-88 35 Gallon Ranger® 
Container. 35 gal, 132.5 L. Colours: 
Beige, Brown, Black. 21½”l x 21¼”w x 
41”h.

I.  #8160-88 Marshal® Classic 
Containers. 15 gal, 56.8 L. Colours: 
Off-White, Brown, Black, Beige. Also 
available in 25 gal, 94.6 L.

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/category.jsp?categoryCode=waste
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A.  Brute Round® Containers. 
Industry leader in waste and material 
handling applications. All plastic, 
professional grade construction will not 
rust, chip or peel; resists dents. Strong 
snap on lids are available for secure, 
stable stacking. Available in a variety  
of sizes and colours.

B.  #2952 Vanity Wastebasket. 81/8 qt,  
7.7 L. Colours: Beige.  
97/8”l x 6¾”w x 101/8h.

C.  #3541 Slim Jim® Waste Container 
with Handles. 15-7/8 gal, 60.1L.  
Colours: Beige, Dark Blue, LT Grey.  
231/8”l x 11”w x 247/8”h. 

D.  #2540 Fire Resistant Wastebasket.  
7 qt, 6.6L. Colours: Beige 
87/8”l x 63/8”w x 10.8”h.

E.  #2957 Large Wastebasket. 41-1/4” qt,  
39.0 L. Colours: Beige, Grey, Black.  
15¼”l x 11”w x 197/8”h. 

F.  #3540 Slim Jim® Waste Container. 
23 gal, 87.1 L. Colours: Beige, Brown, 
Black, Yellow, Blue. 20”l x 11”w x 30”h.

G.  #2955 Small Wastebasket 
135/8 qt, 12.9 L. Colours: Beige, Black, 
Grey. 113/8”l x 8¼”w x 121/8”h.

 Lids available, sold separately.

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/category.jsp?categoryCode=waste
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A.  #3540-75 Slim Jim® Recycling 
Container. 23 gal, 87.1 L. Colours: 
Blue. 20”l x 11”w x 30”h. 

B.  #3540-07 Slim Jim® with Venting 
Channels – Recycling. 23 gal, 87.1 L. 
Colours: Blue, Green. 20”l x 11”w x 
30”h. 

C.  #2643-07 Brute® Recycling Container 
with Venting Channels. 44 gal,  
166.6 L. Colours: Blue. 31½”h x 24” 
diameter.

D.  #2957-73 Desk Side Recycling 
Container. 44-1/4 qt, 39.0 L. Colours: 
Blue. 15¼”l x 11”w x 19.9”h.

E.  #3569-07 Untouchable® Square 
Recycling Container. 23 gal, 87.1 
L. Colours: Green. 16½”l x 15½”w x 
30.9”h. 

F.  #3536-73 Brute® Square Recycling 
Container. 40 gal 151.4 L. Colours: 
Blue. 23½”l x 23½”w x 28¾”h.

HELPFUL HINT

The Advantages of Recycling

Restaurants create large portions 
of food to serve many people. 

With this large amount of production 
comes a lot of waste, and waste costs 
money, both in uneaten or spoiled food 
and trash handling fees. Along with the 
environmental benefits, there are several 
other reasons for a restaurant to engage 
in a recycling program. Recycling is good 
for business. Customers take notice of 
and appreciate a restaurant’s efforts to 
reduce environmental strain, leading to 
a better public image. This can increase 
customer loyalty and spur customer 
involvement. The fewer times the 
dumpster needs to be emptied, the less 
you will have to pay for trash pickup and 
that means cheaper disposal fees.

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/category.jsp?categoryCode=waste
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A.  #1011 Structural Foam Tilt Truck, 
Utility Duty. Mass Capacity: 600lb, 
272.2kg. 64½”l x 30¼”w x 38”h. 
Colours: Black. 

B.  #1013 Structural Foam Tilt Truck, 
Standard Duty. Mass Capacity: 1000 
lb, 453.6 kg. 64½”l x 30¼”w x 38”h. 
Colours: Black.

C.  #3551-88 Slim Jim® Trolley for 3540, 
3541 Containers. 23.4”l x 15”w x 
10.8”h. 

D.  #9T15 Structural Foam Tilt Truck, 
Standard Duty. Mass Capacity: 1250 
lb, 567.0 kg. 70¾”l x 33½”w x 42¼”h.  
Colours: Black. 

E.  #2640 BRUTE® Dolly for 2620, 2632, 
2643, 2655 Containers. 65/8”h x 18¼” 
diameter. Colours: Black. 

F.  #2646 BRUTE® Tandem Dolly for 
2620, 2632, 2643, 2655, 3526, 3536 
containers. 45”l x 20¼”w x 8”h.  
Colours: Black. 

G.  #9W22 BRUTE® Rollout Container. 
95 gal, 359.6 L. Colours: Grey.  
35.4” l x 27.3 w x 45.6’’ h. 

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/category.jsp?categoryCode=material_handling
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A.  #4091 Utility Cart, Open Sided 
Mass Capacity: 300 lb, 131.6 kg 
405/8”l x 20”w x 37.8”h 
Colours: Grey, Off White, Black. 

B.  #3353-88 Refuse Bin  
Volume Capacity: 8 gal, 30.3 L  
12”l x 17”w x 22”h  
Colours: Black. 

C.  #3354-88 Utility Bin  
Volume Capacity: 4 gal, 15.1 L  
121/8”l x 17”w x 10½”h.  
Colours: Black. 

D.  #4400 Triple® Trolley Utility Duty 
with Straight Handle and 3” Casters. 
Mass Capacity: 250 lb, 113.4 kg 
32½”l x 20½”w 
Colours: Black. 

E.  #4093 Utility Cart with Enclosed End 
Panels on 3 Sides  
Mass Capacity: 300 lb 136.1 kg 
405/8”l x 20”w x 37.8”h 
Colours: Black. 

F.  #3424-88 Utility Cart with  
4” Swivel Casters  
Mass Capacity: 200 lb 90.7 kg 
335/8”l x 185/8”w x 37¾”h 
Colours: Red, Platinum, Off White, 
Black.
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A.  #4500-88 HD 2-Shelf Utility Cart 
Lipped Shelf (Small)  
Mass Capacity: 500 lb 226.8 kg 
39”l x 177/8”w x 33¼”h 
Colours: Beige, Black.

B.  #4505-00 HD 2-Shelf Utility Cart  
Flat Shelf (Small)  
Mass Capacity: 500 lb 226.8 kg 
377/8”l x 19.2”w x 33.3”h 
Colours: Beige, Black.

C.  #4520-88 HD 2-Shelf Utility Cart 
Lipped Shelf (Med)  
Mass Capacity: 500 lb 226.8 kg 
45¼”l x 257/8”w x 33¼”h 
Colours: Beige, Black.

D.  #4525 HD 2-Shelf Utility Cart  
Flat Shelf (Med)   
Mass Capacity: 500 lb 22.6.8 kg 
437/8”l x 257/8”w x 33.3”h 
Colours: Beige, Black.

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/subcategory.jsp?categoryCode=material_handling&subCategoryCode=material_handling_heavy_duty_utility_carts
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A.  #H246 Gripper® Clamp Style Wet 
Mop Handle. Plastic yellow head and 
fibreglass handle. Handles hold mop 
firmly between the jaws of the mop 
handle; should be used with 5” (12.7 
cm) headband mops only. Available in 
Grey, Green, Red, Blue. 60” L.

B.  #H215 Gripper® Clamp Style Handles. 
Holds mop firmly between the jaws of 
the mop handle; should be used with  
5” (12.7 cm) headband mops only. 
Plastic yellow head and hardwood 
handle. 54” L.

C.  #M116 Snap On Dust Mop Handle. 
Hardwood. Attaches to the snap on dust 
mop frames (not included). Sliding collar 
locks the handle into position or allows 
for a full 360 degree swivel action.

D.  #A152 Web foot® Wet Mop.  
Rubbermaid® Web Foot® Wet Mops 
contain antimicrobial product protection, 
which inhibits the growth of bacteria 
that cause odors & stains. Available in 
Green, White, Blue and Orange.

E.  #F418 Premium Cut-end Rayon Mop. 
Economical, 4-ply cut-end mop for floor 
finish application. Available in 16oz, 
20oz, 24oz and 32oz.

F.  #K152 Cut-end Mop. Excellent for 
general purpose dust mopping. 18” L. 
Available in Blue,White.

G.  #40076 Straight Blade 24” Floor 
Squeegee. No-marking red gum 
rubber for heavy duty use with medium 
flexibility.

H.  40070 12” Squeegee. A single black 
rubber blade in a quick release channel- 
style frame for fast water removal.

I.  7580-88 The WaveBrake® Mop 
Bucket and Wringer System. 
Reduces splashing, which means a safer 
environment, cleaner floors, and improved 
productivity. High efficiency side press 
wringer. Lasts 58 times longer than 
comparative wringers. Accepts optional 
dirty water bucket 9C74 (see page 230).

J.  7577-88 The WaveBrake® Mop 
Bucket and Wringer System. 
Reduces splashing, which means a safer 
environment, cleaner floors, and improved 
productivity. High efficiency down press 
wringer. Tested to exceed 100,000 
wringing cycles. Accepts optional dirty 
water bucket 9C74 (see page 230).

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/category.jsp?categoryCode=cleaning
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Carlisle’s Steri-Pail® and Suds-Pail®  
helps reduce the risk of cross-contamination 
and can be an important part of a successful 
HACCP program. Use Red Steri-Pails for 
sanitizing solutions and green for cleaning 
solutions. Instructions for mixing and using 
sanitizing solution printed on sides of pail. 
Meets board of health & HACCP guidelines 
for dedicated containers. Made of sturdy, 
dishwasher safe plastic. 

A. #11821 - 5qt Red
 #11822 - 8qt Red
 #11826 - 5qt Green 
 #11827 - 8qt Green  

B.  #2628 Double Pail. 
19 qt, 18.0 L. Colours: Grey. 
18˝ l x 14-1/2˝w 10˝ h. 

C.  #9C74 Dirty Water Bucket for 
WaveBrake® Combos.  
18 qt, 17.0 L. Colours: Red,Yellow. 
14.1”l x 9.9”w x 14.1”h.

D.  #2963 Round Bucket. 10 qt, 9.5 L. 
Colours: Red, Grey.

E.  #2614 Round Bucket. 14 qt, 13.2 L. 
Colours: Red, Grey. 

F.  #6112-77 Floor Sign. With “Caution 
Wet Floor” Imprint, 2-Sided. 

G.  #6112-78 Floor Sign. With Multi-
Lingual “Closed” Imprint, 2-sided. 

H.  #6276-77 Safety Cone. 36” (91.4 cm). 
With Multi-Lingual “Caution, Wet Floor” 
Imprint. 

I.  #6110 Hanging Safety Sign.  
With Multi-Lingual “Caution” Imprint 
and Falling Person Symbol.
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A.  #1992 Grey - Closet Organizer/Tool 
Holder Kit. S-hooks hold 5/8” to 1¼” 
(1.6 cm to 3.2 cm) handle diameters. 
Deep double hooks afford easy 
accessibility.

B.  #1993 Grey - Closet Organizer/Tool 
Holder Kit.  S-hooks hold 5/8” to 1¼” 
(1.6 cm to 3.2 cm) handle diameters. 
Deep double hooks afford easy 
accessibility. Clip holder for work notes 
and instructions.

C.  #6381 Red - Corn Broom. Standard, 1” 
dia. (2.5 cm) stained/lacquered handle. 
Removes fine dirt from even or rough 
surfaces. 100% natural broom corn 
fibers for long life and effective pick up. 
Hand-selected, heavy-duty lacquered 
pine handles.

D.  #6375 Grey - Broom. 1” dia. (2.5 
cm) vinyl coated metal handle, flagged 
polypropylene fill. Cut and shaped 
for easy sweeping. Long-lasting stain-
resistant polypropylene bristles.

E.  #6385 Grey - Broom. 1” dia. (2.5 cm) 
aluminum handle, flagged polypropylene 
fill. Cut and shaped for easy 
sweeping. Long-lasting stain-resistant 
polypropylene bristles.

F.  #6374 Lobby Broom. Polypropylene 
fill. Ideal for one-handed cleaning under 
tables, fixtures and hard to reach areas. 
Will not stain, discolor or absorb odors. 
Can be used wet or dry.

G.  #9B16 Plastic Foam Block. Heavy-duty 
floor sweep, palmyra fill. Heavy-duty 
polypropylene bristles resist stains and 
odors and are designed for use in the 
most demanding industrial applications. 
Handles sold separately.

H.  #2531 Black - xLobby Pro® Upright 
Dust Pan. Ideal for use in malls, 
restaurants and lobbies. Will not stain, 
discolor or absorb odors.

I.  #2532 Black - Lobby Pro® Upright 
Dust Pan with Cover. Ideal for use 
in malls, restaurants and lobbies. Self 
opening and closing conceals unsightly 
dirt and debris. Durable rear wheels 
improve wear resistance.

J.  #2005 Black - Heavy-Duty Dust Pan 
Heavy-duty plastic construction. Extra 
large sizes to accommodate large jobs.

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/category.jsp?categoryCode=cleaning
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A.  #40140 No-Splash Bowl Brush. 
17”, black polyester bristles, plastic 
handle.

B.  #6310 Toilet Bowl Brush. Plastic 
handle, polypropylene fill. Available in 
several handle lengths, head sizes and 
styles. Stain and odor resistant. 

C.  #6311 Toilet Bowl Brush Holder. 
Fits 6310 brush. Brush not included.

D.  #4212-88 Floor and Carpet Sweeper . 
Smaller size gets into tight spots. 
Efficient 6.5” sweep path. Easy-open 
debris pan for effortless cleaning. 
Constructed of durable galvanized steel 
and tough ABS plastic. For bare floors or 
low pile carpets.

E.  #4215-88 Brushless Mechanical 
Sweeper. The most versatile sweeper in 
the system, this model has non-marking 
rubber blades that effectively sweep up 
dust, debris and even semi liquid debris 
from a variety of floor surfaces. Perfect 
for foodservice applications. Wide 7.5” 
sweep path with protective bumper. 
Constructed of durable galvanized steel 
and tough ABS plastic.

F.  #40521 6” Cutting Board Brush. 
Help keep your restaurant sparkling with 
this 6” Sparta spectrum multi-purpose 
brush. With a long handle attached to 
its soft polyester bristles, this brush is 
easy to grip and use to clean hard to 
reach locations. 6” long.

G.  #Q630 Rubbermaid HYGEN™ 
Microfiber Glass/Mirror Cloth (Blue).  
Dense 3 - 5 micrometer quality fiber 
removes more dust, dirt and microbes 
than conventional cleaning products.

H.  #Q610 Rubbermaid HYGEN™ 
Microfiber Bathroom Cloth.  
Color coded products help reduce 
cross contamination by differentiating 
area of use. Cleans 25% better than 
conventional microfiber and traditional 
cotton cloths. Durable up to 500 
launderings. Bleach safe.

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/category.jsp?categoryCode=cleaning
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A.   #3333
Natural 15 mil rubber latex is resistant to a wide 
variety of chemicals, oils and solvents. Cotton 
flock lining absorbs moisture keeping hands dry 
and comfortable. 12” straight cuff for maximum 
protection to the forearm to clothing. Textured 
diamond pattern on palms provides excellent wet/
dry grip.

B.  #400
Heavyweight 28 mil rubber latex resistant to a wide 
variety of chemicals, oils and solvents. The sure-grip 
diamond pattern provides excellent wet/dry grip. 
Cotton flock lining absorbs moisture keeping hands 
dry and comfortable. 12” straight cuff for maximum 
protection to the forearm to clothing. Great for use 
in janitorial, chemical handling and fisheries.

C. #500
Heavyweight 30 mil rubber latex resistant to a wide 
variety of chemicals, oils and solvents. The sure-grip 
diamond pattern provides excellent wet/dry grip. 
Cotton flock lining absorbs moisture keeping hands 
dry and comfortable. 12” straight cuff for maximum 
protection to the forearm to clothing. Great for use 
in janitorial, food handling, fisheries and chemical 
handling.

D. #6666
5 mil natural rubber latex offers a slightly tacky 
texture for a sure grip, and protects from a variety 
of chemicals. Powder free and CFIA approved. Non-
sterile, ambidextrous fit with rolled cuff prevents 
liquid from getting inside the glove and adds 
extra strength to the cuff. Great for use in hotels, 
hospitals, restaurants, and janitorial applications. 
100 gloves/box.

E. #8888PF
5 mil blue nitrile offers superior strength with 
excellent resistance to punctures and tears, 
chemically resistant to oils, solvents and grease. 
Powder free and CFIA approved. Non-sterile, 
ambidextrous fit with rolled cuff prevents liquid from 
getting inside the glove and adds extra strength 
to the cuff. Great for use in hotels,hospitals, 
restaurants, and janitorial applications. 
100 gloves/box.

F. #LDPE5
1.5 mil polyethylene is ambidextrous offering 
single use hand protection when handling food. 
CFIA approved. Great for use in hotels, hospitals, 
restaurants, butchers and bakeries. 500 gloves/box.

G.  #9999PF
5 mil vinyl offers medium to heavy duty protection 
and holds up well to abrasion. Powder free and 
CFIA approved. Non-sterile, ambidextrous fit with 
rolled cuff prevents liquid from getting inside the 
glove and adds extra strength to the cuff. Great for 
use in hotels, hospitals, restaurants, and janitorial 
applications. 100 gloves/box.

http://www.watsongloves.com/
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A.  #40423 Hi-Lo Floor Scrub Brush. 

Made with three different brush surfaces 
for cleaning at different angles. The 
split shape is efficient for cleaning 
flat surfaces, under counters, around 
equipment and along baseboards. 
Threaded to accept your choice of 
handles.

B.  #40481 Spectrum Counter Brush.  
8” white plastic handle, black polyester 
bristles.

C.  Polypropylene Block Kitchen 
Brushes. These brushes offer a thick 
pistol grip block handle and short 
stiff bristles for really tough cleaning. 
Available in various colours.

D.  #3300 Pizza Oven Brush. 36”wood 
handle 10”x 11/2” alum. blade/brass 
bristles.

E. #423 Broiler Brush w/30” handle.

F.  #40421 Hi-lo Floor Scrub Brush. 
10”w. Available in blue, green, red, 
yellow. 

G.  #3287 Vegetable Brush. Wood handle. 
3”x31/2”.

H.  #40164 Vegetable Brush. Stiff 
polyester bristles. 91/2”.

I.  #3264 Coffee Decanter Brush.  
101/4”x 5”.

J.  #1648 Flour/Bench Brush. Nylon 
bristles 13/4” x 91/2”.

K. #554 Muffin Pan Brush.

L.  #40020 Hand & Nail Brush. Polyester 
bristles, 5”.

M.  Brushes for dishwasher, fryer, kettle. 
Available in various shapes and sizes.

N.  #3260 Wood Handled Pot Brush.  
9”x 23/4”.

O.  #45493 Utility Scrub Brush.  
Palmyra bristles. 20”.

P.  #C922 Scrub Brush. Union fill with 
wood handle. 9”.

Q.  #6320 Toilet Bowl Brush. Plastic 
handle, polypropylene fill. 17”.

R.  #40025 Coffee Decanter Brush.  
Soft polyester bristles. 16”.

S.  #C24 Cotton Dish Mop. Wood handle.

T. #JB1 Airpot Brush. 141/2”.

U. #C944 Wire Brush c/w Scrap Scraper.

V. #C539 Wire Brush. (3 rows) 14”.

W.  #C542 Wire Brush Block.  
(No handle), 6”.

X. #C542SH Wire Brush. Short handle.

Y. #CS542LH Wire Brush. Long handle.
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A.  #88 Extra Heavy Duty Pot’n Pan 
Handler. Thick, open mesh construction. 
Rinses out easily, doesn’t splinter and 
won’t rust. Can replace stainless steel 
scrubbers. It’s more effective than most 
pot scrubbing pads. Ideal for cleaning 
stubborn cheeses and thick sauce 
deposits on pots and pans.  
Size: 31/2”x 5”, 10 pads per box.

B.  #86 Heavy Duty Scouring Pad. 
Open construction pad with tough 
fibers and abrasives make fast work of 
heavy duty cleaning jobs. Use in the 
kitchen to replace scrappers, steel wool 
and metal sponges. Typical applications: 
kitchen equipment, floors, equipment 
walls & maintenance equipment.  
Size: 6”x 9”, 12 pads per box.

C.  #74 Medium Duty Scrub Sponge. 
Dual-action cleaning tool. It’s a #96 
scouring pad on one side for scrubbing 
and cleaning. The cellulose sponge on 
the other side quickly wipes up spills and 
messes and can carry cleaning solutions 
to the work surface. Size: 3.6”x 6.1”x 
0.7”, 20 sponges/case.

D.  #9650 General Purpose Scrubbing 
Pad. Thick, medium duty, hand-size pad 
for everyday general purpose cleaning jobs. 
The convenient thick hand size eliminates 
the need to cut or fold the pad. Typical 
applications: kitchen equipment, floors, 
equipment walls & maintenance equipment.

E.  #46 Griddle Polishing Pad.  
Use between screen and holder to 
maximize screen life and minimize 
loading. Strong nylon web construction 
contains hard working abrasive for 
additional cleaning power. Washing 
prolongs life. Also use with a #461.  
Size: 4”x 51/4”, 20 pads per box.

F.  #461 Griddle Pad Holder. For use on 
griddles that have been cooled down. 
Protects hands from grease and burns 
while providing better cleaning leverage 
when used with #46 griddle polishing 
pad & 3M #200 griddle screen. 

G.  Stainless Steel Scrubbers. High 
quality stainless for tough cleaning 
chores– won’t rust or splinter. Removes 
baked-on food from pots/pans, baking 
dishes, grills and ovens. 2 sizes. 
25oz / 12 per box, 75oz / 12 per box.

H.  #79 Grill Block. Compounded to 
disintegrate during use to expose an unused 
surface. The grill block works well on all 
griddles. Size: 31/2”x 4”x 8”, 12 bricks/case.

I.  Grillmaster Pumice Stones. Grill 
cleaning stone. The 100% pure natural 
pumice stone is guaranteed not to impart 
any odor or flavour to your grill or the 
foods cooked on it. Cleans faster & 
cleaner. Will not scratch or wear grill 
surface (shown w/optional handle #6-8). 
#36 Size: 3”x 3”x 6”, 2 dz/pack. 
#6/8 Aluminum Handle.
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A.  #7819-88 Vertical Baby Changing 

Station. Meets all global safety 
standards. Antimicrobial protection with 
easy reach hooks. Built-in shelf and liner 
storage. 23”l x 34.1”w x 4”h .

B.  # 7818-88 Horizontal Baby Changing 
Station. Meets all global safety 
standards. Antimicrobial protection with 
easy reach hooks. Built-in shelf and liner 
storage. 33-1/4”l x 22-1/2”w x 4”h. 

C.  #7817-88 Protective Liners for Baby 
Changing Stations. Laminated 2-ply 
tissue paper. 320 liners per carton.

D.  #9C90 SeBreeze® Portable Fan 
System. Ideal for small, confined areas. 
Use as a wall-mounted or free standing 
unit. Air flow vents and battery operated 
fan disperse fragrance continuously for 
complete room coverage.

E.  SeBreeze® Fragrance Cassette® 
Canister. For use with the #9C90
Available in Lemon Lime (5131),  
Arctic Mint (5132), Herbal Pine (5133), 
Cinnamon Spice (5134).
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A.  #2020 
Presenting a new heavy-duty scouring 
pad that tackles tough messes with less 
scratching to stainless steel. Scotch-
Brite™ Purple Scour Pad No. 2020 cleans 
your dirtiest pots and pans twice as fast 
as conventional scouring products, with 
less scratching. Food debris rinses easily 
out of the pad, and the unique web 
construction ensures it stands up to your 
toughest jobs.

B.  #3000 
Scratches surfaces up to 8 times less than 
other medium/heavy duty products. Two 
cleaning tools in one - Scotch-Brite™ 
Power Pad combined with a sponge.  
2.8“ x 4.5“ x 0.6“. 20 pads per case.

C.  #9030 
A convenient, thick, hand-sized pad 
designed for gentle, no-scratch cleaning 
of the most delicate surfaces. Typical 
applications: glass, plastic, fine china, 
porcelain, ceramic, non-stick surfaces  
and glass cookware. 3.5” x 5”.  
40 pads per case.

D.  #482 Scotch-Brite™ Heavy Duty 
Griddle Pad Holder
Helps protect hands from grease, burns 
and provides better cleaning leverage. 
For use with Scotch-Brite™ Heavy Duty 
Griddle Pad No. 82. 1 holder and pad/
box, 10 boxes per case.

E.  #410 QC 
Specially designed for use with the 
Scotch-Brite™ Quick Clean Griddle 
Cleaning System. Squeegee features a 
flexible, heat-resistant seven-inch rubber 
blade attached to a long handle to help 
safely remove liquid residue from the 
griddle surface to the grease trap.  
7.8“x 0.18“x 17.7“, 1/case.

F.  #QC Griddle System  
The Scotch-Brite™ Quick Clean Griddle 
System is a complete griddle cleaning 
system featuring a powerful, but safe, 
liquid cleaner that loosens and lifts burnt-
on food soil from the hot griddle. Takes 
about half the time of other cleaners. 
Food soil is easily and safely scoured and 
squeegeed away.

http://www.scotch-brite.ca/wps/portal/3M/en_CA/CAScotch-Brite/Scotch-Brite-CA/Products/Product-Catalogue/
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A.   Connect-a-Mats  
These light duty Connect-a-Mats allow 
you to create the perfect mat formation 
for your kitchen and bar counters. Simply 
trim any unwanted connectors. This light 
duty mat is grease resistant, easy to move 
and clean, and provides excellent foot 
support. Available in grease proof red 
and grease resistant black.

#KM1140B Black 3’x5’
#KM1240B Red 3’x5’

B.  Tuf-Mats  
 Tuf–Mats are medium duty mats for use 
in commercial kitchens, back bars and 
sculleries. Designed for maximum foot 
support and durability in high traffic 
areas. Clean up is easy with Tuf–Mats’ 
large circular pattern because it allows 
spilled items to pass right through. High 
grade rubber resists wear and provides 
excellent traction. Heavier rubber keeps 
mats in place. Available in grease proof 
red and grease resistant black. 

#KM2100B Black 3’x5’
#KM2200B Red 3’x5’

HELPFUL HINT

To keep the 
appearance and 
durability of your 
kitchen mat all that is 
required is a thorough 
cleaning. You’ll 

only need some warm water, mild 
detergent a deck brush and a mat 
rack. Once you have all your supplies 
be sure to brush all surfaces of your 
mat paying special attention to the 
holes as they tend to hold in grease 
and may tend to build up there. Once 
you have cleaned both sides of your 
mat place it on a rack so that you 
may hose down all remaining soap 
residue. Do not use bleach or heavy 
degreasers. Once you’ve hosed off 
all remaining soap residue, hang 
your mat to dry. Before returning 
your clean kitchen mats to service, be 
sure that all greasy floors have been 
cleaned and any sticky liquids have 
been mopped up. It is important to 
clean your mats daily to prevent any 
kind of grease build up.
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A.  Spring Action Utility Tongs  
Stainless Steel, light or heavy duty.
Regular Heavy Duty
#3064 #3569  9”  (22.9 cm)
#3066 #3572  12”  (30.5 cm)
#3065 #3576  16”  (40.7 cm)

B. Spaghetti Tongs Stainless Steel. 
  #3060  71⁄2” (19.1 cm)

C. Utility Tongs Clear Polycarbonate. 
  #3069  91⁄2” (24.1 cm) 

#3072  12”  (30.5 cm)

D.  Pom Tongs Stainless Steel.  
Regular Heavy Duty 
#3061 #3081 61⁄2”  (16.5 cm) 
#3062 #3082 9”  (22.9 cm) 
#3063 #3083 111⁄2” (29.2 cm) 

E.  Colour-Coded Kool-Touch® Tongs 
Reduce the risk of foodborne illness resulting from 
cross-contamination with colour-coded tongs. Its 
unique springless design eliminates bacteria-prone 
food traps. The permanently bonded kool-touch 
colour-coded handles provide easy identification  
for controlled food contact. Colours: Black (20),  
Blue (30), Red (40), Yellow (50), Tan (60).

 Utility Versa-GripTM

 #47809 #47909 91⁄2” (24.1 cm)
#47812 #47912 12” (30.5 cm)
#47816 #47916 16” (40.6 cm)

F.  Lugano Flat and Scallop Grip Tongs Easily grasp 
hard to hold items such as salad greens and tomatoes.
•  Scallop Tongs feature an ergonomic design  

and secure finger grip.
•  Flat Tongs are ribbed to provide a secure hold.

Coloured tongs are made from a durable heat 
resistant material that withstands temperatures up to 
300F (149C) Ideal for serving cold and hot food, even 
from steam tables. 
Flat Grip Tongs
#TG6  6”
#TG9  9”
Available in Black (110), Beige (133), Clear (135),  
Red (404), White (148).
• Clear is safe to 210F (99C).
• Red is NSF to 210F (99C).

Scalloped Grip Tongs 
#6TGS  6”
#9TGS  9”
#12TGS  12”
Available in Black (110), Beige (133), Clear (135),  
Red (404), White (148).
• Clear is safe to 210F (99C).
• Red is NSF to 210F (99).

G.  High-Temperature Nylon End One-Piece Tongs
High-temperature nylon is heat resistant up to 450F 
(232C). Nylon end will not scratch or mar non-stick 
surfaces. One-piece body construction with  
over-molded end is sanitary and will not come  
apart. Heavy-gauge stainless steel body is resistant  
to corrosion and rusting. No spring design is safe  
and sanitary. Dishwasher safe.
#47809-12  9”  (24.1)
#47812-12  12”  (30.5)
#47816-12  16”  (40.6)
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A.  Potato Masher Wood handle.  

Nickel plated steel wire.  
#3415 4”x 4”x 18”or 5”x 5”x 24”

B.  Potato Masher Wood handle,  
Chrome Plated.  
#3404 18” long.

C.  Rolling Pins Hard Maple. 23/4” dia. 
#3653 121/2” long  (31.63 cm) 
#3655 141/2” long  (36.69 cm) 
#3658 171/2” long  (44.28 cm)

D.  Aluminum Rolling Pins 
#3633 13”  long  31/2” dia. 
#3635 15”  long  31/2” dia. 
#3638 18” long  31/2” dia.

E. Rolling Pin #3659 Wood.

F. Ladles 1 Piece stainless steel.
#73101  1oz 29.6 mL  121⁄4” (31.1 cm)
#73102  2oz 59.1 mL  123/8” (31.4 cm)
#73103  3oz 88.7 mL  131⁄2” (34.3 cm)
#73104  4oz 118.3 mL 151/8” (36.4 cm)
#73105  5oz 147.9 mL 14” (35.6 cm)
#73106  6oz 177.4 mL 151⁄2” (39.4 cm)
#73107  7oz 207.0 mL 151⁄2” (39.4 cm)
#73108  8oz 236.6 mL 155/8” (39.7 cm)
#73110 10oz 295.8 mL 12” (31 cm)
#73112  12oz 354.9 mL 161⁄4” (41.3 cm) 

G.  Graduated Dipper #T1732  
32oz, 909mL    Length: 121⁄2”(31.75 cm)

H.  Stainless Steel Ladle #58540  
24oz, 709.8mL  Length 181⁄8”  (46 cm)

I.  Dishers / Ice Cream Scoops 
Thumb operated. Colour coded. 
Portion sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 
24, 30, 40.

J.  Food Disher - Squeeze handle. 
Portion sizes: 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 30, 
40, 50, 60, 70, 100.

K.  Ice Cream Scoop Sealed mercury inner 
liner aids in smooth release of the 
perfect scoop. 
#1012 size 12  3oz 85g 
#1016 size 16  21⁄2oz 99g 
#1020 size 20  2oz 57g 
#1024 size 24  11⁄2oz 42.5g

L. Color-Coded Ergonomic Dishers

#47139 White  size 6  5.33 oz
#47140 Grey   size 8  4.00 oz
#47141 Ivory   size 10  3.25 oz
#47142 Green  size 12  2.66 oz
#47143 Blue   size 16  2.00 oz
#47144 Yellow  size 20  2.62 oz
#47145 Red   size 24  1.33 oz
#47146 Black   size 30  1.00 oz
#47147 Orchid  size 40     .75 oz
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A. Scrapers 
  #1901 91⁄2”   (24.1 cm) 

#1905 131⁄2” (34.3 cm) 
#1906 161⁄2” (41.9 cm)

B. High Heat Scrapers 
  #1962 91⁄2”   (24.1 cm) 

#1963 131⁄2” (34.3 cm) 
#1964 161⁄2” (41.9 cm)

C.  High Heat Spoon Scrapers 
#1966 Red 91⁄2” (24.1 cm) 
#1967 Red 131⁄2“ (34.3 cm) 
#1968 Red 161⁄2“ (41.9 cm)

D. Spatulas Spoon Shaped. 
  #1933 91⁄2”   (24.1 cm) 

#1934 131⁄2” (34.3 cm) 
#1938 161⁄2” (41.9 cm)

E.  Arlite Tools work like wood, but clean 
like plastic and can be used in non-stick 
pans. The dense surface resists stains 
and all Arlite Tools are dishwasher safe.

Stir Sticks  
#ST-1412 Handle 1/4“, Length 12”
#ST-1415 Handle 1/4“, Length 15”

Spatulas
#SU-1810 Handle 1/8“, Length 10”

 #SU-1812 Handle 1/8“, Length 12” 

F. Wooden Spoons Heavy Duty. 
  #3452 12” (30.5 cm) 

#3455 15” (38.1 cm) 
#3458 18” (45.7 cm)

G.  High Temperature Nylon Preparation 
Spoon. Solid, 81⁄2" length, heat 
resistant to 475F (246C). One piece 
construction, handle features a hanging 
hole, fully color-coded for identification 
for controlled food contact for HACCP 
programs

http://www.rubbermaidc ommercial.com/rcp/products/category.jsp?categoryCode=foodservice
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A.  Hamburger Turner  

#57-4317 Wood handle, 61/2” x 3”, 
 SS blade, 13” overall length. 
#57-4314 Wood handle, 8” x 3”,  
SS blade,141/2” overall length.

B. Hamburger Turner  
  #3021 Wood handle. 77/8”x 27/8”,  

SS blade, 191/2” overall length.

C.  Wide Hamburger Turner  
#3030 Wood handle, 41/2”x 33/4”,  
SS blade.

D.  Narrow Hamburger Turner  
#57-4315 Wood handle, 43/4”x 3”,  
SS blade. 11”, overall length.

E.  Flexible Turner & Scraper  
#3053 ABS plastic handle, 8” x  3”,  
offset flexible blade. 

F.  Pie Server  
#3054 ABS plastic handle, 4 1/2” offset 
blade.

G.   Griddle Turner & Scraper  
#3052 ABS plastic handle, 43/4” x 3”,  
offset rigid blade.

H. Pie Server  
 #3024 43/4 “. 

I.  Cake Turner  
#2386C-8 Beechwood handle, 8”x 3”,  
offset high carbon steel blade.

J.  Pancake Turner  
#S242-1/2 Offset rosewood handle, 
4”x 21/2”, SS blade.

K.  Pie Knife  
#S244 Offset rosewood handle,  
41/2”x 21/4”, SS blade.

L.  Pie Knife  
#S245R Offset rosewood handle,  
5” SS blade.

M.  Sandwich Spreader  
 #S2493-1/2SC Rosewood handle,  
31/2” SS blade.
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A.   Dough Scraper  
#3056 ABS Plastic handle, 41/8” x  3” 
stainless steel blade. 

B.   Dough Cutter/Scraper  
#S196 Sani-safe polypropylene handle, 
6”x 3” stainless steel blade.

C.  Dough Scrapers  
#3026 Wood handle. 6”x 3” Stainless 
steel blade.

D.  Butter Spreader  
#3055 Brown ABS plastic firm grip 
handle. 4” Stainless steel blade.

E.  Poultry Shears  
#930SS-230 Forged steel, spring 
operated.

F.   All Purpose Professional Scissors 
#1048-240 Superior quality.  
91/2” Overall length.

G.   Pot Forks Stainless steel, wood handle. 
#20342 12” 
#20345 20“

H.  Forged Cook’s Fork Heavy Duty. 
Stainless steel, wood handle. 133/4” 
Overall length.

I.  Cook’s Fork  
#S205 Stain-free, high-carbon 
steel blade with sani-safe white 
polypropylene handle.13" Overall 
length.

J.  Skewers Stainless steel.  
Bamboo skewers also available. 
8”-12” round or oval. 

K.  Bamboo Skewers pack/100
#9506  6”
#9508  8”
#9510  10”
#9512  12”

L.  Bamboo Sandwich Picks w/Knot
pack/100
#BAMK35 - 3.5"
#BAMK45 - 4.5"
#BAMK7 - 7"

M.  Classic Peeler  
#0447RD-1 Carbon blade 51/4” 13.5cm 

N.  Swivel Peeler Polypropylene handle, 
Stainless steel. 
#8052-000 Right hand 
#8053-000 Left hand 

O.  Double Sided Peeler  
#8018-060 Polypropylene handle, 
Stainless steel

P.  Potato Peeler  
#327 Stainless steel blade, Nylon handle

Q.  Core-It  
#950-1 Removes cores  
quickly and easily. Eliminates waste.
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A. Colanders Stainless steel. 
 #7403 3qt 91/4” dia. x 41/4” deep 
 #7405 5qt 111/2” dia. x 53/8” deep 
 #7408 8qt 133/4” dia. x 63/8” deep 
 #7413 13qt 16” dia. x 163/4” deep

B.  Colanders Heavy duty aluminum. 
Perforated with 3/16” holes. Base firmly 
fitted to bowl with 8 spot welds. 
#6228 11qt 
#6326 16qt

C.   Spaghetti Strainer Aluminum, will not 
rust. 5qt capacity. 103/8”w x 51/2”h 
#4605 Dia. of holes: 1/16” (0.2cm) 

D.  Spaghetti Strainer Aluminum.  
#6223 87/8”w x 43/8”h 
#6226 97/8”w x 43/8”h

E.  Fry Basket Light Duty, hot tin dipped. 
#0851 83/4” dia. x 3” deep 
#0853 93/4” dia. x 43/4” deep 
#0855 113/4” dia. x 43/8” deep

F.  French Fryer  
#856 Heavy duty steel, 10qt 131/2” dia. 
x 51/2”deep. Fry basket sold separately.

G.  Tortilla Basket Maker Plunge a tortilla 
into a deep fryer with these tools and 
in 30 seconds a perfectly shaped taco 
basket is formed. Chrome plated. 
#470 61/4” dia. x 25”h 
#471 43/8” dia. x 25”h
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A.  Quest Wok Bowl Heavy duty. Fits 
Quest Chinese range only. Design  
gives faster cooking because rim seal 
prevents heat loss. 
#BRF-22 22” dia. 
#BRF-24 24” dia. 
#BRF-26 26” dia.

B. Wok Bowl Cover 
 #BRF 20” dia. 
 #BRF 22” dia.

C.  #5200 Chop Suey Bowl Stand 81/2” dia. 

D.  Chop Suey Bowls 18 gauge steel, with 
heavy steel rod handles, welded to bowl. 
#5128 18” dia. x  5” deep 
#5220 20” dia. x  51/2” deep 
#5222 22” dia. x  6” deep 
#5224 24” dia. x  61/8” deep 
#5224 26” dia. x  61/2” deep

E.  Chinese Turners Stainless steel.  
#5001 171/4“ x 4“ 
#5002 191/2“ x 41/2“ 

F.  Chinese Ladles Stainless steel.
#5006 6 oz. 
#5008 8 oz.

G.  Perforated Ladle #5003  
Stainless steel, 8 oz.

H. Quest Fry Baskets 
All welded diamond mesh construction 
#MV40T square basket 
#MV40S rectangular basket 

Fry Baskets Rugged construction, nickel 
plated finishes. Variety of sizes to fit virtually 
all fryers. Some popular sizes shown.  

I.  #676-14 41/4”w x 131/4”l x 51/2”h 
(10.79 x 33.65 x 13.97 cm)

J.  #676-1 61/2”w x 127/8”l x 53/8”h 
(16.51 x 32.7 x 13.65 cm) 

K.  #77P 55/8”w x 131/4”l x 511/16”h 
(14.3 x 33.66 x 14.45 cm)

L.  #676-6 123/8”w x 127/8”l x 51/4”h 
(31.43 x 32.7 x 13.33 cm)

M.  Scoop #3673 Molded plastic curly fry 
bagger with dual handle, 9 inch length 

N.  French Fry Bagging Scoops  
Designed to make the job of loading 
individual bags easier and faster. 
Controls portions and efficiency. 
#3670 Right handed 
#33691 Left handed
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A. Turner, Solid Blade  
 #3042 Stainless steel blade and handle. 
 6”x 3” blade. 14” overall length. 

B.  Turner, Slotted Blade  
 #3043 Stainless steel blade and handle. 
 6”x 3” blade. 14” overall length. 

C.  Skimmer 18/8 SS perforated saucer 
#47175 123/4” x 65/16” 
#46972 113/4” x 41/2”

D.  Skimmer Medium Mesh  
Round. Nickel plated steel. 
#3155  5” x 191/2” 
#3157  7” x  20 “ 
#3159  9 “ x 23”

E.  Skimmer Medium Mesh  
Round. Nickel plated steel. 
#3157  7” x 20 “ 

F.  Skimmer  
#3175 61/2” x 20 “

G. Skimmer Fine Mesh  
  #3180 Square. Nickel plated steel.  

63/4”x 63/4”x 201/4”

H. Strainer Single mesh.  
 Double fired tin plated steel. 

#3093 43/4“
#3094 53/4“
#3095 63/4“
#3096 73/4“
#3098 8”

I.  Strainer Double medium mesh.  
Double fired tin plated steel.  
Fine Mesh Medium Mesh
#3395 61/4” #3495 61/4“
#3398 8” #3498 8“ 

J.  Strainer Heavy duty double fired  
tin plated steel. 

 #3965 9”
#3970 101/4“

K.  Strainer Heavy duty double fired  
tin plated steel. 

 #3975 12”
 #3980 133/4“ 

L. China Cap Strainer 18-8 Stainless steel.  
 Available in Fine & Coarse Mesh. 
 7”, 8”, 9”, 10”, 12” dia.
 Fine Mesh  Coarse Mesh

#3847 7” #3867 7”
#3848 8” #3868 8”
#3849 9” #3869 9”
#3850 10” #3870 10”
#3852 12” #3872 12”
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A.  Kettle Whip Stainless steel. 8”dia. 
#3648 48”
#3649 68” 

B.  Wood Stirring Paddles 
#3424 24” #3442 42”
#3430 30” #3448 48 “
#3436 36”

C.  Paddle Scraper  
#485-48 48” long, nylon paddle, 
stainless steel handle. 

D. Paddle Stainless steel. 
 #3124 24” #3148 48” 
 #3130 30” #3154 54” 
 #3136 42” #3160 60”

E. Pot Stirring Paddle 
  Woodfiber laminate 1/2” thick. 

#PS-1218 18” #PS-1230 30” 
#PS-1224 24” #PS-1236 36”

F.  Paddle Scraper #40352  
40” nylon, plastic handle. 

G.  French Whip Stainless steel handle  
and wire beater. Stiff wire.  
#57-1110 10” #57-1118 18” 
#57-1112 12” #57-1120 20” 
#57-1114 14” #57-1122 22” 
#57-1116 16” #57-1124 24” 

H.  Piano Whip Stainless steel handle  
and wire beater. Flexible wire. 
#57-1210 10” #57-1216 16” 
#57-1212 12” #57-1218 18” 
#57-1214 14”

I. Flexible Whip Wood handle with  
 a stainless steel wire. 
  #12SW 12” #18SW 18” 

#14SW 14” #20SW 20” 
#16SW 16” #24SW 24”

J.  Nylon Handle Whips

  French Whips, Aqua Handle  
#47090 10” (25.4) cm 
#47091 12” (30.5) cm 
#47092 14” (35.6) cm 
#47093 16” (40.6) cm 
#47094 18” (45.7) cm 
#47095 20” (50.8) cm 
#47096 22” (55.9) cm 
#47097 24” (61) cm

  Piano Whips, Purple Handle  
#47002 10” (25.4) cm 
#47003 12” (30.5) cm 
#47004 14” (35.6) cm 
#47005 16” (40.6) cm 
#47006 18” (45.7) cm
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A.  Griddle Scraper  

#GT404 Stainless steel splash guard and  
enclosed handle ensures safe and 
efficient operation. 

B.  Grill Scraper  
#161 Cut cleanup time by 50% and 
prevent transfer of burnt food taste. 
Blades easy to remove without tools for 
changing or re-sharpening.

C.  Grill Wiper  
#233-71A Removes grease quickly and 
safely. The 7” blade is reversible for 
long life. 

D. Potato Ricer  
 #3342 Stainless steel. 143/4”x 43/4”x 41/2”

E.  Meat Tenderizer  
#47712 Cast aluminum. Hickory handle. 
One side coarse prongs, other side fine 
prongs. 131/4” long. 

F.  Aluminum Meat Tenderizer  
#3007 23/4” x 10”

G.  All Purpose Grater & Shredder  
#7349 4 Sided. 

H.  Cheese Cutter  
#3010 Chrome plated. Slice brick cheese 
to any thickness. 5” wide. 

I.  Garlic Press  
#3008 Cast aluminum, self cleaning 
71/2” L

J.  Garlic Press  
#3010 Nickel plated zinc, plastic handle,  
self cleaning 71/2” L

K.  Steak Weight  
#47708 Available Stamped, chrome-
plated steel or cast aluminum. Waffle 
pattern bottom, wood handle.  
Size: 9”x 41/2” 

L.  Egg Slicer  
#47040 Cast aluminum 41/2” dia.

M.  Hamburger Patty Mold  
#3670 Chrome plated. 5” dia. 

N.  Egg Rings 2 eggs size 
#1E 5” dia.   
#2E 31/2” dia.
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A.   Stainless Steel Measuring Spoons  
#74-7002 These measuring tools are 
essential for every kitchen. Heavy-duty 
design that withstands the pressure 
when digging into canisters of brown 
sugar and flour. Manufactured from 
the toughest stainless steel.
Set of 5: 1/8, 1/4 , 1/2, 1 tsp, 1 tbsp.

B.  Measuring Spoon Set  
#7328 SS spoons, Plastic handle.  
Set of 4: 1/4, 1/2, 1 tsp, and 1 tbsp.

C.  Four Piece Measuring Cup Set  
#7329 Available 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, & 1 cup.

D.  4-piece Measuring Cup Set  
#47119  Stainless steel with welded rod 
handles. Integral spout makes no-spill 
pouring a breeze 1 cup (240 ml), 1/2 cup 
(120 ml), 1/3 cup (80 ml), 1/4 cup (60 ml).

E.   Baker’s Measure Aluminum.
#6140 1/2qt
#6141 1qt
#6142 2qt
#6144 4qt

F.  Graduated Measure Stainless steel. 
 #T1062  16 oz 33/4”x 45/8” 
 #T1063 32 oz 43/4”x 51/4” 
 #T1064  64 oz 51/2”x 61/2”

G.   Glass Pyrex Measure 
#H496 8 oz 
#H498 16 oz  
#H499 32 oz

H.  Camwear Measuring Cups 
  Whether the recipe calls for ounces, 

pints, quarts or litres, Camwear 
Measuring Cups make the right  
measurement clear. These graduations 
are moulded-in and imprinted in blue  
on one side for metric and red on the 
other for standard. Made of rugged 
polycarbonate, they are not affected  
by food acids. They won’t dent,  
ensuring an accurate measurement.  
The handle is molded to the cup so  
it won’t break off.

#25MCCW   1 cup  
#50MCCW   1 pint 

#100MCCW  1qt 
#200MCCW  2qt 
#400MCCW  4qt
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30 Quart Mobile Bowl Stands Vollrath 
stainless steel bowls stands add convenience 
and versatility to large-scale food preparation. 
They are designed for ideal working height 
and wheel locks hold stands in position. 
Bowls lift out for easy cleaning.

A. Without Tray Slides 
 #79001 Stand only 
 #79300 30qt bowl only; 215/8” dia. 
 #79301 With one 79300 bowl; 
  223/8” x 22” x 321/4”

B. With Tray Slides 
 #79002 Stand only 
 #79300 30qt bowl only; 215/8” dia. 
 #79302 With one 79300 bowl;  
  223/8” x 22” x 321/4”

C.  Deep Mixing Bowls 
18/8 stainless steel to resist pitting, 
rusting and staining. Mirror finish with 
rolled edge. Depth of bowl make mixing 
easier. 0.7 mm thickness.

#57 5900 .75 L51/4” dia. 
#57 5901 1.5 L 67/8” dia.  
#57 5903 3 L 85/8” dia.
#57 5094 4 L 93/4” dia.
#57 5906 6 L 107/8” dia.
#57 5908 8 L 113/4“ dia.
#57 5912 12 L 14” dia.

D.  Stainless Steel Mixing Bowls.  
Made from 18-0 bright mirror finished 
stainless steel, these bowls clean easily 
and are dishwasher safe. Value priced  
with tapered sides and beaded edge.

#7201   ¾qt 7” dia.
#7202   1½qt 8¼” dia. 
#7203   3qt 9¾“ dia.
#7204   4qt 105/8” dia.
#7205   5qt 11¾“ dia.
#7208   8qt 13¼” dia.
#7213   13qt 157/8” dia.
#7217   16qt 18” dia.
#7220   20qt 18¾” dia. 

E.  Quest’s Stainless steel ring molds are 
a chef’s secret weapon for building 
towering creations.

QM2X2.5
QM3X2
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A.   Model 1 and 2, Can Opener Heavy 
duty – opens all sizes and shapes up to 
one gallon. All parts replaceable – knife 
and gear easily changed. Base plate 
screws to table or counter. Model 2 
available with screw clamp.

B.  #S-11 Manual Can Opener High tech 
stainless steel design. Dishwasher safe 
to keep clean and sanitary. Available 
with screw down base or clamp. Knife 
replacement requires no tools.

C.  #50SS Manual Juice Puncher/Bottle 
Opener

Swing-Away Can Openers

D.  #2005-9B Can Opener by CanPro  
This new advanced commercial can 
opener utilizes a revolutionary lid 
removal process by removing the lid’s 
outer seam. No blade ever comes into 
contact with the contents and there 
are no sharp edges left to cause injury. 
Cutter head and gear are designed to 
last up to 5000 lid removals. Dishwasher 
safe, easy to clean and supplied 
complete with table mount bracket. 

E.  #407 Hand Held Can & Bottle  
Opener 

F.  #609 Wall-Type Can Opener  
Opens cans of any shape or size. 
Equipped with magnetic lid lifter.

Electric Can Openers Open up to 100 
cans per day with a choice of portable or 
countertop models. 115 or 220 V

G.  #203 Countertop Slide the can to the 
opener. This dual speed model will open 
most can sizes and shapes with single 
hand operation. All features available 
on #266 but with single speed motor, 
not shown. 

H.  #201 Portable Can Opener Bring the 
opener to the can. Built for heavy-duty 
use on cans of various heights. Stores 
out of the way when finished.

I.  #700SS Crown Punch Can Opener  
Manual – designed to open cans in 
a single stroke. Made entirely from 
stainless steel for complete wash-down. 
Can be easily changed to accommodate 
different can sizes in minutes without 
tools. Recommended usage: up to  
200 cans per day.

http://www.edlundco.com/product-category/can-openers/
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A. #573200 Bagel Cutter 

B. #573250 Replacement Blade 

C.  #970 Bagel and Biscuit Saber  
Individually slices any size bagel or 
biscuit perfectly. Safe and easy to use. 
Blade is easily replaced.

D.  Silicone Brush Swiss designed and 
features graduated brush bristles for 
even distribution. Perfect for applying 
sauces .The silicone is heat-sealed onto 
the handle – very hygienic. Stainless steel 
handle with hang loop. Heat resistant 
up to 500F/260C. Dishwasher safe Size: 
28.5cm / 11.25"

Sparta® Chef Series™ Basting Brushes

The professional’s choice for basting 
meats and poultry. High quality lacquered 
hardwood handles and brown nylon 
ferrules are durable and attractive. Boar 
bristles are epoxy-set to provide superior 
bristle retention and prevent bacteria 
harboring air pockets. The bristles are 
water-resistant and can withstand 
temperatures of 500°F.  

E.  #40373 1½” wide flat brush with  
boar bristles. 

F.  #40380 1” round brush with  
boar bristles. 

G.  #40370 12” handle with 2” wide boar 
bristle brush. Handle bent at 45° angle 
to keep hands away from hot grills.

H.  #40375 3” wide flat brush with  
boar bristles.

I.  #40376 4” wide flat brush with  
boar bristles.

Sparta® Meteor® Pastry / Basting Brushes

Molded into the handle hook hangs on lip 
of containers to prevent bristle burn, melt 
or distortion from hot pan bottoms. Hooked 
handle also keeps bristles off counter 
tops to stay clean and help prevent 
contamination.

J.  #40401 2” wide brush with  
nylon bristles.

K.  #40379 3” wide brush with  
boar bristles.
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Cambro’s Complete Storage Solution

We have the right solutions for you. 
With our wide variety of containers, we 
have all the right solutions for storing 
ingredients and preparing food. 

CamSquare® Food Storage Containers 
 Colour coded with the cover colour 
matching the graduation colour 
to quickly find the right lid to fit 
your container. Takes up 33% less 
space than round containers! All 
CamSquares stack and nest easily, 
are dishwasher safe and resist stains, 
acids and odors. Snap-tight covers 
with tab are available and ordered 
separately. Made from Camwear 
polycarbonate so they will actually 
bounce off a tile kitchen floor and 
not break! Withstands temperatures 
from -40˚ to 210˚F, so they can be used 
in refrigerators or freezers.

A. Camwear® Camsquare (Clear)

B. Translucent Camsquare

C. Poly Camsquare (White)

Camwear® Poly (Camsquare Containers) 
Clear White Trans. Cap. 
#2SFSCW 2SFSP 2SFSPP 2qt 
#4SFSCW 4SFSP 4SFSPP 4qt 
#6SFSCW 6SFSP 6SFSPP 6qt 
#8SFSCW 8SFSP 8SFSPP 8qt 
#12SFSCW 12SFSP 12SFSPP 12qt 
#18SFSCW 18SFSP 18SFSPP 18qt 
#22SFSCW 22SFSP 32SFSPP 22qt

D. Seal Covers For Camwear 
Polycarbonate Containers 
For superior spill resistance even during 
transport, use this seal cover on all of 
your Camwear polycarbonate square food 
storage containers. Its combined inner and 

outer seals work together to resist spills, 
saving expense and keeping employees safe.

#SFC2SCPP Fits 2 & 4qt
#SFC6SCPP Fits 6 & 8qt
#SFC12SCPP Fits 12, 18 & 22qt

Round Food Storage Containers  
 A traditional favorite in food storage, 
these containers are so handy. You 
can store ingredients or transport 
ready-to-serve or partially prepared 
foods. The round shapes promote air 
circulation and make it easy to stir 
soups and sauces. Easy to read 
imprinted graduations are printed on 
the outside to quickly take inventory. 
Made of virtually unbreakable Camwear 
polycarbonate, the container won’t 
chip, crack or dent from everyday 
use. Molded-in handles provide an 
easy grip for lifting. Dishwasher safe. 
Optional covers are available.

E. Camwear® (Clear)

F. Translucent
G. Poly (White)

Camwear® Poly (Round Containers) 
Clear White Trans Cap. 
#RFSCW1 RFS1 RFS1PP 1qt 
#RFSCW2 RFS2 RFS2PP 2qt 
#RFSCW4 RFS4 RFS4PP 4qt 
#RFSCW6 RFS6 RFS6PP 6qt 
#RFSCW8 RFS8 RFS8PP 8qt 
#RFSCW12 RFS12 RFS12PP 12qt 
#RFSCW18 RFS18 RFS18PP 18qt 
#RFSCW22 RFS22 RFS22PP 22qt

CamSquare® Covers (Ordered Separately) 
#SFC2 Kelly Green Fits 2 & 4qt 
#SFC6 Winter Rose Fits 6 & 8qt 
#SFC12 Midnight Blue Fits 12,18 & 22qt 
Colour coded Poly covers fit Camwear, 
Translucent & Poly CamSquare Containers

Round Covers (Ordered Separately) 
Available in Clear (135), Translucent (190) 
and Natural White (148). Lids are not 
interchangable.

https://cool.cambro.com/Storage.ashx
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A.  Portion Pal 
Available in two bottle sizes, 16oz 
and 24oz, the Portion Pal allows 
accurate portion sizes to be distributed. 
Interchangeable handle rings control 
dispensing amount easily and prevent 
mess and wastage. Supplied with 
variable portion ring that allows from 
¼oz up to 1oz portions and four fixed 
portion rings.

B.  FIFO Bottle Organizer 
Made of stainless steel the organizer fits 
over a standard 1/3 size or 1/6 size  insert  
pan. Holds eight 12oz or 16oz bottles.

C.  FIFO Bottle  
Dispenses from the bottom through a 
non-drip silicone valve and fills from the 
top. Simply squeeze the bottle to open 
the valve to dispense product, once you 
let go the valve automatically closes. 
Bottle dispensing decreases service time 
and minimize sauce waste. Available in 
12oz, 16oz, 20oz, 24oz  
and 32oz.

D.  Multi-Purpose Valves 
The FIFO bottle multi-purpose valve can 
dispense sauce ranging in viscosity from 
water to caramel, with particles up to  
1/8 inch. Whatever your sauce dispensing 
needs, FIFO has a solution.

E.  Squeeze Bottles 
Polyethylene dispensers. Durable, high-
quality, soft. Will not crack or split. Have 
a no-drip tip design eliminating messes. 
Available in 8oz,12oz,24oz.

F.  Wide Mouth Squeeze Bottles 
Wide mouth for quick and easy filling. 
Durable, high-quality, soft. Will not 
crack or split. Have a no-drip tip design 
eliminating messes. Available in 16oz, 
24oz, 32oz.

http://www.fifobottle.com/
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Food Storage Boxes 
Lost inventory means lost profit, and hidden 
inventory means lost time. Store your 
inventory in Cambro’s Food Storage boxes 
and protect your valuable inventory and 
time. Boxes are available in clear Camwear 
polycarbonate and white polyethylene in all 
standard sizes.

A.  Camwear Food Storage Boxes 
  Clear finish assures instant food 

identification and inventory-at-a-glance 
for premium organization and time 
savings. Tough polycarbonate stands 
up to tough treatment and extreme 
temperatures. Boxes stack securely, 
fit standard carts and racks and are 
dishwasher safe. Snap-tight lids are 
available in either flat or hinged in all 
sizes. Colour: Clear.

B. Poly Food Storage Boxes 
  Great value in impact and scuff resistant 

protection for wet or dry storage. Same 
sizes and benefits as Camwear.

Camwear Poly 
Clear White Capacity 

#18263CW #18263P 5.0 gal 
18”w x 26”l x 3½”h.

#18266CW #18266P 8.5 gal 
18”w x 26”l x 6”h.

#18269CW #18269P 12.5 gal 
18”w x 26”l x 9”h.

#182615CW #182615P 21.5 gal 
18”w x 26”l x 15”h.

#12183CW #12183P 2.0 gal 
12”w x 18”l x 3½”h.

#12186CW #12186P 3.5 gal 
12”w x 18”l x 6”h.

#12189CW #12189P 5.0 gal 
12”w x 18”l x 9”h.

https://cool.cambro.com/Storage.ashx
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A.  Camwear® Food Pans are extremely 
cost effective. They will not bend, dent 
or crack, will withstand temperatures 
from –40°F to 210°F and have 
both standard and metric markings 
for easy inventory management. 
Precisely designed to Gastronorm GN 
specifications, Camwear® Food Pans 
deliver three-in-one service, storage, 
transportation and serving display. 
Non-stick smooth interior surface 
increases yields and promotes easy 
cleaning. They stack neatly without 
wedging or sticking. Uniform ½” 
flange ensures a smooth fit for prep 
tables and rails. Covers and Cambro’s 
exclusive FlipLid® and GripLid®, sold 
separately, will eliminate spillage when 
storing or transporting. These pans 
are not recommended for steam table 
use. See H-Pans™.

GN 1/1 Size 123/4”w x 207/8”l
 #12CW 2.5”d 8.9qt 
 #14CW 4”d 13.7qt 
 #16CW 6”d 20.6qt 
 #18CW 8”d 27qt

GN 1/2 Size Long 63/8”w x 207/8”l
 #22LPCW 2.5”d 3.2qt 
 #24LPCW 4”d 5.3qt

GN 1/2 Size 107/16”w x 123/4”l
 #22CW 2.5”d 4.1qt 
 #24CW 4”d 6.3qt 
 #26CW 6”d 9.4qt 
 #28CW 8”d 12.4qt

GN 1/3 Size 615/16”w x 123/4”l
 #32CW 2.5”d 2.5qt 
 #34CW 4”d 3.8qt 
 #36CW 6”d 5.6qt

GN 1/4 Size 63/8”w x 107/16”l
 #42CW 2.5”d 1.8qt 
 #44CW 4”d 2.7qt 
 #46CW 6”d 3.9qt

GN 1/6 Size 63/8”w x 615/16”l
 #62CW 2.5”d 1.1qt 
 #64CW 4”d 1.6qt 
 #66CW 6”d 2.4qt

GN 1/9 Size 41/4”w x 615/16”l
 #92CW 2.5”d 0.6qt 
 #94CW 4”d 0.9qt

Lids – Flat Cover, Cover with Handle, 
Notched Cover with Handle, Seal Cover, 
FlipLid®, Notched  FlipLid®, GripLid®.
Colours – Clear (135), White (148), Black 
(110). Drain shelf colour– clear. Camwear 
Drain Shelves fit full, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4 size pans.

B.  H-Pan™ Simplify your operations with 
one pan that does it all. H-Pans™ go from 
prep to cooler to oven to steam table, 
handling extreme temperatures ranging 
from –40°F to 375°F. Unlike metal 
pans, H-Pans™ are ideal for microwaves. 
Great for flash freezing, cooking 
and re-heating. Precisely designed 
to Gastronorm GN specifications, 
H-Pans™ have both standard and metric 
graduation markings for easy inventory 
management. Uniform 1/2” flange width 
ensures a smooth fit for prep tables 
and rails. Non-stick surfaces promote 
easy food release for improved yields 
and easier cleaning. Covers are sold 
separately.

Please refer to Camwear food pans for  
GN dimensions & capacities.

GN 1/1 Size Available 21/2”, 4”& 6” deep. 
GN 1/2 Size Long, available 21/2”& 4” deep. 
GN 1/2 Size Available 21/2”, 4”& 6” deep. 
GN 1/3 Size Available 21/2”, 4”& 6” deep. 
GN 1/4 Size Available 21/2”, 4”& 6” deep. 
GN 1/6 Size Available 21/2”, 4”& 6” deep. 
GN 1/9 Size Available 21/2”& 4” deep.

Lids – Flat Cover, Cover with Handle, 
Notched Cover with Handle, Seal Cover, 
FlipLid®, Notched FlipLid®, GripLid®.
Colours – Amber (150), Black (110).  
Drain shelf colour – Amber.

C.  StoreSafe Food Rotation Labels  
leave no sticky residue, eliminate  
scraping and save operators time and 
money. Both adhesive and label dissolve 
completely off any container in less than 
30 seconds through the dishwasher or 
under hot or cold running water.

 • Safe for all sewer and septic systems  
   and no build up in drains. 
 • Switch from seven color labels to one  
   easy to use, universal label for all  
   days of the week. 
 • Withstands high heat temperatures  
   up to 200°F (93°C) for 4 hours. 
 • Microwave safe.

Case Pack:  
#23SL 20 rolls, 100 labels per roll;  
#23LB250 24 rolls, 250 labels per roll. 

https://cool.cambro.com/Storage.ashx
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Colors: Clear (135), White (148), Black (110). 

18CW, 28CW and Drain Shelves available in 

Clear (135) only.

All Camwear food pans are made of FDA 

approved materials. All Camwear food pans are 

designed to CEN Gastronorm Standard EN 631-1.

CONFIGURATIONS
PAN
CODE

PAN
DEPTH

APPROXIMATE
CAPACITY QUART

CASE LBS.
(CUBE)

GN 1/1
12¾” x 207/8”
(32.5 x 53 cm)

12CW 2½” (6,5 cm) 8.9 10.67 (1.30)

14CW 4” (10 cm) 13.7 13 (1.67)

16CW 6” (15 cm) 20.6 16.93 (2.09)

18CW 8” (20 cm) 27.0 23 (2.78)

10CWD — Drain Shelf 5.53 (0.35)

CONFIGURATIONS
PAN
CODE

PAN
DEPTH

APPROXIMATE
CAPACITY QUART

CASE LBS.
(CUBE)

GN 1/3
615/16” x 12¾”
(17.6 x 32.5 cm)

32CW 2½” (6.5 cm) 2.5 4.15 (0.46)

34CW 4” (10 cm) 3.8 5.50 (0.57)

36CW 6” (15 cm) 5.6 6.77 (0.74)

38CW 8” (20 cm) 7.3 9 (0.94)

30CWD — Drain Shelf 1.29 (0.07)

CONFIGURATIONS
PAN
CODE

PAN
DEPTH

APPROXIMATE
CAPACITY QUART

CASE LBS.
(CUBE)

GN ¼
63/8” x 107/16”
(16.2 x 26.5 cm)

42CW 2½” (6.5 cm) 1.8 2.97 (0.32)

44CW 4” (10 cm) 2.7 3.74 (0.44)

46CW 6” (15 cm) 3.9 5.25 (0.58)

40CWD — Drain Shelf 0.88 (0.06)

CONFIGURATIONS
PAN
CODE

PAN
DEPTH

APPROXIMATE
CAPACITY QUART

CASE LBS.
(CUBE)

GN 1/6
63/8” x 615/16”
(16.2 x 17.6 cm)

62CW 2½” (6.5 cm) 1.1 2.05 (0.24)

64CW 4” (10 cm) 1.6 2.61 (0.32)

66CW 6” (15 cm) 2.4 3.36 (0.40)

60CWD — Drain Shelf 0.57 (0.05)

CONFIGURATIONS
PAN
CODE

PAN
DEPTH

APPROXIMATE
CAPACITY QUART

CASE LBS.
(CUBE)

GN 1/9
4¼” x 615/16”
(10.8 x 17.6 cm)

92CW 2½” (6.5 cm) 0.6 1.39 (0.16)

94CW 4” (10 cm) 0.9 1.75 (0.20)

90CWD — Drain Shelf 0.44 (0.04)

Case Pack for all Pans: 6. Lids listed on following page.
InStock Color: Clear (135).

CONFIGURATIONS
PAN
CODE

PAN
DEPTH

APPROXIMATE
CAPACITY QUART

CASE LBS.
(CUBE)

GN 1/1
107/16” x 12¾”
(26.5 x 32.5 cm)

22CW 2½” (6,5 cm) 4.1 5.57 (0.69)

24CW 4” (10 cm) 6.3 7.03 (0.87)

26CW 6” (15 cm) 9.4 9.44 (1.12)

28CW 8” (20 cm) 12.4 11.81 (1.36)

20CWD — Drain Shelf 2.29 (0.17)

CONFIGURATIONS
PAN
CODE

PAN
DEPTH

APPROXIMATE
CAPACITY QUART

CASE LBS.
(CUBE)

GN ½ Long
63/8” x 207/8”
(16.2 x 53 cm)

22LPCW 2½” (6,5 cm) 3.2 5.65 (0.46)

24LPCW 4” (10 cm) 5.3 7.72 (0.92)

20LPCWD — Drain Shelf 1.92 (0.19)

Drain Shelves

• Supports products and promotes drainage
• Available to fit all pan sizes

FULL SIZE

HALF SIZE LONG

HALF SIZE ONE NINTH SIZE

ONE SIXTH SIZE

QUARTER SIZE

ONE THIRD SIZE

https://cool.cambro.com/Storage.ashx
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Camwear® Polycarbonate Food Pans

Store, transport and serve all in one pan. 
Camwear food pans are made from durable 
polycarbonate that will not crack, bend or 
dent. Precisely designed to Gastronorm GN 
specifications, with a large radius bottom 
to reduce food waste. At half the cost 
of stainless steel, Camwear pans keep 
contents as cold as metal pans with less 
condensation. Pans stack neatly without 
wedging or sticking.

Colors: Clear (135), White (148), Black (110). 
Except 18CW and 28CW available in Clear 
(135) only.

Camwear pans are not recommended for 
steam table or microwave use. See H-Pan™ 
section for these high heat applications.

Molded-in graduations 
in standard & metric 
for easy inventory 
management.

Uniform ½" (1.27 cm) flange 
ensures a smooth fit in prep 
tables and food bars.

Virtually unbreakable 
Camwear® polycarbonate 
withstands temperatures 
from -40˚F to 210˚F (-40˚C 
to 99˚C). 

Textured bottoms 
resist scratching.

Non-stick smooth interior 
surface increases yields and 
promotes easy cleaning.

Cold Test

Tests prove Camwear food pans 
keep products as cold as stainless 

steel. Stainless may feel colder, but as 
these test results demonstrate, Camwear 
food pans keep products just as cold for 
just as long.

HELPFUL HINT

GN 1/9

GN 1/3
GN ¼

GN ½ long

GN 1/6

GN ½

https://cool.cambro.com/Storage.ashx
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A.  ProSave™ Shelf Ingredient Bins
Quick one handed access while stacked c/w 
integrated two cup measuring tool increases 
preparation efficiency, space optimization, and 
promotes food safety compliance. Clear windows 
and ingredient labels make for easy identification 
of contents. FIFO (First In, First Out) barrier aids in 
proper rotation of ingredients.
#9G57 
L-23½ in 59.7 cm
W-11½ in 29.2 cm
H-167/8 in 42.9 cm
Volume Capacity [Nom]: 5.400 gal 20.4 L
#9G58
L- 23½ in 59.7 cm 
W-19.2 in 48.8 cm
H-167/8 in 42.9 cm
Volume Capacity [Nom]: 10.700 gal 40.5L

B.  Safety Portioning Scoops
Patent-pending quick one handed access while 
stacked and integrated measuring tool increases 
preparation efficiency, space optimization, and 
promotes food safety compliance. Anti-roll design 
prevents handle from coming in contact with food 
reducing cross contamination. Clear polycarbonate 
allows for use in cold or hot environments (-40ºF/-
40ºC to 212ºF/100ºC). Measurement markings 
in cups, ounces, and millilitres. Commercial 
dishwasher safe.
#9G51 - 2 Cup 473.2 mL
#9G52 - 3 Cup 709.8 mL
#9G53 - 4 Cup 946.4 mL
#9G54 - 8 Cup 1892.7 mL

C.  ProSave™ Ingredient Bins
One handed access and integrated measuring 
tool increases preparation efficiency. Rectangular 
design improves space optimization under a 
preparation table or in a storeroom. Integrated 
Sliding Lid and clear door make for easy 
identification of ingredients. Casters allow bins  
to be easily transported.
#3601
L-22 in 55.9 cm
W-22 in 55.9 cm
H-23 in 58.4 cm
Volume Capacity [Nom]: 3¾ ft3/0.1 m3

#3600-88 
L-29¼ in 74.3 cm
W-131/8 in 33.3 cm
H-28 in 71.1 cm
Volume Capacity [Nom]: 2¾ ft3/0.1 m3

#3602-88
L- 29½ in 74.9 cm
W-15½ in 39.4 cm
H- 28 in 71.1 cm
Volume Capacity [Nom]: 3½ ft3/0.1 m3

#3603-88
L-29¾ in 75.6 cm
W-18 in 45.7 cm
H-28 in 71.1 cm
Volume Capacity [Nom]: 41/8 ft3/0.1 m3

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/subcategory.jsp?categoryCode=foodservice&subCategoryCode=foodservice_food_storage
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A.  #X3 Food Mill 
Stainless Steel , 5qt. Purees and mills 
tomatoes, apples, carrots, potatoes and 
more. Strains out seeds and skins.  
Includes 3 grids:
-  1.5 mm Small holes for fruit sauces and 

tomato juice
-  2.5 mm Medium holes for purees and soups
-  4.0 mm Large holes for stringy vegetables, 

root crops, cooked lettuce, spinach, leeks, 
etc.

B.  #X5 Heavy Duty Professional Food Mill 
Stainless steel, 8qt. Purees and mills 
tomatoes, apples, carrots, potatoes, fruit 
sauces, soups and much more. Strains out 
seeds and skins. Height: 14¾,” Bottom 
dia.7¼”, Top dia.14”.

Optional grids available:
#X5010 1 mm
#X5015 1.5 mm
#X5020 2 mm
#X5030 3 mm
#X5040 4 mm

C.  Dynacube
The perfect manual kitchen tool: simple and 
practical to use for rapidly and efficiently 
dicing vegetables. Its patented grid system 
made with surgical stainless steel blades, 
ensures a clean consistent cut of vegetables, 
fruit and certain cooked meat. Great for soft 
vegetables. Complete with one grid set size. 
Options include 1/8”, 1/4", 3/8”, 1/2", & 3/8”. 

D.  #V-7000 VPower V-Slicer Mandoline  
The ultimate - adjust your slice thickness 
without removing the insert. Durable ABS 
plastic with German surgical grade stainless 
steel blades. Up to 10 different cuts - 
julienne, slice, shred - even cube! Patented 
safety setting provides worry free storage.

E.  #38/39 Mandoline The original Bron Coucke 
mandoline with guard. 18/10 stainless steel. 
Blades in special hard stainless steel. Razor 
sharp. Allows to cut fruits or vegetables in 
various sizes and shapes. Comes with guard 
and 38 blades set. 2” H x 5” W x 16” D.
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A. Manual Salad Spinners 
  #SD92 Salad spinner with sealed gears. 

Good for up to 8 heads of lettuce. c/w 
stabilizing base. Capacity 5 gallons.

  #SD99 Good for up to 4 heads of  
lettuce. Capacity 2.5 gallons.

B. Electric Salad Spinner 
  #EM98 dries up to 6-8 heads of  

lettuce in less than 1 minute. Capacity 5 
gallons, 20 L. 120 V, 200 W, 600 rpm.

C.  Vollrath Redco® Onion King®

Greater yield and portion control are 
created with exact slice thickness.  
The Vollrath Redco® Onion King® slicer 
also slices potatoes for cottage fries, 
squash, lemons, limes, oranges and 
other firm vegetables.
#500N (3/16”)
#501N (1/4”)
#502N (3/8”)
#503N (1/2”)

D.  Salad Spinner 
#32480 For easy salad preparation. 
Simply press the soft, non-slip knob to 
start the basket spinning. One handed 
operation makes this spinner a pleasure 
to use, and a built-in brake stops the 
unit so you can unload it. A non-slip 
ring keeps the bowl steady on the 
countertop, and the basket and bowl 
can be used separately. Dishwasher 
safe. 101/4"/26 cm.

E.  Easy Tomato Slicer™  

#55600 Save time, labour and valuable 
work space with the Easy Tomato Slicer. 
Vertical handle and protective guards 
improve user comfort and safety. Cleans 
up quickly and easily and features a 
unique self lubricating track material 
that resists misalignment problems that 
cause nicks and broken blades. Available 
in 3/16”, 1/4", 3/8”, 7/32" blade sizes. 
Accommodates a 31/4” dia. tomato.

F.  Easy Tomato Slicer II  
#56600 Compact, efficient, easy to use 
and even easier to maintain, the Easy 
Tomato Slicer II with its pretensioned 
cartridge blade assembly is safer and 
more convenient than ever.  The Easy 
Tomato Slicer II has an ergonomic 
handle, polyethylene slide board, hand 
guards, self-lubricating track, rubber 
feet and a table stop.  Available in 
3/16”, 1/4”. Accommodates a 41/2” dia. 
tomato.
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Potato Cutters Clean and durable  
stainless steel “V” trough guarantees 
smooth operation.

A. #47703 Wedge-Cut Potato Cutter

B.  French Fry Potato Cutter 
#47713 cuts 3/8” 9.53mm 
#47714 cuts 7/16” 11.11mm 
 #47715 cuts 9/32” 7.14mm

C.  Kurly-Q Kutter  
#47701 cuts potatoes in curls, eliminates 
need for blanching.  Handles potatoes 
up to 6” (15.2 cm).  Portable, hand 
screws to edge of table. 23” x 15”  
(58.4 x 38.1 cm).

D.  Redco® Instacut™ 3.5 Corer, Dicer, 
Wedger Dice, wedge or core. The 
InstaCut™ 3.5 produces perfectly cut 
vegetables and fruits at least 3 times 
faster than cutting by hand. One-stroke 
operation produces quick, clean cuts, 
without the bruising and waste of other 
methods. A simple, one-piece blade 
assembly pops in and pops out for quick 
changing and easy cleaning. Rugged 
construction keeps this mighty manual 
processor working for years to come. 

#15000 Tabletop 1/4" (.64 cm)   
#15001 Tabletop 3/8" (.95 cm) 
#15002 Tabletop 1/2" (1.27 cm) 

E.  Lettuce King 
Eliminate 75% of the time and cost of 
shredding lettuce with a knife for salads, 
sandwiches and all types of Mexican 
dishes with the Vollrath Redco® Lettuce 
King® I. Since no "bruising" of your 
lettuce occurs during shredding, the 
Lettuce King® I prevents discoloration 
to reduce product waste. Cut a quarter 
head of lettuce at a time.

#400N Lettuce King® I  
 8/16 (4.8) cut, 37 blades   
#403N Lettuce King® I  
 1/4 (6.4) cut, 28 blades   
#402NC Lettuce King® I  
 3/8 (9.5) cut, 19 blades   
#401N Lettuce King® I  
 3/4 (19) cut, 10 blades

F.  BT Hamburger Press  
The BT hamburger patty machine will 
produce quick forming of hamburgers 
with cellophane interleaves. It is made 
of anodized aluminium with the 
food contact areas made of stainless 
steel. Simply to operate and easy to 
clean. Cellophane papers are available 
separately. 
#BT10 4" Dia. 
#BT13 5.2” Dia.  
Dimension: 9.5"l x 8.6"w x 11"h
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A.  #1246-01 Bi-Metal Pocket Test 
Thermometer features a red protective 
sheath and pocket clip. It is field 
adjustment and NSF certified.  
-40° to 180°F.

  #1246-02 Bi-Metal Pocket Test 
Thermometer features a red protective 
sheath and pocket clip. It is field 
adjustable and NSF certified.  
0° to 220°F.

B.  #24HP Thermometer Professional 
model for ovens. The two inch dial 
is easy to read. This instrument has a 
range 100° to 600°F / 50° to 300°C. 
Made of durable stainless steel. This 
thermometer has a HACCP dial.

C.  #25HP Thermometer Professional 
model for refrigerators, freezers, and 
other dry storage applications. The two 
inch dial is easy to read. This instrument 
has a range of -20° to 80°F / -29° to 
27°C. Made of durable stainless steel.

D.  #26HP Proofing/Holding Cabinets 
Thermometer HACCP reference dial 
and colored holding zone, temperature 
range 100° to 600°F / 50° to 300°C NSF 
certified.

E.  #1236-70-1 Espresso / Cafe 
Thermometer features a 1” dial and  
5” stem. Packaged with a stainless steel 
vessel clip for use with frothing pitchers. 
It is field adjustable and NSF certified.  
0° to 220°F.

F.  #268 Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer 
has reversible suction cups for front or 
back mounting. It is easily mounted on 
either walls or windows. It features a 
non-toxic spirit-filled glass tube. -40° to 
120°F/-40° to 50°C.

http://www.cooper-atkins.com/Products/Bi-Metals/
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A.  #3210-08 Grill Thermometer features 
unique grips for easy removal from the 
hot grill surface. It features a HACCP 
reference dial and is NSF certified.  
100° to 600°F / 50° to 300°C.

B.  #322-01-1 Candy/Jelly/Deep-Fry 
Thermometer includes an adjustable 
stainless steel vessel clip and is NSF 
certified. It features a zoned dial with 
specific applications for deep frying, 
candy and jelly. It also has a preset  
point for accurate measurements.  
200° to 400°F / 90° to 200°C. 

C.  #323-0-1 Meat Thermometer is NSF 
certified and includes a 6"/15.2cm 
stem. It includes HACCP minimum 
temperatures for poultry, ground beef, 
pork and fish. 130° to 190°F / 54° to 
88°C.

D.  #3270-05-5 Professional Turkey 
Deep-Fry Thermometer is perfect 
for the kettle method of deep frying a 
turkey. It features an adjustable stainless 
steel vessel clip. 50° to 550°F / 10° to 
285°C.

E.  #335 Horizontal Glass Tube 
Refrigerator Thermometer features 
magnifying lens and hangs, stands or 
permanently mounts. It is NSF certified. 
-40° to 80°F / -40° to 25°C.

F.  #412 Non-contact Infrared 
Thermometer The 412’s innovative 
design incorporates a Non-contact 
Infrared Thermometer to measure 
surface temperature with a 
Thermocouple Jack to measure internal 
temperature. -76° to 932°F / -60° to 
500°C. (Probe not included ).

http://www.cooper-atkins.com/products/
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A.  #462 Non-Contact Infrared 
Thermometer Within a half second 
you can accurately measure surface 
temperatures with this non-contact infrared 
thermometer. The 462 Slim-Line has an 
ergonomic comfort fit in the hand and an 
easy to use single button operation.  
-40° to 536°F, -40° to 280°C.

B.  #470 Mini-IR Thermometer 
Compact and easy to use, the Mini-IR 
470 allows you to safely measure surface 
temperatures of various foods without 
contact. Just aim, press the button, and 
read the surface temperature in less 
than half a second. It’s so compact it 
easily fits in your pocket, on your key 
ring or use the lanyard to wear it around 
your neck. The Mini-IR 470 has memory 
for maximum/minimum values, is F/C 
selectable, and has an automatic hold 
function and a lock function for long-term 
monitoring. -27° to 428°F/-33° to 220°C.

C.  #481 Thermometer 
Measure surface temperature fast and 
avoid cross-contamination. Use the 
retractable RTD puncture probe for 
insertion temperature reading. During 
temperature checks, the green and 
red lights indicate if the temperature is 
within the HACCP safe zone. -40° to 
536°F / -40° to 280°C. 

D.  #DFP450W Digital Pocket Test 
Thermometer with adjustable 
temperature alarm was specifically 
designed for the harshest foodservice 
environments. The Instrument can 
be programmed to provide a visual 
alarm (blinking display) once the set 
temperature is reached. The DFP450W 
stores the maximum heat registered 
and is waterproof. Guaranteed accurate 
for life means there is no need of field 
adjusting of calibration settings and 
no risk of introducing error into the 
instrument. -40° to 450°F,  
-40° to 232°C.

E.  #DPP400W Waterproof Digital 
Thermometer NSF certified and has 
automatic shut-off. -40° to 392°F,  
-40° to 200°C.

F.  #DPS300-01 Thermometer 
The unique DPS300-01 allows you to 
swivel 90° in either direction for a total 
of 180°. It has a Stainless Steel stem 
with a Reduced Tip Design which gives 
you faster response times. A protective 
pocket sheath is included. The DPS300-
01 will re-start in the last °F or °C 
temperature mode last used. Saving time 
and making the it more user friendly. 
-40° to 302°F, -40° to 150°C.

http://www.cooper-atkins.com/products/
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A.  #DTT361 Cooking Thermometer & 
Timer monitors internal temperatures 
of food cooking in your oven. Heat 
resistant, stainless steel probe that 
inserts into the food while the oven 
door closes tightly over its specially 
designed silicone-jacketed probe cord. 
The cord will not fray or allow moisture 
to penetrate inside. Once the desired 
temperature and/or time setting is 
reached, an alarm sounds.  
32° to 392°F, 0° to 200°C.

B.  #TC6 Multi-Function Unit with timer, 
clock and stopwatch all in one. Designed 
to perform a number of tasks, this unit 
has splash-proof case with a large, easy-
to-read digital display. It also includes 
memory recall. Easel stand, wire hanger, 
clip-on or magnet mount. 

C.  #TFS4 Multi-Station Digital Timer 
is a high-performing and durable 
choice that has 4 different timer mode 
stations that can be used independently 
or simultaneously. Its large 4-station 
LCD and flashing lights allow for easy 
viewing. The TFS4 has four distinctive 
alerts with an adjustable volume control 
that makes it easy to hear from across 
a large room - making it the ideal timer 
for noisy work environments. 4 "C" cell 
batteries included. Optional AC Adaptor 
#9374.

D.  #TM60 Long-Ring Mechanical Timer 
features a 8-second long ring. Choose 
from one-minute to one-hour time 
settings on the easy to read dial.

E.  #TS100 Stopwatch Timer includes 
an 18” nylon cord to wear around 
your neck. It has 3 button functions: 
minutes, seconds and start/stop and is 
programmable up to 99 minutes and 
59 seconds.

F.  #40005 Electronic Timer battery (AA) 
LCD display, programmable.

G.  #3691 Electronic Timer battery (AA), 
LCD display, programmable with  
magnetic clip.

http://www.cooper-atkins.com/products/
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Thermocouple Instruments

A.  #32311K  
Designed primarily for the foodservice 
industry. The slim line design fits nicely in 
the palm of your hand and will provide 
a good ergonomic grip. The addition 
of the molded rubber boot provides 
impact and water resistance. Micropower 
design provides 4500 hours battery life. 
All Cooper-Atkins type-K thermocouple 
probes are available for use with the 
EconoTemp 32311.  
-40° to 500°F, -40° to 260°C.

B.  #35100-K  
A high accuracy instrument designed to 
withstand the harsh environments in a 
kitchen or in food processing. The ABS 
housing is extremely durable and IPX7 
waterproof rated. The housing is ergonomic 
with a tapered design and curved back to 
fit nicely in your hand. The 35100-K can be 
used with any Type K thermocouple probe 
with a standard mini-connector. -100° to 
999°F, -73° to 537°C.

C.  #35132  
The right choice when accuracy is your top 
priority. Total System Accuracy™ ensures 
this instrument and probe combination will 
provide high accuracy with temperature 
monitoring. Probes can be replaced in the 
field without the need for recalibration. 
The heavy-duty patented probe cable is 
reinforced with Kevlar® and a metal  
braid that neatly wraps and stows  
around the instrument.  
-100° to 500°F, -73° to 260°C.

D.  #35140  
With MicroNeedle Wrap&Stow™ probe is 
the right choice when accuracy is your top 
priority. The heavy-duty patented probe 
cable is reinforced with Kevlar® and a metal 
braid that neatly wraps and stows around 
the instrument. The MicroNeedle probe tip 
offers the quickest response with minimal 
impact on the product. Ideal for thin food 
products and semi-solid products.  
-100° to 500°F, -73° to 260°C. 

E.  #35200-K  
A high accuracy instrument designed to 
withstand the harsh environments in a 
kitchen or in food processing. The ABS 
housing is extremely durable and IPX7 
waterproof rated. The housing is ergonomic 
with a tapered design and curved back to 
fit nicely in your hand. The 35200-K can be 
used with any Type K thermocouple probe 
with a standard mini-connector. -100° to 
999°F, -73° to 537°C.

http://www.cooper-atkins.com/Products/Thermocouples/
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Thermocouple Probes

A.  #50012-K Probe 
Designed for use on any flat surface. 
Swivelling bell sensor self-orients to the 
surface, giving superior contact. Ideal for 
griddles. Durable phenolic handle.  
-40°F to 500°F,-40°C to 260°C.

B.  #50014-K Probe 
Weighted probe allows for hands-free 
use. Stainless Steel construction with 
Phenolic handle and 2.5" Teflon®  
base. Ideal for griddles. -40°F to 500°F  
(-40°C to 260°C).

C.  #50209-K Probe 
A delicate probe tip to provide the 
quickest response with minimal 
impact on the product. Ideal for small 
products and semi-solid products. Not 
recommended for use in highly acidic 
or alkaline products such as citrus and 
tomato products. -100°F to 500°F 
(-73°C to 260°C).

D.  #50306-K Oven & Freezer Probe 
Air probe that is versatile for either  
oven or freezer monitoring. Probe 
features a SS shield that protects 
sensor from touching the inside wall of 
an oven that could convey a false air 
temperature. Clip for easy mounting  
and durable cable that will withstand 
most door closures. -100°F to 600°F, 
-73°C to 316°C.

E.  #50336-K Needle Probe 
One of our most popular general 
purpose needle probes. Can be used 
to measure temperatures for food 
products, liquids, and more. Quick and 
rugged for dependable performance. 
-40°F to 500°F, -40°C to 260°C).

F.  50101-K Heavy Duty Probe 
Very heavy duty probe with large heavy 
stainless steel handle enabling insertion 
into hard product. Solid frozen product 
such as large meats may still require 
drilling a hole. -40°F to 400°F,  
-40°C to 205°C.

http://www.cooper-atkins.com/Products/Thermocouples/
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A.  #DFG-160 Digital Portion Scale features a 
6" x 6¾" removable stainless steel platform 
to provide plenty of space for weighing your 
product. A durable, high-impact resistant plastic 
casing will stand up to the daily demands of 
any food service operation. This scale can read 
in the decimal ounce (0.1oz), fractional ounce 
(1/8 oz), and grams (1g).The DFG-160 can be 
powered by either a AC adapter (included or a 
9V DC battery (sold separately). A large easy to 
read LCD readout and auto shut off when in 
DC battery mode. 160.0oz x 0.1oz /160oz  
x 1/8oz /5000g x 1g. 

B.  DR-34C Portion Control Scale 
The DR-34C combination US and metric  
34oz / 1000g portion control scale is the 
fast and efficient way to segment food into 
different units of weight. This combination 
portion control scale includes a 6" x 63/4" 
platform, internal housing, and spring 
mechanisms all made of stainless steel. The 
DR34-C portion control scale measures in 
0.25oz or 5g increments. 

C.  SR-1000C Portion Control Scale 
The SR-1000 mechanical portion control scale 
has a stainless steel construction which allows 
for a rinse through cleaning without taking 
the scale apart. All stainless steel housing 
and stainless steel springs and mechanisms 
make it durable and long lasting. It can also 
be re-calibrated. Weighs up to 1000g in 4g 
increments and is NSF listed.

D. DOU-2 Portion Control Scale 
  A convenient, durable, and helpful addition 

to any busy kitchen, the DOU-2 deluxe 32oz. 
heavy duty portion control scale is the fast 
and efficient way to measure ingredients and 
divide helpings of food. This portion control 
scale includes a 7" x 8¾" platform, internal 
housing, and spring mechanisms all made 
of stainless steel. It also includes over/under 
indicators on the face so you can more easily 
tell whether or not you're in the proper weight 
range. The DOU-2 deluxe 32oz. portion control 
scale measures food in 0.25oz increments. 
The smooth design allows for easy wipe-down 
cleaning. Its high quality air dashpot also relays 
measurements instantly and accurately so you 
can get a precise reading without having to 
slow down your operation, and a rotating dial 
lets you "tare" this scale like an electronic one. 

E. RMD-1000 Deluxe Portion Control Scale 
  The RMD-1000 deluxe dial type portion scale 

is a top loading counter model featuring a 
rotating dial and sloped face. 1000gm x 5gm. 
Stainless steel construction with adjustable air 
dashpot on deluxe models (gold dial) acts as a 
shock absorber to prevent scale pointer from 
vibrating when product is on scale. Stainless 
steel springs and inner mechanism for rustproof 
operation for longer life and greater accuracy.

http://www.edlundco.com/product-category/scales/
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A.  #R220 Digital Point-of-Sale Scale 
Perfect for any point of sale application. 
R220's programmable PLUs provide high 
transaction rates with simple operation. Its 
large capacity and small division size allows 
you to handle a wide range of commodities 
with high accuracy. The R220 features a 
large (9.7" x 13.8”) removable stainless  
steel platform. 40lb x 0.01lb; 20kg x 
0.005kg. 115V, 8.5W.  
(Legal for trade).

B.  Universal Dial Receiving Scale  
Designed for reliable weight 
determination in agriculture industry, at 
home or in restaurant kitchens. Heavy duty 
construction with special reinforcement. 

#M-40 PK 40lbs x 2oz, 18kg x 50g 
#M-100 PK 100lbs x 4oz, 45kg x 100g 
#M-150 PK 150lbs x 8oz, 67kg x 200g

C. Rotating Dial Portion Scales
The Accu-Weigh® SKY series of stainless 
steel dial scales are made exclusively for 
environments found in professional kitchens 
and meat processing plants. SKY series 
scales are ideal for portion control and 
recipe formulation. The outer housing is 
constructed from stainless steel with all 
other components made from corrosion 
resistant materials.  
#SKY-1K  1kg x 5g
#SKY-32PK  32oz x 1/4oz, 900g x 5g
#SKY-2K  2kg x 10g
#SKY-5PK  5lb x 1/2oz, 2kg x 10g

D.  #BC-10 Bar Inventory Control Scale 
Accurately determine how many drinks were 
sold out of any bottle (up to 64 fluid oz). No 
calculations needed, direct reading provided 
on colour coded charts. The net content of 
“open” bottles is measured instantly in 
fluid ounces.

E.  Electronic Digital Food Scales  
The SPC-Solar Series is a cost-effective 
solution for restaurants, kitchens, deli's,  
and bakeries.

  This scale features stainless steel 
construction with removable platform. Large 
easy to read LCD screen with dual range 
function and multiple weighing units – lb, g, 
oz and lb/oz. Adjustable auto shut-off. This 
unit can also be powered by two optional 
AA batteries. 

#SPC-SOLAR2  
Low Range 0-2lb 3oz x 0.05oz 
High Range 0-2lb 3oz-4lb 6oz x 0.1oz

#SPC-SOLAR5  
Low Range 0-5lb 2oz x 0.1oz 
High Range 0-5lb 2oz-11lb 2oz x 0.2oz

F.  #DSR-400 Digital Scale 
A durable 400lb /180kg capacity scale ideal 
for shipping and receiving. Units of weight 
can be switched from lb to kg by simply 
pressing a clearly marked key. The low 
profile stainless steel platform fits  
almost anywhere. 

http://www.yamatocorp.com/
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A.  #PPC-300W Washdown Portable 
Portion Control Scale With over/
under check weighing, high accuracy, a 
portable wireless design and washdown 
capability; the PPC-200W is perfectly 
suited for use in the poultry, seafood 
and meat processing industries. A 
very affordable washdown scale with 
exceptional quality and features.  
Battery powered.

B.  #P250S Briefcase Receiving Scale 
Low profile receiving scale for foodservice, 
industrial, or office environments. Its 
compact size stores easily and non-skid 
platform keep container in place. Memory 
Lock™ locks in readings when dial is 
obscured by larger items.  
Max Capacity: 250lb, 113.4kg 
13¼”l x 10½”w x 37/8”h.

C.  BK Series Baker's scale 
A baker’s beam balance scale designed 
for professional use. Ideal for bakeries, 
pastry shops, restaurants, candy shops, 
and other food preparation applications. 
Optional heavy duty scoop with 
counterweight is available. Available in 
metric or avoirdupoids measurements. 
Simple to operate and designed with 
minimal moving parts to ensure years of 
maintenance free use.
 #BK8 Capacity 8kg, graduation 10g
 #BK16 Capacity 16lb, graduation ¼oz 

D.  Kitchen Timer Mechanical dial wind up, 
1hr max, bell ringer.

E.  #740-T88 Prince Castle Multi-Display 
Timers available in 4, 6, or 8 channel, 
horizontal or vertical configurations. 
Easy to read and program with hidden 
access programming buttons. Cabinet 
is water and grease resistant for harsh 
kitchen conditions. Unit is complete 
with a transformer and 10 foot power 
cord. 120V, 1 phase.

F.  #740-T8 Prince Castle, Single-
Function Timer available in 2, 4, 8 
or 12 channel configurations. Easy to 
read and program with hidden access 
programming buttons. Cabinet is water 
and grease resistant for harsh kitchen 
conditions. Unit is complete with a 
transformer and 10 foot power cord. 
120V, 1 phase.
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A.  Cold Paddles keep foods out of the temperature danger 

zone. Harmful bacteria grow between 41°F (5°C) and 
140°F (60°C). FDA code dictates chilling cooked foods 
rapidly through the temperature danger zone. Rapi–
Kool® Original Cold Paddles fight time–temperature 
abuse for chilling cooked foods safely within time limits 
mandated by boards of health. Perfect for cooling 
chili, soups and stews. Also helps keep chilled foods at 
cold holding temperatures. Cools product from inside 
out so products chill faster and more evenly. Durable 
polycarbonate is dishwasher safe, and is the best material 
to stand up to freezing–heating cycles. 
#RCU128  128oz (3785ml) 
#RCU256  265oz (7571ml) 
#RCU64    64oz (1892ml)

B.  Cold Paddles This revolutionary new design provides 
new functionality, durability and ease of use. Innovative 
Fill-Rite™ design eliminates looking for the fill line - simply 
fill Rapi-Kool® Plus with water, screw on the top and 
freeze. Separate handle cap guarantees ice expansion 
area, eliminating the stress caused by overfilling. Smooth 
exterior makes it easy to remove foods, reducing waste; 
this also makes it easy to clean and sanitize. Cools 
product from the "inside out", so products chill faster 
and more evenly. Helps to rapidly chill food through the 
temperature danger zone:135°F to 70°F in 2 hours, then 
to 41°F within 4 hours.

#RCU64V2  64oz (1892ml)
#RCU128V2 128oz (3785ml)

C. Heavy Duty Plastic Bucket Opener
#142-1359 This tool opens plastic pails quickly and 
easily! Does not distort or damage the container.

Whether at your home or at the restaurant, making 
large batches of food can present a special food safety 
challenge. The food danger zone - that place between 

5°C and 60° C where pathogens grow most quickly can take 
a long time to get through when you have a large batch of 
chili, soups, gravies, sauces, or other liquid food product. The 
water in these products holds an awful lot of heat, and getting 
a big batch down to refrigerated temperature can take forever. 
If you do not help this process along, you could sicken your 
family or patrons. The food must absolutely get from 60° C to 
21° C in two hours, and must be cooled from 21°C to 4° C 
in no more than four. If either step takes too long, the food is 
unsafe and must be thrown out. The first thing that you need 
is an accurate probe thermometer. You can use an inexpensive 
bimetal thermometer, or go with a digital. You will want to 
keep tabs during the cooling process, and this is the best tool 
for the job. 

One of the best methods for cooling is cooling paddles. These 
have become one of the most common ways to cool liquids 
in a commercial kitchen.  The convenience, ease of use, and 
safety of the paddles is a real selling point. The paddles need to 
be filled with water and placed in the freezer overnight. They 
have a large surface area, so they can cool soups fast. What 
makes these safer than other methods is that you can cool right 
in the cooking vessel–there is no pouring hot soup into other 
containers or carrying the cooking pot around.

HELPFUL HINT
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COOKING AND HOLDING
Pork Cook to 155ºF

Water For sanitizing, 170ºF

Poultry, Stuffed Meat Cook to 165ºF or above

Reheat Reheat foods to 165ºF or above

Hamburger Cook to 155ºF

Safe Temperatures To kill E.coli, cook foods to 155ºF 
 To kill Salmonella, cook foods to 145ºF

Holding Cook & Hold foods at 140ºF or above

DANGER ZONE
Bacteria grow & produce at these temperatures

Water For hand washing, 110º-120ºF 
 Room temperature 65º to 85ºF

Fresh Fruits Store at 50ºF

Fresh Vegetables, Eggs Store at 45ºF

Milk, cheese, butter Store at 40ºF

STORAGE
All meats Store ground, fresh, cold cuts at 38ºF

Fish, Shellfish Store at 36ºF

Ice Cream Store at 10ºF

Frozen Foods Store at 0º or below

Frozen fish Store at -10ºF or below

Temperatures rounded off to the nearest whole degree.

THE 10 GOLDEN RULES FOR SAFE FOOD PREPARATION
Food can look, smell and taste good, but still 
cause food borne illness. Every year thousands of 
Canadians suffer the effects of food poisoning, but 
food borne illness is preventable, and its risks can 
be minimized by safe food handling practices. It’s 
easy to be Food Safe if you implement these simple 
procedures:

1.  Choose foods carefully While many foods, 
such as fruits and vegetables are best in their 
natural state, others simply are not safe unless 
they have been processed. For example, always 
buy pasteurized as opposed to raw milk. 
When shopping, avoid dented cans, damaged 
packages, and check the outlet for safe food 
handling practices. Certain foods eaten raw – 
such as lettuce, need thorough washing.

2.  Cook foods thoroughly Many raw foods, 
most notably poultry, meats and eggs may be 
contaminated with disease-causing organisms. 
Thorough cooking will kill the Pathogens, but 
remember that the temperature of all parts of 
the food must reach at least 77ºC (170ºF). If 
cooked chicken is still raw near the bone, put 
it back in the oven until it is done – all the way 
through. Cook ground meat items until pink is 
completely gone. Frozen meat, fish and poultry 
must be thoroughly thawed before cooking.

3.  Eat cooked foods immediately When cooked 
foods cool to room temperature, microbes begin 
to proliferate. The longer the wait, the greater 
the risk. To be on the safe side, eat cooked foods 
just as soon as they come off the heat.

4.  Store cooked foods carefully If you must 
prepare foods in advance or want to keep 

leftovers be sure to store them under either hot 
- above 60ºC (140ºF) – or cool – near or below 
4ºC (40ºF) conditions.

  This rule is of vital importance if you plan to 
store foods for more than two hours. Foods for 
infants should preferably not be stored at all. A 
common error, responsible for countless cases 
of food borne disease, is putting too large a 
quantity of warm food in the refrigerator. In an 
overburdened refrigerator, cooked foods cannot 
cool to the core as quickly as they must. When 
the centre of food remains warm – above 4ºC 
(40ºF) for too long, microbes thrive, quickly 
proliferating to disease-causing levels.

5.  Reheat cooked foods thoroughly This is your 
best protection against microbes that may have 
developed during storage (proper storage slows 
down microbial growth but does not kill the 
organisms). Once again, thorough reheating 
means that all parts of the food must reach at 
least 77ºC (170ºF).

6.  Avoid contact between raw foods and 
cooked foods Safely cooked food can become 
contaminated through even the slightest contact 
with raw food. This cross-contamination can be 
direct, as when raw poultry meat comes into 
contact with cooked foods. It can also be more 
subtle. For example, don’t prepare a raw chicken 
and then use the same unwashed cutting board 
and knife to carve the cooked bird. Doing so can 
reintroduce the disease-causing organisms.

7.  Wash hands repeatedly Wash your hands 
thoroughly before you start preparing food and 
after every interruption – especially if you have 
to change the baby or have been to the toilet. 

After preparing raw foods such as fish, meat or 
poultry, wash again before you start handling 
other foods. If you have an infection on your 
hand, be sure to bandage or cover it before 
preparing food. Remember too that household 
pets – dogs, cats, birds, and especially turtles 
often harbor dangerous pathogens that can pass 
from your hands into food.

8.  Keep all kitchen surfaces meticulously clean 
Since foods are so easily contaminated, any 
surface used for food preparation must be kept 
absolutely clean. Think of every food scrap, 
crumb or spot as a potential reservoir of germs. 
Cloths that come into contact with dishes and 
utensils should be changed frequently. Separate 
cloths for cleaning the floors also require 
frequent washing. Use a sanitizing solution (1 
oz bleach per gallon of water) to clean surfaces 
and utensils and to store cloths.

9.  Protect foods from insects, rodents and 
other animals Animals frequently carry 
pathogenic microorganisms, which cause food 
borne disease. Storing foods in closed containers 
and practicing good pest control is your best 
protection.

10.  When in doubt – throw it out! Why take 
chances? 

Safe food preparation begins with the right 
tools and it starts with an accurate method to 
measure food temperatures quickly and accurately. 
Inexpensive  bi-metal thermometers are simply 
not appropriate if you are serious about the 
safety of your Customers. See your Russell Sales 
Representative for a complete line of Cooper-Atkins 
Thermocouple Thermometers along with a wide 
variety of other products to make your food safety 
program a success.
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A. Perforated Pizza Pans
Plate 710 10”
Plate 711 11”
Plate 712 12”
Plate 713 13”
Plate 714 14”
Plate 715 15”
Plate 716 16”
Plate 717 17”
Plate 718 18”

B.  Deep Dish Pizza Pans  
These pans are made from hard food 
grade aluminum for increased strength 
and durability. Radius corners for easy 
cleaning. Straight sides 1” deep.
Plate 1706 6”
Plate 1708 8”
Plate 1710 10”
Plate 1712 12”
Plate 1714 14”
Plate 1716 16”
Plate 1718 18“

C. Heavy Duty Pizza Screens 
#42006 6” #42013 13”
#42007 7” #42014 14”
#42008 8” #42015 15”
#42009 9” #42016 16”
#42010 10” #42017 17”
#42011 11” #42018 18“
#42012 12”

D.  Pizza Plates  
Pizza pans of the finest quality, 
manufactured from hard food grade 
aluminum which offers resistance 
to denting and allows even heat 
distribution when baking. This pan can 
be used for baking or serving pizza.

Plate 506 6” 20 gauge 
Plate 507 7” 20 gauge 
Plate 508 8” 20 gauge 
Plate 509 9” 20 gauge 
Plate 510 10” 20 gauge 
Plate 511 11” 20 gauge 
Plate 512 12” 20 gauge 
Plate 513 13‘’ 20 gauge 
Plate 514 14’’ 20 gauge
Plate 515 15’’ 18 gauge 
Plate 516 16‘’ 18 gauge 
Plate 517 17‘’ 18 gauge
Plate 518 18‘’ 18 gauge

E.  Pizza Peels Aluminum peel,  
wooden handle. 

  #57 5322 Base 12” (30 cm) 
Handle 22” (56 cm).

 #57 5324 Base 14” (36 cm) 
 Handle 24” (61 cm).

 #57 5326 Base 16” (41 cm) 
 Handle 26” (66 cm).
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A.  Stainless Steel Cake Stands  

#4125 Can also be used for pizza.  
13” (33 cm) dia.

B.  Pizza Cutter  
#57 4262 with wooden handle. 4”  
(10 cm) blade. 

C.  Pizza Cutters Plastic handle.  
Stainless steel blade.

 #3132 with 21/2” (6.4 cm) blade 
 #3134 with 4” (10.2 cm) blade

D. Pie Servers 
  #3054 41/2” (11.4 cm) blade 

#3024 43/4” (12.1 cm) blade

E.  Pizza Cutter  
#7400 Wooden handle. Stainless steel 
blade 37/8” (9.8 cm).

F.  Pizza Cutter  
#S3A Aluminum handle, 23/4” (7 cm) 
blade.

G.  Pan Grippers Nickel plated steel.  
8” (20.3 cm) Overall length. 
#3348 for lifting deep-sided pans 
#3349 for lifting flat pizza pans

H.  Pan Gripper  
#N9494 Heat resistant nylon 

I.  Pizza Knife 
#S160 16” 
#S160 18”

J.  Rocker Knife  
#68720 Polypropylene Handle 20” x 4”

K.  PROSERVE® Professional  
Delivery Bags
Designed especially for food delivery 
professionals. These nylon constructed 
bags feature two inches of polyester 
insulation for maximum thermal 
performance and no moisture or odor 
retention. Commercial grade zippers 
and enclosures with nylon thread that 
will not deteriorate will provide years of 
performance. Commercial grade hook 
and loop closer

#9F35 Holds two 16” pizzas 
H5¼“x L18”x W18”

#9F36 Holds four 12” or three 14” pizzas 
H7¾”x L18”x W17¼”

#9F37 Holds four 16” or three 18” pizzas 
H7¾“x L21½”x W19¾”

#9F38 Holds six 12” to 14” pizzas 
H13”x L17”x W17”

#9F39 Holds six 16” to 18” pizzas 
H13”x L19¾”x W19¾”

#9F40 H12”x L15”x W12”
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A.  Wooden Pizza Peels

  Long Handle 
#6113 12” x 14” (30.5 x 35.6 cm) 
Handle 42” (106.7 cm)

  #6114 14” x 16” (35.6 x 40.6 cm) 
Handle 30” (76.2 cm)

  #6115 12” x 14” (30.5 x 35.6 cm) 
Handle 36” (91.4 cm)

  #6116 14” x 16” (35.6 x 40.6 cm) 
Handle 42” (106.7 cm)

  #6118 18” x 18” (45.7 x 45.7 cm) 
Handle 42” (106.7 cm)

  Short Handle 
#6122 12” x 14” (30.5 x 35.6 cm) 
Handle 22” (55.9 cm)

  #6124 14” x 16” (35.6 x 40.6 cm) 
Handle 24” (61 cm)

Woodfibre Laminate Pizza Boards

B. Short Peel 
  #SP-1016 Overall 10” x 16” 

(25.4 x 40.6 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SP-1022 Overall 10” x 22” 

(25.4 x 55.9 cm) handle 11” (27.9 cm)
  #SP-1218 Overall 12” x 18” 

(30.5 x 45.7 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SP-1222 Overall 12” x 22” 

(30.5 x 55.9 cm) handle 9” (22.9 cm)
  #SP-1420 Overall 14” x 20” 

(35.6 x 50.8 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SP-1424 Overall 14” x 24” 

(35.6 x 61 cm) handle 9” (22.9 cm)
  #SP-1624 Overall 16” x 24” 

(40.6 x 61 cm) handle 7” (17.8 cm)
  #SP-1826 Overall 18” x 26” 

(45.7 x 66 cm) handle 7” (17.8 cm)
  #SP-2026 Overall 20” x 26” 

(50.8 x 66 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)

C. Serving Boards
  #SB-0712 Round 7” 

(17.8 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SB-0914 Round 9” 

(22.9 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SB-1116 Round 11” 

(27.9 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SB-1217 Round 12” 

(30.5 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SB-1419 Round 14” 

(35.6 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SB-1621 Round 16” 

(40.6 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SB-1823 Round 18” 

(45.7 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)
  #SB-2025 Round 20” 

(50.8 cm) handle 5” (12.7 cm)

D.  Pizza Tree Hold pre-made pizza ready 
for the oven. Keep trays organized and 
out of the way. Overall height 233/4” 
(60.3 cm) Shelf width 61/4” (16.5 cm)

  #453 8 slot, 7 slides with 21/2” (6.4 cm) 
clearance and 1–11/4” (3.2 cm)

  #450 15 slot, 15 slides with 11/4”  
(3.2 cm) clearance.
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A.   #56507 Egg Poacher Aluminum. 

4 egg capacity. 9” dia. Teflon cups. 

B.  Egg Poacher Fits standard size steam 
table opening. Complete with pan, 
plate, cover and lift-out aluminum 
poaching cups. Also can be used to hold 
juice glasses on cold buffet bar. Hole 
dia: 223⁄32” (6.9 cm).

  Full Size 
#75060 Egg poacher/juice glass holder 
#75061 Flat cover with knob 
#75062 15-hole plate 
#75080 Aluminum egg cups

 One-Half Size 
  #75070 Egg poacher/juice glass holder 

#75071 Flat cover with knob 
#75072 8-hole plate 
#75080 Aluminum egg cups

C.   French-Style Fry Pan, Carbon Steel 
#3816 6½” dia. 
#3818 7½” dia. 
#3828 10¾” dia. 
#3820 8½” dia. 
#3824 9½” dia. 
#3832 12¾” dia. 
#3836 13¾” dia. 
#3840 15” dia.

D.   Commercial Cast Iron Cookware
#57-3708 8” x 2”
#57-3710 10” x 2”
#57-3712 12” x 2”

HELPFUL HINT

GRIDDLE SEASONING

Griddle surfaces must be seasoned 
before first use.

1.  Wash griddle with a hot detergent or soap 
solution, rinse and dry thoroughly. Set 
griddle heat to lowest temperature for 
30 minutes. Apply a thin film of cooking 
oil and allow to remain for 5 minutes then 
wipe off. 

2.   Set heat to medium temperature and 
apply a second film of oil. Wipe off excess 
after 5 minutes.

3.  Reset heat to cooking temperature and 
apply a final film of oil wiping off surplus 
after 3 minutes. 

The griddle is now ready for use. It may be 
re-seasoned at any time by cleaning thoroughly 
and repeating the above procedure. 
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A.   These induction-ready paella pans 
features a tough 18/10 stainless steel 
body construction with a ¼" thick 
aluminum clad bottom. This bottom 
design means these pans heats up 
faster and more evenly than similar 
pans. This induction ready paella pan 
is durable, with heavy-duty stainless 
steel construction and securely riveted 
handles. The stay-cool oversized hollow 
handles are designed to resist heating 
and provide a comfortable grip.

#57-24171 – 9.5" x 2"
#57-24172 – 11" x 2"
#57-24173 – 12.5" x 2"

B.   This induction-ready saute pan is made 
of durable 18/10 stainless steel and has 
a 1/4" aluminum clad base. The bottom 
of this saute pan is designed to heat up 
faster and more evenly. The stay-cool 
hollow handle is heat-resistant and has a 
comfortable, ergonomic grip. The handle 
is securely attached to the body of this 
pan with three stainless steel rivets in a 
triangular pattern. 

#57-24041 – 1.2 Quart 
#57-24042 – 2.0 Quart 

C.   This Tri-ply construction wok features 
two outer stainless steel layers bonded 
to a middle aluminum layer for use 
on gas, electric, ceramic, halogen and 
induction heat sources. Made of 18/8 
SS cooking surface for superior cooking 
performance. 3004 aluminum mid layer 
for even heat transfer on both sides.18/0 
SS outer layer is induction ready and 
easy to clean.

#57-24095 – 12" x 35/8"

D.   These Tri-ply construction fry pans 
feature two outer stainless steel layers 
bonded to a middle aluminum layer for 
use on gas, electric, ceramic, halogen 
and induction heat sources. Made of 
18/8 SS cooking surface for superior 
cooking performance. 3004 aluminum 
mid layer for even heat transfer on both 
sides.18/0 SS outer layer is induction 
ready and easy to clean.

#57-24092 – 8" x 1.5"
#57-24093 – 9.5" x 2"
#57-24094 – 11" x 2"
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Stainless Steel Cookware 
Heavy gauge 18-10 Stainless Steel 
construction features riveted HD “Cool 
Touch” SS handles. Gas, electric and 
induction capable with 0.6mm aluminum 
bottom bonded pad for fast, even heat.

Deep Stock Pot SS Cover

#23908 8qt #24122 22 cm 8½”
#23910 10qt #24124 24 cm 9½” 
#23912 12qt #24126 26 cm 10¼” 
#23916 16qt #24128 28 cm 11”
#23920 20qt #24132 32 cm 12½” 
#23924 24qt #24134 34 cm 133/8”
#23932 31qt #24134 34 cm 133/8” 
#23940 44qt #24145 45 cm 17¾” 
#23960 63qt #24150 50 cm 195/8” 
#23980 78.5qt #24150 50 cm 195/8” 
#24000 98qt #24150 50 cm 195/8” 

Brazier  SS Cover

#24009 8.6qt #24128 28 cm 11”
#24014 14.0qt #24136 36 cm 14¼”
#24019 19.0qt #24140 40 cm 15¾”
#24024 24.0qt #24145 45 cm 17¾”
#24029 29.5qt #24150 50 cm 195/8”

Sauce Pan  SS Cover

#24032 2.0qt #24116 16 cm 6¼” 
#24033 3.3qt #24120 20 cm 8”
#24034 4.4qt #24120 20 cm 8”
#24036 5.9qt #24122 22 cm 8½”
#24037 7.2qt #24124 24 cm 9½”
#24040 10.0qt #24128 28 cm 11”

Fry Pan Non-Stick SS Cover
Regular Excalibur 

#24048 8” #24058 #24120 20 cm 8”
#24050 9½” #24060 #24124 24 cm 9½”
#24051 11” #24061 #24128 28 cm 11”
#24052 12½” #24062 #24132 32 cm 12½”
#24054 14” #24064 #24136 36 cm 14¼”

Double Boiler

#24068 8qt Insert & Cover
#24072 12qt Insert & Cover
#24076 16qt Insert & Cover
#24080 20qt Insert & Cover

Pasta Cooker

#24082 12qt Insert & Cover
#24090 20qt Insert & Cover
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"Stay Cool"  
  hollow cast handle

Heavy duty construction

Excalibur® non-stick coating from Whitford Mfg. offers excellent  
release properties. Designed for premium stainless steel cookware.

NSF listed,
where noted

NSF listed,
where noted

Awarded American 
Culinary Federation  
"Seal of Approval"

Limited  
Lifetime 

Warranty

For use with all 
heat sources

Covers sold separately unless 
noted otherwise

Covers are 2.5 mm (10GA) and 
securely fastened by heavy-duty 
rivets. Sold separately, unless  
noted otherwise

Lustrous satin finish

Oversized handles 
securely fastened
with heavy-duty 
rivets

Heat resistant removable
fry pan sleeves available

Durable aluminum construction 
guarantees even heating across  

the bottom

Choice of  
weights 

Standard  
4.0 mm (6GA),

Heavy-weight  
6.0 mm (2GA) and  

7.0 mm (1GA)

Eclipse® non-stick coating  
from Whitford Mfg. offers excellent  
release properties. 3-layer internally- 
reinforced non-stick system. Top layer provides the  
non-stick function while a midcoat bonds the top layer to the bottom layer.

6mm aluminium sandwich bottom

Induction Capable

2-tone exterior finish (satin with 
mirror band on most pieces)
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A.  Fry Pans Heavy Duty Aluminum.

 #14807 7” dia. x 1¼” (18 x 3.2 cm)

 #14808 8” dia. x 1½” (20 x 3.8 cm)

 #14810 10” dia. x 2” (25.4 x 5 cm)

 #14812 12” dia. x 2¼” (30.5 x 5.7 cm)

 #14814 14” dia. x 2½” (35.6 x 6.3 cm)

B. Non-Stick Fry Pans Heavy Duty Alum.

 #14827 7” dia. x 1¼” (18 x 3.2 cm)

 #14828 8” dia. x 1½” (20 x 3.8 cm)

 #14830 10” dia. x 2” (25.4 x 5 cm)

 #14832 12” dia. x 2¼” (30.5 x 5.7 cm)

 #14834 14” dia. x 2½” (35.6 x 6.3 cm)

C. Removable Sleeves

 #12501 Small. Fits 7”& 8” Fry pans

 #12503 Medium. Fits 10” Fry pans

 #12505 Large. Fits 12”& 14” Fry pans.

D. Removable Sleeves

 Heat-resistant to 572°F/300°C

 #58-11133 Fits 7"&8" Fry pans 

 #58-11134 Fits 12" & 14" Fry pans 

HELPFUL HINT

GRIDDLE CLEANING & OPERATION

Cleaning. Griddle plates should be 
wiped daily while still warm. Remove 

carbonized grease or food with a spatula.

When necessary, clean griddle surface 
thoroughly using a griddle brick or liquid 
griddle cleaner. Polish the surface to a bright 
finish, wash, rinse and dry thoroughly. 
Re-season griddle.

Operation. Avoid overheating griddle as this 
causes sticking and grease carbonizing which 
results in a hard to clean surface.

Do not hit spatula on griddle plate as this will 
nick the surface. Clean grease tray often to 
eliminate spill overs. 

POTS & PANS - CLEANING

Burnt Food: Sprinkle with baking soda and 
moisten with water. Allow to stand for 
several hours.

Restore Shine: For aluminum, boil apple  
peels for five minutes, rinse and dry. Or  
cut a potato in half and rub the surface. 

Sprinkle salt on half a lemon and rub in a 
circular motion. This will work on stainless 
steel too. Scrub with a non-abrasive pad, 
rinse and dry well.

DID YOU KNOW?

•  Boiling apple peelings for five minutes will 
restore shine to aluminum pots 

•  You can remove black grit from 

aluminum by rubbing with potatoes  
cut in half.

•  Tomato paste rubbed on and scrubbed 
with a non-abrasive pad will brighten 
bottoms of pots and pans.

•  Burnt or scorched pans can be cleaned by 
sprinkling with baking soda, moistened 
and left to stand for a few hours.

•  Stubborn stains on non-stick cookware can 
be cleaned by boiling two tablespoons 
baking soda with one-half cup vinegar and 
one cup water for ten minutes.

•  Direct high heat can damage  
aluminum or stainless pans. Medium high is 
recommended.

•  Pre-soaking silver and stainless steel 
cutlery together can cause pitting and 
corrosion.

http://www.halco.com/
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A.  Heavy Duty Sauce Pots.

 6.0 mm / 2 Gauge Aluminum

 #14314 12” dia. x 7.5”h (30.5 x 19 cm) 
 14 L. Cover #15314.  

 #14320 13” dia. x 9”h (33 x 22.8 cm) 
 20 L. Cover #15320.

 #14326 14” dia. x 10”h (35.5 x 25.4 cm) 
 26 L. Cover #15326.

 #14334 16” dia. x 10”h (40.6 x 25.4 cm) 
 34 L. Cover #15334.

B.  Standard Weight Stock Pots

4.0 mm / 6 Gauge Aluminum

 #13108 9” dia. x 7½”h (23 x 19 cm)  
 8 L. Cover #15008.

 #13112 10” dia. x 9½”h (25.4 x 24 cm) 
 12 L. Cover #15012.

 #13116 11” dia. x 10”h (28 x 25.4 cm) 
 16 L. Cover #15016.

 #13120 11.¾” dia. x 11”h (30 x 28 cm) 
 20 L. Cover #15020.

 #13124 12½” dia. x 11½”h (32 x 29 cm) 
 24 L. Cover #15024.

  #13132 13.¾” dia. x 13”h (34.8 x 33 cm) 
32 L. Cover #15032.

 #13140 14½” dia. x 14½”h (37 x 37 cm) 
 40 L. Cover #15040.

 5.0 mm / 4 Gauge Aluminum

 #13160 17¼” dia. x 16”h (44 x 41 cm) 
 60 L. Cover #15060.

 #13180 19” dia. x 17”h (48 x 43 cm)  
 80 L. Cover #15080.

 #13200 20” dia. x 18½”h (51 x 47 cm) 
 100 L. Cover #15100.

C.  Heavy Duty Stock Pots. 

 6.0 mm / 2 Gauge Aluminum

 #14108 9” dia. x 7½”h (23 x 19 cm) 
 8 L. Cover #15008.

 #14112 10” dia. x 9½”h (25.4 x 24 cm) 
 12 L. Cover #15012.

 #14116 11” dia. x 10”h (28 x 25.4 cm) 
 16 L. Cover #15016.

 #14120 11¾” dia. x 11”h (30 x 28 cm) 
 20 L. Cover #15020.

 #14124 12½” dia. x 11½”h (32 x 29 cm) 
 24 L. Cover #15024.

  #14132 13¾” dia. x 13”h (34.8 x 33 cm) 
32 L. Cover #15032.

 #14140 14½” dia. x 14½”h (37 x 37 cm) 
 40 L. Cover #15040.

 (All Covers are 2.5 mm / 10 Gauge)

http://www.halco.com/
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A. Standard Weight Tapered Sauce Pans 
 3.0 mm / 9 Gauge Aluminum

 #13901 6”dia. x 3¼”d (15.2 x 8.3 cm) 
 1.5 L. Cover #15901.

 #13902 7½”dia. x 4¼”h (19 x 10.8 cm) 
 2.75 L. Cover #15902.

 #13903 8½”dia. x 4½”h (21.6 x 11.8 cm) 
 3.75 L. Cover #15903.

 #13904 9”dia. x 5”h (23 x 12.7 cm) 
 4.5 L. Cover #15904.

 #13905 10”dia. x 5”h (25.4 x 12.7 cm) 
 5.5 L. Cover #15905.

 #13907 10½”dia. x 5¼”h (6.6 x 13.3 cm) 
 7 L. Cover #15907.

 4.1 mm / 6 Gauge Aluminum.

 #13908 11¼” dia. x 5½”h (28.6 x 14 cm) 
 8.5 L. Cover #15908.

 #13911 12¼”dia. x 5½”h (31 x 14 cm) 
 11 L. Cover #15911.

B.  Heavy Duty Straight Side Sauce Pot . 
 6.0 mm / 2 Gauge Aluminum.

 #14502 7”dia. x 3¾”h (18 x 9.5 cm) 
 2.5 L. Cover #15502.

 #14503 8”dia. x 4½”h (20 x 11.4 cm) 
 3.75 L. Cover #15503.

 #14507 9½”dia. x 6¼”h (24 x 15.9 cm) 
 7.5 L. Cover #15507.

 #14511 11”dia. x 6¾”h (28 x 17 cm) 
 11 L. Cover #15511.

C. Standard Weight Saute Pans. 
 4.1 mm / 6 Gauge Aluminum.

 #13703 10”dia. x 2½”h (25.4 x 6.4 cm) 
 3 L. Cover #15703.

 #13705 12”dia. x 2½”h (30.5 x 6.4 cm) 
 5 L. Cover #15705.

 #13707 14”dia. x 2¾”h (35.5 x 7 cm) 
 7 L. Cover #15707.

 #13711 16”dia. x 3½”h (40.6 x 8.9 cm) 
 11 L. Cover #15711.

D. Heavy Duty Braziers.  
 6.0 mm / 2 Gauge Aluminum.

 #14415 14”dia. x 5¾”h (35.5 x 14.6 cm) 
 15 L. Cover #15415.

 #14418 16” dia. x 5¼”h (40.6 x 13.3 cm) 
 18 L. Cover #15418.

 #14424 18” dia. x 5½”h (45.7 x 14 cm) 
 24 L. Cover #15424.

 (All Covers are 2.5 mm / 10 Gauge)

http://www.halco.com/
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A.  #100PC Pasta Cooker with 4 inserts. 
3.2 mm / 8 Gauge Aluminum. 20 L. 
Stainless steel inserts also available 
separately. 3qt, 3L. Pot only not 
available separately.

B.  Standard Weight Double Boilers 
Insert. 3.2 mm / 8 Gauge Aluminum.

 #13208 9¼”dia. x 8”h (23.5 x 20 cm) 
 8 L. Cover #15208.

 #13212 10¼”dia. x 9¼”h (26 x 23.5 cm) 
 12 L. Cover #15212.

 #13216 11¼”dia. x 9¼”h (28.5 x  
 23.5 cm) 16 L. Cover #15216.

 #13220 12”dia. x 9¾”h (30.5 x 24.8 cm) 
 20 L. Cover #15220.

 (All Covers are 2.5 mm / 10 Gauge)

C.   Sauce Pots Medium Weight 
Aluminum. Brushed satin finish 
looks good, as well as absorbing and 
distributing heat more efficiently than 
reflective surfaces. Planishing produces 
double-thick, 8 gauge rims and bottoms 
for added strength. Covers are 14 
gauge. Beadless rim won’t trap food 
particles and cleans easily.

 #67414 12”dia. x 71/2”h (30.5 x 19 cm) 
 14 L. Cover #67521.

 #67420 13”dia. x 9”h (33 x 22.9 cm) 
 20 L. Cover #67533.

 #67426 14”dia. x 10”h (35.6 x 25.4 cm) 
 26 L. Cover #67541.

 #67434 16”dia. x 10”h (40.6 x 25.4 cm) 
 34 L. Cover #67561.

D.  #4764 18-8 Sauce Pan, Stainless steel. 
4.13”h x 7.87”dia. 3.5 L. All sizes  
available. Thickness 0.028” Induction 
Capable. Shown with optional cover.     

http://www.halco.com/
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Steamers/Cookers Proper steaming with 
professional grade cookware helps prevent 
overcooking, and locks in the nutritional 
value of rice, pasta, and vegetables, and 
allows your frozen or fresh vegetables to 
retain their natural color and taste. Plus, 
one burner does all the work, conserving 
energy and reducing fuel costs and kitchen 
temperatures.

A.   Steamers, Boilers Aluminum. 
Nutritionists say steaming is the best 
method of food preparation…use for 
lobster, clams, shrimp or fish boils, 
as well as to steam cooked vegetables. 
Baskets with bails can also be used for 
draining foods. Manufactured of fast, 
even heating aluminum with double-thick 
tops and bottoms for extra strength in 
the critical stress areas. Baskets have 
3/8” embossed feet. Set includes pot, 
basket and cover.

  #68271  20qt 
#68269  32qt 
#68270  40qt 
#68272 60qt 
#68273  80qt

B.   Double Boilers Aluminum.  
For cooking more delicate sauces, 
puddings, and pie fillings – anything 
prone to scorching; also eliminates the 
need for constant stirring, a real time 
saver in busy kitchens. Both insert and 
base are planished in manufacturing, 
producing double-thick bottoms and tops 
that maintain a proper fit with covers.

 #67708 81/2qt 10” dia. x 101/4”h 
 #67711 11qt 10” dia. x 111/2”h 
 #67717 171/2qt 12” dia. x 13”h

C.  Double Boilers Stainless steel.  
Includes boiler pan with heat-conductive 
base, snug-fitting insert, and flat cover 
with recessed grip. Rounded corners on 
#77070 inset pan for ease in stirring. 
Ideal for delicate food preparation, 
reheating, preheating and moisture 
free cooking.

 Loop Handles with Cover 
 #77070 7qt 99/16” dia. x 11”h 
 #77110 11qt 117/16” dia. x 11”h 
 #77130 20qt 1213/16” dia. x 14”h

http://vollrath.com/Vollrath/Products/Professional-Cookware-Products.htm
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 Aluminum Roasters, NSF Certified  
These professional roasting pans heat so 
evenly and efficiently that it is recommended 
that oven temperature be reduced by 25° F 
(-13.9° C) to reduce energy costs. When used 
as double roasters, sections fit snugly to 
steam-seal to help retain maximum flavour 
and nutritional value. Top or bottom section 
may also be used individually for open pan 
roasting. Beadless rim is sanitary and easy to 
clean. Protective chrome-plated steel straps 
on items 68360, 68361, and 68362 plus 
loop handles on all styles absorb extra-hard 
everyday use.

A.  #68360 Double roaster set.  
Top & bottom with straps, 231/4qt 
201/8”l x 161/8”w x 93/4”h.

B. #68361 Roasting pan top w/straps. 
 291/2qt; 24”l x 18”w x 43/4”h.

C. #68362 Roasting pan bottom w/straps.  
 291/2qt; 24”l x 18”w x 43/4”h.

D. #68363 Roasting pan top, 16qt 
 1913/16”l x  2113/16”w x 21/8”h.

E. #68364 Roasting pan top, 23½qt 
 1913/16”l x  2113/16”w x 35/8”h.

F.  #68365 Roasting pan bottom, 42½qt 
 221/8”l x  201/8”w x 69/16”h.

G. #68366 Roasting pan top, 111/4qt 
 193/4”l x 107/8”w x 35/8”h.

H. #68367 Roasting pan bottom, 173/4qt 
 20”l x 111/8”w x 51/2”h.

Aluminum Open Bake & Roast Pans 
Perfect for poultry and roasts, as well as 
cakes, breads, desserts, and pasta dishes. 
Open bead adds strength and is easy to 
clean. Hinged loop handles for carrying 
and storage convenience.

I. #68358 Satin with handles. 
 253/4”l x 173/4”w x 39/16”h.

J. #68357 Satin without handles. 
 253/4”l x 173/4”w x 21/4”h.

K. #68369 Polished/natural.  
 189/16”l x 129/16”w x 21/8”h.

L. #68257 Satin. 175/8”l x 113/4”w x 27/16”h.

M. #68078 153/8”l x 107/8”w x 23/8”h.

http://vollrath.com/Vollrath/Products/Professional-Cookware-Products.htm
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Item Capacity Qt (L) Fits Opening in (cm) Diameter x Depth in (cm) Slotted  
Cover Item

Solid  
Cover Item

Hinged  
Cover Item 

78154 2½  (2.4) 5  (12.7) 55/8 x 713/16  (14.3 x 19.8) 78150 79040 —
78164 41/8  (3.9) 6½  (16.5) 77/16 x 83/16  (18.9 x 20.8) 78160 — 47486
78174 41/8  (3.9) 8½  (21.6) 97/16 x 47/8  (24 x 12.4) 78180 77072 47488
78184 7¼  (6.9) 8½  (21.6) 97/16 x 83/16  (24 x 20.8) 78180 77072 47488
78194 7¼  (6.9) 10½  (26.7) 115/16 x 55/8  (28.7 x 14.3) 78200 77112 47490
78204 11  (10.4) 10½  (26.7) 115/16 x 83/16  (28.7 x 20.8) 78200 77112  47490

Item Capacity  
Qt (L)

Fits Opening  
in (cm)

Outside Diameter  
in (cm)

Depth  
in (cm)

Overbead 
Diameter  

in (cm)
Cover  
Item

78710 1¼  (1.2) 4¼  (10.8) 41/8  (10.5) 5¾  (14.6) 4¾  (12.1 79020
78720 2  (1.9) 5  (12.7) 47/8  (12.4) 6¾  (17.1) 5½  (14) 79040
78725 2  (1.9) 6¼  (15.9) 61/8  (15.6) 4  (10.1) 6¾  (17.1) 79080
78730 3½  (3.3) 6¼  (15.9) 61/8  (15.6) 7¼  (18.4) 6¾  (17.1) 79080
78740 4¼  (4) 65/8  (16.8) 6½  (16.5) 75/8  (19.4) 71/8  (18.1) 79100
78760 6  (5.7) 73/8  (18.7) 7¼  (18.4) 85/8  (21.9) 715/16  (20.2) 79120
78780 8¼  (7.8) 81/8  (20.6) 8  (20.3) 9¾  (24.5) 8¾  (22.2) 79170
78820 12  (11.4) 91/8  (23.2) 9  (22.9) 107/8  (27.6) 9¾  (24.8) 79220

Stainless Steel  
Bain Marie Pots 
The perfect storage vessel, 
Bain Marie pots are made 
from satin-finished 300 series 
stainless steel for corrosion 
resistance and are deep 
drawn for extra strength. 
Ideal for salad bar, dressing 
and condiment service. 
Recessed stainless steel covers 
for sanitary storage.

Stainless Steel Insets 
Vollrath’s Stainless Steel Insets 
are made from satin-finished 
300 series stainless steel for 
corrosion resistance. Insets 
nest together for compact 
storage when not in use. 
Short inserts deliver portions 
that offer better food quality 
and reduced waste. Solid or 
slotted flat covers reduce  
heat loss.

http://vollrath.com/Steam-Table-Pans-Prep-And-Holding.htm
http://vollrath.com/Steam-Table-Pans-Prep-And-Holding.htm
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Vollrath’s Super Pan V food pan stands where innovation 
meets ingenuity. Made of 22 gauge, 300 series stainless steel, 
with newly designed diagonally tapered pour corners that are up 
to 300% stronger than previous models. This pan resists dents 
and dings in the toughest kitchen environments. Flattened edges 
keep steam from escaping around the pan, giving it a 38% 
higher efficiency than the competition with bent edges. Easy to 
pour corners and traditional body size makes Vollrath Super PanV 
the best choice for your kitchen. 

Solid Pans  
Size & Dimensions Item Depth

In (mm)
Brimful  

Capacity Qt (L)

Full-Size
20¾ x 12¾ in 
527 x 324mm

1/1

30012 1¼ (35) 3.9 (3.7)

30022 2½ (65) 8.3 (7.9)

30042 4 (100) 14 (13.3)

30062 6 (150) 21 (19.9)

Two-Thirds Size
137/8 x 12¾ in 
352 x 324mm

2/3

30112 1¼ (35) 3 (2.8)

30122 2½ (65) 5.6 (5.3)

30142 4 (100) 9.3 (8.8)

30162 6 (150) 14 (13.3)

Half-Size
10 3/8 x 12¾ in 
264 x 324mm

1/2

30212 1¼ (35) 2.1 (2)

30222 2½ (65) 4.3 (4.1)

30242 4 (100) 6.7 (6.3)

30262 6 (150) 10 (9.5)

Half-Long Size
20¾ x 6 3/8 in 
527 x 162mm

2/4

30512 1¼ (35) 1.3 (1.2)

30522 2½ (65) 2.6 (2.5)

30542 4 (100) 4.1 (3.9)

30562 6 (150) 6.1 (5.8)

Third-Size
67/8 x 12¾ in 
175 x 324mm

1/3

30312 2½ (65) 1.3 (1.2)

30322 4 (100) 2.6 (2.5)

30342 6 (150) 4.1 (3.9)

30362 6.1 (5.8)

Fourth-Size
6 3/8 x 10 3/8 in 
162 x 264mm

1/4  

30422 2½ (65) 1.8 (1.7)

30442 4 (100) 3 (2.8)

30462 6 (150) 4.5 (4.3)

Sixth-Size
67/8 x 10¼ in 
175 x 159mm

1/6

30622 2½ (65) 1.2 (1.1)

30642 4 (100) 1.8 (1.7)

30662 6 (150) 2.7 (2.5)

Ninth-Size
67/8 x 4¼ in 

175 x 108mm
1/9

30922 2 (50) 0.6 (0.5)

30942 4 (100) 1.1 (1)

         Perforated Pans
Full Size

20¾ x 12¾ in 
527 x 324mm

1/1

30013 1¼ (35) 3.9 (3.7)

30023 2½ (65) 8.3 (7.9)

30043 4 (100) 14 (13.3)

30063 6 (150) 21 (19.9)

Half Size
137/8 x 12¾ in 
352 x 324mm

1/2

30223 2½ (65) 4.3 (4.1)

30243 4 (100) 6.7 (6.3)

http://vollrath.com/Steam-Table-Pans-Prep-And-Holding.htm
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Steam Pan Accessories

A.  Wire Grates 
#5307  Third-size  101/4 x 5”
#5308  Half-size  81/2 x 101/4”
#5309  Full -size  10 x 18“

B.  False Bottoms  
These 300 series stainless steel false 
bottoms hold foods above pan for 
bottom draining. Finger holes provide 
easy removal from pan. 
#20000  Full-size 171/8 x 913/16x 9/16” 
#20200  Half-size 613/16 x 913/16 x 9/16”

C.  Solid Dome Covers 
These satin finished 300 series stainless 
steel covers feature a black Kool-Touch® 
handle that stays comfortable to 220°F 
(104.4°C). Dome height is 2½” (6.3cm). 
#77200  Full-size 21x 127/8 x 3¾” 
#77500  Half-size 127/8 x 105/8 x 3¾”

D.  Hinged Dome Cover 
This convenient hinged cover allows easy 
access to food without having to remove 
entire cover. Made of 300 series stainless 
steel and features welded handles.  
#77400  Full-size 21 x 127/8 x 2½”

E.  Inset Cover 
Mirror-finished stainless steel hinged 
inset covers have welded clips on 
the stationary side of cover to hold it 
securely in place. Kool-Touch® knob 
handle and a slot for ladles or spoons 
when the cover is closed. 
#47490  11" 
#47488  7"

F.  Adapter Bars  
These adapter bars fit a standard 12" 
x 20” well to create a combination of 
smaller fractional pans. Using adapter 
bars eliminates gaps to prevent steam 
loss and reduce energy consumption.  
#75012  1215/16 x 1¼” 
#75020  2015/16 x 1¼” 

HELPFUL HINT

At Russell, we have standardized 
the 22 gauge heavy weight pan 
with a superior finish to provide 

the perfect blend of durability and value. 
The Vollrath Super Pan 5 Steam Table Pans 
are manufactured in the U.S. with high 
quality, type 300 Series stainless steel from 
U.S. steel mills. There are less expensive, 
lighter gauge import pans available, but 
they will need replacement sooner and 
during their service life, will prove to be 
less sanitary and more labor intensive  
to clean up. 

The few extra pennies required to 
purchase a quality pan initially, will save 
dollars in the long run.

http://vollrath.com/Steam-Table-Pans-Prep-And-Holding.htm
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MASTERPIECE 
Crafted using the hot drop hand 
forging process, the gold stan-
dard in knife production. The 
manufacturing of these knives 
and forks combines the best of 
traditional craftsmanship with 
advanced steel technology. In the 
traditional style, Master Cutlers 
hammer raw cutlery steel into the 
desired blade shape. This begins a 
process that will involve more than 
60 different steps, involving the 
hand work, dedication and skill of 
a true craftsman.

The highest quality knives and forks 
available from Russell Food Equipment.

Ask about our extensive assortment of Cutlery Cases and 
Rolls, Garnishing Rolls, Knife Blocks and Knife Guards.

Knife Guards  
Available in many sizes

38291-CASE Culinary Caddy II Lockable Case  
Complete with tool trays. Knives & tools not included.

#380-060P

21/2” Chef’s 
Curved Paring 
Knife

#381-090P

31/2” Chef’s 
Paring Knife

#382-100P

4” Chef’s 
Paring Knife

#382-120P

41/2” Chef’s 
Paring/Utility 
Knife

#383-160P

6” Chef’s 
Utility Knife

#384-200P

8” Chef’s 
Carving Knife

#385-260P 

10” Chef’s 
Slicing Knife

#385-260P-S 

10” Chef’s 
Scalloped  
Slicer

#386-140P 

51/2” Chef’s 
Boning Knife, 
Stiff

#386-150P

6” Chef’s 
Boning Knife, 
Stiff

#393-160P

6” Chef’s  
Knife, Wide

#387-200P

8” Chef’s  
Knife, Wide

#387-230P

9” Chef’s  
Knife, Wide

#388-260P 

10” Chef’s 
Knife, Wide

#398-320P 

12” Chef’s 
Knife, Wide

#360C-150 

6” Curved  
Pot Fork

#360S-150

6” Straight 
Roast Fork

#999C-200 

8” Curved  
Pot Fork

MASTERPIECE SERIES – POM HANDLE

MASTERPIECE SERIES – POM HANDLE

MASTERPIECE SERIES – POM HANDLE

http://www.canadacutlery.ca/
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MASTERPIECE SERIES – 
POM HANDLE

#397-200P 

8” Chef’s Bread 
Knife, Scalloped 
Blade

#405-180P 

7” Santoku Knife, 
Granton Blade

#92044-300 

12” Slicer, 
Granton Blade

#91053-300 

12” Slicer,  
Scalloped Blade

#92053-300 

12” Slicer,  
Scalloped Blade

#92053-250 

10” Slicer,  
Scalloped Blade

#92134-200 

8” Straight 
Roast Fork

#92010-250 

10” Chef’s Knife, 
Wide/Granton Blade

#92010-200 

8” Chef’s Knife, 
Wide/Granton Blade

#92010-160 
6” Chef’s Knife, 
Wide/Granton Blade

#91001-150

6” Boning Knife, 
Medium Handle/ 
Semi-Flex Blade

#92001-150 
6” Boning Knife, 
Semi-Flex Blade 

#91007-230 

9” Chef’s Knife, 
Medium Handle/ 
Traditional Style

#92203-100 

4” Pointed  
Paring Knife

ERGONOMIC PLUS™ SERIES – 
POM HANDLE

ERGONOMIC PLUS™ SERIES – POM HANDLE

ERGONOMIC PLUS™ SERIES – POM HANDLE

POM HANDLES

Polyoxymethelene (POM) has 
unique chemical properties 
that make it ideal for knife 
handles. It can withstand  
virtually all solvents and has an 
extremely high melting point. 
This means that it can be boiled 
and fully sanitized to meet all 
health and safety requirements. 
Under extremely high heat and 
pressure, the raw POM material 
and handle rivets are attached to 
the blade tang to create a secure  
bond between the blade & the han-
dle. The result is a perfect hygienic knife.

#92103-060 

21/2” Tourné/
Curved Paring 
Knife

#96001-250 

10” Spatula/
Pallet

#96001-230 

9” Spatula/
Pallet

#96001-200 

8” Spatula/
Pallet

#92042-250 

10” Carving 
Knife,  
Pointed Tip

#92430-200 

8” Bread Knife, 
Scalloped Blade
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ERGONOMIC PLUS™ SERIES – WINEWOOD

ERGONOMIC PLUS™ SERIES – WINEWOOD

#52103-060

21/2” Tourné/ 
Curve Blade  
Paring

#52203-100

4” Pointed  
Paring

#52001-150

6” Boning Knife, 
Narrow/ 
Semi-flex blade

#52042-250 

10” Carving Knife, 
Pointed Tip

#52430-200

8” Bread Knife, 
Scalloped Blade

#52053-250

10” Slicer,  
Scalloped Blade

#52053-300

12” Slicer,  
Scalloped Blade

#52053-360

14” Slicer,  
Scalloped Blade

#52044-300

12” Slicer,  
Granton Blade

#52044-360

14” Slicer,  
Granton Blade

#56001-200

8” Spatula/Pallet 
#56001-230

9” Spatula/Pallet

#56001-250

10” Spatula/Pallet 

#52010-160 

6” Chef’s Knife, 
Wide/Granton Blade

#52010-200 

8” Chef’s Knife, 
Wide/Granton Blade

#52010-250 

10” Chef’s Knife, 
Wide/Granton Blade

#52405-180 

7” Santoku Knife, 
Granton Blade

#52134-200 

8” Straight  
Roast Fork  

ERGONOMIC PLUS™ SERIES – WINEWOOD

ERGONOMIC 
PLUS™ SERIES 
WINEWOOD
The richly coloured Winewood 
handle combines the beauty 
of hardwoods and the 
strength and performance 
benefits of plastic. Carefully 
selected North American hard-
wood veneers are impregnated 
with phenolic thermosetting 
resins. Under intense heat and 
pressure, multiple layers of these  
treated hardwoods are fused 
into a solid, homogeneous  
material that is as beautiful as  
it is functional and strong.
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APPRENTICE SERIES

#82001-150

6” FIlleting Knife,  
Semi-Flex

#82000-150

6” Boning Knife, 
Flexible

 

#82000-200

8” Filleting Knife, 
Flexible

#82009-200 

8” Chef’s Knife

#82009-250

10” Chef’s Knife

#82009-300

12” Chef’s Knife

#82405-180

7” Santoku 
Knife, Granton 
Blade

#82044-300

12” Slicer,  
Granton Blade

#82044-360

14” Slicer,  
Granton Edge 

#82053-250

10” Slicer,  
Scalloped

#82053-300

12” Slicer,  
Scalloped

#82134-200 

8” Roast Fork

#86001-182      

7” Spatula/ 
Pallett

#86001-230 

9” Spatula/ 
Pallett

#86001-250 

101/4” Spatula/ 
Pallett  

APPRENTICE SERIES

APPRENTICE SERIES

Ask about our extensive assortment of Cutlery Cases and 
Rolls, Garnishing Rolls, Knife Blocks and Knife Guards.

2293-CASE  
Knife and 
Tool tray. 

2291-CASE  
Knife and 
Tool tray.  

(Inside view)

2294-CASECulinary 
Caddy II Lockable 

Case complete 
with tool trays 

(knives & tools not 
included)

2290-10PC 10 Pocket Knife Roll

APPRENTICE 
SERIES
The Master® Apprentice 
Series offers outstanding 
value and quality for the 
Chef that wants an excel-
lent quality cutting edge, 
but at the same time wants 
value for the money spent. 
The Apprentice Series is crafted 
using the best cutlery steel avail-
able to create an excellent cut-
ting edge. Polypropylene and 
Santoprene injection molded 
handles help to prevent slippage 
during usage and can be sanitized 
to kill germs - a critical consideration for 
the kitchen of today.

http://www.canadacutlery.ca/
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#88133-230

9” Carving Knife

#88133-160 

6” Utility Knife

#88111-100

4” Utility/Paring

#88203-100  
4” Paring,  
Pointed

#88101-090 
31/2” Paring,  
Straight Edge

#88203-090 

31/2” Paring,  
Pointed

#88103-060 

21/2” Tourné/ 
Curved Paring

#88430-200 

8” Bread Knife

#88204-090 

31/2” Wavy Edge Bar 
Knife

#88206-125

5” Steak Knife, 
Available Round Tip

#88208-120

43/4” Steak Knife, 
Round Tip

#P-253-260

10” Professional 
Steel, #3 Cut

#P-253-310

12” Professional 
Steel, #3 Cut

#P-253-360

14” Professional 
Steel, #3 Cut

APPRENTICE SERIES

APPRENTICE SERIES SHARPEDGE SERIES

#P-203-SK4-14

14” Steel, “Double 
Sharp”, Also #3 Cut

#EP-203-310

12” Steel, Oval, 
#3 Cut

#EP-203-360

14” Steel, Oval, 
#3 Cut 

#P203-SK4-10

10” Steel, “Double 
Sharp” Also #3 Cut

#P203-SK4-12

12” Steel,  
“Double Sharp”,  
Also #3 Cut

#P-33-SK4-9

9” Steel,  
“Double Sharp”,  
3/8” Diameter Blade

#P-33-SK4-10

10” Steel,  
“Double Sharp”,  
3/8” Diameter Blade

SHARPEDGE SERIES

See instructions for  sharpening your knives and 
information on sharpening steels on page 138 .

http://www.canadacutlery.ca/
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SHARPEDGE SERIES

SPECIALIZED TOOLS

#EP-203-260 

10” Diamond Coated  
Steel, Cut #9

#EP-203-310 

12” Diamond Coated  
Steel, Cut #9

#52394-260

10” Professional  
Steel, #3 Cut,  
Winewood Handle

#52394-310

12” Professional  
Steel, #3 Cut,  
Winewood Handle

#56120-200

Turner, Perforated

#8134-180

Turner,  
Scratch Proof

#56100-120

Turner, Square 
End Winewood 
Handle

#56110-160

Turner, Square  
End Winewood 
Handle

#56121-200

Turner, Round  
End Winewood 
Handle

SPECIALIZED TOOLS

#94024-150

6” Cleaver, POM 
Rivet Handle

#84031-180 

7” Cleaver,  
Poly Rivet Handle

#84032-200 

8” Cleaver,  
Poly Rivet Handle

#ZI-14-200 

8” Chinese 
Cleaver

#271-7404-10

Decorating  
Knife,  
Offset Blade  

SPECIALIZED TOOLS

Cleavers, mincing knives,  
turners and shears round out 
the CCI Superior Culinary 
Master® product line up. 
Various styles, weights and 
lengths of specialized tools are 
provided so that the professional 
can choose the item that is best 
for the application at hand. From 
three cleaver lengths, to CCI’s 
Chinese Cleaver, to state-of-the-art 
Stainless Steel poultry shears, to sin-
gle or double blade mincing knives, 
CCI has it all!

2364-7PC. KIT#2 Complete Melon Baller Set and Rolls

2364-7PC Garnishing Roll Only

Ask about our extensive assortment of Cutlery Cases and 
Rolls, Garnishing Rolls, Knife Blocks and Knife Guards.

2364-7PC KIT#1B Complete Garnishing Roll
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SPECIALIZED TOOLS

CREME DE LA CREME

CREME DE LA CREME

#8510-000 

10mm  
Melon Baller

#8515-000 

15mm  
Melon Baller

#8518-000 

18mm  
Melon Baller

#8522-000 

22mm  
Melon Baller

#8525-000 

25mm  
Melon Baller

#8530-000 

30mm  
Melon Baller

#8003-000 

25 & 30mm 
Double Melon 
Baller

#8097-000

Channel Knife, 
Right Handed

#8099-000

Channel Knife, 
Left Handed

#8095-000

Channel Knife

#8219-000

Zester

#8051-000

Apple Corer

#92920-240

91/2” Poulty 
Shear, Nickel 
Plated

#1450-180SS

7” Fish  
Scissors, 
Stainless

#930SS-230

9” Poultry 
Shear,  
Stainless

#9957

8” Kitchen 
Shear,  
Take-A-Part

#8052-000

Swivel Peeler, 
Right Handed

#8053-000

Swivel Peeler, 
Left Handed

A.  Mincer/Dicer Knives. Stainless, tempered steel. 
 #1231-230 9” Single blade  
 #1221-180 7” Single blade

B.  Mincer/Dicer Knives. Stainless, tempered steel. 
#1232-230 9” Double blade 
#1222-180 7” Double blade   

C.  #8805-200 8” Wood Cutting Board.

http://www.canadacutlery.ca/
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CREME DE LA CREME

#88030-090

31/2” Grapefruit 
Knife

#8012-100

Fruit Decorator

#8110-000

Butter Curler

#8183-080

31/2” Decorating 
Knife

#8018-060

Double Sided  
Peeler

#8020-000

Patterned Baller, 
Oval

#8019-000

Melon Baller,  
Oval

#82009-252 

Dairy White 
Dairy Foods

#82009-253 

Yellow Bird 
Poultry

#82009-254 

Red Raw 
Raw Meats

#82009-255 

Fresh Green 
Produce 

#82009-256 

Blue Flame 
Cooked Foods

#82009-257 

Ocean Tan 
Seafood 

SUPERIOR  
CULINARY  
MASTER® COLOURS

Salmonella, E. coli, Food 
Allergies, Dirty Dining, Cross-
contamination, the list goes on. 
Food safety has become a major 
concern for everyone involved. 
Your establishment’s reputation  
is critical, so food safety is one of 
the most fundamental elements  
of your success. 
With CCI colour handled knives, 
you’ve got six different colours, plus 
traditional black to match specific 
food types. For example, Red Raw 
for raw meats, Fresh Green for produce, 
etc. Colour-coding can be used to enhance 
safe food handling and avoid cross-contami-
nation and food-borne illness.

COLOUR-CODED SERIES

COLOUR-CODED SERIES

#82053

12” Slicer,  
Scalloped Blade

#82044

12” Slicer,  
Granton Blade

#82009

8” Chef’s Knife

#82009

10” Chef’s Knife

#86120

Turner,  
Perforated

Listed here  
are the knife 
colours along 
with their use. 
When ordering, 
state the code 
and colour  
for the desired 
knife. The boxes 
at right of each 
item display 
the available 
colours for  
that style.
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Knife Sharpening, Method 1

Hold the steel firmly and away from the 
body. Holding the knife with the heel of 
the blade at the tip of the steel, draw the 
knife towards the handle and across the 
steel, tilting the blade of the knife at an 
angle to the steel. This should be repeated 
alternately on the front and the back of 
the steel. Some users draw the blade of the 
knife away from the steel handle towards 
the point in the belief that it is safer as per 
method 2.

Knife Sharpening, Method 2

Hold the steel vertically with the point facing 
downwards onto a firm, non-slip surface. 
Offer the knife blade to the steel at an angle 
and draw the knife downwards and across 

the steel. Repeat alternately on the front 
and back of the steel.

The optimum angle for steeling varies 
between professions. 25º is ideal for a 
Butcher’s or a Chef’s knife. Knives used in 
a slaughter house typically need to be very 
sharp so an angle of 20º may be required.

The most important rule in sharpening  
is little and often.

Sharpening Steels

Designed for the professional, CCI sharpen-
ing steels are crafted from the finest quality 
materials. Sharpening steels are available 
in several handle materials; non-absorbent 
hygienic NSF approved polypropylene and 
NSF approved beautiful looking Winewood. 

Steels are supplied with round or oval 
blades and in a wide range of lengths and 
varying degrees of “cut” to meet the spe-
cific requirements of different sectors of 
the food processing industry. The coarse 
“Doublesharp” SK4 series, enables the quick 
restoration of a blade edge. The Fine Cut (3) 
is for Butchers and Professional Chefs, while 
the completely smooth “polished” steel with 
no cut is for honing. Diamond sharpen-
ing steels, are produced using surface 
embedded DeBeer’s Diamonds and simul-
taneously lightly hone as they realign a 
knife edge. All steels are Chrome Plated 
for surface protection and are fully hardened 
to 64° HRC.

COLOUR-CODED SERIES

COLOUR-CODED SERIES

#86121

8” Turner,  
Round End

#86110

6” Turner,  
Square End

#86100

4” Turner/Scraper

#82012-304

12” Scimitar/Steak 
#82012-254 

10” Scimitar/Steak

#82088

6” Skinning Knife

#88203

31/2” Chef’s  
Paring

#82001

6” Boning,  
Semi-Flex

#88103

21/2” Curved  
Paring

#86001

101/4” Spatula/Pallet 
#86006

8” Offset Spatula

#82000

8” Filleting 

S H A R P E N I N G  I N F O
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A.  Color-Coded Cutting Boards.

High-density, non-porous surface will 
not stain or absorb juices. Color-coded 
system reduces risk of foodborne illness 
resulting from cross-contamination.
1/2” (1.3 cm) thick 
12” x 18” (30.5 x 45.7 cm)  
15” x 20” (38.1 x 50.8 cm)  
18” x 24” (45.7 x 60.9 cm) 

Available in White, Blue, Red, Yellow,  
Tan and Green. Shown with optional  
rack #52100.

B.  Richlite Cutting Boards. Available for 
pizza boards, steam table boards, table 
tops, bakers table tops, etc. Various sizes. 

C.  Saf–T–Grip™ Cutting Boards. 
Integrated anti–slip grips to provide a 
safe cutting surface without using the 
unsanitary “wet towel” method. The 
unique co–polymer material withstands 
continual high temperature commercial 
washing and will not warp. The Colour 
Cut System provides dedicated use 
boards preventing cross contamination. 
The embossed ruler feature makes 
portioning easy, saving cost.

#CBG121812 12”h x 12”w x 0.5”d 
#CBG152012 15”h x 20”w x 0.5”d
#CBG182412 18”h x 24”w x 0.5”d

D.  White Polyethylene Cutting Board
#4319 6” x 10” x ½”
#4320 12” x 18” x ½”
#4321 15” x 20” x ½”
#4322 18” x 24” x ½” 
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A. AB” Block 10” Deep
• Stands 34” High
• Solid Hard Rock Maple With End Grain
• Butcher Block Is 10” Thick
• Boos Block Cream Finish w/ Beeswax 
• AB02 24”x 18”x 10”
• AB05 24”x 24”x 10”

B. AA” Block 16” Deep
• Stands 34” Tall
• Solid Hard Rock Maple With End Grain
• Butcher Block Is 16” Thick
• Square Legs
• Boos Block Cream Finish w/ Beeswax 
• AA02 BLOCK 24” x 24” x 16”
• AA03 BLOCK 30” x 24” x 16”
• AA04 BLOCK 30” x 30” x 16”

C. Maple R-Board 1½” Thick - Reversible
• Hard Maple Edge Grain Construction
• 1½” Thick - Reversible
• Hand Grips
• Boos Block Cream Finish w/ Beeswax

#R01 18” x 12”x 1½”
#R02 24” x 18” x 1½”
#R03 20” x 15” x 1½”

D.  #MYS-12 John Boos Mystery Oil 
Recommended for care of tops & blocks 
that are used as a working, cutting 
surface. This fine food-safe oil is a 
mixture of white mineral oil & beeswax, 
& will give your John Boos product the 
same quality finish as the factory.

We recommend oiling your tops or 
blocks every 3-4 weeks.

E.  Scraper Butcher Block Scraper. 

F.  Commercial Grade Hard Rock  
Maple Tops 

2¼” Thick. Edge Grain Construction. 
#BKSC510 24”W x 36” L
#BKSC520 24”W x 48” L
#BKSC530 24”W x 60” L

http://www.johnboos.com/sub_group.asp?s=c&mn=1


Wood cutting boards 

need to be seasoned. 

When first received, 

the board should be 

covered with a good 

grade of vegetable oil and repeated 

once a month for the first six 

months. Once properly seasoned, 

this need only be repeated once 

a year to maintain the product in 

perfect condition. To clean, simply 

wipe down with a well wrung out 

soapy dish cloth. Never immerse it 

fully in water or wash in a dishwasher.

HELPFUL HINT
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A.  #57-4317 Hamburger Turner 

Wood handle. 61/2” x 3” Stainless steel 
blade. 13” Overall length.

#57-4314 Hamburger Turner 
Wood Handle. 8” x 3” Stainless steel 
blade. 141/2” Overall length.

B. #3021 Hamburger Turner  
  Wood handle. 77/8”x 27/8” Stainless steel 

blade. 191/2” Overall length.

C.  #3030 Wide Hamburger Turner Wood 
handle. 41/2”x 33/4” Stainless steel blade.

D.  #57-4315 Narrow Hamburger Turner 
Wood handle. 43/4”x 3” Stainless steel 
blade. 11” Overall length.

E.  Spatulas  
Stainless steel with wood handles.
#20304 - 4” #20311 - 10”
#20305 - 5” #20313 - 12 “
#20308 - 8”

F.  Offset Spatulas 
Stainless steel with wood handles.
#21304 - 41/4“ #21310 - 91/2“
#21308 - 73/4“

G. #S244 Pie Knife Offset Rosewood 
 handle. 41/2”x 21/4” Stainless steel blade.

H.  #S245R Pie Knife Offset Rosewood 
handle. 5” Stainless steel blade.

I.  #122 Oyster Knife 4”  
Boston pattern. Built to be both tough 
and sanitary. A textured, slip-resistant, 
easy-to-clean polypropylene handle with-
stands both high and low temperatures.

J.  #22 Oyster Knife 4”  
Boston pattern. Wood handle. 

K.  #S2493-1/2SC Sandwich Spreader  
 Rosewood handle.  
31/2” Stainless steel blade.

L.  #3055 Butter Spreader  
Brown ABS plastic firm grip handle.  
4” Stainless steel blade.

M.  Tucker Safety Products uses new 
technology to provide the highest level 
of cut protection while providing the 
thinnest most comfortable glove available 
on today’s market. KutGloves do not use 
steel threads that can oxidize, break-off 
and fall into food or poke the wearer. 
Instead, we use Spectra fibres which 
allow us to provide the same level of 
protection in a more comfortable/safer 
product. KutGloves are available in six 
colors that can be used as an aid to 
identify sizing and application.

N.  Five-Finger Mesh Gloves 
Superior cut and protection. Specify size 
XS, S, M, L, or XL when ordering. Made 
of stainless steel mesh.
#13558 Small #13558 Large
#13557 Medium
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A.  #20616 Steak Knife wooden handle 

43/4” (12 cm) blade.

B.  #20635 Steak Knife plastic handle  
4” (10.2 cm) blade.

C.  #201-2762 Steak Knife bakelite  
handle, 5” (12.7 cm) blade.

D.  #57-4329L Steak Knife plastic handle 
43/4” (12.0 cm) blade.

E.  #201-2652 Steak Knife red bakelite 
handle, 5” (12.7 cm) blade.

F.  #2830/05 Steak Knife faux wood  
handle, 5” (12.7 cm) blade.

G.  #57-4327 Jumbo Steak Knife wooden 
handle, 5” (12.7 cm) blade.

H.  #B770 Steak Knife 5” (12.7 cm). Poly 
handle, 5” (12.7 cm) blade.

I.   #5500 Knife Holder Stainless steel, 
holds nine utensils. 12”x 12”x 21/2”

J.   ABC Knife Holder Rack Plastic, wall 
mount, or table mount style. Holds 14 
utensils. 15”x 17”, also available in black

K.  Magnetic Knife Bar
#5312 – 13” x 1¾”
#5318 – 18” x 1¾”

Edlund Knife Sharpeners Heavy duty 
stainless steel construction. Just a few 
passes through our precision guidance 
system will help maintain a perfect edge. 
ABS plastic knife guides for easier cleaning, 
ease of operation. 115 /230 V, 1550 RPM.  
Size: 93/4”w x 4”d x 43/4”t.

L.  #395 Electric The width of the knife 
slot has been reduced to 3/16” for addi-
tional safety. Knife guides allow knife 
heel to be inserted closer to the grind-
ing stone to maximize sharpened area 
on blade.

M.  #401 Electric Newly engineered knife 
guide allows knife heel to be inserted 
closer to stone. Pressure sensitive 
motor shuts down automatically if too 
much pressure is applied, preventing 
burn or excess wear. Grinding wheel 
assembly is replaceable. Sharpens 
knives from 3/16” to cleaver blades. Also 
sharpens scalloped edge bread knives. 

N.  #325910000 Manual Twinsharp  
ABS synthetic black knife sharpener.  
165 mm (61/4“).
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Knife Sharpeners

A.  #M440 
The M440 features 2-Stage sharpening,  
precision sharpening angle control and  
100% diamond abrasives in an easy-to-use 
design that is safe for quality knives. 

B.  #M130 
A major breakthrough in sharpening 
technology, the M130, presents all your 
sharpening options in one compact 
appliance. It professionally sharpens, steels 
or strops all brands and types of knives; 
straight edge or serrated, kitchen, Asian style 
in seconds. Three stages make it possible to 
obtain a “better than factory” edge quickly 
and effortlessly. 

C.  #M2100 
This new, revolutionary 3 Stage commercial 
electric knife sharpener is the most advanced 
on the market, producing in just seconds the 
patented triple bevel Trizor-Plus™ edge on all 
commercial kitchen knives, as well as Asian 
style, fillet, and butcher knives. The model 
2100 is designed to sharpen both straight-
edge and serrated knives. The rugged metal 
casing houses a powerful, high-speed motor 
to provide astonishing, sharp edges in sec-
onds. Precision angle guides eliminate all 
guesswork and the detachable sharpening 
module is commercial dishwasher safe and 
replaceable. Easy to use, effective and safe, 
the M2100 is the perfect replacement for an 
outside sharpening service. 

D.  #M2000 
This 2 stage commercial electric knife sharp-
ener uses 100% diamond abrasives in Stage 
1 and ultra-fine honing disks in Stage 2 to 
sharpen all kitchen knives (including single 
bevel Asian style, serrated, filet and butcher) 
to hair-splitting sharpness in seconds. Perfect 
as either an alternative or complement to 
outside knife sharpening services, the M2000 
will never detemper the knife blade and 
features a powerful motor, precision angle 
guides and a sturdy compact design. The 
rugged replaceable sharpening module easily 
detaches for cleaning in a sink or dishwasher.

HELPFUL HINT

Shape and polish your edge. To obtain 
the ultimate edge, use a sharpener that 
has multiple stages. Proper sharpening 

requires both shaping the edge with coarser 
abrasives in the initial stage and polishing closer 
to the edge with finer abrasives in the final 
stage. The sharpener angle must be slightly larg-
er in each successive stage. The use of finer abra-
sives, which remove only microscopic amounts 
of metal, is very important for re-sharpening the 
knife, thereby extending its life.

http://www.edgecraft.com/
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A.  Pizza Cutters Plastic handle.  

Stainless steel blade.
 #3132 with 21/2” (6.4 cm) blade 
 #3134 with 4” (10.2 cm) blade

B. Pie Servers 
  #3054 41/2” (11.4 cm) blade 

#3024 43/4” (12.1 cm) blade

C.  #7400 Pizza Cutter Wooden handle. 
Stainless steel blade 37/8” (9.8 cm).

D.  #S3A Pizza Cutter Aluminum handle, 
23/4” (7 cm) blade.

E.  #57 4262 Pizza Cutter with wooden 
handle. 4” (10 cm) blade.

F.   #3056 Dough Scraper ABS Plastic han-
dle. 4 1/8” x  3” Stainless steel blade. 

G.   #S196 Dough Cutter/Scraper  
Sani-safe polypropylene handle. 6”x 3” 
stainless steel blade.

H.  #3026 Dough Scrapers Wood handle. 
6”x 3” stainless steel blade.

I. #930SS-230 Poultry Shears  
 Forged steel, spring operated.

J.   Pot Forks Stainless steel,  
Wood handle. 
#20342 12” 
#20345 20“

K.  Forged Cook’s Fork Heavy Duty. 
Stainless steel, wood handle.  
133/4” Overall length.

L.  #S205 Cook’s Fork Stain-free,  
high-carbon steel blade with sani-safe  
white polypropylene handle. 
13” Overall length.

M.  #5178 Chinese Chef’s Knife 

8 inch x 3¼ inch. For those who prefer 
the warmth and feel of a real wood 
handle. Features either stain-free, high-
carbon steel or classic high-carbon steel 
blade, with an individually ground and 
honed edge. Handle is secured to the 
blade with brass compression rivets.

N.  #20504 Chinese Cleaver  

111/8” x 3½”. Round wood handle.
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 1. Digital Controller with Audible/Visual Alarm  
Energy efficient and precise with peace of mind built-in.

 2. Stainless Steel Interior and Xterior™ Commercial 
stainless Steel stands up to rigours of everyday wear and 
tear. (White Interior with SST Floor on Glass Doors.)

 3. Coated Cooling Coil protects from acidic foodstuffs.

 4. Exclusive, Automatic Stainless Steel Condensate 
Control System Energy saving, recycles heat from cabinet 
to control condensate and increase performance.

 5. Equipped with Commercial Casters, secure and easy to 
move for cleaning and relocation, door locks on solid door 
models. Optional locks available for glass door models.

 6. Recessed Door Handles eliminate the hassle and 
damage of exterior mounted handles on solid door models.

 7. Finless Condenser Coil on all models (Wide-Finned,  
Lint-Tolerant Coil on SF46SA) virtually eliminates costly 
repairs due to accumulation of grease and lint.

 7. Coved Corner Interior for sanitary ease of cleaning.

 8. Exclusive HABCO® Cassette® refrigeration technology 
built-into every Dependable Series™ commercial refrigerator.

 9. ProducTemp™ Control and Temperature Display 
controls refrigeration and displays according to mean 
product temperature.

Glass Doors

•  Stainless steel Xterior™ front and sides.

•  White, pre-coated aluminum interior with coved 
corner construction and stainless steel floor.

•  Cassette® refrigeration, front breathing and  
completely removable from cabinet.

•  Digitally controlled for 1°c - 3.3°.

•  Productemp™ control and temperature display.

•  Finless condenser coil.

•  Brilliant led display lighting with switch.

•  High efficiency low-e glass.

•  Slider features easy-glide top riding sliding  
doors, insulated door track and magnetic seals.

•  Single doors are reversible on-location

•  Hold open for loading and spring-back  
protection.

•  Optional door locks.

•  Included casters.

* Accepts 18”x 26” pans  
(optional sst pan slide racks).

COMMERCIAL GLASS DOOR REFRIGERATORS

DEPENDABLE SERIES ™ 
FEATURES

 *#SE24SXG  
Refrigerator/Single Glass Door 
23.9”w x 31”d x 78”h  
(61 x 79 x 198cm). 1/4hp.

 #SE42SXG Slider 
Refrigerator/Double Glass Door  
47.5”w x 31”d x 78”h  
(121 x 79 x 198cm). 7/16 hp.

Dependable Series™ 
Refrigerators 
and Freezers are 
designed and 
manufactured to the 
highest commercial 
standards.

Russell has identified 
key features 
that commercial 
applications demand 
and coupled 
them with the 
HABCO® legacy of 
quality design and 
manufacturing to 
provide a complete 
commercial 
refrigeration package.

Energy-Balanced™ for 
optimum efficiency 
and performance, the 
Dependable Series™ is  
the quality choice for 
commercial reach-in  
applications.

TM
MC

http://www.habcotech.com/
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Solid Doors

•  Stainless steel interior and Xterior™ front  
and sides.

•  Stainless steel interior with coved corner  
construction.

•  Cassette® refrigeration, front breathing and  
completely removable from cabinet.

•  Digitally Controlled for 1°C - 3.3°C

•  ProducTemp™ control and temperature display.

•  Finless condenser coil.

•  Auto-actuated Interior Light

•  Easy-mount, reversible on-location,  
single doors and locks.

•  Hold open for loading and spring-back  
protection. 

•  Recessed door handles.

•  Included door locks.

•  Included casters.

* Accepts 18”x 26” trays  
(optional SST pan slide racks).

All Freezers

•  Stainless steel interior and Xterior™ front and sides.

•  Stainless steel interior with coved corner construction.

•  Stainless steel condensate control system.

•  Digitally controlled for -23.3°C.

•  Productemp™ control and temperature display.

•  Auto-actuated interior light and cooling fan delay  
on door opening.

•  Automatic defrost can be manually activated.

•  Easy-mount, reversible on-location, single doors  
and locks.

•  Hold open for loading and spring-back protection.

•  Operate on dedicated 15 amp circuit.

•  Recessed door handles. 

•  Included door locks.

•  Included casters.

* Accepts 18” x 26” pans (optional sst pan  
slide racks) - enquire sf24sa.

COMMERCIAL FREEZERS

COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATORS

 *#SE24SA  
Refrigerator/Single Solid Door  
23.9”w x 31d x 78”h  
(61 x 79 x 198 cm). 1/4hp.

 #SE46SA 
Refrigerator/Double Solid Door  
47.5”w 31”d x 78”h  
(121 x 79 x 198 cm). 7/16hp.

HABCO® Exclusive Cassette® is standard equipment  on Dependable Series™ Refrigerators. Long respected 
for quality, performance and value, the Cassette® self-contained refrigeration system ensures return on 

investment long after your purchase.
Simply remove the Cassette® from work area for maintenance, cleaning or service and enjoy minimal interruption while maintaining 
a more sanitary environment. Completely Front Breathing, Dependable Series™ Refrigerators can be placed near rear wall saving 
valuable aisle space while providing easy access to refrigeration system for maintenance and service.

 *#SF24SA  
Freezer/Single Solid Door   
23.9”w x 31”d x 78”h  
(61 x 79 x 198 cm). 1/3hp.

 #SF46SA 
Freezer/Double Solid Door   
47.5”w x 31”d x 78”h  
(121 x 79 x 198 cm). 3/4hp.
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A.  Modular Cubers 
Ice-O-Matic modular cubers are designed to 
provide the highest reliability, with carefree 
operation and maintenance. They produce 
pure, crystal clear ice for the most demanding 
foodservice and hospitality needs. Full and half 
cube configurations are available.

•  22” wide (558 mm). Two model choices 
produce up to 559 lbs (254 kg) per day.

•  30” wide (762 mm). Seven model choices 
produce up to 1,432 lbs (650 kg) per day.

•  48” wide (1,219 mm). Three model choices 
produce up to 1,856 lbs (844 kg) per day.

B.  Self-Contained Cubers  
The perfect ice maker for small-space 
applications such as bars, coffee shops and 
wait stations.

Our small self-contained cuber features the 
unique gourmet-style cube, and our larger 
cubers are available in half or full cube 
configurations. These offer the highest level of 
production and storage of any self-contained 
model in the industry.

•  15” wide (386 mm). Produces up to 84 lbs 
(38 kg) per day. Integrated storage of up to 
24 lbs (11 kg).

•  24” wide (610 mm). Two model choices 
produce up to 251 lbs (114 kg) per day.
Integrated storage of up to 100 lbs (45 kg).

•  30” wide (762 mm). Produces up to 356 lbs 
(162 kg) per day.

C.  Modular GEM Ice 
Our GEM Series modular Pearl Ice machines 
make the highly, desired soft, chewable ice that 
consumers love. They feature the benefits of 
decreased water and power usage compared 
to cube ice makers. Additionally, the stainless 
steel exterior construction, industry-leading 
in-line direct-drive technology and SystemSafe 
monitoring technology help reduce the number 
of costly breakdowns.

•  21” wide (533 mm). Produces up to  
1,040 lbs (472 kg) of ice per day.

D.  Modular Flakers 
MFI Series modular Flake ice machines feature 
the benefits of our SystemSafe load-monitoring 
control board that continually checks the 
workload on the gearbox. Additionally, the 
durable stainless steel evaporator, auger 
and in-line direct-drive train can help reduce 
breakdowns.

•  21” wide (533 mm). Three model choices 
produce up to 1,231 lbs (558 kg) of ice per 
day.

•  42” wide (1,067 mm). Produces up to  
2,365 lbs (1,072 kg) of ice per day. 

http://www.iceomatic.com/
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A.  Self-Contained Flakers 
EF Series self-contained Flake ice makers offer a variety of 
practical and reliable options for tight space restrictions and 
low height requirements.

•  32” wide (812 mm). Two model choices produce up to 
472 lbs (215 kg) of ice per day. Integrated storage up to 
143 lbs (65 kg) of ice.

•  38” wide (965 mm). Three model choices produce up to 
772 lbs (350 kg) of ice per day. Integrated storage up to 
213 lbs (97 kg) of ice.

•  48” wide (1,219 mm). Two model choices produce up to 
772 lbs (350 kg) of ice per day. Integrated storage up to 
315 lbs (143 kg) of ice.

B.  Water Filtration Systems  
Ice-O-Matic’s water filtration systems provide carefree 
operation with protection against unpleasant tastes, odors, 
sediment and scale formation. Systems are available to 
match the production capacity of any Ice-O-Matic ice 
maker and easily mount to the wall. Designed for the 
practical needs of your operation, they take up a minimal 
amount of space and are equipped with quick-connect 
fittings for fast, easy replacement.

IFQ1 System Single cartridge with a quick disconnect.  
Ice-making capacity: Up to 1,000 lbs (454 kg).  
6”w x 4”d x 15”h (152 x 102 x 381 mm).

IFQ2 System Dual cartridge with a quick disconnect.  
Ice-making capacity: Up to 2,400 lbs (1,089 kg).  
10”w x 4”d x 16”h (254 x 102 x 406 mm).

C.  Slope Front Bins 
Ice-O-Matic slope front storage bins are the best solution 
for low- to medium-volume ice storage needs. Our 
industry-leading design includes a safe-hold door hinge, 
a built-in scoop holder, tightly sealed bin doors and 
a stainless exterior. One-piece polyethylene bin liners 
and industrial foam insulation provide maximum ice 
preservation with less congealing. These reliable bins are 
constructed with practicality in mind for years of carefree 
operation.

•  22” wide (559 mm). Smaller design accommodates tight 
spaces Integrated storage capacity of up to 351 lbs (159 
kg) Perfect combination with our 22” (559 mm) cubers 
and 21” (533 mm) MFI or GEM units.

•  30” wide (762 mm). Three models for medium-volume 
storage needs Integrated storage capacity of up to 
510 lbs (231 kg) Bin top adapters are available to be 
combined with various size ice machines.

•  48” wide (1,219 mm). When space allows for high-
volume storage Integrated storage capacity of up to 
854 lbs (387 kg) Bin top adapters are available to be 
combined with various size ice machines.

D.  ICEU070 Self-Contained Ice Maker produces up to 84 lbs. 
(38 kg) per day. Air-cooled. 15.2” (381 mm) wide x 23.6” 
(584 mm) deep x 34.2” (870 mm) height.

http://www.iceomatic.com/
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A. #DC-2S Dipping Cabinet
The Master Bilt 19 cu. ft DC-2S flip top 
dipping cabinet can hold 2, three gallon 
ice cream canisters on top, with room 
underneath for 1 more. Its refrigeration 
system with cold wall evaporator utilizes 
R-134a refrigerant and a powerful 1/4 hp 
compressor to maintain temperatures 
between -10° and 10°F. 

A seamless, stainless steel top and 2¼” 
foamed-in-place “zero ODP” urethane 
insulation also help keep your ice cream 
cold and ready to serve. 

The dipping cabinet’s dual flip top 
stainless steel lids provide easy access 
to each flavour, and allow several staff 
members to scoop at the same time for 
fast service during peak hours. 317/8”w x 
211/8”d x 341/8”h, 115V, 5.7 amps.

B. #DC-8D Dipping Cabinet
The 17.3 cu. ft. Master Bilt DC-8D ice 
cream dipping cabinet with its flip top 
dipping cabinet can hold 11 three gallon 
ice cream canisters on top, with room 
underneath for up to 8 more. 

Its refrigeration system with cold wall 
evaporator utilizes R-134a refrigerant and 
a powerful 1/3 hp compressor to maintain 
temperatures between -10° and 10°F. 

A seamless, stainless steel top and 21/4” 
foamed-in-place “zero ODP” urethane 
insulation also help keep your ice cream 
cold and ready to serve. 

The dipping cabinet’s multiple flip top 
stainless steel lids provide easy access 
to each flavour, and allow several staff 
members to scoop at the same time for 
fast service during peak hours. 54”w x  
301/8”d x 341/8”h, 115V, 7.3 amps.      

http://www.master-bilt.com/products/cream.htm
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A. #DD-26 Dipping Cabinet 
The DD 26 ice cream dipping cabinet 
holds four standard 3 gallon ice cream 
cans for effective merchandising and 
dipping. Fluorescent lighting and a 
tempered glass viewing window ensure 
that your ice cream looks its best and is 
highly visible. 

This ice cream dipping cabinet features 
2¼” of foamed-in-place urethane 
insulation, plus a cold wall evaporator 
design and a 1/3 hp compressor that 
maintains internal temperatures between 
-5° and 5°F. 

Its stainless steel serving deck, heavy duty 
epoxy-coated wire can support racks and 
an integrated drain with a garden hose 
connection ensure years of dependable 
service and easy cleaning. 26½”w x  
27¾”d x 50”h, 115V, 7.4amps.            

B. #DD-88 Dipping Cabinet
The DD 88 ice cream dipping cabinet 
holds 16 standard 3 gallon ice cream 
cans for effective merchandising and 
dipping, with room for 12 underneath 
in storage. Fluorescent lighting and a 
tempered glass viewing window ensure 
that your ice cream looks its best and is 
highly visible. 

This ice cream dipping cabinet features 
2¼” of foamed-in-place urethane 
insulation, plus a cold wall evaporator 
design and a 3/4 hp compressor that 
maintains internal temperatures between 
-5° and 5°F. 

Its stainless steel serving deck, heavy 
duty epoxy-coated wire can support 
racks and an integrated drain with a 
garden hose connection ensure years of 
dependable service and easy cleaning. 
90¾”w x 27¾”d x 50”h, 115 V,  
11.5 amps.

http://www.master-bilt.com/products/cream.htm
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A.  #CM/CL Series Step-in Coolers  
and Freezers
The CM/CL series step in coolers and 
freezers are prefabricated as a self 
container kit that are easy to assemble 
and very economical per cubic foot of 
space. Factory assembled, roof mounted 
refrigeration with thermostatic air control. 
0.80 textured aluminum interior floor 
with stainless steel door sill plate. 

CM models feature an 8 foot long power 
cord with moulded plug. Low profile, 
top mounted interior evaporator coil for 
extra clearance (low profile, top mounted 
interior fan housing in CM-3-50 model) 
Exterior mounted digital thermometer; 
moisture proof interior lamp and low 
wattage emergency light make this series 
the right choice. 

Available in 95 cu.ft and 156 cu.ft. See 
your Russell representative for more 
information on the CM/CL series.

B.  Quick Ship Walk- in Cooler/Freezers
Quick Ship models are constructed of the 
same modular metal clad panels found in 
all our walk-ins. The panels are 4” thick 
urethane foamed in place and feature our 
cam lock panel connection system. The 
wall and roof finish is 26 gauge stucco 
galvalume. The floor finish, when required 
is .080 textured aluminum. V-Series doors 
with the features outlined above are 
standard on quick ship models. 

Refrigeration is available in 1/2 H.P. to 
6 H.P. pre-assembled remote M-Series 
condensing units. Three walk-in options 
are available with the quick ship program: 
The standard four wall cooler or freezer. 
With this option there are 544 basic 
configurations ranging in size from 
5’10” x 5’10” up to 9’8” x 32’8”. These 
walk-ins are available in heights of 7’2”, 
7’6”, 8’2” and 8’6”. They are available 
with or without a floor. Walk-ins with 
openings only for glass doors have 156 
basic configurations in 8’2” heights 
also available with or without a floor. 
Two compartment combination walk-
ins available in 7’6” or 8’6” height. The 
combination cooler/freezer walk-in offers 
even more diverse possibilities to suit 
your requirements. Floors are standard 
in the freezer compartment. The cooler 
compartment is floorless. 

See your Russell representative for more 
information on the Quick ship coolers/
freezers.

http://www.master-bilt.com/products/walkin.htm
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A. #QMPN-48
With its contemporary curved styling 
and stunning white finish the QMPM 
48 quantum series horizontal air curtain 
merchandiser is the perfect addition to 
markets, delis and cafeterias. 

The powerful 1/2 hp forced air 
refrigeration system creates a blanket of 
cool 34° to 41°F air around your products. 
The compressor uses R 134a refrigerant 
and runs defrost cycles automatically as 
needed. 48”w x 30”d x 43¼ “h, 115V, 
15.5 amps; 1/2 hp motor.

B. #BMOA-48-BLACK
The BMOA-48 open display merchandiser 
has three lighted tiers of two position 
shelving with price tag moulding and 
standard led lighting. 

24 gauge galvanized painted textured 
steel exterior and interior. Temperature 
range of 34° to 41°F (1° to 5°C) ensures  
a cold product. 

The BMOA-48 comes standard with an 
electronic controller with the ability to 
monitor defrost functions from the front 
panel interface. Audible and visual alarm 
keeps you alerted to any change  
in temperature. R-404A refrigerant.  
52”w x 355/8”d x 79”h, 208-230V,  
10.4 amps, 2½ hp motor.

http://www.master-bilt.com/products/walkin.htm
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A.  #GF24 Glass Frosters quick chill to 
below -10°F to produce a max frost on 
beer mugs when removed. Also serve 
as excellent plate chillers for salads & 
seafood appetizers. 24” wide. 
Also available in 34” and 48” widths. 

B.  #DW49 Deep Well Horizontal Coolers 
include four (4) self-contained models in 
widths of 50”, 65”, 80”, and 95”. One 
shallow well model (#SF34) is available 
in a width of 35”.

 Tops of both deep well and shallow well 
models include easy glide, stainless steel 
lids and stainless steel counter top with 
integral glass stops. 

 Standard interior metal is galvanized 
steel. Stainless steel interior available. 
Adjustable dividers included are epoxy 
coated steel wire. Forced air refrigeration 
systems provide ample capacity to chill 
and hold products 32°-38°F.

 Refrigerant R134a. 115/60/1. 13.3 cu ft 
Size: 50”w x 26½”d x 337/8”h (1270 x 
673 x 860 mm).

C.  #BB58 Back Bar Refrigerators 
Available in four, self-contained models 
up to 95” wide 283/16”d x 37¼”h. 
Solid doors are standard. Standard, 
cabinet exterior includes attractive, wear 
resistant vinyl (in black and wood grain) 
on steel. Top is made of stainless steel.

D.  #BB58-GSY-1-B BB Glass Door 
Back Bar Refrigerator with sliding 
glass doors. Standard cabinet exterior 
construction includes attractive wear 
resistant vinyl on steel in black finish. 
Galvanized sub-top is standard on this 
model. 2” stainless steel top is optional 
.2” stainless steel top standard on the 
BB58GS-1-B. Sliding glass doors are self 
closing and include a stay open feature 
and lock. Refrigerant R134a.115/60/1, 
59”w x 283/16”d x 37¼”h (1499 x 716 x 
946 mm).

http://www.beverage-air.com/Main.aspx?pid=12&tab=13
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A.  BM23 Draft Beer Refrigerator 
provides mobility with utility for 
home, club, or hospitality. This draft 
beer refrigerator offers full beer keg 
capacity, is heavy-duty and has forced 
air refrigeration - draft beer is dispensed 
ice cold every time. The BM23 comes 
in 2 models, the standard model and 
the club top model. Both models are 
available in 2 finishes black vinyl and 
stainless steel. Standard construction 
includes wear resistant vinyl on steel 
exteriors with black the most popular 
vinyl choice. Top is made from heavy-
duty stainless steel including built-in 
drip tray for easy cleaning. Top rail is 
standard on all models. 24” w x 28”d x 
37½” h (610 x 749 x 991 mm).

B.  DD68 Draft Beer Refrigerator 
3 full size 1/2-barrel keg capacity with 
two 3” single faucet chrome draft beer 
towers. The DD68 comes with forced 
air refrigeration to keep beer in kegs 
ice cold for dispensing. Each tower is 
adapted to have a continuous source of 
cold air channeled into it to keep beer 
at its coldest, best quality the moment 
it is dispensed. Inside construction 
utilizes galvanized steel for walls and 
ceilings. Reinforced floors and doorsills 
are made from heavy-duty stainless 
steel to provide lasting service. Doors 
are self-closing and include key locks. 
Magnetic door gaskets provide positive 
door sealing. Interior lighting is provided 
as standard. Refrigerant used is R134a. 
69”w x 283/16”d x 37¼”h (1753 x 716 
x 946 mm).

http://www.beverage-air.com/Main.aspx?pid=12&tab=13
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A.  The SPE27-8 Refrigerated Salad/
Sandwich Prep Table keeps your toppings 
and sauces cool and fresh even with the 
lid open. Eight, 1/6 size food pans are 
included with this refrigerated prep table. 
Its self closing door features a convenient 
120 degree stay open feature, for easier 
loading and unloading of product. A 1/6 
hp compressor uses R134A refrigerant 
to maintain food at a safe holding 
temperature. CFC-free polyurethane 
insulation helps improve the prep table’s 
energy efficiency. The Beverage Air 27” 
sandwich/salad prep refrigerator requires 
an 115V electrical connection. An 8’ power 
cord with plug is included, as well as  
2 shelves. 27”w x 31”d x 4111/16”h  
(686 x 787 x 1059 mm).

B.  The SPE60-16 60” Refrigerated Salad/
Sandwich Prep Table keeps your toppings 
and sauces cool and fresh even with the lid 
open. Sixteen, 1/6 size, 4” deep food pans 
are included. Self closing doors feature a 
convenient 120 degree stay open feature, 
for easier loading and unloading of product. 
The 1/3 hp compressor uses R134A 
refrigerant to maintain food safe holding 
temperatures. CFC-free polyurethane 
insulation helps improve the prep table’s 
energy efficiency. The Beverage Air 60” 
sandwich/salad prep refrigerator requires 
an 115V electrical connection. An 8’ power 
cord with plug is included, as well as 4 
shelves. 60”w x 29¼”d x 4111/16”h  
(1524 x 743 x 1059 mm).

C.  The DP93 93” Pizza Prep Table features a 
19” wide cutting board and provides plenty 
of space to build your delicious pizzas, or 
calzones right on the peel for quicker prep 
time and faster service. The DP93 pizza prep 
refrigerator holds twenty four, 1/6 size food 
pans up to 6” deep (sold separately). For 
easier loading and unloading of product, its 
three self closing doors feature a convenient 
120 degree stay open feature. Four, 3” 
casters, two with brakes, provide easy 
manoeuvrability for cleaning and service. The 
1/3 hp compressor uses R134A refrigerant to 
maintain food safe holding temperatures. 
CFC-free polyurethane insulation helps 
improve the prep table’s energy efficiency. 
Requires a 115V electrical connection.  
An 8’ power cord with plug is included. 
93”w x 383/8”d x 433/8”h (2362 x 975 x 
1102 mm).

http://www.beverage-air.com/Main.aspx?pid=43&tab=44
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UC-Series Undercounter Units 
Versatile, compact models for under 
the counter refrigerated storage of food 
products. Heavy duty construction includes 
#3 finish exterior stainless steel on 
front, sides, door(s) and grille. Cabinet 
back and bottom are galvanized steel. 
Interior liner is made of corrosion resistant 
anodized aluminum. Interior thermometer 
is standard. Doors are equipped with 
a snap-in-place vinyl magnetic gasket 
for a positive seal. Convenient, double 
pull style door handle is made of black 
anodized aluminum. 6” high casters are 
standard, 2 include brakes. An 8’ cord set 
is provided with 115 V models. Cabinet 
interior standard with 2 steel wire epoxy 
coated shelves per section. Interior light 
with manual switch is provided with glass 
door models. 

A.  UCF27A/UCR27A Efficient units that 
can fit into compact spaces. They 
have one easy to access door with 
a positive seal and two shelves to 
hold all of your ingredients securely 
inside. An aluminum interior prevents 
unnecessary corrosion, meaning that 
your undercounter’s life is stretched. 
The included 6” heavy-duty casters 
will make it easy for you to move the 
unit around as much as you need. The 
door is field reversible for flexibility 
with usage. Cabinets are insulated  
2” thick foamed in place polyurethane 
insulation. Heavy duty construction 
includes exterior stainless steel on 
front,sides,door(s) and grille. Cabinet 
and bottom are galvanized steel. 

B.  #UCR48 Undercounter refrigerator,  
2 door, 48”w x 29¼”d x 34½”h  
(1219 x 743 x 876 mm)

#UCF48  Undercounter freezer (not 
shown), 2 door 48”w x 30¾”d x 
34½h” (1291 x 781 x 876 mm).

C.  #UCR34 Undercounter refrigerator, 
shallow depth, two door 34”w x  
235/8”d x 31”h (864 x 600 x 787 mm).

http://www.beverage-air.com/Main.aspx?pid=11&tab=12
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A. Infinity Grab ‘n Go
An elegantly designed display for 
beverages to wrapped sandwiches 
and desserts. LED lighting makes your 
products look their best and very 
appealing. A variety of lengths and 
finishes will meet almost any display and 
design criteria.

B.  Infinity Gravity Cooled Display 
The IRPW Gravity Cooled Display is our 
most economically priced refrigerated 
case. The IRPW is a practical and stylish 
merchandiser for everything form 
pastries to light deli. We have matching 
dry cases, bun cases and hot tables to 
sandwich prep units that will give you 
a complete food presentation at an 
affordable price.

http://canadiandisplaysystems.com/
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 A.  Cube 
It’s clear to see that CUBE cases are 
the cutting edge when comes to glass 
refrigerated and non-refrigerated 
displays. Designed to optimize your 
presentation and not compete with it.

B.  Infinity & Grab ‘n Go 
Restaurant, Fast Food And Cafeteria.  
Infinity cases can be integrated with 
other merchandisers from our extensive 
series of display case and merchandiser 
designs. Shown here is the ITR Counter 
Top Display with an adjacent RSS-51 
Grab ‘n Go Merchandiser.

http://canadiandisplaysystems.com/
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Silver King has been the leader in milk 
dispensers for over fifty years. Whatever size 
of Majestic milk dispenser you choose, you can 
expect years of dependable performance from a 
Silver King unit. Safe, easy loading and sanitary 
dispensing takes a load off your employees. The 
loading system features a heavy-duty stainless 
steel shelf that folds down for safe and easy 
loading. Dispensing valves design maintains a 
constant product temperature of 40° F or lower 
throughout the entire system. No portion of the 
dispensing tube is exposed, assuring optimum 
sanitation. All units accommodate 3, 5 and 
6 gallon bags. Includes 6 gallon crate(s) and 
platform(s).

A. SKMAJ1 Milk Dispenser
 Single Valve Milk Dispenser
15½” x 171/8” x 39½”

B. SKMAJ2 Milk Dispenser
 Double Valve Milk Dispenser
26½” x 171/8” x 39½” 

A little thought must go into using a 
milk dispenser beyond just refilling the 
reservoir. This consideration begins 

before the dispenser for milk is even connected. 
Though their convenience of hands-free 
beverage pouring is obvious, milk dispenser 
installation and maintenance information 
will help a business get started using a milk 
dispenser properly and help it run fluidly. 

A milk dispenser that is not properly maintained 
leads to unreliable performance. Knowing that 
your machines are in quality running condition 
ensures that you do not have to worry about 
interruption of service. Some ways that you can 
prevent a break down are:

1.  Make sure the milk dispenser is installed 
according to the manufacturer’s guidelines.

2.  Read and follow the information in the milk 
dispenser’s owner’s manual.

3. Regularly clean the milk dispenser.

HELPFUL HINT

http://www.silverking.com/Products/ProdMilk.aspx
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Camshelving® Elements Series is the 
future of foodservice shelving. Available in 
configurations to fit every need, Elements 
delivers an affordable solution without 
compromising hygiene or strength. Utilizing 
advanced materials and innovative design, 
it provides extraordinary strength, increased 
durability and enhanced food safety in any 
environment: hot, cold, wet or dry. 

Strong Technology
• Composite material is as strong as steel 
•  78” traverse is the longest and strongest 

in the industry; supports loads up to 600 
lbs. per shelf 

•  Up to 60% lighter in weight than steel; 
easy to set up, adjust and change 
configurations.

Hygienic Design
•  Shelf plates are easily removed for 

thorough dishwasher cleaning 
•  Camguard® antimicrobial protection is 

permanently embedded in shelf plates 
• Non-porous surface simply wipes clean 
• NSF listed components.

Shelving for Life
•  Impervious to moisture, salt and 

chemicals 
•  Won’t peel, dent or warp; remains 

rust-free 
•  Lifetime warranty against corrosion 

and rust.

Also see pages 253-259  
in the Kitchenware section for  
more Cambro storage containers

https://cool.cambro.com/sub_category.aspx?rrn=29
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Russell Olympic Wire Storage Shelving

The unique design of these carbon-steel shelves minimizes dust 
accumulation and allows a free circulation of air, greater visibility of 
stored items and greater light penetration. Olympic wire shelving can 
change as quickly as your needs change. Posts have circular grooves 
at 1” (25mm) intervals. A tapered split sleeve snaps together around 
each post. Tapered openings in the shelf corners slide over the 
tapered split sleeves providing a positive lock.

Shelf is assembled in minutes without the use of any special tools. 
Shelf wires run front to back, allowing you to slide items on and off 
shelves smoothly. Shelves can be loaded/unloaded easily from all 
sides This open construction allows use of maximum storage space 
of cube. Shelves can be adjusted at 1” (25mm) intervals along the 
entire length of the post. Durable “RUSSEAL” epoxy coating. Rated 
at 600lbs per post.

Available in a full range of sizes to maximize storage In any space.

Shelf depths are 14”, 18” & 24”

Shelf widths are 36”, 42”, 48”, & 60”

Posts are available in 63” & 74” lengths

Ask you Russell Sales Person for assistance in designing the most 
effective shelf layout for all your storage needs.

7 YEAR NO-RUST WARRANTY
Russell Guarantee of Quality and Value

Optional 
Coasters

Fast No-Tool Assembly 
Tapered split sleeve snaps 
together.

Adjustable Shelves 
At 1” intervals along  
entire post.

Sturdy Construction 
Rated to 600 lbs per shelf.

Durable Finish 
“RUSSEAL” epoxy coating.
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A.  #4091 Utility Cart, Open Sided 
Mass Capacity: 300lb, 131.6kg 
405/8”l x 20”w x 37.8”h 
Colours: Grey, Off White, Black 

B.  #3353-88 Refuse Bin  
Volume Capacity: 8 gal, 30.3 L 
12”l x 17”w x 22”h  
Colours: Black 

C.  #3354-88 Utility Bin  
Volume Capacity: 4 gal, 15.1 L 
121/8”l x 17”w x 10½”h  
Colours: Black 

D.  #3424-88 Utility Cart  
4” (10.2 cm) Swivel Casters  
Mass Capacity: 200lb 90.7kg 
335/8”l x 185/8”w x 37¾”h 
Colours: Red, Platinum, Off White, Black 

E.  #4400 Triple® Trolley Utility Duty 
Straight Handle, 3” (7.6 cm) Casters  
Mass Capacity: 250lb, 113.4kg 
32½”l x 20½”w  
Colours: Black 

F.  #4093 Utility Cart 
Enclosed End Panels on 3 Sides  
Mass Capacity: 300lb 136.1kg 
405/8”l x 20”w x 37.8”h  
Colours: Black 

 G.  #J1836WC-3-SR Chrome Plated  
3 Shelf Utility Cart
Quick no tool assembly. 600lb capacity
(3) 18” x 36” Plated wire shelves,  
(2) 18” Chrome 1-piece handles,  
(4) 5” diameter rubber casters. 

H. Direct Wall Mount Kit
Put unused wall space to use with the all 
in one kit. Green epoxy coating for added 
protection in all environments Includes:  
(1) Green epoxy wire shelf, (2) Green 
epoxy direct wall mount supports (2) 
Mounting plates, (2) plated hole plugs.
#J1436WSK-SR 14” X 36”
#J1448WSK-SR 14” X 48”
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A.  #97140 Stainless Steel Three Shelf 

Utility Cart Transport up to 500 lbs. of 
food or heavy dishes with the 97140 Utility 
Cart. The ABS handle helps to prevent 
damage to walls, and its swivel casters 
allow for easy manoeuvrability.  
39½”l x 21”w x 33¼”t (100 x 54 x 84).

B.  #97120 Medium Duty Stainless Steel 
Utility Cart Ideal for transporting various 
items in your restaurant kitchen. It features 
three, 22 gauge stainless steel shelves, 
and an ABS plastic handle that prevents 
slipping, and helps protect your walls from 
incidental damage. Four swivel casters 
provide exceptional freedom of movement. 
The cart’s overall dimensions are 27½”l x 
15½”w x 325/8”t (70 x 40 x 84 cm) Each 
shelf measures 24”l x 15½”w, with 12” of 
clearance between each shelf.

C.  #97121 Stainless Steel Three Shelf 
Utility Cart Transport up to 300 lbs. of 
goods with this utility cart. Perfect for use 
in your restaurant, catering, or food service 
establishment, the cart’s ABS handle helps 
to prevent damage to walls, and its swivel 
casters allow for easy manoeuvrability. 
307/8l” x 17¾”w x 33¾”t (79 x 45 x 86 cm).

D.  #97186 Cantilever Bussing Cart 
The 97186 cantilever bussing cart is ideal 
for use in restaurants, catering, and food 
service operations that rely on sturdy 
bussing carts. Constructed of a chrome 
tubular steel frame. This three-shelf cart 
holds up to three standard bus boxes, and 
comes with 4” casters. 265/8”l x 15¾”w 
x 34½”t (67.6 x 40 x 87.6 cm). Height 
between shelves is 13”.

E.  #97211 Knock Down Heavy-Duty Cart 
Constructed of sturdy stainless steel shelves, 
1” square stainless tubular frame, extended 
tubular stainless steel handles with comfort 
coating, and welded frames and shelves for 
added strength and durability. Features two 
5” swivel casters, one with brake, and two 
8” fixed wheels. These heavy-duty, stainless 
steel utility carts can be used to transport 
everything from food to heavy dishes, and 
can also be used as bus carts. The 97211 
heavy-duty utility cart has a capacity of 
650 lbs. 37¾”l x 211/8w x 42¼”t. Shelf 
dimensions are 30”l x 20”w.

F.  #97280 Silver Bin 
This silver bin fits all standard size carts and 
trucks. Also available in black (#97290). 
15½”l x 63/8”w x 6½”t (40 x 16 x 17 cm).

G.  #9728810 (Black) 9728820 (Grey) Bins 
These high density polyethylene refuse bins 
feature a integral full width hook that fits 
over the raised edge of cart or top shelf 
over the handle.
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A.  #4500-88 HD 2-Shelf Utility Cart  
w/Lipped Shelf (Small)  
Mass Capacity: 500lb 226.8kg 
39”l x 177/8”w x 33¼”h  
Colours: Beige, Black

B.  #4505-00 HD 2-Shelf Utility Cart  
w/Flat Shelf (Small)  
Mass Capacity: 500lb 226.8kg 
377/8”l x 19.2”w x 33.3”h  
Colours: Beige, Black

C.  #4520-88 HD 2-Shelf Utility Cart  
w/Lipped Shelf (Med)  
Mass Capacity: 500lb 226.8kg 
45¼”l x 257/8”w x 33¼”h 
Colours: Beige, Black

D.  #4525 HD 2-Shelf Utility Cart  
w/Flat Shelf (Med)  
Mass Capacity: 500lb 226.8kg 
437/8”l x 257/8”w x 33.3”h  
Colours: Beige, Black

http://www.rubbermaidcommercial.com/rcp/products/subcategory.jsp?categoryCode=material_handling&subCategoryCode=material_handling_heavy_duty_utility_carts
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A.  H-Pans™ High Heat Food Pans

Reduce handling and save expense with 
one pan that can go from prep to cooler to 
oven to steam table. H-Pans are designed to 
Gastronorm GN specifications. Unlike metal 
pans, H-Pans are safe for use in microwave 
ovens. Also ideal for heated carts, steam tables 
and chafing dishes. H-Pans have both standard 
and metric graduation markings to promote 
easy inventory management.

Colors: Amber (150), Black (110).

H-Pans are made of FDA approved materials 
and are designed to CEN Gastronorm Standard 
EN 631-1. Amber color may vary.

B. Translucent Food Pans 
•   An economical choice for storing food.
•   Translucent polypropylene material provides 

content visibility and high chemical resistance.
•   Withstands temperature ranges from -40˚F to 

160˚F (-40˚C to 70˚C).
•   Non-stick smooth interior surface promotes 

easy cleaning.

Color: Translucent (190).

Graduation marks and capacities are 
approximate.

Full Size (1/1) Translucent Food Pans are not 
designed for use in front loading carriers, 
Camtherm® Carts or Combo Carts.

Translucent Food Pans are made of FDA 
approved materials.

Translucent Food Pans interstack with other 
Cambro Food Pans.

Translucent Pans are not designed for steam 
table use.

Uniform ½” (1,27 cm) flange width ensures the 
right fit in prep tables and food bars.

Pans stack neatly, 
without wedging 
or sticking. 

Uniform 1⁄2” (1,27 cm) 
flange ensures a smooth 
fit in prep tables and 
food bars. 

Great for flash freezing, 
cooking and reheating. 

Non-stick smooth 
interior surface increases 
yields and promotes 
easy cleaning. 

Made from FDA approved 
materials that withstand 
extreme temperatures from 
-40˚F to 375˚F (-40˚C to 190˚C). 

Also see pages 253-259  
in the Kitchenware section for  
more Cambro storage containers

https://cool.cambro.com/Storage.ashx
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Sterno Lamps do More 
than Shed Light

They add heart. Whether  

a fine restaurant or casual  

eatery, neighborhood bar  

or nightclub, attractive  

lamps help enhance 

your décor, reflect your 

personality, enrich your 

cuisine – and, most 

importantly, make your 

guests feel warm and welcome. 

Effective table lighting is an affordable 

way to turn a delicious meal into 

a memorable experience. Choose 

from a multitude of styles, colors and 

designs – whatever your heart desires. 

Visit www.sternocandlelamp.com to 

see the complete line of table lamps.

Model 484AM-85134 shown above.

http://www.sternocandlelamp.com/products-page/products-candles-softlight/
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       Sterno Soft Light Clear Liquid Candles

Approved for use in foodservice operations, Soft Light’s clean burning, unscented, highly refined, clear liquid 

paraffin formula provides real flame ambience without the time-consuming cleanup associated with standard 

wax candles. Choose from our full line of fuel cells featuring 8 to 100-hour burn times. Simply recycle empty  

fuel cells and replace with new ones. No other maintenance is required.  

See your Russell Representative for the  

full line of Sterno’s Soft Light  

liquid paraffin. 

http://www.sternocandlelamp.com/products-page/products-candles-softlight/
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Hollowick Flameless Lighting 
Evolution Rechargeable Systems 

The Evolution rechargeable system 

represents the next generation 

of flameless table lighting for the 

commercial tabletop 

industry. With its new 

induction charging 

system and Smart 

Guard theft deterrent 

system, restaurants, 

hotels and nightclubs 

can provide the most realistic flame-

like appearance any flameless system 

has to offer. Evolution Candles have 

both a flicker and a static mode.

Platinum Rechargeable System 

The Platinum Series leads the market 

of Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMh) 

commercial rechargeable systems. 

Designed specifically to withstand the 

rigors of the foodservice environment, 

the Platinum system, available in two 

colors, is the smart choice for flameless 

table lighting. Now with patented 

flicker technology and linkable wall-

mountable charging trays. Available in 

warm white and amber.

http://www.hollowick.com/product_categories.cfm?plid=548
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A.  Peppermill & Salt Mill Upside-
down mill with soft-touch top. 
Shaftless mechanism allows for 
greater capacity and easy refilling.
#SM304270 White, Pepper 6”
#SM303136 White, Salt 6”
#SM301644 Black, Pepper 6”
#SM301651 Black, Salt 6”
#SM304287 Red, Pepper 6”
#SM304294 Red, Salt 6”

B.  Peppermill U-Select is a patented 
system with 6 pre-defined levels of 
grind for pepper.
#PM23485 23cm/8.5”
#PM23522 30cm/12”
#PM23546 40.5cm/16”

Ashtrays 5 to choose from: 
C.  #10369 Black 51/2” round ashtray 

with eight divets.

D.  #407 Safety glass,available in 
Smoked, Amber,Clear. 41/2” dia.

E. #5143 Clear glass, 33/4” square.

F.  #5164 Safety glass, simple design. 
Rounded with inner divets. 5” dia.

G.  #5746 Stainless steel ashtray with 
designed edges. 51/4” dia.

H.  #46175 Pepper Shaker Stainless 
steel mushroom top with glass jar, 
1 oz. 

I.  #75351 Gibraltar Shaker  Glass 
jar with stainless steel top, 2.5 oz.

J.  #57-1912 Stainless Steel Top 
with glass jar, 2 oz.

K.  #46174 Bullet Top Shaker 
Compact wide base salt/pepper 
shaker w/chrome bullet top, 11/2 oz.

L.  #802-12 Chrome Top With Glass 
Jar, 2 oz.

M.  #6679 Chrome Plated Plastic top 
with glass jar, 2 oz.

N.  #6672 Square Cut Shaker 
Traditional square jar salt/pepper 
shaker with stainless steel top & 
glass jar, 2 oz.

O.  #6649 Tower Shaker Glass jar.  
with chrome plated brass top.  
1 oz, 2 doz/ctn. 

P.  #46176 Mushroom Top Shaker 
Classic style salt/pepper shaker with 
stainless steel mushroom top, 2 oz.

Q.  #46172 Mushroom Top Shaker 
Tall tapered salt/pepper shaker 
with Stainless steel Mushroom top 
and glass jar, 3 oz, 2 doz/ctn. 

http://www.peugeot-saveurs.com/saveurs-epices/Accueil/
http://www.swissmar.com/can/gourmet/index.php
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A.   #96SKRD Camwear Shaker/

Dredger Polycarbonate with 
salt & pepper lid,10 oz, 296 mL. 
(Other lids available). 

B.  #6816 Cheese Shaker Glass jar 
with stainless steel top, 6 oz. 

C.  #96SKRC Camwear Shaker/
Dredger Polycarbonate with 
cheese lid, 10 oz, 296 mL. 

D.  Dredgers 18/8 Stainless steel,  
20oz. 
#7476 Salt 
#7477 Pepper

E.  #T1040 Aluminum Dredger 
without Handle 10 oz, 296 mL.

F.  #7471 Dredger with Handle 
Stainless steel. 10 oz, 296 mL.

G.  #6757 Sugar Pourer Stainless 
steel top, side pourer, 12 oz.

H.  #6755 Sugar Pourer Center pour  
stainless steel top, 12 oz.

I.   #6800 Cheese Shaker Glass jar 
with stainless steel top, 12 oz.

J.   #6600 Vinegar Dispenser
5 oz glass bottle. 18-8 Stainless 
steel top.

K.   #632 Syrup Server Easy to clean  
plastic top and jar, 32 oz.

L.  #912 Syrup Dispenser 
“Continental”. Glass jar with 
chrome plated top, 12 oz. 

M.   #6879 Syrup Server Glass jar 
with chrome plated plastic top,  
12 oz.

N.  #206 Syrup Server Glass jar with 
chrome plated plastic top, 6 oz.

O.  #456007 Clear Syrup Pitcher
Easy pouring, no-drip lip design
Stain-resistant containers can 
be used for syrup, cream, 
salad dressings, sauces. Safe in 
temperatures from 0° to 180°F.
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A.  School Compartment Trays  
These trays are available in three 
durable materials – Camwear, 
Budget, and Penny Saver. All are 
made of approved materials for 
food contact. Designed with full 
portion compartments, these easy 
to hold trays are perfect for school 
lunch programs and cafeterias. 
The textured surface resists 
scratching. Tray size: 10” x 14½”

Camwear Colours – Sherwood 
Green (119) Beige (133) Yellow 
(145) Navy Blue (186) Cranberry 
(416)

Budget Colours – Sherwood Green 
(119), Yellow (145), Tan (161), 
Red (163), Navy Blue (186),  
Teal (414), Cranberry (416).

Penny-Saver Colours – Grass 
Green (437), Yellow (145), Tan 
(161), Navy Blue (186), Teal (414), 
Cranberry (416).

B.  Fast Food Plastic Trays 
Manufactured for durability to 
withstand frequent use in quick 
serve operations. Even though their 
cost is low, the quality is high. The 
attractive textured surface hides 
scratches and provides an extra 
grip to keep glasses and dishware 
from slipping.

Colours: Black (110), Red (163), 
Desert Tan (104), Light Peach 
(106), Pearl Grey (107), Primrose 
Yellow (108), Sherwood Green 
(119), Orange (166), Brown (167), 
Blue (168), Navy Blue (186), Blush 
(409), Teal (414), Cranberry (416).

#1014FF 107/16” X 139/16”
#1216FF 117/8” X 161/8”
#1418FF 1313/16” X 17¾”

C.  Camlite (Economy) Fibreglass 
Trays 
If you require an aluminum wire 
rim in a economically priced 
tray, Camlite trays fill the order. 
These durable fibreglass trays 
have reinforced edges, stacking 
lugs and Dri-Stak separators- 
everything you would expect in a 
Cambro tray.

Colours: Rose Red (163), Yellow 
(145), Green (162), Blue (142), Tan 
(161), Steel White (676), Steel Red 
(675), Black (110).

#1014CL 105/8” X 13¾”
#1216CL 12” X 165/16”
#1418CL 14” X 18”
#1520CL 15” X 20¼”
#1826CL 177/8” X 25¾”

http://www.cambro.com/Trays/
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A.  Stainless Steel Plate covers 

Keep food at its ideal serving 
temperature.

Please see your Russell 
Representative for available  
sizes and pricing.

B.  Camwear Camcovers  
Made from polycarbonate, these 
covers can be used in heated carts 
up to 210˚F.

  Inside diameter sizes available 
from 87/16” to 121/8” (21.4cm - 
30.8cm). Colours: clear, silver, 
amber, beige.

C.  Oval Au Gratin Stainless steel. 
#47428 8 oz, 236 mL 
#47422 12 oz, 354 mL 
#47425 15 oz, 443 mL 
#47429 20 oz, 591 mL

D.  Stainless Steel Oval Platters
#7112 115/8” x 8¾”
#7114 14” x 8¾”
#7116 15¾” x 10¼”
#7118 17¾” x 11½”
#7121 19¾” x 13¾”

E. Lasagna Dishes Stainless steel.  
  Small, 61/2” (16.5 cm) 

Large, 81/2” (21.6 cm) 

F.  Gravy Boats 18-8 Stainless steel. 
#7074 5 oz, 148 mL 
#7078 8 oz, 237 mL
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A.  Platter Baskets Polypropylene.  
Baskets available in seven 
colours. 101/2”x 7”x 11/2”.

B.  #H799 Bread Basket  
Stainless steel. 9” (23cm).

C. Woven Bread Baskets 
  #4181 Simulated rattan, round. 

81/2” x 21/2” (21.6 x 5.1cm).

  #4182 Simulated rattan oval,  
91/4” x 6” x 21/4” (23.5 x 15.2 x 
5.7cm).

  #6-24 Willow Baskets  
Available in several sizes.

D.  Baskets Black with gold trim 
#4187 Round Bread. 83/4” x 2”  
(21 x 5.1cm)

  #4188 Oval Bread. 91/2” x 63/4” x 
23/4” (24.1 x 17.1 x 7cm)

  #4189 Oval Cracker. 91/4” x 33/4” x 
2” (23.5 x 9.5 x 5.1cm)

E.  #FRYS443 Square Tabletop 
Serving Fry Basket Stainless Steel 
4”lX 4”w x 3”h.

#FRYT433 Rectangular Tabletop 
Serving Fry Basket Stainless Steel 
4”l x 3”w x 3”h.
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A.  #46760 Snail Tong 6”  

Stainless Steel.

B.  #46746 Snail Plate  
Stainless Steel. Six embosses ideal 
for escargot, house specialties  
or deviled eggs. 67/8” x 57/16” x ¾”  
(17.5 cm x 13.8 cm x 1.8 cm}.

Lobster/ Nut Crackers  
Both styles offer a comfortable grip 
and smooth-acting hinge.

C. #46764 Polish chrome plated, 6”.

D. #46763 Stainless steel forged, 6¼”. 

E.  #7744 Lobster Cracker Chrome 
plated steel 6¼”.

F.  #515 Red Enamel Lobster/
Shellfish cracker 6” long. 

G.  #7774 Lobster Pick Stainless steel 
7¾” long. 

H.  #46735 Seafood Shell Stainless 
steel. 5” x 5½” x 5/8” (12.7 x 14.0 
x 1.6 cm).

I.  Supreme Set allows an 
ornamental food presentation 
ideal for shrimp cocktail. Made 
from stainless Steel for long-
lasting durability and easy cleanup. 
Mirror finish adds a refined look. 

J.  #46776 Butter Melter Chrome 
plated, welded stand. Includes, 
glass candle holder, candle and 
pan. 3.25oz capacity. 

K.  #46777 Butter Melter Stainless 
steel pan and base with rosewood 
handle. 4.25oz capacity .
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A.  #80371 Oil & Vinegar 
Dispensers

B.  #6977 Sugar Packet & Shaker 
Holder Chrome plated wire rack. 
Top menu clip. Will hold up to 2” 
dia. salt & pepper.

C.  #57 5207 Cruet Set Glass body.  
5oz, 150 mL.

D.  #99637 Three-way Revolving 
Server The revolving stand 
brings your condiment choice to 
you. Includes three 10oz, 295 mL 
stainless steel bowls.

E.  #99615 Chrome Plated Utility 
Server Includes three 6oz stainless 
steel bowls and covers.

F.  #47633 Chrome Plated Utility 
Server Includes three 10oz 
stainless steel bowls.

G.  #CJ80W Condiment Jars  
Made of clear virtually unbreakable 
Camwear polycarbonate. Slotted 
lids to hold serving spoons when 
not in use. Spoon not included. 
8oz capacity.

H.  #4072 Sugar Packet Holder  
White ceramic.

I.  #SC-1007 Sugar Caddy  
Plastic, available in clear and  
eight standard colours: Brown, 
Red, White, Black, Yellow, 
Almond, Blue and Green.

J.  #5258 3½” Glass Sugar Packet 
Holder The simple design of these 
sugar packet holders will look 
great with any table setting and 
come in handy at any gathering.

K.  Plastic Sugar Packet Holders
#9372 White

#9373 Black

#9374 Brown

#9375 Clear

33/8” x 2½” x 2”.
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A.  #46609 Wine/Champagne Bucket  

7qt, made of heavy gauge 18/8 stainless 
steel – resistant to corrosion, pitting and 
rusting. This wine/champagne bucket 
features a beautiful beehive style design 
with a mirror finish exterior for an 
upscale look and a satin finish interior 
for durability. Ideal for tabletop or room 
service applications. Dishwasher safe. 
77/8”h, 7½” top dia., 53/8” bottom dia.

B.  #46616 Wine/Champagne Bucket 
Made of durable stainless steel, this 
champagne/wine bucket features a 
satin finish to protect against wear. The 
double wall prevents condensation from 
forming on the outside of the bucket. 
7”h, 8” max dia.

C.  #74-7436C Acrylic Wine Cooler 
9” x 3½“ with chrome trim.

D.  #7885 Aluminum Champagne Bucket 
8¾”h x 7¾“dia.

E.  #7895 Champagne Bucket
Stainless Steel, 91/4”h x 8”dia.

F.  #WC100CWHN Bucket & opt Stand 
•  Chill and showcase wine or champagne. 
•  Tough Camwear® polycarbonate won’t 

crack or break and is easy to clean. 
•  Optional chrome stand for space  

saving table side service.
•  8” x 9”.

G.   #7890 Champagne/Wine Bucket 
Thickness 0.114”, 18-3 Stainless steel. 
10”h x , 8¾” dia.

H.  #7887 Champagne/Wine Bucket 
Stand Height 27”. Brass plated 
aluminum rings. Chrome plated  
carbon steel wire.
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Stainless Steel Card and Menu 
Holders

A. #46794 2¼” dia. x 1¾”t

B. #46795 11/8” dia. x 1½”t

C. #92070 21/8” dia x 1¾”t

D. #92080 Tray Card Holder ¾“

E.  #80050 Tent Style Reserved Sign 
2”x 7” (5.1 x 17.8 cm)

F. Table Number Holders

#4132 12” (30.5 cm)

#4135 15” (38.1 cm)

#4138 18” (45.7 cm)

G.  Table Numbers Available  
in black numerals on white 
background or white numerals  
on black background.Printed on 
both sides. 4” x 3¾”. 

Black on White White on Black 

#9025 1-25 #9125 1-25

#9050 1-50 #9150 1-50

#9100 1-100 #9200 1-100

H.  #6921 Napkin Dispenser
Stainless Steel with rubber feet
71/8” x 37/8” x 43/4”.

I.  #9360 Brass Plated Check 
Spindle 61/8”, 15.6 cm.

J.   Stainless Steel Sauce Cup 
Mirrored-finished outside, satin 
finished inside. 3oz capacity.

K.    Paneled Sherbet Dishes
Mirrored- finished stainless steel. 

#48013 3½oz capacity 

#48015 5oz capacity 

L.  Ramekins These are our standard 
thick walled, heavy weight 
melamine design. Available in  
13 colours.2oz capacity.  
Dishwasher safe.
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A.   Order Slides make it easy for cooks  

to see items awaiting preparation. 
These order slides are made with heavy 
duty anodized aluminum and are easy 
to maintain and come complete with 
mounting screws for simple installation. 
Measuring 24", 36", 48" and 60"  
these slides are invaluable during high 
volume times and will keep cook lines 
running smoothly.

B.   Order Wheel Available sizes: 12”, 16”, 
20”, 24” dia. Comes with spring clips. 
Four types of mounting available.

C.   Menu Stand (Card holder) Clear Acrylic 
plastic. Book type and tent type. Various 
sizes available.

D.   #8380 Call Bell – Brass.

E.  #7815 Crumb Scraper 
Gold Toned Anodized Aluminum  
w/ Pocket Clip, 6” Long.

F.  #4502 Wooden Tray Stand 
155/8” x 16¾” x 31¾”.

G.   #4503 Tray Stand 
Chrome plated steel tubing. 3 Straps 
20” x 16½” x 32¼”.
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Single Panel 

Double Panel 

Four Page

Three Page

Triple Pane  
w/½ Pocket

Triple  
Panel 

A.  #0616-B Menu Cover Double panel 
clear sewn menu covers with nickel 
corners and made of black nylon.  
8½" x 14" sheet size. Various 
configurations available.

B.  #5001 Menu Jackets Vinyl with padded 
front cover and gold foil stamped “Menu” 
on front. Available in 8½" x 11" only.

C.  #1002 Guest Cheque Holder Interior 
is black suede vinyl with two slashed 
pockets plus a credit card pocket.

D.  #3005 Menu Black tivano imitation 
leather with 4 page protectors.  
8½" x 11" sheet size.

E.  Tri-Fold Table Tents These table tents 
offer viewing from three sides and come 
in three style panels to hold your menu 
sheets. 4"x 8", 4"x 10".

F.  Table Tents These table tents feature a 
nylon strap on bottom of A-frame and 
come in two style patterns. Available in 
black, blue, burgundy and green.  
4"x 6", 8½"x 5½", 11"x 8½".

Please see your Russell representative for our 
complete line of menu cover options.
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A.  #351HT Under Counter Dishwasher
This innovative under counter dishwasher 
is perfect for daycares, cafés and small bars 
thanks to its incredible performance and 
efficiency and 24 racks per hour capacity. 
In fact, the 351HT dishwasher uses only 
0.85 gallons of fresh water per rack, and 
its minimal energy and water consumption 
have even earned it the coveted Energy Star® 
certification.

Equipped with advanced stainless steel 
wash arms and the rinse sentry feature that 
ensures the final rinse is always up to the 
required 180°F and that your dishes come 
out sparkling clean. Liquid detergent and 
rinse aid dispensing pumps. The 351HT 
comes complete with stainless steel top side 
and rear panels. Stainless steel rinse arms 
and removable end caps.

B.  #401HT High Temperature Under 
Counter Dishwasher This dishwasher’s 
fully automatic wash/rinse cycle–washes 
and sanitizes a rack of wares in 141 
seconds. 21 racks an hour. With a fill and 
dump type operation, rinse water is always 
reused as the next cycle’s wash water and 
a low 1.5 gallon usage per rack. Constant 
replenishment of fresh water gives better 
wash quality.

The Rinse Sentry feature ensures 180°F final 
rinse temperature. Soft start provides gradual 
and quiet pump activation and helps prevent 
dish and glass breakage. Liquid detergent 
and rinse aid dispensing pumps complete 
with prime switches. Complete with stainless 
steel top and side panels. Powerful, yet 
whisper quiet, 1Hp pump motor. Top 
mounted user friendly operator controls.

C.  #501HT High Temperature Under 
Counter Dishwasher The 501HT also 
features a fully automatic wash/rinse cycle 
that washes and sanitizes a rack of wares 
in 141 seconds. 21 racks an hour. With the 
fill and dump type operation, rinse water 
is always reused as the next cycle’s wash 
water and a low 1.5 gallon usage per rack. 
Constant replenishment of fresh water gives 
better wash quality. 

The Rinse Sentry feature ensures 180°F final 
rinse temperature. Soft start provides gradual 
and quiet pump activation and helps prevent 
dish and glass breakage. Liquid detergent and 
rinse aid dispensing pumps complete with 
prime switches. Complete with stainless steel 
top and side panels. Powerful, yet whisper 
quiet, 1Hp pump motor. Totally sealed, 
stainless steel feather touch cycle switches. 
Also available in a three phase model.
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Perfect for bars and tight spaces, Champion 
glass washers clean and sanitize up to 2,000 
glasses per hour. Choose from our rotary or 
pass-through unit, both providing up to 12” of 
clearance for taller stemware. The three-pump 
injection system provides precise chemical 
dispensing. Upper and lower wash and rinse 
arms produce sparkling clean glasses every 
time. Fresh, cool water sanitizes glasses in the 
final rinses so they are ready for immediate 
use.

A.  #DF Glasswashers
The DF series of glasswashers provide 
high volume, top quality performance in 
a single unit. The three pump injection 
system allows the use of separate sanitizer 
and rinse aid resulting in real savings. 12” 
glass clearance accepts taller stemware. 

Cool final rinse water provides a cool  
glass ready for immediate use. The internal 
shelf provides storage for three 1 gallon  
(4 litre) containers. Polypropylene conveyor 
eliminates chipping of fine stemware. 
Capacity/hr: 1200 glasses -  2½” (6.4cm) 
39”h x 25”w x 27”d  
208-230/60/1, 15amp.

B.  #SW400/SW600 Glasswashers
Keeping enough glassware on hand 
during peak hours in almost any bar will 
require quite a bit of glass washing, and in 
especially busy bars, it is nearly impossible 
without extra staff or a conveyor 
glasswasher like the 2,000 glass/hr pass 
through glasswashers. These efficient  
glass washers are easy to use thanks 
to their pass-through operation and 
automatic start. 

They are even equipped with a convenient 
three-pump injector system that allows you 
to use a separate sanitizer and rinse aid for 
crystal clear glasses every time. Best of all, 
they feature a soft, polypropylene conveyor 
that helps reduce damage to glasses.

Cool water rinse produces clean glasses 
that are immediately ready to use and 
reduces damage from temperature shock. 
Durable stainless steel construction with 
a space saving four foot wide profile. 
Available in either 4 foot or 6 foot models 
and right to left or left to right operation. 
SW400  38½”h x 48”w x 22”d  
SW600  38½”h x 72” w x 22”d 
208-230/60/1, 15 amp.

http://www.moyerdiebel.com/products/category/13
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#DH5000 DV Direct Vent Dishwasher
The DH5000DV is a direct vent model with a 4 inch round duct 
opening allowing steam to be evacuated through an adjacent 
outer wall or up to 50 feet away with 250 CFM fan (optional) and 
no hood or canopy is required. Upper vent captures any residual 
steam escaping when the hood is open Field convertible from 
three phase to single or from straight through to corner. Bottom 
mounted digital controls (coloured LED zones and numbers). 
Standard and extended wash cycles. Rinse Sentry ensures a  
180° final rinse. Energy Star® qualified. Booster configured  
for 40 to 70°F rise standard. 46 racks/hr.

#DH5000 High Temperature Dishwasher
The DH5000 high temperature dishwasher features a sloped 
hood, electronic controls and a built in 40° to 70° booster. Easy 
field conversion from three phase to single phase and simple 
corner conversion (rack guide only).Improved final rinse pattern 
with tri-sectional arms and Rinse Sentry ensures a 180°F final 
rinse. Digital wash and rinse temperature gauges. Interchangeable 
upper and lower wash and rinse arms. 53 racks/hr.

http://www.moyerdiebel.com/products/category/2
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#44DR Conveyor Dishwasher
The 44DR conveyor dishwasher is a great choice for large 
restaurants, schools or cafeterias where a door-type dishwasher 
just can’t keep up. At just 44 inches wide, this powerful 
dishwasher can wash up to 208 racks of dishes every hour. It is 
also equipped with Champion’s unique DualRinse system that 
is designed for maximum performance and maximum energy 
and water savings. This advanced dishwasher has even earned 
the coveted Energy Star® certification. One piece stainless steel 
upper and lower spray arm assemblies. Convenient top mounted 
controls. Vertical opening will accommodate standard  
18”x 26” sheet pans.

#MD2000 High Temperature Dishwasher
The MD2000 high temperature dishwasher is an overflow type 
machine with a low 0.9 US/0.75 imp/3l water usage per rack 
and is ENERGY STAR® qualified, and will clean 55 racks per hour. 
Standard installed pressure regulating valve and line strainer. 
Interchangeable upper and lower wash and rinse arms. High 
efficiency 1 HP pump and single point electrical connection for 
machine and booster. Built in booster for both 40°F/22°C rise 
and 70°F/39°C rise. Straight through configuration and field 
convertible to corner operation. Rinse Sentry ensures a  
180°F final rinse.

http://www.moyerdiebel.com/products
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A.  #DH5000VHR 
The DH5000VHR door type high 
temperature ventless heat recovery system 
collects steam and heat to be reused. No 
hood or canopy required. Built-in sentry 
(40-70° rise booster) ensures a final 180° 
final rinse. Field convertible from straight 
through to corner, field convertible from 
single phase to three phase and auto start 
when hood is closed. Single point electrical 
connection with 1 HP self draining pump 
& motor. NSF approved 38 racks per hour 
with automatic tank fill and detergent/
chemical connections, interchangeable 
upper and lower spray arms, automatic 
drain valve, bottom mounted digital 
controls and mounted pressure reducing 
valve. Energy Star® rated.

B.  #D-HBT 
This door type high temperature extended 
hood warewasher with built in booster is 
NSF approved as both a dishwasher and 
potwasher and features a 2Hp motor, 
5.2 kW electric tank heat and adjustable 
mode/timer and interchangeable stainless 
steel upper and lower wash and rinse 
arms. Stainless steel front and side panels 
with detergent and chemical connections. 
Door activated cycle start. Single point 
electrical connection.

C.  Flight Dishwashers 
High production food service operations 
require the efficiency offered by a flight 
machine. Also known as upright conveyor 
systems, these warewashers are perfectly

 suited for incredibly high volumes 
as many as 20,000 dishes per hour. 
Operators load individual wares onto our 
protective conveyor as needed. Electronic 
sensors provide energy savings, shutting 
down the pump when idle. See your 
Russell representative for more information 
on the complete line of flight machines.

http://www.moyerdiebel.com/products
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A.  #LXeR High Temperature Under Counter 
Dishwasher The LXeR high temperature undercounter 
dishwasher will wash up to 30 racks per hour (light 
cycle) using only 0.62 gallons (2.35 L) of water per 
rack with a 70°F rise booster. The energy recovery 
technology uses recycled steam heat to preheat cold 
inlet water for additional energy savings. The advanced 
diagnostics system works to provide hassle-free 
operation, and lets you know when you’re running low 
on chemicals with audible and visual alarms. Snap-in 
revolving upper and lower rinse arms; revolving upper 
and lower anti-clogging wash arms and removable scrap 
screen. Automated deliming cycle and Energy Star® 
qualified. 120/208-240V. 2315/16”w x 26¾”d x 32½”h.

B.  #AM15VL-2 Advansys Ventless High Temperature 
Dishwasher The AM15VL Advansys ventless high 
temperature dishwasher features an internal condensing 
system that minimizes water vapor to eliminate the 
need for a vent hood. The four washing cycles on the 
AM15VL are 1, 2, 4, and 6 minutes long, and let you 
select the one that assures all your dishware, glassware 
and flatware is totally clean. Using only .74 gallons of 
water per rack for water, energy, and chemical savings. 
The AM15VL has features such as a water and energy 
saving rinse system, a door-actuated start, and self-
draining stainless steel pump and impeller. The AM15VL 
is also equipped with a easy to use touch-pad control 
and a deliming cycle with an optional notification 
capability. Includes a 8.5 kw booster heater. 

C. #AM15 Select
With the AM Select, you are literally getting two 
machines in one. You no longer have to contemplate 
getting one warewasher for all your normal ware. 
Energy Star® rated, the AM Select reduces your water 
consumption and your utility bill. The exclusive rinse arm 
design uses only .74 gallons per rack. Not only does the 
design reduce your water and energy consumption, but 
it also lowers your chemical costs. The four washing 
cycles on the AM15-1 are 1, 2, 4 and 6 minutes long. 
Also equipped with touch-pad controls that are simple 
for operators to access and use, and a deliming cycle 
with an optional notification capability. The AM15 is 
also very versatile, with models available to handle  
18” x 26” sheet pans and large pots, hot water or 
chemical sanitization and 58- 65 racks per hour.

D. #CLeR
The Advansys CLeR brings Hobart’s Energy Recovery 
technology to the industry-leading water and energy 
savings of Opti-Rinse. The result? A conveyor-type 
warewasher with Hobart’s legendary longevity built-
in that saves you so much in both energy and water, 
it could literally pay for itself within a few years, 
depending upon your warewashing volume.

The energy recovery unit captures the heat and  
uses it to preheat the incoming water supply to the 
booster heater. With Hobart’s energy recovery, a cold 
water supply even with temperatures as low as 55°F 
(13°C) is all that is needed for final rinse. See your 
Russell representative for more information or visit 
www.hobartcorp.com 

http://www.hobart.ca/product-categories/warewashing/hobart/
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Super Economy Sinks

Designed with several unique features, these 
sinks deliver great value for light duty and utility 
applications. 

There are also a number of popular options 
available such as clip-on drain boards, rack slides 
and pre-rinse to build a terrific under-counter 
dishwashing station for light duty applications.
•  All welded 18 gauge construction with 15/8”  

(40 mm) SS adjustable tubular legs. 
•  Front edge is rolled comfort and side edges are 

hemmed to maximize value.
•  Each compartment has a center style basket 

waste.
•  Convenient back shelf design.
•  Available in stock sizes of one, two and three 

compartment configurations.

Standard & Deluxe Sinks

These sinks are the industry standard for quality 
and functional design to benefit any busy food 
service application. 
•  All welded 16 gauge construction with 15/8”  

(40 mm) SS adjustable tubular legs.
•  Front & side sink edges rolled for comfort.
•  Corner wastes with drain screen and heavy 

gauge SS drain tube are standard.
•  Sink compartments have rolled interior corners 

on front and back. The Deluxe Series Sinks 
incorporate all coved sink corners.

•  Integral welded drain boards are available in 
any size or configuration.

•  Available in one, two and three compartment 
sizes but are highly customizable to suit any 
application.

Available Features for all sink models:
•  3½” SS basket type waste, lift-out strainer.
•  2” lever type drain with or without back overflow.
•  Drainboards 18”, 24”, 30”, 36” standard. Support 

legs for drainboards over 30”.
•  Fixed undershelves.
•  Faucets - swing spouts available in sizes of 6” to 

18”, complete with aerator if required. Faucet 
hole centers 4”& 8” standard.

•  Special size sinks, drainboards and dishtabling 
can be made to order. Prices on application.

•  Pot washing equipment can be fitted to 
standard sinks.

Custom Dishtables

Quest Custom SS Dishtables have the functional 
design and workmanship that characterizes all 
Quest products. Fabricated of heavy duty 16 
gauge SS, all welded construction, finished to a 
high standard for a permanent sanitary finish, 
pleasing appearance and years of durable service. 

Hands-Free Hand Sink #HFS

A sanitary workspace begins with a 
convenient space for staff to rinse 
their hands frequently. This sturdy 
and economical hand sink can be 
wall-mounted anywhere and the 
unique ‘Hands Free’ knee operated 
valve operation is simple and the 
ultimate in sanitation. Mounting 
bracket, faucet and fittings included. 
17” (432mm) wide.

http://www.questmetal.com/group/stainless-sinks/
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The Camrack Warewashing and  
Storage System guarantees foodservice 
operators the most complete warewashing 
system available. Camracks help clean 
and protect valuable glasses, stemware, 
mugs and cups through washing, 
handling and storage. The unique closed 
wall design, protective splash-guard and 
complete selection ensures that drinkware 
is completely cleaned and remains fully 
protected when stacked for storage. 
Additional extenders may be added to  
build height.

Ask a Russell Representative to determine the 
right Camrack for you.

A.  Camrack® Base Racks As the 
foundation of the Camrack® System, this 
durable rack holds pots, pans, bowls and 
other large preparation, serving and 
display items. Half Racks work well for 
storing items at a wait station.

  • Full and half racks  
• 4 pre-assembled heights  
• 10 colors.

B.  Camrack® Full and Half Size Cup 
Racks have a unique tilt feature that 
drains all water from cup and mug bases, 
ensuring quick and sanitary drying.

  • 16 & 20 compartment full rack sizes  
• 8 & 10 compartment half rack sizes  
• 2 pre-assembled heights.

C.  Camrack® Full & Half Size Flatware 
Racks Used to soak and wash all 
flatware and utensils. The bottom is 
made of a fine mesh that holds all 
flatware while allowing for water and 
cleaning solutions to pass easily through. 

  • Full or half size racks  
•  Large 8 compartment basket fits into a 

full or half base rack. Wire handles fold 
down for easy storage.

D.  Camrack® Peg Racks Designed for easy 
loading, stable positioning, and support 
of varying sized plates, bowls and trays. 

  5 x 9 Peg Rack Offers a unique 2-in-1 
solution. Designed to hold and clean 
standard size plates when placed in 
one direction and deep dish plates and 
oversized bowls in the other direction. 

E.  Camrack® Full Size Stemware Racks 
Offers complete protection for all your 
delicate and valuable stemware through 
washing, handling, and storage. 

  • 5 compartment sizes: 9, 16, 20, 25, 36, 49  
• 6 heights. 

F.  Camrack® Full Size Glass Racks work 
hard in your operation to ensure that 
your glasses are clean and stored safely. 

  • 5 compartment sizes 
• 6 heights.

http://www.cambro.com/Dish_Racks/10737420103/1033.aspx
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A.  #RF-0133-B08 Pre-Rinse Faucet 
This B-0133-08 wall mounted pre-rinse faucet 
features 8” centers, and an 18” riser. It also has 2” 
flanges with built-in check valves. It comes with a 
low flow spray valve for water savings. Will work 
with most stainless steel commercial sinks with 
backsplashes, and can also be installed in many dish 
rooms. Also available in deck mount.

B.  #MPZ-2DCN-06 Pre-Rinse Faucet 
The MPZ-2DCN-06 single hole deck mounted mini 
pre rinse faucet is designed for commercial kitchens 
where space is at a premium. An efficient B-0107 
spray valve rated at 1.42 GPM delivers superior results 
without wasting water, while a 6” add-on faucet 
provides additional versatility.

C.  #RF-0113B-12A-08 Pre-Rinse Spray w/Faucet 
This 8” Center Pre-Rinse Spray Unit w/Faucet  
(B-0123-A12-B08) features a flow rate of 1.48 gpm 
at 60 psi, a rate that maintains a perfect balance 
between conserving water and getting the job done. 
The valve is attached to a 44” long stainless steel 
flexible hose, which is created for durability and ease 
of use. This versatile pre-rinse is very practical for 
smaller spaces thanks to its 12” add-on faucet that 
allows the spray station to double as a sink and wash 
space. 

D.  #RF-0133B-12A-08 Pre-Rinse Spray Unit 
This 8” center wall-mounted pre-rinse spray unit w/ 
wall bracket features a 44” long stainless steel flexible 
hose, which is created for durability and ease of use. 
A wall bracket is also included with this unit, ensuring 
more stability. Attached to the hose is a spray valve 
with a low flow rate of 1.48 gpm, making it a perfect 
choice for the water-conscious commercial kitchen. 
This versatile pre-rinse is very practical for smaller 
spaces thanks to its 12” add-on faucet that allows the 
spray station to  double as a sink and wash space.

E.  #B-1225 Deck Mounted Glass Filler 
This deck mounted combination glass and pitcher 
filler makes the most of your bar back or kitchen 
space with its versatile design. The unit features an 
easy to use glass filler with a blue translucent push-
back arm. The dispenser is then topped with a water 
flow controlled faucet for pitcher filling, rinsing or 
other operations. The 6 inch nozzle is ideal for small 
spaces since it will provide ample vertical fill space 
without compromising preparation room.

HELPFUL HINT

•  All pre-rinse installations must include the wall 
support bracket, securely fastened to the wall, 
approx. 15” above faucet.

•  The pre-rinse faucet should be located directly over the 
sink fixture. The hose assembly must not be stretched 
to rinse other areas as premature hose failure/leaking will 
result.

•  Replacement valves and parts are available from any 
Russell Parts and Service department.

http://locator.tsbrass.com/
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A.  #3349 Bus/Utility Box 
This utility box is made of a durable 
commercial grade plastic, with 
reinforced handles, bottom and ribs 
for added strength. Rounded corners 
make for easy cleaning. Commercial 
dishwasher safe. Available in white and 
grey. 20”l x 15”w x 5”d.

B.  #3650 Tote Box 
Made of heavy duty polyethylene and 
available in grey, natural, red and white. 
22”l x 12”w x 3-15/16”d.

C.  #3651 Polyethylene Undercounter 
Tote Box Available in grey.  
21”l x 12”w x 6”d.

D.  #21157CBP Polyethylene Bus Box 
This bus box is made of strong 
polyethylene with a high gloss finish 
that will provide years of service under 
normal use and wear. It features a 
ribbed interior surface so your dishes 
don’t slide around during use. Available 
in black, dark brown and light grey.  
21”l x 15”w x 7”d.

E.  #3350 Divided Bus/Utility Box  
Made of durable commercial grade 
plastic with reinforced handles, bottom 
and ribs for added strength. Rounded 
corners for easy cleaning. Commercial 
dishwasher safe.

F.  #1375 Polyethylene Cutlery Box 
Available in Black and grey.  
215/8 ”l x 12”w x 315/16 ”d.

G.  #40-100255 Overflow Tube 
Brass nickel plated tube with neoprene 
stopper. For use in 1½” (3.8 cm) sink 
drains. 10” x 1½”.

H.  #8FB434 8 Compartment Flatware 
Basket w/ Handles  
Designed to fit snugly into a half-size 
base rack. The mesh design promotes 
maximum circulation during cleaning 
and ensures fast sanitary drying. Comes 
with two wire handles.



http://www.dudson.com/news/product-news/dudson-breaks-new-ground-with-harvest
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